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Bird Life at the M.M.B.W. Farm, Werribee 

The Metropolitan Farm at 
Werribee is a sanctuary for 
wildlife, and birds are particu- 
larly plentiful. It would be diffi- 
cult to find another place only 
25 miles from Melbourne where 
there is such a variety of bird 
life and where it is so very easy 
to see them. You need only drive 
or cycle along the roads and you 
will see a hawk or a kestrel over 
the paddocks, a sleepy owl or 
two perched on a tree, or a blue 
wren balancing on a fence wire. 
But perhaps the birds that 
create the greatest interest are 
those which inhabit the marsh- 
lands and lagoons. 

Go along any road near the 
freshly irrigated grasslands in 
summer and you will see hun- 
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By FRANCES N. SEARLE 

dreds of ibises—both the white 
and the straw-necked species, 
They poke their long sickle-like 
beaks into the roots of the 
grasses seeking grubs and other 
insects. Very common in these 
areas are White-faced Herons— 
erroneously called “blue cranes”. 
These are graceful birds with 
lovely grey-blue plumage, and 
they step very elegantly on their 
long legs through the shallow 
water. When disturbed they give 
a loud croaking note and rise 
with a slow leisurely flight. 

The Cape Barren Goose is a 
rare visitor, but you may be 
fortunate enough to see one on 
the swampy grasslands. You 
may also see a Brown Bittern 
among the reeds and swampy 
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ponds or at Cherry Creek. This 
is quite a big bird of a streaked 
brownish colour and, when 
startled, it stands perfectly still, 
seemingly trying to disguise it- 
self as a stick. 

From the lonely roads through 
the lagoons you will see numbers 
of wild duck—Mountain Duck 
with their beautiful colours, 
Black Duck, Teal, and others. 
In the more inaccessible parts 
of the lagoons nesting boxes 
have been placed by bird- 
watchers who put bands on the 
legs of the young ducks so as to 
observe their migratory move- 
ments. Ducks banded at the farm 
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have been found as far north as 
Townsville in Queensland. Also 
on the lagoons are Coots, which 
are expert swimmers and divers, 
and Swamp-hens. Further out 
on the clear open water are birds 
of the grebe family, probably 
better known as_ dabchicks. 
These dive quickly and, just as 
vou have decided they must have 
drowned, they suddenly pop up 
again some distance from where 
they disappeared. 

As the farm has a frontage of 
about 13 miles to Port Phillip 
Bay, there are many birds to be 
seen along the foreshore. There 
is little sand here; just piles of 
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broken shell which change with 
every tide. On the shelly beach 
from November to January you 
may find the eggs of the Fairy 
Tern. But you will need sharp 
eyes, There is no nest and it is 
difficult to distinguish the pair 
of speckled eggs from their 
shelly surroundings, Another 
beach resident is the Red-capped 
Dotterel. Sometimes Black 
Swans may be seen in hundreds 
along the shore, searching 
among the seaweeds for succul- 
ent morsels. 

Around the mouth of Little 
River are pelicans, usually fish- 
ing in the shallow water, while 
further out to sea, numbers of 
Cormorants or “black shags” 
are diving for fish on the shallow 
reefs. 

There are miles and miles of 
plantations at the farm. Some of 
these areas contain quite big 
trees and shrubs, while others 
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have a close growth of bushes. 
These have been planted for 
wind-breaks but the birds have 
taken them over as their own. 
You cannot miss the rosellas and 
other parrots as they fly screech- 
ing through the trees, and you 
will hear the mournful six-note 
trill of the Fan-tailed Cuckoo. 
Among the smaller birds are 
blue wrens, honeyeaters, Golden 
Whistlers with their brilliant 
yellow breasts and black collars 
and throats, and parties of Little 
Thornbills. The Yellow - tailed 
Thornbill builds a most in- 
triguing nest—a domed struc- 
ture with the entrance near the 
top. But amongst all these peace- 
ful birds of the plantations there 
is an outlaw — the Goshawk — 
which preys on smal! birds and 
nestlings. 

Where the effluent channels 
run under the roads you can 
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Red-capped Dotterel. 

often see the bottle-shaped nests 
of the Fairy Martin or “bottle 
swallow’. These nests, in rows or 
clusters, are made of hundreds 
of small mud pellets plastered 
together to form strange bottle 
shapes that project from the 
wall of the culvert. The same 
nests are occupied each season, 
repairs being made when neces- 
sary. Fairy Martins are usually 
migratory but here, where the 
weather is mild, they can be 
geen all the vear round. 
More than 180 different 

species of birds have been re- 
corded at the farm, and addi- 
tions are made to the list every 
few years. In 1962 an exciting 
addition was the Red-necked 
?-halarope; it had never been ob- 
‘erved in Australia before. Also 
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in 1962 the Oriental Pratincole, 
inother migrant species from 
Asia, appeared on the farm and 
tliis was a first record for Vic- 
toria. As well as these temporary 
visitors there are other birds, 
formerly rare in the locality, 
that are establishing themselves 
and becoming more plentiful. 
For instance, several Red-kneed 
Dotterels (once considered rare 
south of the Divide) have been 
nesting at the farm and are 
probably on the increase. There 
are interesting discoveries here 
for the very keen observer as 
well as for the more casual one. 

There are several] public roads 
through the farm, and a written 
permit may be obtained from 
the M.M.B.W. to enter some of 
the other roads. 



A Tribute to the Naturalist, Amalie Dietrich 

It is just over one hundred 
years since the young German 
naturalist, Amalie Dietrich, 
landed in Australia. A hundred 
and one years have passed since 
the year 1863 and a lot of his- 
tory has been enacted; many of 
the events of that one hundred 
and one years have been forgot- 
ten, but one remains outstanding 
and unforgettable: the story of 
the young woman scientist who 
left one part of the world in 
order to help discover another, 
and a far distant, part. 

The little figure of Amalie’s 
daughter, Charitas, vanished 
into the mist lying over the old 
German city of Hamburg, as 
the sailing ship La Rochelle left 
the harbour on May 15, 1863. 
The ship’s destination was Aus- 
tralia, and Amalie Dietrich was 
travelling to Australia in order 
to enrich the private museum of 
the Hamburg merchant, J, C. 
Godeffroy, in Alt Wandrahm 
with new botanical finds from 
the new country. 

It was the first time that a 
woman had undertaken such a 
task, but Amalie was well suited 
for her mission. 

Equipped with her scientific 
books and tools, she made her- 
self at home on the ship. In the 
three months of the journey she 
diligently studied the English 
language, without which, during 
the ten years which she was to 
spend in Australia, any move- 
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ment would have been impos- 
sible. 

The greater part of her fellow 
passengers on the La Rochelle 
were there for another reason— 
they wished to seek for gold. 

For three months the seas held 
the destiny of the ship and its 
inhabitants in their power. 
When a storm suddenly blew up, 
Amalie prayed not only for 
safety but also for the fulfilment 
of her life’s work. Then, under 
a favourable star, the ship made 
her way around the Cape of 
Good Hope and into the Indian 
Ocean, 

Amalie wrote often to her 
young daughter, Charitas, whom 
she had had to leave behind with 
strangers. She would write later 
to her dilatory husband, when 
she arrived at her destination 
in Australia. She had taken with 
her a small text-book on the 
algae to be found in the southern 
seas and during the long voyage 
she studied this also. The ever- 
lasting scholar! 

At long last land was sighted, 
first islands, then the mainland, 
but the ship had still to sail 
around half a continent before 
Amalie’s goal was reached. 

In August 1863 the east coast 
of Australia was sighted, then 
the ship sailed up the coast ta 
Brisbane, Queensland. 

Brisbane, on Moreton Bay and 
twenty miles up the Brisbane 
River, was only forty years old 
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at that time. The mysterious 
land of Amalie’s exile, six times 
larger than her homeland, Sax- 
ony, lay open before her eager 
naturalist’s eyes, arc she lost ne 
lime in seizing her opportunity. 

At once she started on her 
work. She did not sccept an jn- 
vitation lo go to an hotel, but 
looked around for cheaper auar- 
ters until she could find a home 
with other Huropeans. With the 
help of one of Godeffroy’s agents 
she rented a smal! houge near the 
Brisbane River, built on stilts 
to counter the depredations of 
white ants. Two Chimese hoys 
brought her few belongings from 
the ship Lo her new home — and 
what were those belongings? 
Specimen jars, spirits to pre- 
serve her finds, books, equipment 
fot her sciéntifie collections, and 
a few eooking utensils which she 
had bought in Brisbane, 

“Now, at last I can starfi on 
my work,” she wrote to Charilas 
on Anpust 20, 1863. 
A Chinaman demanded money 

from her for water, but she 
would net give if to him. She 
drank no tea until she found 
waterhole near her house; ashe 
wanted te rely on her own re- 
sources right from the start and 
ta learn to look after herself in 
the bush, in spite of its strange- 
Tess. 

With a little flour, salt, tea 
and matches in a knapsack, she 
left her hovse on her first collect- 
ing trip and had to carefully note 
the landmarks so that she could 
find her way home again, She 
wore a big straw hat with a veil 
to protect her from the sun and 
the persistent mosquitoes. In her 
letters ahe said that a feeling of 
fear eame over her on this, her 
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firal, excursion into the primeval 
forest, but the zeal of the dedi- 
cated naturalist carried her 
throngh. 

As soon as she found water 
she made small, flat, damper 
cakes from fcur, salt and water, 
and baked them in the hot ashes 
of her fire; this sort of food was 
to be her main diet from tien on 
during most. of the next ten 
yeurs, She boiled her billy and 
had her first meal in the Aus- 
tralian bush, 

The plants she found were all 
completely new ta her and soon 
her collecting container was full. 
‘To preserve the ingecta she ecol- 
lected, she had taken ulass jars 
and methylated spirits. Back in 
her house, she pressed the flow- 
ers and plants and prepared her 
collection for sending back to 
her sponsor, the omterchant 
Godeftroy in Hamburg, 

“T feel as if Mr Godeffroy has 
presented me with this vast con- 
tinent,"’ she wrote to her daugh- 
ter. In {he first eight months ehe 
stnt off twelve parcels of apeci- 
mens to Hamburg, 

Later, she went ta Rackhamp- 
ton and here misfortune nearly 
overtook her. On one of her ex- 
peditions a beautiful blue water- 
lily growing in a Swamp was an 
irresistible JIure, but she soon 
found, in her horror, that she 
was trapped in the quicksand. 
Whenever she Lried to move she 
sank deeper into the mud, and 
she could only stand atill. All that 
she could hear Was a kookaburra 
laushing in a nearby tree and 
frogs croaking in the swamp 
around her, 

Fortunately however, i, was a 
time of full moon und nesrby 
some aborigines were gathering 
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for a corroboree; they heard her 
eries for help and ¢ame jn a 
dug-out canoe to save her from 
the swamp. 

The results of this horrifying 
experience came Jater, when 
Amalia became ill with malaria; 
she developed a high fever ana 
was unable to work for several 
months. She treated herself with 
dnses of quinine from her medi- 
cine chest and eventually she 
recovered from the bout of 
malaria. 

Soon after this another oear- 
digaster occurred, Her house, 
with some of her precious collec- 
tions inside it, was burned down. 
She did not believe that the 
aborigines were the culprits; in 
a jetter to her daughter sho 
wrote “They (the aborigines) 
are not bad mteéntionally, but 
only uneducated, like children. 
I cannot say anything bad about 
them, as they saved my life not 
long ago’. 

While in Rockhampton, 
Amalie had news of the death of 
her husband, to whom she owed 
her scientific training in botany 
but with whom she had not been 
particularly happy. She had tried 
to bring him to her side, but he 
could ict make the decision, antl 
a last try for reconciliation had 
failed. At home in Germany, 
after Amalie went to Australia, 
her husband had read with in- 
terest about his wife’s work, par- 
ticularly as many of her finds 
were named after his family 
name — Dietrich —a family of 
well-known botanists, Among 
the plants which she sent home 
were Acacit dietrichiana and 
Bonumia dietrichiana, and 
among the insects were Nortonia 
amalice and Odynerus diet- 

to 

renianus, these were duly cata. 
Jogued in the museum by the 
turator, Kustos Schmeltz. 

Although Amalie had been 
trained In botany only, her in- 
terests soon spread to ento- 
mology and ethnology also, and 
in 1867 she was made a member 
of the Society for Entamology 
in Stettin. Germany, and won a 
gold medal for a collection of 
fifty Australian woods in an ex- 
hibitien there. 

At that ime, Amalie wag Wy- 
ing and working at Mackay. She 
had arrived there the year be- 
fore by steamship. “I am near 
Port Mackay,” she wrote. “In 
the settlement where I live there 
are some Europeans, who are 
mostly concerned with the culti- 
vation of sugarcane. They em- 
ploy natives as cane-cutters, be- 
cause the heat in the plantations 
would be unbearable for Euro- 
peans, The natives are called 
Kanakas and are well-built and 
powerful men, One thing “you 
don’t find here is gold! That ts 
why there are no gold-hungry 
Buropeans over-running the 
country," 
From Mackay, Amalie made 2 

trip with a bullock team te Lake 
Elphinstoné, where she had to 
wait for a year until the bullock 
driver was returning with his 
team. She lived with a family 
nameéd Hesse and spent her time 
as busily as ever, She learnt 
more about the language of the 
aborigines, which at first was 
quite incomprehensible to her. 
There she also watehed a cor- 
roboree of the aborigines from 
behind 4 tree and wrote in detail 
ahaout this event to her daughter, 
It was similar to a corroboree 
she had seen in Rockhampton, 
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Amalie Dietrich 

From Mackay she moved on to 
Bowen and in one of her letters 
to Charitas, who was then in 
London, she gave her young 
daughter some typical advice. 
“That big city! Don’t you feel 
that you must use all your ef- 
forts to profit from that rich ex- 
perience? You must leave your 
destiny, your future, to God and 
Time. Don’t let yourself be 
beaten by anybody, but be true 
to your ideals and faithful to 
your work.” These were the very 
qualities which Amalie herself 
could call her own, so generously. 

She also wrote about the 
assistance she had received from 
a German settler, who had been 
living in the country for a long 
time and who could communicate 
with the aborigines. It was 
through him that Amalie ob- 
tained some of the natives’ uten- 
sils and weapons, in exchange 
for flour and tobacco. 
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Soon afterwards, she went 
from Bowen to Port Denison, 
and visited the Holbrook Islands 
by canoe. She was enchanted by 
the colourful world of the Paci- 
fic marine life. She caught a 
swordfish and later sent the fish, 
with the “sword” in a separate 
container, to Hamburg, only 
regretting that she could not 
include the beautiful surround- 
ings! 

In April 1871 Amalie Dietrich 
went to Melbourne, where she 
met the well-known botanist, 
Baron Ferdinand von Mueller. 

After a short stay in Mel- 
bourne she returned to Queens- 
land and left in February 1872 
for a trip to Tonga, where she 
met the King of Tongatabu, 
known as “George the First’. 
As a gesture of friendship the 
King presented her with his 
photograph. The Queen present- 
ed her with a powder-box made 
of a fruit like a big poppy-head. 

Ten years after she came 
to Australia, Amalie returned 
home to Germany, travelling in 
the ship Susanna Godeffroy and 
making the voyage around Cape 
Horn. Her daughter, now grown- 
up, was awaiting her on the 
wharf and it was a pathetic fact 
that the girl could hardly recog- 
nize in the old, bent woman, 
poorly dressed and with worn 
canvas shoes on her feet, the 
young mother whom she had last 
seen ten years before. Her 
mother had been called a hero- 
ine by scientists and by the 
Godeffroys. Was this the picture 
of a heroine? Amalie burst into 
tears as she took her daughter 
into her arms; never would she 
leave her again! 

Destiny however, decreed 
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otherwise. Charitas was engaged 
to be married to a young pastor 
who worked on the borders of 
Denmark. Amalie decided that 
she would not go to live with the 
young couple. Her road led her 
to the Alt Wandrahm, where o!d 
Mr Godeffroy welcomed her 
home; in recognition of her 
faithful work for him, he had 
arranged for a flat for Amalie 
to live where she would be able 
to be near her beloved collec- 
tions. 

Amalie also visited her home- 
town, Siebenlehn, in Saxony, 
and took with her, as a gift to 
the townspeople, duplicates of 
her collections of Australian 
ferns and mosses. She visited the 
Lower Town and went for walks 
through the Zellwald, the forest 
where her husband had taught 
her botany so many years be- 
fore. Her collections were shown 
at the Town Hall in Siebenlehn 
—on what difficult roads they 
had led her, right around the 
world! 

A March wind was enough to 
break the old tree. Amalie be- 
came very ill and in her feverish, 
fantastic dreams she went once 

more through the places of her 
wanderings. On March 9, 1891, 
she closed her eyes for ever. Her 
grave at the cemetery of the old 
town of Rendsburg on the 
Danish border is today over- 
grown with the mosses she had 
once loved so well. A simple 
stone holds her name. The words 
of her daughter about her live 
for ever: “Better a hard life 
than an empty one”, 

Some of the duplicates of her 
collections were sent back to 
Baron Ferdinand von Mueller 
in Melbourne and are today in 
the National Herbarium in the 
Royal Botanic Gardens of Mel- 
bourne. 

With respect I remembered 
the hardships and the faithful 
and dedicated work of the natur- 
alist who was one of the first 
white women in the North of 
Queensland. Even in the much 
easier conditions of today, there 
are not many exploits that can 
be compared with the pioneer 
work of Amalie Dietrich. Those 
who read of the life and work 
of this courageous scientist will 
learn patience, determination 
and devotion to duty. 

Could Sow-thistles be Native? 

Professor Sir John Cleland, in an 

interesting paper “Are the Sow- 

thistles indigenous to Australia?” 
[S. Aust. Nat. 23: 12-13 (June 1946)], 
surveyed the available evidence. In 
his opinion it. suggested that a form 
of Sonchus asper (L.) Hill, viz. 

variety gracilis, was truly indigenous 
to our continent. It is now widely 
agreed that the perennial Dune Sow- 
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thistle, S. megalocarpus (Hook. f.) 
J. M. Black, is endemic along the 
coasts of southern Australia, just as 

the related S. litroralis (Kirk) Allan 
is in New Zealand: but most botanists 
still regard the other two species oc- 
curring here (S. oleraceus L. and 
S. asper) as introduced aliens—see 
J. M. Black's treatment in Flora 
S. Aust. ed. 2, p 943 (1957). 
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Cleland mentions that in May 1844 
G. F. Angas had seen _black-soil 
swamps near Rivoli Bay (S.A.) pro- 

ducing “luxuriant sow-thistles and 
other rank vegetation”, and that 100 

years later he himself observed 
“luxuriant examples of Sonchus asper” 
in the same area, 

As far as Western Australia is con- 

cerned, Dr Ludwig Preiss collected 

both S. asper and S. oleraceus near 
Fremantle during the month Dec. 
1838-Jan. 1839 (his Nos. 116 and 
117 respectively). But, even earlier 
than this, there is a reference to Sow- 

thistles by William Milligan in “Some 
account of the New Colony of Western 
Australia, more especially of the 
Swan River District, the Natives, 
Settlers, Climate, Soil, Productions, 
etc.” published in the Madras Journal 
of Literature and Science 6: 304-336 

(Oct. 1837). Dr Milligan, as Assist- 
ant Surgeon with H. M. 63rd. Regi- 

ment, took part in the founding of 
Swan River Colony during June 
1829, and he remained there at least 
until after Dec. 1833. Like his famous 

prototype in the east, Surgeon-General 
John White of Port Jackson, Milligan 
was no mean naturalist; he made 

detailed observations on the meteor- 
ology of the young colony, the ab- 
origines and their customs, and, to 

a lesser degree, upon the flora and 
fauna. On page 306 of his report are 
the words: 

Of the indigenous edible plants 
which were found most useful to the 
early settler, are the sow-thistle 
(Sonchus) . 

So Milligan considered Sonchus to 
be a native plant there at the begin- 
ning of the 1830's. True, it is con- 
ceivable that species so effectively 

adapted as S. oleraceus and S, asper 
for dispersal and rapid propagation 
in varying soils, might both have be- 
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come quite widespread around settle- 
ments within two or three seasons of 
their fortuitous introduction; but the 
tantalizing question lingers — were 
they here before the first settlers? 

G. Bentham, in Flora Australiensis 
3: 680 (1866), states that S. ole- 

raceus—with which he included §. 

asper as a variety—is “perhaps truly 
indigenous”. On page 678 he makes 
a similar comment under Picris 
hieracioides L., which species is given 
the benefit of the doubt in H. H. 
Allan's Flora of New Zealand 1 
(Indigenous Tracheophyta): 759 

1961. This Old World biennial cer- 
tainly occurs in many remote moun- 
tain habitats of eastern Victoria, giv- 
ing every appearance of an indigenous 

plant, while I have found it sparingly 
on isolated islands of the Recherche 
Archipelago, W.A., where few weeds 
are in evidence. Australia is extra- 
ordinarily weak in native represen- 

tatives of the vast tribe Cichorieae 
(in Composiieae); for, apart from a 

dubious acceptance of Picris and the 
two annual Sonchus species, our only 

others are Dune Sow-thistle (S. mega- 

locarpus), Japanese Hawk’s-beard or 

“Oni-tabirako” (Crepis japonica) in 
northern N.S.W. and Queensland, 

and the Yam Daisy (Microseris lan- 
ceolata) of such wide occurrence over 

temperate Australia, 
It is interesting that Dr Milligan 

should have placed sow-thistle at the 
head of his enumeration of native 
plants that were “most useful” to the 
pioneer colonists. The writer has 
often eaten tender shoots of Sonchus 
oleraceus as a cooked green: it has 
an agreeable flavour, quite up to the 
standard of garden spinach and cer- 
tainly superior to that of New Zea- 
land spinach. Yet, how few cooks 
make any use of this ubiquitous and 
extremely abundant weed! 
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Australian Wattles—No. 41 

Wallowa, Acacia calamifolia, and Dwarf Nealie, 

A. wilhelmiana* 

These two Mallee wattles have 
much in common besides their habi- 
tat, but the musically named Wallowa 

is larger in every way than Dwarf 

Nealie. Wallowa sometimes grows 
to fifteen feet or more, while the 

other species is, in my experience, 
rarely as much as four feet high. The 
globular flower-heads of Wallowa are 
larger, and its phyllodes normally 
much longer. Wallowa is never 
sticky; Dwarf Nealie is always more 

or less so, 
Both shrubs produce deep yellow 

fiowers in September, and both have 
narrow foliage—sometimes so narrow 
that it is said to be terete (i.e. 

cylindrical—but in neither species is 
it ever quite cylindrical. Even when 
sO narrow as to appear needle-like, 
the phyllodes are distinctly flattened. 

Wallowa has phyllodes usually two 
to four inches long, each with a 

slender bent point, and its rich yellow, 

stalked flower-heads spring from the 
leaf-bases, one or several together. 
Later, the narrow, bright brown pods 
develop, nearly straight but with 
wavy edges. These are anything from 

two to six inches long. 

Though it can be tall, Wallowa is 

often dwarfed to three or four feet 
high. It grows luxuriantly at the foot 
of Mount Arapiles, and I shall never 
forget its bright gold, stretching in 
park-like vistas through the Manna 

Wallowa—A. calamifolia. 

Photo: N. A. Wakefield 
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Gums, with the short spring grass 
below. 

Dwarf Nealie usually grows in 
desert country, and its narrow sticky 

phyllodes are rarely more than an 
inch long, almost always with a 
slight curve out and upward at the 
base, then out and downward at the 
blunt apex, making a long “S” shape. 
The same shape is seen in the phyl- 
lodes of Rough Wattle (A. aspera) but 
that has hairy foliage and pods, and 
the leaves are usually broader. 

Like Wallowa, Dwarf Nealie has 
slender pods, but unlike those of 
Wallowa, its pods are usually much 
curled. 

*On the authority of Mr A. B, Court of 
the National Herbarium, Melbourne, the name 
A. wilhelmiana is used for the Dwarf Nealie, 
instead of A. bynoeana. 
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Records of New Shelters in the Black Range 

Rock shelters bearing aborigi- 
nal paintings are no longer rare 
in the western Grampians, The 
opening up of the country, the 
making of fire-breaks, and the 
pushing through of new tracks 
into the more inaccessible parts 
continually bring new examples 
to light. 

Nevertheless, the feeling ex- 
perienced in being one of the 
first white men to gaze upon a 
newly discovered symbol of the 
religious beliefs of the former 
occupants of this country is real 
and lasting. No matter how 
many new paintings are found 
this sensation will never be lost. 
The presence of the Unknown 
is felt; the very air vibrates with 
awe, and the stillness and silence 
of the place proclaims the rever- 
ence due to its forgotten cult 
heroes. 

The finding of a new shelter is 
a fateful moment even for the 
materialistic and the prosaic, 
as it could yield a clue to the 
dating and the understanding 
of earlier finds. 
When a painting has been 

discovered in a new locality, 
thorough searching generally 
produces others within a reason- 
able distance. However, this 
searching is extremely difficult, 
as all those who have “walked” 
in the western Grampians well 
know. It is almost as if the abo- 
rigines went out of their way to 
find the roughest, wildest, and 
loneliest spots on which to paint 
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their pictures. This impression 
is accentuated by the fact that, 
as well as the rugged, stony, and 
mountainous terrain, one has 
also to contend with the almost 
impenetrable thickets of under- 
growth, the exposed roots, the 
trees and thorny bushes, and the 
sword-like grass growing in pro- 
fusion in these localities: it is 
truly “blackfellows’ country”. 

To the natives however, the 
Grampians presented a very dif- 
ferent appearance. The tangled 
mass of vegetation which now so 
impedes progress did not exist 
then, and grassy slopes, inter- 
sected by open timber country, 
reached to the very base of the 
crags. This was because every so 
often the natives set fire to the 
bush in order to facilitate hunt- 
ing, The frequent burning-off 
would cause verdant and tender 
grasses to grow, which would 
attract the game the aborigines 
fed upon. 

The practice of burning-off 
was continued by the early set- 
tlers and they were thus able to 
graze their sheep in what is now 
impossible country. 

The latest locality to receive 
attention from that tireless 
group of field naturalists who 
have been responsible for so 
many earlier discoveries, is the 
Black Range, which runs paral- 
lel to, and about twelve miles 
west of the Grampians. In an 
earlier paper (see Vict. Nat. 79 
[12]: 1963) I described the two 
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shelters which had been located. 
Shelter No. 2 was the more in- 
teresting of them, not only be- 
cause of the freshness of the 
paintings but also because two 
distinet occupational periods 
could be discerned. Contrary to 
the general situation in these 
wild ranges, this shelter was 
reached after a pleasant walk up 
a gentle slope through open tim- 
ber country. It is true that be- 
fore the open timber was reach- 
ed a stretch of country covered 
with low shrubs had to be tra- 
versed. However, these were in 
flower and their infinite variety 
of colour and form made the 
walking more pleasant. 

Upon reaching the shelter 
there was nothing to indicate 
that, although the climbing had 
been gentle, a respectable eleva- 
tion had been reached. The true 
picture was revealed only when 
one sealed the rocks behind the 
shelter and it was realized that 
the top of the mountain had 
been reached. From this point 
the terrain drops abruptly from 
the back of the shelter on to a 
wide, timbered valley, beyond 
which a second mountain rises. 
This is known as Double Head 
to the bush walkers. 

From where we were it looked 
interesting, as signs of erosion 
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could be discerned on its precipi- 
tous walls, indicating the pos- 
sible presence of shelters. How- 
ever, on this occasion there was 
no time for further exploring 
and Double Head was left un- 
disturbed. We contented our- 
selves with taking some long- 
range photographs. 

Not many weeks later I found 
myself once more gazing at the 
mount from the top of No. 2 
Shelter. In the interval since my 
last visit a party from the Ham- 
ilton Field Naturalists Club, in- 
cluding Mr, E. Tucker of Brit 
Brit, who had been such a pro- 
minent figure in the discovery 
of No. 2 and earlier examples, 
had visited Double Head, and 
had ascertained the existence of 
three hitherto unknown shelters, 
hidden amongst the eroded crags 
which were visible from where 
we now stood. Our party includ- 
ed Mr Tucker, Mr I, McCann of 
Stawell and Mr E. Barber of 
Port Fairy. 

In due course, after having 
traversed the valley, we arrived 
at the first of these, which we 
named Black Range Shelter No, 
3. It is an eroded overhang, 
about 12 ft 9 in. in width, facing 
almost due east. The designs 
were painted with red ochre on 
the walls, and consist of a cen- 
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tral group comprising a three- 
pronged object enclosed in a 
circle 9 in. in diameter, below 
which another circle encloses a 
“bird track’’. To the left of these 
another three-pronged object is 
enclosed in three concentric 
circles about 9 in. in diameter, 
the whole somewhat reminiscent 
of the Central Australian “spiral 
motif”. To the left again there 
is a double row of closely placed 
bird tracks, occupying a space 
4 in. in length, again enclosed 

in a circle. Immediately below 
the last two motifs is a render- 
ing of the design known as 
“woman’s apron”, 123 in. long 
and having 15 strings 3} in. in 
length. 
A few feet away from this 

central design there are two 7- 
pointed stars and an exaggerat- 
ed bird track, 12} in. wide and 
104 in. high. More bird tracks 
and several crosses are also 
painted here and there on the 
wall, and a stencilled human 
hand in a very faded condition 
is barely discernible in a shallow 
rock recess a few feet from the 
ground. 

The honour of discovering 
Shelter No. 3 belongs to Miss 
Susan Tucker and Mr B. Bell, 
who first sighted it during the 
Hamilton Field Naturalists Club 
excursion. 

Shelter No. 4 is about 100 
yards from No. 3, to the north 
along the edge of the scarp. On 
the walls of this overhang there 
are two stencilled hands, in red 
ochre. Another stencilled hand 

Aboriginal Paintings in Shelter Ne. 3, 
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was found on the wall of the 
scarp about 100 yards further 
north from No. 4. A further 300 
yards, still travelling north, 
brought us to Shelter No. 5, 
which is at the northern end of 
the eastern scarp of the north 
head of Double Head. The paint- 
ings on No. 5 consist of two 
stencilled hands and two bird 
tracks, also in red ochre. 

It is difficult to fit these new 
examples of native art in their 
proper place and sequence in the 
totemic life of the local natives. 
Shelter No. 3 was certainly an 
important centre, while No. 4 
and No. 5 are obviously com- 
plementary to it. The absence of 
lizards and of human figures is 
significant. Because of this the 
temptation to pronounce Double 
Head a separate Totem centre is 
strong. Bird tracks and stencil- 
led hands are common in rock 
art, but the grouping of the bird 
tracks in a circle, the concentric 
circles enclosing a three-pronged 
design, the woman’s apron, and 
the 7-pointed stars are unique 
in Victoria. 



Bush Brushes 

The fox brush was the traditional trophy of the chase. The Field 

Naturalist usually returns from an excursion into the bush with a differ- 

ent sort of “tale”. If vou have one worth mounting and preserving send 

it to the Assistant Editor, “Victerian Naturalist’, 102 Murray Road, 

East Preston, N.18, Victoria. 

Birds at Genoa 

Mrs L. Galbraith, writing from 
Traralgon in February, reports: 

Last month we camped for nearly 
two weeks at Genoa, beside the river, 
and found it a wonderful spot for birds. 
We listed over sixty species. 

One morning I saw a family of South- 
ern Emu Wrens (Stipiturus malachurus) 
in the tussocks of grass on the river 
bank beside the camping ground. I had 
never seen them before and was very 
thrilled. They are very dainty little birds 
and appear all chestnut from a distance. 
On closer observation both male and 
female are striped rufous on the back 
and head with paler rufous under-side 
and flanks and the male has a pale blue 
bib. The common Superb Blue Wren 
looked quite big and heavy compared 
with the tiny Emu Wrens. 

Another interesting experience was 
hearing a splendid concert of mimicry 
by the Satin Bower birds. They kept 
hidden in a thicket of Tree Violet 
(Hymenanthera dentata) and laughed 
like a distant chorus of Kookaburras. 
Then came the calls of White-winged 
Choughs, Rosellas. Blackbirds, the carol- 
ling of Magpies and the cry of a Cock- 
atoo. interspersed. with the sound a horse 
makes when blowing chaff out of its 
nose. There were two large horses near- 
by so I expect that the Bower birds had 
learnt the sound from them. I have 
never heard anything Jike it. I watched 
them on many days but never saw a 
fully fledged male Satin Bower bird. Do 
they breed in Victoria or do only the 
females and young visit here after the 
breeding season? 

We heard Bellbirds calling all day 
along the river and also frequent calls 
from several pairs of Eastern Whip 
birds. 
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[Satin Bower 

violaceus) are 
birds (Prilorhyncus 
widely distributed 

throughout the Eastern Australian 
coastal districts from the Atherton 
Tableland to the Otway Ranges. 

These birds demonstrate a flocking 

habit during the period from late 
summer to winter, but otherwise ap- 

pear to be a stationary species with 
the breeding season occurring from 
October to December throughout the 
distribution. 

The species has several “normal” 
call notes, and as well, is quite expert 

at mimicry, although not as versatile 
as the Lyrebird in this respect. 

—R. H. J. McQ] 

Latrobe Valley Flora 

The following notes have been sent 
for these columns by Miss Jean Gal- 
braith, of Tyers, in western Gippsland: 

A swampy patch of ground which 
had escaped the bulldozer near Yallourn 
North yielded a most interesting variety 
of flowers on January 20. 

Most spectacular were the Large 
Tongue-orchids (Cryptostylis subulata). 
There were hundreds. up to two feel 
high, and often with twelve flowers and 
buds. In one square yard IT counted nine 
tall plants. A few flowers of Tiny Green- 
hood = (Pterosivlis parviflora), almost 
withered. illustrated the habit of this 
normally autumn and winter flowering 
species of breaking into flower at un- 
expected times. 

Amongst the dense growth of Pouched 
Coral-fern (Gleichenia circinnata), Coral 
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Heath (Epacrs  wicropliyila), Yellrw 
Hukea (ff, rodesu) ete, Sot Purple 
Fairy Aprons (Uirievlaria gichororiel 
and the Pouched Tiny Fairy ‘Aprons (2. 
laverifiora) were in bloems the latter wilh 
flowers usually pare way up the stem, 
ike flags at half-mast, bit sometimes 
lernmnal, 
There owas Nurrow  Cumrbd-fera 

(Selnieen fistielosady and Slender Platy- 
sace (P, hetrranhvitaj, two species of 
vellow-eve Liyriv) and two kinds of 
Stindew (Drasera) were also in Miwer. 

Farther alone ihe road, Austral Lady's 
Vresses (Spiruveiex alnenats) showed 
bright pink: there were Horned Orchids 
(Oréhoceras stricfurn) eighteen Jnclies 
high, anuther Laree Tongaic-orchid, 
Hyacinth Orchids (Dipediwn punctate), 
and scmé rather dry Elbow Orchids 
(Spiewlaea hymanas 

Kebaviour of Starling Flocks 

Me 
writes: 

Ic was the last day of March. We 
had spent the afternuen on Phillip Island 
and the last point of our rapid jour was 
the castle-like Pyrmmid Rack, The mass 
of rocks, more like 4 cone than 4 
pyramid, Js separated from the headland 
by a narrow stretch of water and is 
formed maiidy of massive, lone, brown 
elabs inclined inwards. Aroiind the base 
large, smooth, black, basalt boulders are 
seatiered. At ihe bottom anil extending 
partly up the slides of the cone was a 
fuss of hilmy vegetation that yave the 
Pyramid Rook an ethereal appearance 

Returning same three hundred yards 
inland, we Were brewing a pot of tea 
before selling aut for home when I 
vaguely perceived a flack of birds fiving 
overhead, then another and a third, My 
attention being now fully alested, T 
warched a fourth flock of sume hun- 
dred birds heading due south. They were 
dark. smallish birds and from their habil 
‘of gliding wilh closed wings for shart 
distances, L identified them as Starlings. 
Were they folkwwing the earlier flocks? 
If so, Where had their predecessors gone? 
t used the binoculars ‘to scan the sky 
from west to east, looking very carc- 
Fully to jhe south where the fourth 
group trad flown. but not one berd uf any 
of the four flocks was to be seen. 1 was 
curious Yn SnxioNs te solve the mystery. 
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Victor Fecebs of Doveton 

When the fitth flock flew over, I 
witched them and a5 they reached the 
end of (he fieadiand, I saw them go inte 
4 sitep dive and disappear from view, 
A few more Mocks followed mm the same 
way aad as C stood where bf remembered 
the behaviour of starlings in the Enedish 
Midlands. Sorme of thess fed during the 
day in the outskirts of Birmingham and 
al desk flew in from all points of the 
Somipass to roost on the city buildings 
Many an evening in the Girminghom 
Town Hall bad been marred when their 
wittering bad imtercopted the slow 
movemems of 4 symphony, 
We tmadé a dash for the end of the 

headland, ove arrival coincided with 
the sexe wave of birdy and We were in 
4 4004 posilion to view all that happened, 
First an almost vertical dive to Lhe 
waler's surface, then a swift zig-zag to 
avoid some socks pigyecune from the 
sea, a fit swoop aver the basalt 
Doulders and the new arrivals landed 
to be lost amidst the many stallings 
that had alréady arrived. 

These were far from: settled for the 
night. Amongst whe greenery and on 
Wie bare rock face many dark bodies 
jostled and manoeuvred [or posifian. At 
6.15 p.m. the fast flock touched down 
und we estimated thal approximately a 
score aF flocks numbering many Iun- 
reds of bitds were perched in a very 
sate place for the night 

(Starlings have been recorded roost- 
mg iw cayes and on cliffs in the 
Seouulsh islands und flacks can be 
sexo und heard settling for the night 
on the Customs Howse buildiax, 
Flinders Streel, Melbourne. 

RB | 

Morels 

Mei, R. McCann's nore (Vict. Nar. 
(80) p. 341) has prompted Mr W. HH. 
King of Warrandyte Soumh to send us 
this further inlurmation on the di 
iribiltion oF the fungi: 

Lust September, Whelst im the Wyper- 
feld National Park. Mr F. Rugers and 
I found aud photugraphed several 
Morels in Maliec scrub about three miles 
beyond the Faslern Loakeut, Mr. J. 1. 
Willis suggested thal this could he 4 
first record for this area, 
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Nature Notes from Ringwood Field Naturalists Club 
In spite of the many subdivision and 

building operations in and around King: 
wood thete were still six orchid species 
flowering during the Jast month, Three 
midge-orchids — Pragophylum. morrisii, 
the Bearded Midge-orchid; Prasopliyllant 
archeri, the Vaciable Midge-Orchid; and 
Pravophyllam despeciars, the Sharp 
Midge-orchid—have been scen in several 
areas, The attractive Eviechilus cucul- 
larus, the Parson's Bards, is also flower, 
ing. Of the Greenhoods, Prerostylis par- 
viffora, the Tiny Greenhood is in bloom. 
Reports af Prerastylis obtisa flowering 
have been received from Mount Evelyn 
and Kinglake. 

On the recent excursion, on Saturday, 
April 11, to the Beenak area there were 
abundant scratchings and sounds of the 
Superb Lyrebied. Jt was heard many 
limes and also seen among the ferns at 
ihe source of the Bunyip River. Among 
the many calls it gaye was an imitation 
of the Black Cockatoo, Which was pres- 
ent in the area. An item of attraction 
was the largé number of. Hairpin Banksia 
(&. spinulesa} and Silver Banksia 8. 
murginata) in bloom, The Yeliow-winged 
Honeveater entertained members with 
its Sony and feeding habs as it fimted 
from flower to Hower. Spine-tailed Swifts 
were obsecved milling over jhe sap and, 
as they have been seen here of previous 
occasions, it was [cle thae this has be- 
come a Tavourite feeding ground because 
of the concentration of insects duc to 
rising air Currents, 

The autumn invasion of Ringwood 
area bus started, Pied Currawongs sand 
Crimson Rosellts are down from the 
mounlain. Large numbers have been 
seen and they are expected to remain 
undi] their source uf food, the berries, 
has been exhausted, The White-plumed 
Honevyester has become very common 
particularly in Makea laourina (Pin- 
cushion Hakes)- Jt as mot uncommon to 
find these bieds apparently intoxicated 
by the nectar, They can be approached 
Very casily and are very slow and Utsuré 
in their movements, 

On the recent fauna survey exciirsion 
jo the Toolangi area, members were 
Startied by the screech of « Powerful 
Owl, This call ix very weird and un- 
netving and these members will fong 
remember it. 

The remarkable bitte Tailed Spider 
(drachnura Niggiass) has returned now 
that it is autumn or, possibly, il is only 
in the autumn that it is observed. This 
spider has the abdomen prolonged into 
an clongated “lal, tipped with three 
black points. Its form gives it 3 seorpion- 
hke appearance, but it is harmless. It 
has curious ¢longated grey sitken cee 
sacs which are suspended in a chain in 
euch snare. The spider usually takes up 
4 pisition below the last ege sac. If one 
Inoks closely, a minute red creature may 
be seen around the net ue spider. ‘This as 
the male of the species. It looks more 
like a mite than the spider it really is. 
‘The web is very tangled and untidy 
looking. 3 

Subscriptions Now Due 

The Field Naturalists Club of Victoria is administered by a relatively 
small number of honorary office-bearers, 

The growth of the club and the expansion of its activities, particularly 
in connexion with the production of the Victorian Naturalist, are con- 
tinually adding to the burden of work. 

Membership fees and subscriptions to the Naturalist for 1964-65 were 
due for renewal by May 1- If you will not be paying your fees at one 
of the forthcoming gencrai meetings, please remit them by post. Reccipts 
will not be sent for payments by cheque unless requested 

This procedure will save office-bearers time, and expense, in sending 
out téminder hotices, 
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The Naturalist and the Microscope 

A Larger Field of View 

When you look at an object 
through a microscope, you see 
a picture in the form of a circle 
which appears to be some inches 
in diameter. This is the field of 
view, and it is determined by the 
lenses of the objective and the 
eyepiece and by one other factor 
—the diaphragm of the eyepiece. 

Unscrew the top lens of the 
eyepiece, This is the eye lens, 
and between it and the bottom 
lens (the field Jens) there is a 
metal disc with a circular hole. 
This is the diaphragm. The field 
lens focus is a real image formed 
by the objective at the level of 
the diaphragm, and the eye lens 
magnifies this image to the eye. 
The purpose of the diaphragm 
is to restrict the image to the 
centre portion and so cut out 
the outer image which is not in 
sharp focus; also it stops the dif- 
fused light at the edge from 
entering the eye. 

However, when using low 
powers it is very often desirable 
to see more of the object, even if 
it is not at all sharply focused, 
and this can be done by remov- 
ing the diaphragm completely 
from the eyepiece. It is only 
tight fit in the tube and can be 
removed by unscrewing both 
the eye lens and the field lens 
(mark which end is which). The 
diaphragm is like a dished 
washer. Knock it out towards 
the eye lens end with a piece of 
wood dowel. Use care not to 
damage the internal threads of 
the eyepiece tube. 
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Replace the lenses and observe 
the increase in the field of view. 
In particular the Leitz 6B eye- 
piece will now give a field ap- 
proximately 50% greater. This 
is very handy when searching 
for an object or observing a 
large area. 

The diaphragm need not be 
replaced unless you want the 
best definition possible. Replace 
it from the field lens end and 
move it up until the hole is seen 
to be in sharp focus with the 
eye lens when the latter is 
screwed back into position. Then 
veplace the field lens. 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD. 
457 Bourke Street, Melbourne 

Phone: 67 6129 

Specialists in Naturalists’ Requisites 

Pins, Forceps, 

Butterfly Nets, etc., 

Microscopes (Beginners’ to 
Research Models) , 

Binoculars, Telescopes, 

Survey Instruments, etc. 

BOOKS 

On Natural History, 

Australia, Art, General. 

New and Secondhand, 

Lists Free. State Requisites. 
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The Water Bear or Tardigrade 

Whilst going over some water that 
I had acquired from the Bellarine 
Peninsula, | noticed some unusual 
movements among a cluster of des- 

mids. I recognized at once the Water 

Bear or Tardigrade as it is called. 
This bear was engaged in making a 
meal from a desmid called Penis 

margaritacium and was sucking the 

endochrome from one end: it was 

almost wrapped around the Peniwn 
and working its legs in its endeavours 
io empty the one half completely. 

After about five minutes, when the 
Penium was empty, the bear ambled 

off with slow. ungainly movements 
putting its eight legs out and show- 
ing the four sharp. curved claws 
which are attached to each. 

The Water Bear, or Macrobiotus, 
1s a very elusive microscopic organ- 
ism, about 0:375 mm. in length. 

and 1 believe that it has not been 
seen in Victoria for quite a number 
of years. Yet I had the good fortune 
to have three on the slide at once. 

This organism belongs to the Class 
Arachnida within the Phylum Arth- 

ropoda. Because of the pearly white 
iridescence of its body it is just vis- 
ible to the naked eye. It has an 

elongated oval shape and the rather 
flexible body is composed of nine 
segments including the blunt head. 
The round suctorial mouth leads to 

two parallel tubes which connect with 
the large oval gizzard situated behind 
the head; the tubes then continue to 

the stomach which can also be seen 

Water Bear, X 100. 
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in the dorsal part of the body. Both 

of these organs are always full of 

food which the organism has ab- 

sorbed. The stomach is much darker 
in colour and about twice as large as 
the gizzard. 

The bear has four pairs of short, 
squat legs and each leg terminates in 
four long, curved claws, which are 
constantly opening and closing. 

The round suctorial mouth is re- 
peatedly pushed out in front and 
then withdrawn as if small particles 
of food are being sucked into the 
mouth. 

I noticed that when the bear came 
close to a Stentor, rotiter or any other 

organism, the organism approached 
would immediately turn about and 

swim in the opposite direction as if 
the bear had some strongly pro- 

nounced repellent property. This 

could explain why the tardigrade, 
which is slow moving, does not ap- 

pear to be chitinised, and having no 
mandibles or any other means of 

defence, has survived down to the 

present time. According to earlier 

writers, the herma- tardigrade is 
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phrodite and penadically produces a 

smal] number of ova. Proportionally 
To the pareot the ova are lange aod 
they have been found attached to the 
empty skin which the hear casts 
from time (© tinic, I saw one empty 
skin but there were no eggs attached 
to it 

The organism has been resuscitated 
after being completely dried up. This 

shows that it can withsland dry con- 
ditions in the same way as the ronifers 
which are often found with it. 

The most likely place for the Water 
Bear to be found 1s ta the Invd and 
decayed leaves in the gutters around 
the soofs of houses where jt is gene- 
rally in the company of rotifers, It 
is seldom fovwnd in ponds or open 
water. 

Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 
General Meeting—April 13, i964 

About £50-200 otembers and Friends 
almost filled the Hall. ‘The president, Mr 
M. K. Houghton, was in the chan, and 
among the country members present was 

Miss L. Banfield fron) Ararat. 
Dr EF. H. Euley was ihe speaker for 

tbe evening. His siihyect was “The 
Fure", and the calk was illustrated by 
an excellent film. De Ealey had been 
able te sludy this marsupial whilst mms 
vestigating a situation that hud arisen 
in the Port Hedland area, where sheep 
intraduced onta the presperlies appeared 
unable to conipele with the indigenans 
animal Euros were marked by coloured 
plastic collars and by automatic dye- 
spraying appayaius jm order that thele 
movements could be followed. 

Observations had been made of the 
drinking habits of the animal, the effect 
af ambient toiperature changes on heat 
éantral by licking, and on the repro- 
ductive physialog . Judging by the fact 
that few animals lived more than xia 
years, the morality must be high, but 
litue Was Known of the main causes of 
death, In the area in question, tho 
animals could be destroyed in numbers 
without danger to the species. but this 
would not improve the situation of the 
sheep. Paully pasture manapemient, par- 
ticularly extensive burning at the wrong 
season, had caused pasiure deterioration 
tag level ut which, although stitl suitable 
for she Pura, it was not capable of sup- 
porling tmany sheep. 

After his ilk, Dr Falcy answered . 
imany questions from fis interested 
hudience, aml Mr aA, J. H, Fairhall 
then mnoved 2 vote wf thanks which was 
camied by aectimation, 

The president tnnounced that men 
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bers Would learn walh regrot that Mr N- 
A. Wakefield, throdgh pressure of work, 
would be unable ta accep! renomination 
4s editar of the Victorian Narteralis, 
and he expected that council would ap- 
point Mc J, R. Hudson to the post until 
the annusl general meeting In June. 
Mr J, A. Baines said that for over 
eleyen years Mr Wakefield had done a 
splendid job as editor af the Neruralise 
and it Would be very difficult to replace 
tim, In spite of his other activities, he 
had produced a consistently good journal, 
Mr Baines moved # vote of dhanks to 
Mr Wakefield for the work he had done 
in the editerial chair, The motion. was 
seconded by Mi E. Swatdreck and car- 
Tied with most enthusiastic applause. 

The twelve persons Jisted On pagé 381 
of the April Nareralist were elected to 
membership of the Club. It was re- 
erétted that the jist contumed a mis- 
mrint: the Jast of the ordinary members 
should have read “Miss Lucia-A. Dalton, 
Box Hill” 

Ainong Ge exhibiis were specimens 
of the skipper butterfly, Tripeeites sym- 
moms, and two species of ant-lign’ 
adulis CR. Condrond. Mrs E. Bennett 
showed specimens of the introduceal 
nail, Melix pivana, which had been pres- 
ent in ereat wunbere on the exposed 
ctiff-top at Childer's Cave, Another 
member described how this snail hail 
been seen, and heard, esting « page 
trom 3 plossy magazine, possitly at 
tracted by the gypsum content of the 
pauper. 

Mesws D. BE. Meclinés and W, C, 
Wrollard showed, under e¢lub micro- 
scopes, same desmals and 4 rotiter 
colony Miss E. Rafl exhibited three 
green pupae of the Wanderer Butterfly 
(Dunaidn plexippas) 
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Mrs Bennett and Mr Grant-Taylor 
draw altertion to the uncontrolled ray- 
ages of bulldozers in the Hevtesbury and 
Tower Glenelg areas, In the former, 
some 7000 veres had heen cleared for 
settlement without leaving « single tree 
as sheller for stock or seitler's home 
In the latter, native vegetation had been 
cleared away to plant pines. Mise Jean 
Galbruith pointed out the desirability of 
leaving windbreaks wherever land was 
cleared, Mr J: R- Garnet mentioned thal 
2% report had been drawn up hy the club 
and the R.A.O.U. in 1947, advancing 
a proposition that 80.000 acres of the 
Lower Glenelg aren should be kept un- 
changed as National Forest Reserve. 
Only about a quarter was now lett and 
it was mest desirable thal uction be 
laken at once to persuade the Forests 
Commission to stay its hand. The matter 
was referred to council. 

Hefure closing the meeting the prese- 
dent presented Miss Galbraith with ac- 
cessorles necded to vonvert her bridge 
und tube instrament into # complete 
E\N.C.N. microscope. In thanking the 
Club, Miss Galbraith said that the micro- 
scope wis in constant tse snd she was 

sure that the production of the instru- 
ment was a great help to members. 

Geology Group—Marcech 4, 1984 

Twenty-three members and visitors 
were present, with Mr L. Angior in the 
chair. Master L. McLaurin reported on 
an australité collecting expedition to 
Port Campbell, Victorta, with Mr f. 
Gill and representatives of the Space 
Organization o& Ametican Actodynamics. 
The area was systematically plotied and 
in ‘one place excavation to a depih of 
Wo feet was carried out. The sustralites 
are heing given careful sciensifie case 
nation as an aid to space research, Fol- 
jowing on hig article in the Naturalist, 
Mr D, MeInnes tad rock secthous and 
pulishing tnatecial for sale, Mr Angior 
mentioned an excellent article in the 
Melbourne Walker, on the Building 
Stones of Melbourne, by Mr D, Hemmy. 
Arrangements were made for an cx- 
cursiun ta Bayview Quarties, Narre 
Wartren, on Sunday, March 22. 

Mr R. Dedds was ihe speaker for 
cvening, dealing with “The Geology of 
the Palaeozoic’. After outhning the 
structure af the Australian continent va 
it stands today, a Teturn was made to 
the béemnning of things. Various theories 
as to the origin of the earth were sum: 
marized, iolkowed by an eaplination of 
the geological time-scale. The story of 
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the development of geology mi England 
and the labours and trlals of many of 
Whe early Workers, Were of considerable 
interes ‘Vo close: ihe lecture, the speaker 
then took each of the Palaeozoic pends 
in turn, explaining the fossils and ouut- 
sonding factors in each, with particular 
teference to Australia, 

Eaftibits: Fossils and large agate col- 
lected im Tasmania by Mr Harrison 
(OD. Melnnes); diabase aborigival axe 
fram North Queensland (N. Wigmore); 
banded mmud-stome. schist, chlorides and 
icon pyrite: Crum Tasmania (¥. Miller}; 
opal from Andsamooka (D. Collyer); 
Pascual sea-urctini, Ireart urchins, Jamp- 
shells from Point Addis (ff Sault}; 
brown coal from Anglesea, concre- 
tiodd from cliffs near Lorne (Miss V. 
Dickson); copper ore specimens fram 
smeliers, Mt Lyell, Tasmania (D. 
Heowy), » 

Gealogy Growp—Apeil 1, 1964 

Mr L. Angior was wm the Chair, with 
iwenty-thiee members and visitors al- 
tending. Mr 1). McImes rtported on the 
excursion Lo ihe Bayvicw Basalt Quarries, 
Narre Warren, on Sunday, March 22. 
Twelve members attended, and in the 
quarry itsel€ the lava flows imd columnar 
jointing were examined. Specimens with 
olivine inchrsions were collected, Under 
“the basalt on the floor of {he quarry, 
in a dark-coloured clay. a comprehensive 
collection of fossil leaves was maide_ “The 
secretary Tead extracts of a e¢ological 
natore from letters writlemn by Mrs K- 
Cheslin, whe & making a tesurely tip 
around Australia, Arrandements were 
made for a weekend trip to Bendigo. 
on April’ 1% und 19, as guests of the 
local Field Naturalists Club- 

Snbject for the evening was “Dia- 
fomaceous Esmhs", by c Graham 
Shei], The speaker first mentioned the 
uses to which the earths were pul us 
filters far swimming pools, clariEying 
wine, assisting i the insulation of mpes, 
polishing amateral, aid uw) explosives. 
The structure of diatoms was explained 
as cidistitig af two minute shells of 
sites, Hiltiae one over the other. Detaits 
were given Of (he use of disioms to 
test the cesalving powers of lenses in 
microscopy, as well as of they ecology. 
Che quarry al Happy Valley, south of 
BaWarat, was explained in derail ated 
the methods of warking ovtjined, Many 
Questions aS fo the properties of he 
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earths wert answered, anil Mr A, 
Cobhett explained the use of the ma- 
dertal in explosives. Mr TD MeTines 
moved a vote of ihanks to the speaker 
for his most intoresting anil mformutive 
talk. 

Exhibits: Senes of minerals from 
Asia Minor, to be Ideatified by Mr A, 
Cobbett (I_ Bairstow, per R. Dodds); 
opalized shells, sponges. corals, opal 
porch, from Lightning Ridge, fossil wood, 
Gilgandra, NS.W., inclusions m older 
basalt from Killy Miller Hay, Phillip 
Tsand, bones and teeth of Diproicdun 
from Queenslind (R. Davidson); <efe- 
nile, anhydrie. Slabaster to dlustraie 
various forms of gypsum fA. Cobbert3; 
flint nedoles, dolomite in different cyl. 
oues, wusiralites, pumice, all from South 
Aushalia (J, Miller}; irom stained 
aragonue (Mrs M, Salau}; fossil leaves 
and section of granodiarite, under 
microscope, Narre Warren (T, Sault); 
fossil leaves and basalt sections from 
Narre Warren (D. Meinnes); (urquoise 
io slale, New Zealand green-slone axe, 
mounted mineral specimens from New 
Zealand (A MeCay); basalt wih cal- 
ee and olivine, lichlyte frum Narre 
Warren (N. Wigmore); massive puece 
of diatomaceous earth from soppy 
Valley (G. Shell), 

Kotany Group—March |2, i964 

Miss P  Casrolan’s lecture, ‘Some 
Eucalypts and Uveir Distrebution™, evoly— 
ed ime someshiug eather broader; the 
cecurrence wf muiny species of other 
xenera being also related io gealpgical 
formation and elimate. Tt was siressed 

i the many factors in 
climate and formation was m all places 
decisive, wllhough one factor may some- 
times be dominant. Supporied us jt was 
hy slides, which were much to thé point, 
this proved a yery absorbing theme 

A report on the exeursion in’ the 
Kinglake district, ow March J, was given 

_ by Miss M. Bultchart, and the chaitman 
(Miss M. Lester) Kepl a vuriely oof 
uigent mutters previously discussed be- 
fore members’ ullention, inchuling itat 
of magazine contriburions 

Botany Group—April 9, 1964 

Miss M-. Lester's “Introduction to the 
Conifers suppoj'ted by drawings, 
skelches and charts, ably clarified the 
group's concepls regarding the subject 
of the fartheoming Nature Show exhibit, 
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Gymnosperms ond angrosperms were 
compureil, and there followed mfortna- 
tive descriptions of reproductive pro- 
cesses, evolutionary aspects and problems 

in classification, 
Reports cavered the recommendations 

of the book committee. which was given 
by the chairman, and of the arboretum 
excursion, which was given by Miss M. 
Bland. Organization and provision of 
specimens for the Nature Show was then 
discussed, lt was decided that the group's 
next excursion would he to Sherhrooke, 
on May 3, mecting at LI a.m. at Kallista 
camping reserve. 

Marine Biology and Entomology 
Geoup—April 6, 1964 

Twenty-iwo members altended, with 
Mr R. Condron in the chair. As the 
group sctretary. Mr §. Strong, will be 
averseas for some months, Mrs 2. Lea 
Was nominated te aici in fis absence. 
For May, Junc, July and August. the 
eraup's meetings will be held at the 
Natlonal Herbarium. 

Discussion tack place on exhibits for 
the September Nature Show. Mr DD. E. 
McInnes suggested a beuch scene, ail 
members were invited to contribute 

ideas for H. Mr Harrison suggested that 
a sketch be made of the proposed scene, 
to be brought to the next group meeting, 
Mr McInnes is to be im charge of ‘the 
tnarine biology section of the show, anc 
Mr Condron of the entomology section, 

The guest speaker for the evening 
was Mr H. BR Wilson, Senior Entomal- 
oelst, Burnley School of Horticulture, 
his subject being “The Fly Menace”. 
Mr Wilson's talk, proved of grcat ine 
terest, He differentiated between the 
house fy and the bush fly, stating thal 
the breeding habits of the lalier had nat 
yel heen worked aut, After the talk, 
members asked many questions, and a 
vole of thanks was proposed by Mr £&, 
Coehill. 

Fxbibirs: Mr McInnes showed cwo 
microscope slides of a fly and a Ay’s 
proboscis, Miss B. Hurkness exhibited 
a Wanderer Butterfly taken at ‘Tower 
Hill. Miss T. Whire showed larvae of 
the Blue Gum Moth, which she said was 
a night feeder, Mr Condron exhibited 
twa species of lncewing,: collected at 
Ringwood. Mr Strong showed two spéci- 
meng of the wasp. Saliny ficofor, both 
Females, one tuken at Wattle Pack and 
the other al Wacburton, 
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Introducing Desmids 

An intradniction to desmids is an 
introduction {6 one of the most. 
beautiful and fascinating of the many 
forms of microscopic algae: their 
vivid green colouring, simple or com- 
plicated contours, symoetry and 
natural beauty give the viewer-an in- 
sight into a tiny warld of nature's 
“jewels”. 

Varying i size, from as small as 
15 microns to veritable giants .a 
millimetre in length, they de not call 
for expensive equipment, in fact LOO 
* mugnificatiun. particularly in von- 
junction with dark ground illumina- 
tion, will give excellent results. 

Oniceilular fresh-water organisms, 
Tarely even tolerating brackish condi- 
tions, the greaicr number of desmid 
species prefer slightly acid waters in 
swampy areas or water such as natural 
ponds or small lakes, drainage ditches 
and the like where the water is quicl 
with lite or oo current, The Jake in 
the Botanic Gardens produces some 
nice torms at times, but artificial fsh- 
ponds seem to produce only some of 
the Very small forms, Collection of 
desmids. may be carried out by draw- 
ing a microscopist’s coliecling net 
through the water, but the author 
has Found that greater success’ can be 
achieved by gathering the larger 
aquatic planis and washing these in 
the collecting net thus filtering into 
the bottle there desmids which have 
become detached from the plant, 
where they had lodged or adhered, 
as well as the free-floating forms. 

The desmids are all unicellular but 
there are some species which huve 
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By E_ J, LEMatstxE 

apical] processes joining cells together 
In a ribbon, in which case only care- 

ful study will differentiate these from 
the filamentous algae. 

There are two groups of desmids, 
the Saccoderm (Mesotacnioideac) 

which used to. be referred to as 
“pseudo” desmids, and the Placoderm 
(Desmidiuidewe) or ‘true desmids, 

the diffarance between the two groups 
being in the manner of reproduction. 
in the Saccoderms which are gene- 
rally more simple in structure, the 
cell wall is continuous and does not 
break idto two distinct parts during 
Teproduction; whereas in the Placa- 
derms. which show a much greater 
yariety of form and structure, the cell 
wall consists of two halves, the semi- 

Diagrammatic illustrations of ithe 
larger forms of Placoderm Desmids, 

1. Pertitm. 
2. Closterjum. 
3. Yefrmemorits. 
4. Pleurotaeniuntr. 
5. Docidirm, 
6. Iriploceras, 
Tand 7a. AMicrasterias. 
8. Buastram, 
9. Stunrastrum_ 

10, Cosmarium, 
Li. Nanrhidinm, 
12. Avthrodesmus. 

\3a-e Asexual reproduction im Cos- 
marian sp. showing formation 
of daughter cells and eventual 
division, 

M4a-c, Sexual reproduction in Stayy- 
astrymy sp. showing foriWation 
of resting zygospore. 

Norte: These illustiatlons aca shown 
only as @ guide to the genera and not 
for the identification of any species. 

Vict, Nat.—Vol, 8&1 
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cells; and divisian occiirs in asexual 

reproduction with two resultant des- 
mids each mude up af a mother 
semicell ond a dauehter semicell. 

Sexual reproduction is achieved by 
2 provess OF conjugation Whereby lwo 
sioilar desinids joi, theif contents 
fuse and develop a thickened wall, 

which tay become elaboratcly orna- 
mented with spines or protuberances, 
thus forming a resting zygaspore. 
This sexual phase in desmids 1s ulten 
described and iNustrated bur is rarely 
found it field collecttons. 

Structurally the Placoderm desmids 
are generally constricted in the 
middle, such constrichen varying 
from a slight narrowing in the central 
portion ot the cel] lo quite a deep 
incision almost dividing the cell in 
two, The portion of the desmid cach 
side of the constriction is referred 
to as the semicell, the constricted par- 
tion sill connecting the two seinitells 
is called the isthmus, and the space 

between the semicclls created by the 
constriction the stnus, The portion of 
the semicell nearest the mthmus 3s 
the base and the point furthest away 
from the isthmus the apex of the 
semicell, 

This description of the structure 
may seem incorrect when applied to 
Closterium (see illustration) but in 
such cases where the cell seen entire 
anc not canstricted, the protoplasmic 
contents of the cell in which the 
chloroplasts are situated is divided 
into Lwo noticeable portions, A par- 
ticularly interesting phenomenon can 

be seen in certain of the species in the 
genus Clovreriuon which have vacuoles 
near the apices of the semicells, These 
vacuoles cenlain minnte particles of 
gypauu which are constually jiggling 
aro\ind—the result of Brownian moye- 
ment, 

Destnils should be examined as 
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soon 48 possible after collection 24 
the vations forms of Ife ia the ma- 
terial tend to die and derariorate, anid 
furthermore, the animal life present 
feeds on the smaller algae. Prelimio- 
ary examination of the collection may 
be best achieved bv the use of a 
pet dish into which is intreduced 
some of the sathering which has 
settled to the bottom of the collecting 
jar, with sufficient water to ar lease 
cover the base of the dish. For more 
detailed examination, a pipette should 
be used ta draw up water from the 
petn dish, where desmids have heen 
located, and this warer is then plieed 
drop hy drop on a standard 3-in. ™ 
!-+n. glass slide. When examinatiot 
under low power shows thal the 
desmitds have been dransferred to the 
slide, a cover-slip 4s added and higher 
power can then he used. 

(f a gathering is found to be rich in 
desmids and tt is defired to keep the 
material for Juter sludy, the formal- 
acetic-ulcohol combination has been 
‘found to Ke an excellent preservative. 
and material can be kept. by this 
method almost indefinitely. It is un 
fortunate that chlorophyll, which 

gives the cesmids their vivid green 
calour, fades after & time and a lor 
of theic matural beauty is then leat 
Unlike the diatoms, which owe ihcit 
beanty 10 @ arlicows skeleton and are 
therefore much more attractive in a 
dead condition. desmids are best 
viewed as living .cells; but they can 
he stained using such stains ws 
inethylene bluc, iron haematoxylin, 

etc., which show up the internal struc- 
ture of the cell quite clearly. 

The Following Key to the venery 

of Jesmids is that used by Dr Geral 

A. Prowse, Fish Culture Research 

Station, Batu Herendam, Malacca, 10 
whom the writer offers grateful ack» 
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nowledgement, in his booklet An 
Imiveduction ta the Desmids af 
Malaya. This analytical Key is based 
on the most distinguishing features of 
the cells and if sutdied in connection 
with the diagrammatic illustrations 

should enable the reader to differen- 
tiate between the various genera, pat- 
ticularly dhose falling into the 9-20 
category of the Key which constitute 
the yrore readily found snd further- 
more by far the nost attractive forms, 

Analytical Key to the genera af Desmids 

1. Cell walls unsegmented, remaining im one piece during reproduction. 
Pores absent, _ SACCODFRMS 2, 

1, Cell wall segmented, breaking inte two pacts diving spore formation, 
Outer wall well-differentiated, PLACODERMS S. 

2. Cell relatively short. usually unconstricted. Cell wall without a 
differentiated ovter layer. 3. 

2. — Cells elongated, unconstricted, forming Toose filaments. Cell wall with 
a dilferenhated outer Jayer bearing very small warts or spines, 8. 

3. Cells solitary 4. 
4, Cells united in short filwments. 7 
4 One chloroplast in cach cell 5. 
4, Two chloroplasts in each cel) 6. 
5, Chloroplast spirally twisted, parietal. Spirutaenia 
5, Chloroplast plane, axile. Mesofaenium 
Ss. Chloroplast with a small jateral excavation, cells slightly curved 

arcuate) Roya 
5, Ohloroplasts siar-shuped, radiatmg from a central pyrennict 

Cylindrocystts 
6. Chloroplast in 6 12 radiaime plate-hke Jongitidinal ridges, prominently 

notched at the edges, Netrinen 
7. Short filaments, chlorophasts planc, axsh. Ancylonenn 
8. Chloroplast axle and not spiral- Ganatorygon 
&. Chloroplast parietal and twisted spirally. Genicutaria 
9. Point of division of the cell variable; only rarely fixed av the isthmus, tu, 

9. Point of division of the cell always fixed at the isthynus. it. 
19, Cells of moderate leneth, straight, more or less cylindrical, Peritin 
10, Cells elongate, strongly attenuated towards each end, and usually 

curved, often moon-shaped, Closteriuen 
li. Free-living, 12. 
1}. United in colonies. : 19, 
12. Cells clongated, rod shaped. 13. 
12. Cells shorter and breader, rounder in fies view, or with several arms, 15, 
13%. - Celis with apical inciston, Peimemorus 
13. Cells without apical incision, cylindrical. 14. 
14 Celi tlongate, apex iruncate, base of semicell plicnte (pleated) 

: Decidiam 
§4 Cell clunzate, apex truncate, base of semucell mot plicate, 

Pleuretaeniam 
14. Cell elongate, apex bearing diverging processes, and cell wall bearing 

tings af spines. 
15. Cells with lobed margins, Compressed, elisptic or fusiform in end wew 16. 

Triplaceras 

1s. Celle with more or less nvinded margins, often finished with spines, 
wurls, ov radiating arms. 17. 

16, Cell very compressed, with deeply lobed of incised margins. Apices 
lobed or not, but without incision. Mierastertas 

16, Cell with moderately lobed margin, and usually with an apical incision. 
Face of semicell bearing a central proniberance Erastran 

rz. Ceils wiangolar, quadrangular or up to Ji-radiute in end view, often 
hearing long radiating arms. Slaurestrumr 

17. Cells only 2-polar; ecliptic or circular in end view, 18. 
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18, Cells without, or with only very short spines or Warts. Cosmarium 
18. Cells with many Jong spines, often arranged in paice, Usually a pro- 

luberanee on face of semicel), Xanthiaium 
18. Cell usually with only one spine on each sile of the semicell, rarely 

two. No protuberance on face of cell, 
LS. Cells. united in ribbon-like filaments. 
19. Colonies. otherwise. 
zd. Cells joined dircctly apex to apex without any special apical process 21, 

Arthrodesmus 

20. Cells joined by special apical processes. 24, 
21, nd view of cells round. 22, 
21, End view of cells elliptic, Cell cosmarioid. Spond ylosiao 
21, End view of cell 2, 3 ar more polar, Cell not cosmariord, 22. 
22. Cell division taking. place by a special ring-like ingrowth (replication) 

of dividing wall, Gynnozyega (Bambusina) 
22. Cell division without ‘special ring-like ingrow(hb. Hyalotheca 
23. End view of-cell 2, 3 or 4 polar, not lobed into projecting wings, 

Division usually by replicaie walls. Desmiditum 
23 End view with four strongly ppereeet Wings. Phoymetodacis 
24. Cells joined by longish apical processes which overlap the cud walls 

of neighbouring cells. Onychonenra 
24, Cells joined by short processes abutling on each other. ‘ 2& 
25 Cells usually elliotic in end view Sphaerazosina 
25, ells 3-4 polar in end view. Desnridium (in party 

Streploncmea 
26. Cells forming roundish colonies, Cells cosimarioid joined by long 

threads of mucilage. Caymocladium 

26, Colonies forming chalky crusts. Cells at the cods of mucilage tubes 
encrusted wrth lime. Oacardiium 

’ ’ 

Notes on Microchiropteran Bats 

Ry Jonn Lb. McKean and 1.. S$. Hann 

Bats and Nioths 

Although it is well khowes that 
many species of insectivarous bats Te- 
turn fo their roasts in caves and 
houses ro consume moths, (Nicholson 

1937, Baines 1944 and Horlgson 
1944) this habit does nol appear to 
have been recorted for any Australian 
species, 

Ta Match 1956, a colony of fifty 
Lesser Long-eared Bats (Nyctophilus 

seoffroyi) was discovered in a house 
ai Mt. Martha, Victoria. The owners 
had been absent from the home since 
the previous December and were 
rather dismayed an their retarn, not 
so much by the presence of the bats, 
but by the scattering of insect remains 

throughout the house, On inspecting 
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these remains McKean found that 
about 9S per cent were moths’ wings 
and the remainder were the clytra of 

small beetles, 
R. John Edge (pers. conim.) has 

informed us of the presence of large 
quantities of moth wings in a sea- 
cave near Warnambool which is the 

only known Bent-winged Bat (Adint- 
opferus schreibersi) breeding colony 

in the district, Neither Mr Edge nor 
ourselves have ever observed! or seen 

reference to such remaing in olher 
caves inhabited by Af. scireiberst. 

Lesser Long-eared Bats: 
Breeding Notes 

On November 2, 1963 a materaity 
colony of Nyctophilus geoffroyi was 
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Tante I 

Measurements in mm, of yeung Nyctdphiius geaflreyi 

discovered under the bark of a live 
rough-barked gum tree growing in 
a lignum swamp 15 miles north of 
Booligal, N.S.W., by W. Braithwaite 
and McKean. The colony contained 
about six adulls and twelve voung, of 
which one lactating female and five 
young bats Were cuplured. The young 
bats all appeared toa be approximately 
the same age, being about half the 
size of the adult female, The facial 
characteristics including the nose 
leaf were well developed and the 
boilies were Covered with fur. Mos. 

of the young were capable of flight 
fut several escaped, clinging to the, 
ventral surface of an adult, presum-— 
ably a parent. 

Measurements of the five young - 
examined (MH 26°10 MH 30) are 
piven io Table I. On the 23rd Nov- 
ember 1963, RK. Smith canght two 
heavily pregnant N. geaffroyé at. 
Tumut, Both had heen stunned wheo 
the tree they were In was felled. One 

of the hats died and, on dissection, 
was fund to contain two young al- 
most ready for birth, The olher fe- 
male gave birth to two young that 
night. Measurements of the two new- 
born young (MH 34 and MH 35) are 
given in Table I. In late Ovtober 
1962, McKean captured several N. 
geofirayi in a mist act at Barren Box 

Swamp near Griffith, N.S.W. These 
were maintained in caplivity for a 
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Wing (Radius) Tibia 

28-7 11-6 
30-2 12-2 
31-7 12 8 
28:3 Is 
208 12.9 
ite 73 

; 402° =| 

short period at Canberra by K. Simp- 
son,and wo females both gave birth 
to twins on the 2nd and 28th Nov- 
ember, 

It would appear that N. geoffroyi 
regularly gives birth to twins whereas 
the onty other species on which we 
personally have data je, Bpresicus 
pumiles, Rhirolophuy negaphyllus 
aod Minioprerus schreihersi, pive birth 
to single young. P. Dwyer (pers. 
comm.) has records of E. pumitus 
giving birth to twins io the New 
Eogland District, N.S. 

Buts Swimming 

Water under or surrounding tees 
inhabited by colonies of forest hats 

may not be a hazard to the bats, At 
least one species N. peoffroyi, is able 
to swim quite well, An individual of 

this species when disrurbed from a 
colony in a swamp at Booligal fell in- 

to the water. Although it was unable 
to take off from the water the hat 
made its way quickly across the éur~ 
face. It floated on the water with 
eatended tai! and beat its partly ex- 
tended wings, 
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The Sydney Funnel-web Spider (Atrax robustus) in 

Captivity 

For a number of years # colony of 
several hundred Sydncy Funnel-weh 
Spiders was kept at Wie Commonwealth 
Scrum Laboratories, thus providing a 
unique opportunity lo study the be- 
haviour of these spiders in capuvity. 
Some relevant information has been 
reported carlier by Wiener (1957, 
1959) and Kaire (1963) and the 
reader may refer to (heir papers. 
Buicherl's (1956) cxpérience with the 
breeding and keeping of poisonous 
spiders at the Butantan Instirute 
(Brazil) is of great interest to any 
person wha has to look after a num- 
ber of live spiders in captivity. 

Transport of Spiders: 

‘The spiders were sent to the Labora- 
tories in plastic jars with perforated 
screw tops; each jar contained one 
specimen only. It os essential to pra- 
vide moisture during the transport; a 
piece of collonwoo! ghied te Lhe bot- 
tam of the jac and moistened hefare 
despatch is adequate. The number of 
spiders which were dead on arrival 
was small: most of these had been 
crushed by a heavily moistened cot- 

tonwool pad whith had become de- 
tached. The time spent in transport 
must be short. 

Keeping of Spidets in the Laboratory: 

The spiders were kept in glass jats 
with perforated screw tops in boxes or 
a cabinet. ‘The bottom of the jars was 
covered with moist soil. Attempts 
were made to replace soil with foam 
plastic: however, éxperiments proved 
that this increased the mortality of 
spiders. The surface of the plastic 
tapidly became eroded and the spiders, 

even when fed regularly, soon ap- 
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By G, Kaine. 

peared sick, as evidenced by trans 
lucent abdomens. Even when such 
spiders were transferred to jars con- 
dammg moist soil they did pot re- 
caver but died within »# short cme, 
‘The feeding of a large number uf 
spiders presents difficulties as it is 
impossible to provide them with in- 
sects in sufficient quantities. Butter- 
Mies. caterpillars, flies, beetles and 
spiders were readily atlacked and con- 
sumed. Earthworms anc slatets had 
no appeal to Funhel-web spiders ; 
Red-back spiders however can he led 
on slaters, Many adult dirax rodnest 
as spiders can be fed on pieces of 
wicy meat allachéd to a thread for 
easy removal, However, Fresh hver 
was eaten more readily. The food was 
dangled in front of the spyder and. as 
soon as the spider started chewing it. 
the hd was replaced, Small spulers 
do not eat meat or liver, Although 
spiders cat. survive without food for 
long periods (over 6 months), regular 
supply of water is essential. 

Exposure to Jemperalures over 
'C. kills the spiders rapidly, even 
when sufficient moisture is provided. 
Temperatures of about 20°C. appear 
to be most suitable for survival, al- 
though lower lemperatures are well 
tolerated. On the average the spiders 
survived tn captivity 4 months; spiders 
surviving 6 months were common and 
a few lived over a year. The lifespan 
uf male A, rolustys in captivity is 
significantly shorter than that of fe- 
male specimens. 

Moulting of immature spiders was 
frequently observed. However I have 
seen neither adult males nor females 
(body length aver 2.5 cm.) moulling. 

sopmrncn mca Serum Laboratories, Parkville, 
ic. 
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Reproduciion: 

Fee sacs were made and eggs laid 
from the fast days af July to the end 
of October. The spider first makes 
the saucer-shaped dense botrom weh 
which is altached to the walls of the 
jar by silk threads. The hatlam of 
the cpg sac as approximately 5-6 mm. 
above the soil. Then ihe yellow col 
Qured eges are lai! and ihe egg sac 
completed by weaving the sancer- 
shaped top. When disturbed the 
spider may destroy the €ge-sac and 
the. eyes; the destruction may be so 
complete (hal mo traces of the weh or 
egzs cun be found. 

The egp-sac is nursed for approxi- 
mately 3-4 weeks by the spider and 
during this time the female is found 
either under the epe-sac lying on ils 
back and holding the egg-sac up with 
its legs or holding it up from above. 
After approximately 3 weeks the spider 
either destroys the egesac or the 
spiderfings hatch and start roaming 
about the jar. The hatching is depend- 
ent on the ambient temperature, tem- 
peratures of approximately 20°C? being 

required. 
The newly hatched spideflings soon 

dip, themselves into the soil and make 
a small web around the hole; they 
darken quickly. Attempts to feed 
spiderlings with Drosophila did not 
give conclusive results. In view of 
the difficulty of feeding the young, the 
breeding of Funnel-web spiders in 
captivity is al present not privtical, 

The sondtlions under which the 
spiders were kept at these Laboratories 
may not have heen ideal Air con- 

ditioned and humidity contollec 
rooms are recommended. The soil 
in the jars -raprdly becomes dirty, and 
the spiders must be frequently lrans: 
ferred to clean jars. Observation 

boxes may have advantages for the 
keeping of spiders, bul safely measures 
are then more difficul. 

The collecuon of the venom by 

teasing the spider and sucking up 
venom droplets from the ups of the 
fangs with a Pasleur pipette has a few 
disadvantages. The venom is easily 
contaminated, the spider may break 
off the tip of the pipette and finally, 
the danger of a spider bite is quile seal 
when the faburatory technician tries 
to shake off the spider irom the tp 
of the pipette and inadvertently pulls 
the pipette wp too far, The applica: 
tion of electrodes to the chelicerac of 
an anaesthetized spider and the stimu- 
lation of the cheliccral muscics by 
means. Of a weak electric current 
(Biicherl, Le.) is much te be preferred. 
Our knowledge of the habits of these 

spiders. in their natural surroundings 
is st) poor and further olsservations 
are essential, Such studies may find 
an application if further investigation 
al work, requires the keeping of a large 
number of 4. robstes in captivity. 
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Port Fairy Excursion, Easter, 1964 

On Friday. March 27th, a! 9 a.m., our 
party of tweny-jine Field Naturalists 
stl of poretually in the bus for Mort 
Fulry At Easter Beach, Geelong. we 
eitjoyed morning ta in the bright sun. 
shine which was 10 Le with Us for mast 
ef (he eat three days Beyond Geelong 
we saw the Conneware Lakes in the 
chstance bo the left Approaching Colac, 
Lake Colac appeared on our right and 
Views UF Lakes Carangamite and Colon- 
Quiac were onlamed untif we reached 
Campezdown. As we passed through the 
Stony Rises members recalled the acane 
fences which on a previous visit had 
extended for tiles. Following recent 
road ahynments and the consequent 
aoquisttanney of properly, dno owner was 
insistert that his stome fence should be 
replaced ij; keeping With the rest! Lhis 
was ne easy lask in days when the ast 
has almost died oul, _ 

Al Camperdown, leaving oo our left 
Mt Léven and tlie bare conical Mt. 
Sugarloat with a regular spisal teack 
winding tp Ure don, We followed the road 
above the town to We caravan park and 
patdens Here we were pleased! to find 
shady trees on the sloping hanks oP Lake 
Bullenmerri, formerly considered a 
crater eke. This lake and the adjolning 
Lake Gnotuk are nuw believed to be 
formed by subsidence in voleame tulf 
which was deposited beneath the sea. 
Marine fossils are Fouad ju the banks, 
and Lake Bullenterri, being bizher 
than Lake Gaotwk, draing mio the lbtter 
which has no outlet and is therefore sall, 
From the beaurfully kept gardens in the 
ark jhe lakes could be seen separated 
by 8 pidge of land only a few hundred 
yards wile. The shofe Of Lake Groruk 
was enerusted with mineral deposits, 
while fishing bouts on Lake Bullenmerti 
testified to its Erestiness. Lunch-time was 
spent on the banks of this Jake alter 
which Ihe party, as jt descended the hill 
to the town, enjpyod a panorama of 
some of the fakes that had been passed. 
"We called in briefly at Port Camphell, 
Where haihers were happy on the beach, 
before continulag 106 mulon Bridge 
neat Pelcrborough, Here a princture was 
responsible for a longer stay. The beauty 
of the waves dasbing against Londar 
Bridge in the afternoun sinlight and the 
blue sea tempted photographers. Some 

an 

members of the party Walked ahead 
stiidymy the windswept vegetalion by the 
roadsids, Jn the half mils traversed 
before the bus avertiok them, species 
of Leptespermum, Correa. Calacéphalics, 
Banksia, Leucepogon, Spinifer, etc., were 
found, and later from the bus a group 
of grass-teees (Xawitorrea} wax seon. 
Passing through Warrnambool we soon 
reached Port Tairy, fo enjoy the well- 
cooked mesl at Seacombe House and 
settle in cumfurlably during the evening. 

Maypies carolling melodiousty and 
jovEully as they always seem ta do in 
(he Western District woke us next 
morning. We met our leader, Miss Grace 
Bowker, an authority on (he birds of 
this district, aud sel auc for Killarney 
Beach and Roger's Bay, where, among 
other interesting Features, Hn cxtensive 
kitchen middett betting the codsial sand 
hills held Iwo doticrels” nests. Although 
(hero was plenty of seaweed there were 
few shells on the beach and the thous- 
ands of shells and while sand of the 
midden behind the yellow sand-dunes 
came as a surprise. Spinifex and stunted 
scrub abyunded ‘The only flowers found 
wm bloom were Myosotis onstrates 
(Austral Forgel-Me-Not) and Cntile 
rraritima (Sea Rocket), ‘The latter was 
also (oind ona vacant allotment near 
Seacombe House, whece both it and a 
small white Convolvelus lintwoduced) 
were Nowering profusely 

In the afternoon we were met at 
Tower Hill, nine miles along the Princes 
Wighaay, try a party of Warrnambool 
fice aluralists. including Messrs 
Martin Edge aud Shirreffs. who handed 
us séveral typewritten pages describing 
the formation of [lis dnique geological 
featire. It is a nested caldera about 
three miles across and ten miles m 
ciemference, the central cone being 
surrounded by water and a basin-shaped 
“rim” of volcanic: dust. The water has 
varied in depth ayer the years. Tsow a 
in 1914 when there were catlle prazing 
and a fire borning on the bed of the 
almost dry Jake Since the dloods of 1946 
ample rains huve renlenished the supply 
and there is pow sufficient water to pre- 
vent access by Cattle to the cones, Ching 
to grazing in the past fhe native vegeta- 
tion has almost disappeared and much 
of the land near the entrance bas been 
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overeroRy by Alritan Dax thorn, 
thistles, Hemlock, otc, ‘Dhere are, how- 
ever, smmhe well-grawn cucalypts, 
over, weninalis and £. globulus beside 
the road tu the cones. The regular layers 
of volcanic dust forming “the rinr of the 
volcano and the bordee of the Jargest 
hole jit Victoria’ are most étrkineg 
Ijterested pubhc bodies, meluding the 
Warmambool Field Natiralists. have 
Planted over three thousund irees and 
plants occurring m the distict, hoping to 
rehabilitate the native vegetation (ses. 
Victorian Nuluralis, Nov, 1962) 

Tn spite of ihe warm day several of 
our members climbed ipe central cane, 
322 ft above sea level, and were re 
watded by the panuramic view Others 
followed the toad through the cones and 
iiscovered species of Encalypins, Sala- 
nvm, Epitobinwn, Olearia and Elderberry 
silt persisting in small quantities among . 
the bracken, On the way hame, on the 
Koroit side of the tim, six hawks wete 
circling and through bijjocilais some 
pelicans Were seen al the water's edge 
near ane of the smaller cones, 

That evening our party sec.oul at 7.10 
p.m. and walked along the causeway Lo 
Griffiths Island where Miss Bowker and 
Mr ‘Trevor Pescott, of Gicclong, were to 
band Mutton-birds returning to the 
island spokenes. Th was a ill inoun- 
Het wteht and, alibough we were shown 
a chick and saw some birds bejng 
banded, the “cloud'' of returnlag pareats 
was nol as evident as it oftan is. Per- 
haps they bad or had mot heard chat 
Ficld Naturalists were to be present! 

Next day we -Visted “Allansford 
Bush” at Nayingal, on area of several 
wcres waged by Mr, R. Tiidge of the 
Warmambool Club, which ix bein: hept 
in its mative sate Messrs, Bdee, 
Mathieson, aod Shirrcils and others from - 
the district accompanied Us and ot iunch 
time, tes ait) hot water were kiqdiy 
supphed By Mrs. Hallord. wiro showed 
ws Maidenhair fern growing wear the 
abour this reservation and said thar he 
would be glad to diroce to it any Field 
Naturalist wha apphed to hin | 
Warrmambool. He was heartily thariked 
for fis generous offer, We began lo ex- 
plore this delightful spot ihraugh which 
ows the Cudgee Crock sheltered by 

tucalyptis Leplospetmum, Gleiria, Heli 
chrysuimt and olher natives, Ty was a 
bappy honting ground for the birdtovers 
atid botanists, Mr. Shirefts occupied the 
allention 4F those who stayed behind b 
discoursing at length on the collection « 
peclogical specimens which fre had 
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brought. Special relerence was made to 
“Australites” — small hard lack glass 
shjects of varcous shapes which urrivedt 
in a shower fram outer space, These can 
be fobpd at Stanhope Bay 

After jrayéling through miles of nich 
veleanic couniry which had been cleared 
for dairying, sheep, polato and anion 
growing, with occasional belts of shelter 
trees, pines, cypress and eucalypts, it 
was refreshing to Abd thas btile haven of 
natural bush, Bind-watchers were socn 
rewarded by the sight of a Powerful Owl 
and an ecagle. A few botanists lett hehind 
by the bi¢d-watchers consGled Lhomscl ves 
very happily by studying the various: 
species of daisy-bushes, Helichryyn, 
Pomederrix, Havel, envalyprs, Hypericuyt, 
Leprospereniuri, Austral Mulberry, Aus- 
\ral Ceptaury, Austral Bear's Ear, 
Climbing Glycine (im flower) and the 
Jeaves of Cleprant wtrisnnta and C. aero- 
iiodia. The track Ted us to a del) st a 
bend of the ereek where pockets of fern 
were thriving and the masscs of Hlech- 
num, Deodia, Tender Brake, etc., almost 
sugpesitd dhal we were iit the Dande- 
Hoogs of the Otways. 

On the way to Childers Cove » peatt- 
ful tall shrub of Afeken siteveotuns 
(N3.W.) was in nll binem by the road 
side, An oll-rig was passed near the Cove 
where we walked along the eliff-tops 
The scattcred windswept growth among 
the rocks was fittered wilh pockets of 
dead, bleached, so-called =“ Mediler- 
ranean Sails" which had been io evid- 
ence &t most places along the voast. The 
cliffs are precipiious, alloWine Tine Views 
of the blue wcean and the waves breaking 
below. We starched ‘in vain for Als- , 
tralites here, but at Stanhope Bay one 
was foond by Mr. Shirreffs, Fossils are 
present in the cliff face but the mearest 
approuch 10 ore found on tle clifl-top 
war fh piooe of sandstone bearing ube In 
Dression of shell, Ad this point we over- 
looked a beautifol sandy cove. Some of 
Sur Mewibers enpoved switiming and gun- 
bathing: others explored the cliff, wander- 
ing thecugh the scrub where the pre- 
valent plants were Spinifes, Lewtepoyon 
purviferns, Rhpeodia baccota, Mesem- 
brpantheriwn australe and Muehler- 
ferkia adptessa (Ligniim), Specimens 
of Stackioasia sesttinlaie grew in small 
rounded masses as ina rockssy The 
furry white heads of the intraduecd 
Cagurvs evetus (Hares-lails) wore com. 
mun here ts also an our other trips, 
More Multon-bjrds were banded duc 

ine the evening. In all over sixty spectes 
of birds were observed by nur narly dur- 
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ing the three days, To Miss Barbara 
pitied Tam indebted fay the fallow- 
ing list: 

Mutton-bied, Crested ‘Tern, Silver 
Gul, Pied Gystercatcher, Turnstone, 
Sptic-winged Plover, Randed Plover, 
Red-cupped Dotterel, Hooded Poltercl, 
Little Stint, Straw-necked Ibis, Spoonbill, 
White Eyret, White-faced Heron, Black 
Swan, Mountain Tuck, Grey Teal, Pied 
Cormorant, Gennet, Pelican, Swamp 
Harcict, Whistling Eagle, Whitc-breasted: 
Sea-cagle. Peregrine Falcon, Brown 
Mawk, Nankéer Kestrel, Powerful Owl, 
Black Cackatio, Gang-pang, White 
Cockaloo, Gatah, Crimson Rosella, 
Eastern Rosella, Kookaburra, Welcome 
Swallow, Grey Fantail, Rufous Fantail 
Wille Waytail, Black-faced Cuckoa- 
snrike, Striated) §=Field-wren, Yellew- 
tailed Thotnbill, Blue Wren, Magpie 
Lark (Mudlark), Grey Thrush, Golden 
Whistler, White-fronted Chat, White- 
backed Marple, Witite-throawd Tree- 
creeper, Silver-eye, Striated Parilatote. 

Mistletoe-hird, Whate-naped Honcyealer, 
Singing Haneyeater, White-eared Honey- 
eater, White-plurned Tfoneyeater, Yellow- 
winged Honcycater, Noisy Miner, Aus- 
Iralian Pipi, Goldfinch, Fire-talled Finch, 
Starling and Raven. 

Qn Monday tmormng. there were 
periods of light rain when the party set 
oil for hame in happy mood. The road 
led across the plains thraveh Derinallum 
{pasting Mt. Blephant), Lismore, Inver- 
leigh, here crossing the Leigh River. a 
continuation of the Yarrowes Creek on 
Ballarat, Towards lunch-time tain sel ir 
heavily and the party was glad to com- 
plete the journey back to Melbourne wr 
the sheltee of the bus, 

Our thanks are due to Those members 
of the Warrnambool Field Naturalists 
Club, who were of such assistance on all 
our taps. We had spent four enjoyable 
days sludying the natutal features, vege- 
talion and bird population af pare of the 
Western Distvict of Victoria, 

—Fulalie Bennctt. 

Wildlife Research Foundation 
The David G. Stead Wildlife Research Foundation of Austridia, recently eSlab- 

ished with headquarters in Sydaev, is an atlempt to consolidare the nafure canserva- 
tion interests throughout the Commanwealth, The aims of Lhe foundation as set 
qwucdo ils fir eirewlar are— 

. To initiate, promate and further research, scientific, lechaical of other. inta all 
aspects OF the conservation of wildlife of the Commonwealth. 

To maintain sanctuaries, reserves and to carry our experimental works. 
To coaperaic with organizauions, universities and fostirutions in experiment or _ 

reseqrch in the use of national parks, playgrounds and similoe areas; ia 
the proper managemem, cuhivation and preservation af Australian indigenons _ 
fauna and flor. 

To publish information related to these cima and objects and to armange lectures 
and carry on educational courses far the furtherance of these objects, and 
to establish fellowships wad scholarships for work in conservation. — 

* Th establish and maintalt imisetims. arboretums und collections related to 
its objects. 

The Foundation has received a gift of 66 acres of land at Rargo on the sourheen 
tabletands of New South Waley and is in process of erecting an office building 
there. Plans for a Kunger-Manager’s residence are in préparation, The arta is 
named “Werrimbirra”, a local native name ineaning “lo preserve”. The Foundation 
also has in course of prcpaiittion # booklet showing the protected species af New 
South Wales flora-in colour. Te would like ro follaw this with one on Victoria and 
then the other States. 

MEMBERSHIP is open to ivmlividuets or organizalfons subscribing to its aims 
Fees: Indrviduals £1/1/-, Organizations £10/ 10/- per vear, payable on January 1 
Agplicativn forms for membership and further information ose available from 
Hox 2307, GP.O, Sydney, N.SIW 

—Nirs Thestle G. Stead 
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Some Observations on Orchids 

At least one species of green- 
hood emiis an odour, Those who 
find it difficult, because of the 
very small size of the flowers, to 
distinguish the Midget Green- 
hood (Pterostylis mutica) from 
the Swan Greenhood (P, cycno- 
cephala), should be able to recog- 
nize the former by the rather 
foctid odour of its flowers, In my 

: experience the Midget Green- 
hood is the only species of the 
large genus Pterestylis which 
emits a scent of any kind. 

Flowers of the handsome sun- 
orchid, Thelymitra grandiflora, 
émit an oranve- or Jemon-flower 
seent—a delightful perfume but 
ane which is appurent for only a 
few minutes. [ts rival in size and 
beauty, Thelymitra nredia, does 
the same thing but, by way of 
contrast, its ‘perfume’ re- 
sembles that of a wet dog. Un- 
attractive as that is to human 
Senses, it draws certain native 
-bees as if by magic. On a warm 
sunny day, between 10 a.m: and 
noon, the oduur is in the air and 
the bees are on the wing, Each 
visifor ts likely to teave the 
flower with a load of sun-orchid 
pollen attached to its back. The 
chances are that it will be re- 
heved of ts burden when it visits 
another flower. The little bee will 
position itself on the labellum 
in such «a way that pollen is 
deposited unerringly on the 
sticky maas of the stiema, 

Qur native bees appear to be 
very discriminsting where 
odours are concerned, Cinnamon 
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By J. R. GARNET 

Rells (Gastrodia sesamoides) is 
not generally regarded ak a 
scented orchid but it too, Like the 
two sun-orchids, has its moments 
of aHure. Some-kind of stimulus 
—it might be warmth, humidity, 
sunlight, or @ combination of 
factors—causes its flowers to 
emit a very powerful orange- 
flower scent, which brings a 
small reddish-brown  halictine 
bee whizzing in from afar. The 
scent endures for only a few 
minutes, as though a lid were 
opened and then shot. Fertiliza- 
tion of the flower is the ‘conse- 
quence of the visit by the bee. 

2 ¢ xt 

Helmet-orchids (Corydas) are 
notable for the extent to which 
their flower stalks elongate after 
the flower has been pollinated 
and the seed seb. The accepted 
explanation for this phenomenon 
is that it ensures disposal of the 
seeds when they are released 
from the seed capsule. In Cory- 
bus there is a single small flower 
that is not more than an inch or 
so ubove the little saucer-like 
leaf which rests flat on the 
ground. Tf the seeds were freed 
from that level, they would not 
get far. However, by the time 
the seed capsule has ripened, it 
might be anything up to a foot 
above its original position. As 
the minute seeds drop out, they 
are caught in air currents and 
taken to placés far from the 
parent plant. 

In bird-orchids (Chiloglottis) 
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exactly the same thing happens. 
The Broad-lipped Bird-orchid 
{C. trapeziformis) flowers in. 
spring. The little “bird* sits on 
top of a stalk about five or six 
inches in height. Out of curiosity, 
I once pollinated a flower and 
then watched its progress. With- 
in two days the sepals and petals 
had folded up and the ovary was 
swollen. At the end of a month 
the seeds had ripened., But by 
that time, the stalk had increased 
in Jength from six to ten inches. 
The seeds were duly wafted 
away, but the stalk kept on 
lengthening. At the end of two 
months it was fifteen inches 
long. The additional] five inches 
of growth was 80 much wasted © 
effort, for there were no seede 
left in the capsule. The flower of 
the companion plant from which 
I had removed pollen, reniained 
open for six weeks, It was not 
fertilized and its flower stalk did 
not increase in length. It simply 
withered slowly. 

By Dg * 

I can conceive of no explana- 
tion for an odd phenomenon 
which ean be observed in the 
little autumn-flowering  leek- 
orchids or ‘“midge-orchids*— 
those species in the section 
Micranthum of the genus Pra- 
sophyllum, Several of these grow 
not far from Melbourne; or 
rather, they used to do so, The 
flawering plants are slender little 
things, only a few inches high, 
comprising a stem and 4 single, 
terminal, cylindrical leaf. Fhe 
spike of tiny flowers emerges 
from a lateral slit, somewhere 
near the end of the leaf. Should 
the spike happen to ermerge at 
the very apex, then the plant 
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seems to be without a leaf, How- 
ever, it can get along quite well 
without one, as Was demon- 
strated in the following way. 
Some years ago, when I was 

studying the pellination of sev- 
eral of these autumn prasophylls, 
I had a number of plants of dif- 
ferent species growing in pots, 
On many oecasions, while they 
were in full bloom, I eut. the 
plant off at ground level, either 
to press it or to dissect the 
flowers. This ruthless action 
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never affected the vigour of the 
plant the following year. The 
new tuber, forming at flowering 
time, continued to develop, and 
it was able to do so because the 
old tuber held sufficient food 
reserve to allow the stump of the 
stem to grow. The new growth 
continued until there was a new 
stem, quite often much longer 
than the original flowering plant. 
These orchids (Prasophyllum 
despectans, P. archeri, P. mor- 
risti, P. nigricans, P. fuscoviride 
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and others), although practically 
leafless, are not holosaprophytes 
as are Cinnamon Bells and Hya- 
ecinth Orchid (Dipodium punc- 
tatum). They are much like most 
of our terrestrial orchids, peren- 
nials which depend on the re- 
placement of an underground 
tuber, There is a small root sys- 
tem and some _ photosynthetic 
tissue. In the autumn-flowering 
prasophylls, the stem contains 
chlorophyll and it shares the 
function of the leaf. 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox's brush was the traditional trophy of the chase. The Field 
Naturalist usually returns from an excursion into the hush with a 
different sort of “tale”. If you have one worth mounting and pre- 
serving send it to the Assistant Editor, “Victorian Naturalist’, 102 
Murray Road, East Preston, N.18, Victoria. 

Monarch Butterfly: 

This nature note comes to us from 

Mr. Victor Jacobs, a teacher at Dove- 

ton West State School. 

During February last. a pupil, Susan 
Wah, came to school with a twig of Swan 
Plant Asclepias sp., bearing a chrysalis. 
This roughly cylindrical chrysalis was a 
thing of rare beauiy. About an inch 
long, it was bluntly pointed at the bottom 
and the top was a shallow dome. Its 
general colouration was a delicate green 
while the margin between the dome and 
the sides was delineated with dots of 
highly-polished gold. More similar dots 
patterned the faint lines that indicated 
the future wings. 

While the specimen was being dis- 
played, a small boy came into the room 
with a cardboard box which he opened 
to display a handsome orange and black 
butterfly. Two names came to mind 
for this animal and rather than be in 
error I consulted Leach’s Australian 
Nature Studies and found that both had 
a place in its identification. It was a 
Monarch Butterfly, Danaida plexippus, 
commonly known in Australia as a 
Wanderer. The latter name is quite 
apt as the species began to extend its 
American habitat in the latter half of 
the nineteenth century, reaching Aus- 
tralia in the early 1870's. 
The small boy departed and a child 

in my room remarked that he had seen 
pictures of that butterfly in a library 
book. When the book was found and 
the right page turned, not only the 
butterfly presented itself but also the 
Monarch’s chrysalis, identical in shape 
to the one in my hand but differing in 
its colour. The thought occurred that it 
might have recently pupated but Susan 
could not help us to find that detail. 

Next morning a dozen pairs of hands 
shot up when we came in after morning 
assembly to tell me of a change in the 
chrysalis. Its delightful pastel shade 
had darkened to a medium brown while 
the area of the wings was a deep purple. 
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This proved that pupation must have 
been recent and we looked forward to 
the next stage in the life cycle. 
To everyone's surprise, this arrived 

very soon, for when we came in after 
morning recess, a rather limp imago was 
hanging on the transparent, empty 
chrysalis. In those few minutes we had 
missed the expansion of the wings but 
1 was able to demonstrate the limpness 
of the wings by gently folding them 
with a. pencil to form a narrow u-shape 
and then dropping them again. The 
butterfly flew at midday the same day 
and I had viewed with 40 eager wit- 
nesses a more rapid metamorphosis than 
[ had previously believed existed. I am 
keen to hear from readers if they have 
experienced similar occurrences and 
whether this is the regular behaviour 
of this species or not. 

The Monarch Butterfly has now 
practically become a cosmopolitan 
member of its family, but breeding is 
restricted to areas where the larval 
food plants. Asclepias and Gompho- 
carpus are found. 

The duration of the pupal stage 
varies in different species of butterfly 
and in temperate climates some species 
pass the winter in this stage. The 
emergence of the adult may be in- 
fluenced by the weather. In the tropics, 
after a long dry spell. many species 
appear shortly after the onset of the 
rainy season. 

During pupation most of the larval 
tissues suffer auto-digestion and the 

resultant products are then utilized by 
groups of intact cells called the 
imaginal discs in the formation of the 
adult tissues. Whilst this is happening 
pupae frequently have a_ protective 
colouration. Towards the end of the 
pupal stage the colours of the adult 
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begin to appear thromgh the pupal 
skin and mn those species in which 
the whole pupal stage is shor, the 
change Comes in a very short time be- 
fore (he emergence 
The “dots of highly-polished gold” 

mentioned above are the basis for the 
name “'chrysalis" 

—R.H. J. McQ. 

Onion Orchids: 
The following interesting note has 

been sent for these columns by Filis 
Tucker, of Brit Brit, via Coleraine. 

T wish to record the rediscovery in 
Viclorta and an extension of habitat for 
the Onion Orchid Micratis orlicularis, to 
the Victorian Range in the Grammans. 

This orchid was found in large num- 
bers, growing in association with Aféceayys 
wrfalta, in @ swamp near Woohlpooer 
during early November Jasi year. 

The species had previously been sol- 
lected an only twa Victorian districts — 
Wonthaggi (several specimen: between 
1930 and 1934) and Gorac West (be- 
tween 1936 and 1942), 

Mr, A. ©. Beaugtchale, who collected 
Ihe specimens at Gorae West, tells me 
that 1he swamp in which they arcw has 
since been drained and cultivatcd, Con- 
sequently the orchids are mo ionger 
known in that area) As no collection of 
the species hay been recorded from Won- 
thapgi since 1934, it seems that the 
Woohlpooer swamp colony may be the 
sole survivors of this orchid in Victoria. 

Purple Helmet Orchid: 

Another note concerning the dis- 
Tribution of an Orchid species comes to 
us in the follawing observations from 
Mr, David Woodrulf. 

The Purple Helmet Orchid Coryhas 
diemenicus, is found scross, most of 
southern Victoria. In late August, 1953, 
it was found to be abundant on the 
coastal dunes between Tidal River and 
Maunt Oberan at Wilson's Promontory. 
J. WW, Willis, in his Hundbook to Plants 
in Victoria, Vol tf, records both the 
Fringed Holmet Orchid C. fimAérivtas. and 
the Veined Helmet Orchid C. dilaratus, 
from the National Park, but there is 
no apparent record of C diemenicus from 
south of Yarram. Thus this record con- 
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simutes 2 logical extension ta the known 
distribuuen of the species 

C, diemenices differs (rom C. Ambri- 
atus in that the margin of the labellum 
is only finely toothed and from C. 
diJatares in having a shorter, broad ovary. 
The orchids wers found growing in 

groups of up to ten individuals beneath 
the Coastal Tea-Ttee Lepraypermum 
Jaeviganeni. Also flowering at Ubal mune 
m the same habitat were C. fiarbrfarus, 
Gnat Orch Acianihws — reniformts, 
Striped Greenhood Prerasrylis alata, and 
in’ the sunnier locations on the higher 
parts of the dines, Banded Greenhood 
P. vittare. The large prostrate leaf of the 
Red-hbeaked Orchid Lyperanthus yizni- 
cas was noled, but this species was not 
seen mn Bower until early Sepiember- 

Bees in Bluchells 

This note comes from Mr A. J. 
Swaby, and il refers to an item in the 
Vintovien Neturdlist {Vol. 80, pp. 

296-97} of January 1964: 

Der Margaret Chattaway's note on 
temperatures in flowers calls up meni- 
ories more than 7f years old. Close 
to out home, acres of bluebells, almost 
certainly Wahklenbergia bicolor, flow- 
ared for months. In many of the 
flowers, snvall black bees snuggled 
close, We thought they were sleeping, 
Later, the theory was that they were 
sheltering from. the cald. But they 
were there after many huurs of sun- 
shihe and still torpid 

Could it be that the flowers had 
some special attraction for the beest 
We found them in no other flowers. 
How far had the flowers developed? 
Were the bees intoxicated? Would 
they wake, say, when the pollen was 
rendy)? Stamens ripen first and are 
shed or withered before the sigma 
pushes up. 

Country members wight. find im- 
terest in following that up, T left the 
area early and have never since Deen 
tn the country for continued observa- 
tion, 

Tnitials: 

Would all coninbuytors to these 
columns please use their full names 
and not initrals when signing articles 
for publication. 

— RK H.-J, McQ, 
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Field Naturalists Clab of Victoria 
Kighty-fourth Annual Report, 1963-64 

The sleady development of previous 
years continies, Membership continues 
to geow and with it the circulation of 
the “Naturalist™, Ordinary membership 
is now 543 (last year 504), Counicy 324 
(325), Junior 49 (45) and Henorary and 
Life Members remained 27— a total of 
$42 (901). 

Following his assumption of office as 
Governor, Sie Kohaa Delacombe his 
kindly agreed to accept the position of 
patron of the Club 

During the year honorary membership 
was conferred on Messrs. D E Mclin 
nes and W, C. Woaollard, in tecognition 
of thuir good Work in launching the Club 
Microscope. 

An unusual event was the marriage of 
the President while ip office, Members 
United to wish Ms. and Mrs. Houghton 
all the best in their mew life, and a 
wedding gift was lendered to them at the 
general nvweting before their wedding. 

As 15 to be expected, in a Club the 
size of ours, we lost several Valucd mem- 
bers by death, potably Messrs. H. P- 
Dickin, Charles Gabrict ond H, T. 
Reaves. 

Dinicibution of “Victorian Natrabisi”, 
Besides those sent to mombers and sub- 
stribets, free or exchange copies afe dis- 
(tributed both in Australia and to most 
Overseas cOuntries, Ahout 40 copies per 
month are sold thrawgh Mclhourne haak 
shops. The total monthly circulation of 
the “Naturalist ts now just in excess of 
1,)00 copies, showing very little change 
during the year Under review, so_ it 
Appears (hat the circulation is becoming 
stabihzed after the spectacular increase 
which occurred, due to the introduction 
of the new format from the total of 490 
Copics per month in April, 1959. This 
may ot be a good thing, and perhaps 
the tine is ripe for another mémbcr- 
ship drive. 

Editor. For much of this increase in 
membership and carculalion we must 
thank the energy, vision ant initiative 
of Mr. W. A. Wakefield. It ts with great 
regeet that We must feport thal he has 
found it necessary to fesign hit pist as 
editor, Fortunately, Mr. J KR Hudson was 
uble tu take Over the office as from 
the treginning of the year 1964-1965 
(Valume 81). 
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Librarian, During the year our 
envrgetic Librarian, Miss M E, Argo, let 
it be known that she Wished to retire if 
a successor could be found, Mr, Kelly 
having expressed wallingness w= accept 
the posiffon, Miss Argo was not nomin- 
ated for the coming year. Her enthusiasm 
and slicar hard work have made a yast 
difference to the Library, and the Club is 
indebted to her tor all she has done: 

Show, Our Annual Show, in Septem- 
ber 1963, Was again very sucessful, there 
being a good allendance, of whom 
several applied for amd wete granted 
membership in the Club, Once again the 
Society for Growing Australian Plants 
joined us mi staging the show. Profits 
were about £150, of which £50 was 
donated to the S.GA.P. We look for- 
ward to another successful effort next . 
September, 

Fauna aiid Flora Protection. The 
proper function and the adequacy of our 
parks and reserves ts a perennial subject 
‘for considerstion. We have been watch- 
ing the position at Wilson's Promontory 
with grea! concern, and hope things do 
nat turn out 4s badly as we fear. The con- 
ference recently called by the Victorian 
National Parks Association fell outside 
the year under review. 

Among wikl-life protection matters 
considercd by the Club the following 
have led us to take action. 

1080, Stirred by the persistent reports 
of Joss of farm stock and native animals, 
we have nt pray the Lands Department 
to try and fad some less dangerous 
rabbit poison, 

Shallow Lakes. The Waler Supply 
Commission js planning t@ conserve 
water by deopening some lakes in 
Northern Victoria and = climinating 
others, thus reducing evaporation, This 
of course, will adversely alfect watce- 
birds. and we have drawn attenlian to 
this uspect of ihe scheme 

Sherbrooke Lyrebirds. This ts 4 ques- 
tion of properly policing the adequate 
regulations ahd we-contime to press for 
patrolling Of the park al all times, 

Logging Practices. After seeing slides 
of damage donc by saw-millers in the 
Mansfeld districl, we wrote to the 
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Forests Commission protesting about 
jhe practices apparently adopted. Only 
4 formal reply has been received. 

Miscellancous, We nave contribuled 
to the “Elsa” Fund for animal conserva- 
tiga in East Africa and to the David 
Stead Memorial Foundation, We also 
investigated the accidental destruction af 
a nest of ihe Helmeted Hoheyeater by 
& (gam engaged in spraying blackherrics, 
and @ report wn ‘Truth of casualties 
among penguins on Phillip Island 

After the return of the Club excursion 
to Westerfi Australia, we Wrole to the 
Premier of thal Stale, urging Lhe nos 
for conservation af wildlife, especially 
flunts, and were assured that his guvern- 
ment is dive to this peed and is taking 
stéps to iiegt | 
We objected lo the propasat to est- 

ablish a Clay Target range in ihe Plemy 
River Garge, Permission to erect the 
Tange has teen refised, 

Accommodation. While we are vecy 
grateful to the Herbarium autbaritics for 
excellen| acconiinodstion fdr mectings 
and space for u library we are only too 
well aware that We have po security of 
tenure. A matics (hat Une Inner room will 
not be available for meetings in the New 
Year has led us ta take siack of our pasi- 
fio and to consider whother we cannul 
acquire a home of our own. During the 
year Miss Allender Rad to ask us to re- 
moys Our sack Of back numbers of the 
“Naturalist” From fer house Miss Elder 
made bers available. bur that. jom, was 
sold, and we had to move again. Finally 
Miss Mel.aren made her garage avails 
able fof @ nominal rental. 

Medallion The Natural History 
Medallion for 1962 was awarded durin 
lhe year lo Mr N, A, Waketigld, an 
presented ta him by Mr. A. D. Butcher, 
Director of Fishevies and Wildlife. The 
award for 1963 has just been announced, 
Mrs Stead (Thistle Harris) is the recipient, 

Lectures. We must again thank those 
members and non-niembers. who have 
emtertained and instructed uy during the 
year on a wide variety of subjecis, 

McCoy Grave, For many years the 
Club has accepted responsibility for the 
rave Of pur first Pecsideni, Professor 

MeCay. This year we have bad it 
cowed with a cancrete slab, which 
should Keep tt tidy for & lone tine, 

Club Mieroscope, Orders for aver 100 
complele microscopes and for £0 jubes 
for members to make up then own have 
been received, 
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Excursions: This year has been very 
successful. for excursions. The most am- 
bitious Was 4 three Weeks’ exciirsion to 
Western Australia in September, Twenty- 
six mentbers left Melbourne in a char- 
tered parlour coach, lravelling Vea Mur- 
ray Bridge, Port Augusta, Fore Lincoln, 
Cediina, Norseman, Esperance, Albany, 
Pemberton, Perth and Sayihern Cross 
to Kalgoorlie, from) whence the party 
returned (o Melbourne by train. The trip 
was a combination of accommodation and 
camping, The winter had been wetler 
than usual and members were delighted 
by the number of wildPowers and by 
the growth along ithe Eyre Highway, 
which made the travel alniost dust-free. 
Interest was shown in the blowholes and 
an aboriginal campsite, which had just 
becn yicsled, showing Where Hollows 
Tad been scooped out for the sleepers 
and loog, narrow fires Jit beiween them. 
The coach travelled 3,685 miles between 
Melbourne and Kalgoorlic, snd the train 
back added another 1,800 miles to the 
journey, 

Another extended excursion, was to 
Mount Buller, between Christmas and 
New Year. ‘This included day trips to 
Paradist Falls and jhe Howgqua River. 

Easter was. spent at Parl Pairy, where 
Miss Bowker, Miss Brady and members 
af the Werrambool FNC. acted as 
hosts and look the party to Killamey 
Beach, Tower Hill, Allansford Bush, 
Stanhope Bay and other places paarby- 

The usual day excursions were held 
on the ¢hird Sunday in cach manth, the 
pares visited being the Wau Yatgs, 
cigs Balls, Coimadsi, Blackwond, 
Gembrook, Wonga Park, Mandurang: 
Sedgwick with lhe Bendigo FNC. Point 
Leo with members of the Frankston 
P.N.C,, Lake Mountain, Point Addis with 
the Geelong F N;C_ Kinglake and Mount 
iam. In addition there was the 

President's picnic of Cup Day to jhe 
Hume Ratiges, and Vanous excursions 
arranged by the groups. 

Groups 
Marine Biology aod Entomology. 

Attendance ar the Group Meetings ts 
stil] being maintained; if anyvihing it 
ahoWs @ slioht increase, 
Cer the past vear the Graup has 

had three guts} speakers, and jt is hoped 
that this year we will be fortunate 
anough to oblain at least three more 
Many members of this Group have 
iven most inleresilog and instructive 
eclureties On sama phase of Marine 
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Biology of Entomology. 
Members bring to (he meetigs many 

épccimens; far identification, in some 
cases, bul in Others, they have given 
interesting talks on theif extubits 

The Group has held two field days 
over the past year. and it is felt that we 
should have more af these 
We ate Very mich indebted to Mr 

Dan McInnes for bringin along Club 
microsoupes to cach meeting and spect 
mens to show anu discuss, 

The Group is looking forward to an 
interesting and instructive [9Gd.65, 

Geology: Attendance figures for the 
year were salisfactocy, showing an in- 
crease, Wilh an average of twéniy-foor 
at cach meéeting 

The lectures covered a wide fell of 
bath popular and scientific malure, from 
Earthquakes to Polarized Ligh! — Par- 
ticular cAiphasts was made upda Drouy 
discussions, So that ail members coul 
take part, During the year jt was 
most gratifying 1 sce sa Thany of the 
newer members taking part in the activ)- 
tics of the Group. Under the guidance 
of Mrs. Saltau and Messrs, Sault and 
Hemmy, « Wwell-arranged exhibit of the 
Building Stones of Victoria was, staged 
at the last Nature Show Mr, R, David- 
son visited the Portland and Bendigo 
Clubs, to lecture on Gemstones, ans 
stimulate an jnterest in Geology. Assist. 
ance was also given ia the Scout move- 
ment with their anual shield conipe- 
tution, 

Fiold work consisted of a series af ox- 
cursions commencing with two for bbe- 
Binners to Royal Park and the National 
Museum. Other areas visiled included 
Gitbome, Lancefield and Narre Warren, 
Leadcts were also suppticd far penoral 

club excursions io Werribee Gorge. 
Trentham and Lanecheld, 

A summery ef the year’s work indi 
cates a scientific approach to the sub- 
ject with all membérs benetinng, which, 
Aupirs well for the future, 

Botany: Average alignslaice al mect- 
ings this past year has been 23, and. in- 
terest und activity gencrally are on The 
increase, Programmes have been broad 
and varied, and have zanged throggh 
Plant groups, both classificatory and en- 
vironmental, including aspects of physial- 
ony, ecology and climate, 

Regular yroup members have partici- 
paicd in loctures. as well as in mem- 
bees’ plight fegtures and in the several 
slide features in the flower-of-the-monin 
Serics. 

Excursions have been held to the 
following places — Cranbourne, hell- 
cotham, Fertres Gully. Maranoa Gat- 
dens, Tallarook, Yellingho, Kinglake, 
Kalorama Arboretum and Sherbrooke, 

Following the decision last year Lo 
institute a slide library, this innovation 
pot away to a good start in July with 
the gift of 73 slides by Mes, Z Lee. 
Mr. M. Houghton also has been @ con- 
tribulor sine this dale. ‘The book coim- 
mittee has been instrumental in recom- 
mending severs) texts for the club Jibrary- 

The Natures Show exhibit last Sep- 
tember displayed “Acacias” and was suc- 
cessful in arousing a greal deal of intes- 
cst, immediately after the Show the 
group got right down to organising for 
this years display on “Conifers™ All 
energies are now bent on preparation 
For the coming Nature Show, 

(The resorte an gotivinad in the Librdtey eed 
oJ Mot Fauna Surtry and Weeraacopinal (Groupa 
wery received tog late far inclawign be thin ine 
and voit pour ty Wie next tae —PB editor.) 

F.N.C.V, Publications Available for Purchase 
FERNS OF VICTORIA AND TASMANIA, by N. A, Wakefield. The 1/6 species 

known are described and |llustrated 6 
photographs. Price 7/6. 

y ling drawings, and there are 30 

VICTORIAN TOADSTOOLS AND MUSHROOMS, by J. 1 Willis. This descrihes 
120) toadstool s “species and many other fungi, There are four gofourcd plates 
and 21 other ilfusirations. Price 5/-. 

THE VICTORGAN NATURALIST. Except for aboul fralf the numbers of the 
first nine volumes (1844 to 1893), almost all back numbers of the journal are 
obtainable froai the club. Assorted lots arc available. dealing with particular 
subjects (mammals, bitds, orchids, peology and anthrapology}. 

PAMPHLETS, Lyrebieds of Sherbrooke and Sherbrooke Diary, both by K. C, 
Halafoft (l/- each). The Land Flora of Victayla (from 1962 Viclorian Year 
fock) (2/-. The Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, by N. A. Wakefield (2/-3, 
Address orders and inquiries to Sales Officer. F.LN.CY,, National Herbarium. 

South Yarra, S.E |, Victoria, Payments should include postage. 
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FIELD ‘NATURALISTS CLUB OF VICTORIA - 

GENERAL ACCOUNT 

WEATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED 30th APRIL, 1964 
(Figures adjusted to nearest £1) 

Receipts 

Subscriptions Received — 
Arrears .. 2. 2. we ee eee eee £38 
Current .,.. ie th AE 1,663 
Supporting idenibets er ee 90 

Sales of Victorian Naturalixe ati sbt we ct 
Advertisements in Victorian Naturalist 
Interest Received — . 

Library Fund ,, .. 5. \, «+--+ +e 3 
Bank Account .. .2 6.46, 0 - va -- 42 

Surplus from Excursions -. .. 
Sale of Club Badges .. . 
Moomba Committee, refund of advances afd share 

of surplus .. , 
Amount transferred from Building Fund Account 

for payment of rent .. ,. ‘ as 

£,791 
188 
216 

45 
118 
14 

55 

54 

Payments 

Victorian Naturalist — ‘ 
Printing .- .. te £1,773 

Less trom Ingrana 
Trust Grant ,, _. - 67 

Mlustrating .- . £344 
Less from Ingram 

Trust Grant .. 2. -- 141 

Despatching .. : 
Editorial Expenses , . 

Working Expenses — L 
Postage and Telephone ., -- -- -- 
Printing and Stationery .. .. -. -. 
Library Expenses .. .. ., 0. 0- -- 
General Expenses . 
Donations, Subscrip tions and ‘Affilia- 

tion Fees . . ata 
Typing and Clerical ‘Assistance . — 
Fauna Group .. ; 
Natural History Medallion ws 

Less Ingram Trust Grant on ac- 
count of Fauna Group , 

Rent of Halland Library .. - 

Surplus for the year .. .. 

£1,706 

£2,106 

299 
54 

£2,459 
22 

£2,481 



FLELD NATURALISTS CLUB OF VICTORIA 
BUILDING FUND 

Amount of Fund at April 30, 1963 .. .- re, Are 8 eae £1,572 
Interest on Investments and from Bank Aseaunt. oy tet ah RR 72 
Gain on Maturity of M.M.B.W_ Stack ., - Ce OE Met et ee og tt) 

£1,654 
Léss amount transferred to General Account for payment of Rent .. ., 63 

Amount of Fund at Apr) 30, 1964, as per Balance Sheet .. .. 1. 2... £1,591 

PUBLICATIONS FUND 

Amount of Fund at April 30, 1963 2. 2. 0. fe ee ee a ee £) 481 
Surplus for year from- = - 
Ferns of Victoria .. . PERT seed. tome bite or ee 12 
Victorian Toadstoals and Mushrooms. S., ’ if . a4! 8 
Olher Publications .. -, - a ee, ara aera . 48 

Interest an Special Bonds and on ‘Bank Account»... 00 2 ee ve ea 47 

Amount of Fund at April 30, 1964, as per Balance Sheet... © «=... £1,554 

CLUB IMPROVEMENT ACCOUNT 

Amount of Account at April 30, 1963 .. . oe eee 99 
-Commission eatned on saic of Books at Meetings and Shows... .,.. .- 16 

_ £115 
Cost of binding periodicals in Library and procuring missing numbers _. £75 

Amount of Account at April 30, 1964, as per Balance Sheet .. ., .. .. £40 

CAMERAS ano 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE 
NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER 

EXAKTA, PENTAX, PRAKTICA 

CONTAREX, BESSAMATIC ... 

All the famous brands 

Telephato, Wide Angle Lenses-- - 
Close-up Equipment 

HERBERT SMALL’S 
259 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 

{Opposite Hotel Australia) 

HERBERT SMALL’S — AT YOUR SERVICE FOR OVER 100 YEARS 
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FIELD NATURALISTS CLUB OF VICTORIA 

“BALANCE SHEET AS AT APRIL 30, 1944 
(Figures adjusted to nearest £1) 

2,026 

£6,465 

Liabilities 

Subscriptions paid in Ad- 
Vance + tre 

Sundry Creditors ot & 
Members’ deposits, Perth 
‘Trip... . 

M, A. Ingram Trust 
Grant, amount in hand 

Special Funds and Accounts — 
Building Fund .. - - 
Publications Fund 
Library Fund . oh et 
Club Improvement 
Account , . 

Excursion Account _. .. 
Estate Marion Wight — 
Amount of Legacy .. £2,608 

Interest 4) Hand 80 

Microscope Project 
Accuunl .. =3 

Surplus of Assets over 
Liabilities 

£1,591 
1,554 

50 

40 
10 

2.688 

i67 

£401 

6,196 

2,049 

£2,674 

J report that in my opinion the accompanying Balance Sheel and 
Areoynts aye properly drawn un in acenrdance with the provisions 
of the Companics Act 19%] and se as tp plve a true and fair view of 
the state of the Olub’s uifulrs. Algo that the scvounting and other 
records examined by me are properly kept in accordance with the 
provisione of the Act. 

WwW. PS. Byans 
Hon, Auditor 

Year 
}962-63 

£1,234) 

£6,365 

Assets 

Current Assets — 
Bank Current A/c and pPelty Cash 
Special, Bonds in course of 

repayment 4 fo ly 
Sundry Debtors . 
Arrears of Subscriptions, estimated 
Badges on Hand, at cost -. 
Books on Hand for Sale, at cost 
Microscope Project Stock, at cost 

‘Library, Furniture and Rabipment 
ateust ,. 2. 4 F 

Investments of Funds— 
Building Fund — 
Commonwealth Bonds at cost - 
S.B.C, Stock at cost .. 1. .. -- 
M.M.B.W, Stock at cost . . 
F.S. & A. Bank, No. 2 Account 

Publications Fund — 
Conmonwealth Bonds at cost 
Slacks yalued at cast — 

Victorian Ferms .. .. 
Victorian Toadstools - 
Sundry Debtors:  _ .. 

ES. & A. Bank, No. 3 Account 

Library Fund — 
Commonwealth Bonds at cost . 

Legacy, Estate Marion Wright — 
Commonwealth Bonds at cost . 

Casstipk: Reserye » Maryborough, + at 
cost . \ 

ee 

£1,056 

{,803 

\,591 



Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Ciencral: Meeting — Muy, 1964 
Alter the mesting. which way ailended 

by about 120 members, had been opened 
by the President, Mr. Mo K. Houghton, 
Mr, E A, Coghill madé a number of 
afhouncements. He mentioned that 
arrangements for ihe Nature Show to be 
held in September were going ahead and 
he reported receipt of a copy of the 
Geelong Field Naturahsts’ Club's new 
production, the Geelong Navuralise, which 
world appear four times a year and com 
2/- per copy. Mr. Coghill said that not 
only was this Club ta be congratulated 
on jis publication, bot also on the printed 
programme of meelings and excursions 
for 1964-65, He reoretted having to re- 
ort the resignation of Mr. Colm Lewis 
tom the Secrelaryship of the Natural 
History Medallion Commitice ard cabled 
for a Yoluntecr to replace him, A volun: 
‘teer was also required fo undertake the 
disthbution of copies of the Wicrorian 
Naturalist t@ bouksellérs in Melbourne 
and. ta collect unsold copies. 

The President referred to the discus- 
sion in the Lower Glenelg and Heytes- 
brty areas at the April meeting and said 
that the National Parks Association had 
arranged = Conservatian Conference in 
the Herbarium of May 30th. Mr R- 
Garnet explained that there would be 
ahece sessions with speakers such as Pro- 
fessor Turner and Mr. Brances Ratcliffe 
aid a number af important resolutions: 
would be pul to the mecting. He hoped 
that the F_N.C.Y. would be well repre- 
sented. The President mentioned that he 
undersicad thal the N.S,W, Minister of 
Lands had agreed to ile construction of 
a4 motel and drive-in on a Rroken Hill 
Regeneration Arcs. These bells had been 
plaried and mrsintalned for many years 
to protect the population tram dust- 
storms, but the protests of responsible 
inch viduals had been rejected. 
The subject for the evening was 

Members” Night ~- Mount Buller. Mr. 
Peter Kelly aad Miss Jean Woollard gave 
an interesting commentary on 4 fine col- 
lection af colour slides that had been 
laken by members who went on the top. 
The party had ataved at a chaler in the 
ski village from which excursions had 
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been made to the summit of Mt. Buller, 
to Paradise Falls, 19 Littl: Bulter, to Mr 
Stiling and to the Howqua River Valley, 
The slides included someé exceljent shols 
of nearby and distant peaks, of Ipcal 
fewmurcs and of the alpine flara. Com- 
Posites were well represented amongst 
the Bowers and onc of the finest was the 
Cascade Everlasting. [t is mot possible 
even to list here the species of Sfyhdinar, 
Feronica, Prosianthera, Dodonwer. eac, 
illustrated. The speakers and members 
who Jent theie shdes were thanked by 
the President. 

The new members listed on page a? 
of the May Nateraliss were elected. 
Among the ¢xhibits was & collection 

af rocks from Mt. Boller to which Mr. 
Bruce Jones spoke, These included 
basalt, granodiorite, conglomerate, gritty 
and palaeozore sandstone, hornfels and 
achist. Under a normber of FN CY. 
microscopes Mr. Woollard showed sec- 
lions of some of these rocks and also 
the flawer of Cubreitia peiraee. Mr, 
Swaby explained a. colour slide of 
Lanreatia adilaris. pointing out how a 
dab of pollon was pul on the insect 
visitor's forehead. Miss Woollard had 
sel Up 4 microscope slide with transverse 
suctions of Riichva root ahd stem. Me. 
McInnes had heought a nuitber of bime- 
stone pebbles from Beauihans ta show 
the holes mude by the polychacte worm, 
Polydaca ciliate, 

Mrs. Bennett displayed a colour slide 
of the Heytesbiiry Forest area fo illus 
trate her account Mf the activity of bull- 
doxers given al the April mecting. She 
drew attention to the evroctin the report 
on page 24 of the Naturalist: the ntim- 
ber of acres involved was 70,000 and not 
7,000, Me. Coghill exhibited a female 
mouse spidec and Mr. Swarbreck men- 
tioned the great difference in size and 
appearance between ihe lwo sexes in this 
specics: The females appcar to be not 
uncommon in .dricr areas but the males 
are rastly seen. Another arthropod on 
view Was a Hairy Cicada, Tellivatcta 
trinaty, fron, Kalorama, brought by Me. 
R, Candron, Under “Whal as itt Miss 
Dickson tad a fungus that wns lonta- 
tively identhed as Phatiota speciabilis, 
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Ober erhitils inched spectmens of 
Lilydale limestone containny Devowan 
Fossils, Jamip-shell, ete; Victorna’s largest 
cowry, drédged in Bass Strait, and (assil 
remoims from Balgombe Bay, Mr. Petes 
Kelly had produced a map of the Mt, 
Buller arco 

Genlozy Grou — May 6, 1964 

“TWenty-cight members and visitors 
were preseot with Mr, [,, Amgior in the 
Chain, Mr Ro Davidson reparted on the 
week-end excurtion to Bendigo and 
Hembcote on April 18 and 1% On the 
Saturday eyeniig, Mr. Davidson had 
Ven an address on "Gernstones” 10 the 
tndipe Ticld Naturalists’ Clab. On the 

Sunday, Mr. Fo Rubbins of Bombigo had 
led an excursivin to Heathcote, first 
visiting the Eppalock Weir, where the 
PoWer-houss was inspected. Glacial pave- 
iments, large erractics and lillite beds 1m 
the vicrnity of Hearhcote were examined 
and many phetopraphs taken. As the 
best of the pavements ure being 
Odliterated by (he water of dhe weir, the 
greup had considered suggestions for 
yheir preservation, 

Mr. R. Hewnny gave a short account 
af the Clubs! excurstorn to the Aboriginal 
Quarries al Mt Wilham. A letter was 
received from Mr. Neville Pennington, of 
Rob Roy, NS.W., stealing that he had 
been fossil collecting with Mr. and Mrs. 
Cheslin. Suggesiions were considered for 
the Group's exhibit at the neat Nature 
Show. Arrangements were also made far 
the Group to compile a taped com- 
mentary with slides for use by any 
miterested couniry clubs. 

The subject for the sveninp took the 
form of “Geners) Topics and Speci- 
mens” by members Master R, What- 
Mough opened the proceedings with a 
comprehensive collection af photographs 
of the Bendiga vxcursion Ma J, Miller 
explained specimens from Central Aus- 
tralia, including asbesties from Wit- 
tenoum Goree, conerettons jn linrestane, 
ironsione concretions and bunded jasper, 
all supplied jby Mr. Surrell. a visitor 
from) Poowong Mr. R. Hemrmy 
exhibited red! jasper from Waratah Bay 
and Mr. Davidson gold shesn obsidian, 
crazy tace agaie, wondorsdone, petrified 
and polished palmwead and dercsaer 
bane, foyal purple agate, sjlvce onyx, 
jadsite and petri whale bone 
AN \hese had been presented by Cal, 

Hunter a cnilecins trom California. Mr. 
Davidsor alse advised that a specimen 
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collected by hin at Kitly Miller Bay, 
Phillip (sland, had been accepted by Dr 
Beasley for the Museum collection. 
Drher specimens displayed were by Me. 
A. Cobbett, kidney ore (haematice). py 
rife crystals, rubelids, tourmaline, (opus, 
marcastre, BYpsUM and arsenopyrite; by 
Mr_i.. Angior, imperial porphory, basalt 
from: Csiro and alabaster; by Mrs. Sulau, 
enciss with felspar. Mr, ‘f. Sault showed 
slides of m cave in tho limestone ui Cape 
Schenk, columnar jointing in basall, 
arragonse, concretions in basalt; from 
Heathcote, Dunn's Rack, @rralic 
(Stranger Rock), microgramte Mr. R- 
Dedds compleied the everme with a brief 
account of a holiday visit la Tasmants, 
Discussion took place on each of (he 
exhibus with explanations of the identifi- 
Catron 

1964 

Eifteen members attended the meeting 
which was presiied oyer by Mr 
Condran, 

mee Bivlogy aud Entomology—May 

> 

The President advised thar 
(is was lhe date an whic hominations 
for group ollicers for the ensuing year 
were received. Mr. J, Strong was nom. 
nated, ji his absence, as Sucrstary, and 
it Was UNadiobously decsded (hal Mr, R. 
Condron and Mr. J. Strong cantinue as 
the gcoup’s President and Secretary re- 
spectfully 

Mr. 1D. Mcinnés then presented a sketch 
of the propased beach scene for the 
nature show later in the year. He ad- 
viseh omembers (thal assistance was 
réquired (rom cach ane in order te carry 
aut this prac, Members were urged 
to make individval displays as if was 
expected that more space would be avail- 
able this year, Mr. RK, Condran sug- 
gested that al exhibit of aqaatic. msects 
and termites would prove interesting. 

The subject for the evening wus “Poly: 
chaeie Worms’, and the address was 
given by My, D Melinnes, who is busily 
engaged at present Studying theye worms. 

Members’ interest was deld throughout 
the evening by this interesting sibject. 
Che speaker used menochrome trans- 
parencies of illustrations from text books 
on the subject. These were interspersed 
with colour irantparencies sone 
worms Jake on a Group outing 10 
Philtipe island. At the close cf the tec- 
ture Mrs Lee showed some slides 
from other States that had been sent to 
Melbourne for a nature competition. 

$5 



Exhibits: 

Mrs. Melnnes showed a small fly 
(unidentified) and some small pointed 
shell snails. . 

Mr. R. Condron showed a pair of 
crane-flies caught al Croydon, and a 
collection of various insects that had 
been trapped inside a light. Jt was 
decided that the group would visit Mrs, 
Lee’s property al Gembrook just prior 
to the mature show to look far exhibits. 

Geelong Field Naturalists Club 

Yane Geelong PFielé Naturalists (Club 
continues lo forge ahead. ‘Lhe third 
annual repart is included in Vol. 1, No: 
1, of its new journal, the “Geelong 
Nuturalist”. This is a roneod 24-page 
quarterly, price 2/- per copy, most al- 
tractively prepared. 
We alsa have copies of the Clob's 

syllabus of mectings and excursions till 
April, 1965. 

Mr. J. Prescott is President. 
Mims. ¥. Boardman, Henoriuy Secre- 

tary (2624 Latrobe Terrace, Geelong). 
Mr. Do MucKenzic, Editor (16 Las- 

pels Avenue, Manifold Heights, Gee- 
ong). 

Australian Tastitute of Aborizinal 
Studies 

The Australian Institute of Abonyinal 
Studies jis a body set up by the Com- 
monwealih Government ty record basic 
knowledge before it is irretrievably last. 
Tt tas invited the help of members of - 
the F.N.C.V. in the collection of in- 
formation about Aboriginals. 

The kind of information desired in- 
cludes: 

{. Names and addresses of Aboriginals 
or part-Aboriginals in your area, 
together with any ayailable details 
o€ their knowledge of tribal Jan- 
guage or lore. 

2, Information on the 
history of your area, 

3. Names and addresses of any white 
people in your area who may have 
any spenal knowledge of Aborip- 
inals. f 

4. Names and addresses of any sociclics 
or groups in your arca who might 
be willing to assist them. 
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Aboriginal 

5, Identification of any Aboriginal sites 
in your area — carvings, paintings, 
cave deposits, middens, ceremonial 
grounds, butial grounds, etc. 

6. Taformation as t any collections of 
Aboriginal implements im your area. 

7. Information as to any manuscripts, 
pholography, or pictures.in your area 
dealing with Aboriginals, and in- 
formation as to the old homesteads 
or other places where these things 
are likely lo be found. 

8, Any material relating to Aboriginal 
sungs, Musi¢ or ceremones im your 
urea, 

9, Any information as to languages or 
susloms of ‘past or present Aborig- 
inals in your area. 

The above list is not necessarily com- 
plete, but will indicate the yeneral field 
of the enquirics. Even apparently dis- 
connected scraps of information may be 
valuable, Information should be sent 
direct to; 

the Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies, 

Bax 553, City P.O., 
Canberra, A.C.T. 

' 

N. HL SEWARD PTY. ETD. 
457 Bourke Street, Mclbaurne 

Phone: 67 6129 

Specialists in Moturalists' Requisite: 

Pins, Forceps, 

Butterfly Nets, éfc,, 

Microscopes (Beginners’ to 
Research Models), 

Binoculars, Telescapes, 

Survey Instruments, etc, 

BOOKS 

On Netural History, 

Australio, Art. General. 

New and Secondhand. 

Lists Free, Stote Requisites. 
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Book Review: 

The Gum Trees of the Australian Capital Territory 

There ws a deplorable defclency in 
Avstralia of litcrature bearing on local 
natural history—e.g. geological fornta- 
liens, district plant-life, bifd lists, Buides 
to butterflies, heetles and other insects, 
This situation stands in*sharp contrast 
against the wealth of information readily 
avuilable to naturalists in Britain, where 
almost every County has tts published 
fiora. When one js constantly asked the 
question, “Where can T get an account 
of the wildflowers around so-and-so?-— 
we are holidaying there next week", it 
is frusiraany to have to reply; “Sarry, 
but there isn’t any” or “You'tl need to 
consul an article in the Victorian 
Maruralist of May 1898" Botanists and 
lovers of our naive plants welcomed 
De Nancy Buthidge'’s Warthes of zhe 
Australien Capital Territory, publisbed 
in 196i, a 16-leaved booklet replete with 
Sliinple key. babit notes and bold [ine 
(irawings for all the 20 Aenaciy species 
indigenuus to or nuturalized in the 
“NALD, 

By Nancy J, Bureinoe 

Al the cluse of 1963 Dr Burbidge 
brought out a cumpamon bavk on the 
Ternmtory'’s eucalypts ("gum trees), 
which wil] surely prove as pispular as 
its predecessor, The present work. im 
smaller type, is also considerably lareer- 
It ermbraces 20 pages of text and 12 
beauliful full-page reproductions ol 
photographs by Colin ‘Totterdell, the 
latter portraying a selection of apevies 
in their natural habitat. The hey to 36 
species is embellished by clear marginal 
sketches of buds and fruits—as in W. E. 
Blackall’s How to krow Western Ays- 
tralian WitéHowers Winle congratulating 
the avthoress, and expressing Hratitude 
for ber very Worthy contributions to 
regional plant-lore. may we hope that 
they will serve 10 stimulate similar effort 
in maoy parts of the contnent, 
Gum Trees of the Australian Capiial 

Territory retails at twelve shillings and 
i$ available from Angus & Robertson, 
EF, W, Cheshire and Verity Mewill 
(Canberra). ’ 

—1. H. Willis. 

Field Naturalists Ctub Library 
Library facilities are available to financial] members af the F.N.C.Y. and 

affiliated organizations. Loans are available for tau imenths, renewable for a 
Maximum of six morwths if mot required by other members; however, current issues 
of periadicals are available for one month only. Through the Inter-library Loan 
Organization, the Hbrarian ¢an often obtain publications not available at the club's 
library. Loans will be forwarded, on request, to borrowers oulside (he Melbourne 
mewopelitan areca, whe will then be responsible for their safe return to the library 
when the loan pertad has expired The library is open at approxirnately 7.30 p.m, 
Prier to general meetings aad meetings ot <Inb study groups held at the Nationul 
Herbarium, and members should be no later than 7.45 p.m. if they wish to borrow 
publications, or merely to browse. Members attending clab meetings should enter 
details of iterns borrowed im the loan bovk, and should add signatures und date 
when an item is returned, i 4 l 

Club study. groups, and members generally, are invited to suggest books. 
periodicals and other publications suitable for acquisition by the library. 

Pesiodivals: Periodicals received regularly from Australia and overseas meclade. 
Australian Journal of Botany; Australian Naturalist; Austrahan Plants, Australian 

Museum Magazine; Australian Museum Records: Dorling Downs Naturalist) Emu; 
Fur, Feathers and Fins: Frankston Naturalist; Mlawarra Natyrs| History socksy 
Circular; Journal of Agriculture; Linnean Society of New South Wales— prorerd- 
ings; Maryborough Field Nateralists’' Club Newsletter; North Queensland Naturalist; 
Royal Societies — Victoria, New Soulh Wales, Tasmania. South Australia - - pamers, 
peaceedings, transdétions, South Australian Naturalis; Seuth Ausiralian Orni- 
thologist, Western Austrahan Naturalist, 

Endeavour, London: towrnal of the Queketl Microscopical Cli6, Londan, Garden 
Journal af the New York Botanical Gardens, New Fork; Kew Qulletin, Lerdon; 
Microscope, Lode! Plants and Gardens, New York; Pacific Scvenee, Hovroluia; 
Wild Life, Nuirebi, 
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CALLING ALL 

Nature 
Photographers! 

Select your equipment from 

WAGNER'S comprehensive stocks of Exakta, Leica, Pentax, 
Prakciea, etc. also telephoto lenses, close up attachments, electronic 
flash and accessories. 

R. H. WAGNER & Sons Pty, Ltd. 
43 Elizabeth Street (corner Flinders Lane} 

Telephone 62 3114 

Also Chadstone Shopping Centre 
—$<—. 

BN.CY. DIARY OF COMING EVENTS 

ANNUAL MEETING 

Mpnday, fune 8, 1964—Annual Meeting at the National Herbarium, The Domain; 
South Yatra, commencing -at 8 p.m, sharp. ~~ 

1, Minutes of Meeting of June 10, 1963. 

Annuakt Report. . 

Financial Report. 

he Election of Officers and Council. 

The following have been nominated: 

Presideat- Mr. M_K. Houghton. 

Vice-Presidents:. Messrs. A, Pairhall and E. Byrne. ~ 
Secretary: Mrs. B, H, Coghill, 

Treasurer: Mr. A, G. Hooke. 
Assistant Treasurer; Miss M. Butchart 

Editor: Mr. J. R. Hudsen_ 

Assistant Edjtor: Mr, R. H, J. McQueen. 

Librarian: Mr. P. Keily. 

Assistant Librarran: Miss M_ Tester 

Execulive Secretary: Miss M. Allender. 

Council: Messrs. E. 8. Allan, R. Condon, B,:F, Fuhrer, J. Ros Garnet, 
YL. Jeffs, J. Quirk, T. Sault. 
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This photograph first 

Plume Humea, Humeo elegana 

appeared in the Victorian Natwratist, Vol. 55 February 1929 
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Caves and Related Features of Mount Eccles 

4 

Mount Eccles is located 5 mules 
_ west of Macarthur, a township lying 

about half way between Hamilton and 
Port Fairy in the Western District of 
Victoria. Mount Eccles itself is a 

rounded scoria cone, but the cone’ ‘is’ 

only the highest point of a complex 
of volcanic features. Adjacent to the 
scoria cone is the elongated crater ~ 

occupied by Lake Surprise, with steep 
walls nearly 100 feet high, built of 

By C. D. Olfier 

layer upon layer ‘of lava. To the 

north is Bald Hill, a scoria cone of 
much greater age than the Mount 
Eccles volcanic features, and to the 

south there are many scoria and 
spatter cones all roughly in line with 
‘each other and with the long axis of 
Lake Surprise. 

Mount Eccles was the centre for 
eruption of large quantities of basalt . 
which have built up an extensive lava 

To Macaiplun 

Ficure 1—Location of eaves at Mount Eceles. t, Tannel Cave: e, eanal;. £.8., Lake - 
Surprise: Mt. ., Mount Eecles summit; y, Gothic Gaye; «6, The Shalt; p, The Pit; 

: - a, The Alcove, 
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plain. From the vicinity of the hills 
several lava channels. locally called 

“canals”, meander into the plains. 
These canals were the main conduits 
for lava at the time of eruption ; lava 

flowed along them, occasionally spill- 
ing over the top of the banks and 
building a kind of levee bank of 
basalt and adding further layers to the 
surrounding plain. The main canal 
starts from the northern end of Lake 

Surprise and, after looping round it, 
bifurcates. Another canal goes from 
a small hill to the south of Mount 

Eccles and passes through Gothic 
Cave. These features are shown on 
Fig. 1. There are many unusual 
volcanic features in the Mount Eccles 
area which is remarkable also for hav- 
ing In one small area a variety of lava 
caves formed in several different ways. 

TUNNEL CAVE. (Fig. 2) 

This cave is situated in the eastern 
side of the canal, just to the north of 
Lake Surprise. The entrance is an 
irregular hole about 5 feet across. 
descending into a flat-bottomed cave 
with arched roof. The roof is up to 
15 feet high, and this is one of the 

Tunnel Cave, 

Mount Eccles. 
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Figure 2—Tunnel Cave, Mount Eccles, 

si 

Ficure 3—Plan and two sections of 
Gothic Cave, Mount Eccles, 

most perfect tunnel-shaped lava caves 
in Victoria. The walls are almost 

intact, although a few fallen blocks 

litter the floor. Lava stalactites are 

abundant, and there are benches mark- 

ing old lava levels at the bottom of 
some of the walls. 



At the inner end of the tunnel the 
roof comes down to the floor in a 

curve, but there is an extension lead- 
ing into an irregular small chamber 
up to 5 feet in height and 20 feet 
wide. This has many lava stalactites, 
and an irregular floor of blocky. 

broken lava. 

Gotnic Cave (Fig. 3) 

Gothic Cave is situated on the 
southern canal, and is really a part 
of the canal with an unbroken roof, 
It is named from the shape of the 
cross section, which is rather hke a 
gothic arch. The cave is hest ertered 

from the canal on the western side. 
The covered part of the cave is only 

100 feet long, and the roof at the 

highest point is about 25 feet above 
the floor. The roof is never more than 
a few feet thick and there is one small 
hole leading to the surface (next to 
the track) in addition to the main 
openings at each end. 

It has been already noted that lava 
tunnels occur in areas of layered lava 
(Ollier and Brown, 1964) and Gothic 
Cave is no exception, but it is remark- 
ably different from the usual cave, be- 
cause the layering is highly contorted. 
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Layered lava normally forms with 
the partings and vesicle bands in a 
nearly horizontal position and the con- 
tortions visible in Gothic Cave indicate 
intense deformation after the forma- 
tion of the layers but before complete 

solidification. 
It appears rather strange that the 

roof also is not deformed, but the 
ground surface above the cave is quite 

continuous with the surrounding lava 
plain. The shape of the cave is also 
highly unusual, and indicates deforma- 
tion. It is probable that the cave 
was originally formed as a normal, 

tunnel-like cave, but was subjected to 

great stresses from moving lava before 
solidification had been achieved. The 
roof was already solid and withstood 
any deformation; the pressures were 
relieved by a squashing in of the sides 
of the tunnel, giving the present shape 
and the deformed layered lava. 

The cave has a lining of compara- 
tively smooth lava backed by vesicular 
lava, which covers the layered lava in 
places, especially on the southern wall. 
In one part of the cave, on the north- 

em wall not far from the western 
entrance, a complex sequence of events 
is recorded with a lining covering 
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Above left—Gothie Cave, Mount Eccles. Above right--Gothic Cave. Mount Eccles. 
The entrance. Contortions in layered lava. 

Relow—Descent into The Shaft. 
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layered lava that is in turn over an- 
other lining behind which is yet more 
layered lava. 

There is a great deal of rock-fall 

in this cave. and the canal on both 
sides appears to be a collapsed lava 
tunnel. At the south-west end of the 
south-west opening there is an en- 
trance leading to a very tiny cave or 

cupola. 
THe SuHart (Fig.4) 

To the south of Mount Eccles is 
a small distinct spatter cone about 30 
feet high that has an open vent known 
as “the Shaft”, The orifice is lined 
with agglutinated driblets of spattered 
lava, and abundant lava stalactites. 
At its narrowest part the Shaft is 
only about 10 feet across, and below 

this it widens out again like a bell. 
Lava stalactites, dripstone and veget- 
tion conceal much of the walls of the 
shaft but it seems that underneath the 
spatter cone there is a thick layer of 
fairly dense lava, where the shaft is 
narrowest, and below this the lava 
appears to be more frothy and vesi- 
cular, There are holes which are too 
small to enter in the lower parts of 
the walls and at the bottom there 
is a short descent under a “bridge” of 

frothy lava. The cave is floored by 

large boulders of frothy lava which, al- 
though loose and easily moved, do not 
appear to be fallen blocks but lumps 
of lava thrown only a little way, al- 
most “gargled” in the throat of the 

volcano. The impression at the bottom 
of the shaft is one of very spongy 
lava, 

The height from the top of the 
spaiter cone to the base of the cave 

is just short of 100 feet. The cave 
has been descended several times by 

members of the Victoria Cave Ex- 
ploration Society, who have measured 
the depth accurately, and there is no 
justification for exaggerated reporis 
based on stories of throwing stones 
down the hole. 
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THE Pit (Fig. 6) 

South of the Shaft is another small 
hill with an open vent, known as the 
Pit. This has not been accurately sur- 
veyed but it appears to be about 30 
feet deep, with a roughly rectangular 

opening and walls lined with lava 
stalactites. Wegetation covers the bot- 

tom, which appears to be littered wtih 
fallen blocks. 

THe ALCOVE (Fig. 6) 

The hill that contains the Pit 1s 
breached on the southern flank by a 
hole, the Alcove, that leads to a small 
lava tunnel. The floor is obscured 

by fallen blocks except at the inner 
end where it is made of irregular 
corrugated Java. The roof descends 

in a series of curves, all covered with 
lava drips, and the cave appears to be 
a breached, complex swelling of a lava 
tunnel. 

GEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TRE 
CAVES AND SHAFTS 

The forms and features of the caves 
give valuable evidence for deciphering 
the geological history of Mount Eccles, 
which is a very complicated volcano, 
and also provide information on the 
mechanism of lava flow. A complete 
study of the volcano would involve 
more work on the crater of Lake Sur- 
prise, on the nature of the canals and 
on other volcanic features. This has 
not been done and so discussion will 
be restricted to a few outstanding 
topics televant to the caves. 

The Tunnel is one of the finest ex- 
amples of a simple, tunnel-shaped 
cave, which is the normal or common 
type of lava cave. Lava caves have 

been recorded from many _ physio- 
graphic localities in Victoria, the flanks 
of volcanoes. lava plains, lava flows 
in valleys and lava discs. The tunnel 
now exemplifies a cave in a new set- 
ting. the flank of a canal. 
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Ficure 4—Surveyed profile of The Shaft, with semi-diagrammatic representation of the 
geology, Vertical exaggeration 244X to give a more realistic subjective impression. 

true volcano adventitious volcanoes 
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Ficure 5—Diagram showing the distinction between a central type, true volcano, 
and adventitious cones, 
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Fevers 6—Sketeh prosles of ‘Phe Pit (loft) and The Aleave 

Gothic Cave is also related to a 
canal and 1s especially interesting as 
the first recorded, highly deformed 
cave an Yictonia. Some slightly 

squashed asymmetrical caves have 
beet) Found, such as. the Turk at Bya- 
duk (Otier and Brown, 1964), but 
the layered lava is not displayed in 
them, 
However, most interest in the Mount 

Eccles caves is centred on the shaft- 
like caves, fur it is very rarély that 
one can enter the magma chamber 
of an ¢xtiner yolcano- 

It has already been mentioned that 
the hills ta the south of Mount Eccles 
are ina line, and im addition to those 
with caves there aré over a dozen 
small eruptions, many of which consist 
of agglutinated spatter around deep 
and distinct craters, very like the hill 
of whe Shaft. Boutakof (1963) be- 
lieves that all these hills are erupted 
from a deep magma chamber and 
mark the surface trace of a fissure 
eruption. The Mount Eccles linea- 
ment, he believes, follaws a majar 
fracture in the earth's crust. This 
would suggest that each of the in 
dividual btilé cones has a neck going 
down to a cOmmon magma chamber 
deep below the crust, 

However, the shape, size and com- 
position of the cones, togsther with 
their arrangement in a line and even 
the possession of open vents, suggests 
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that they may he adventitiqgus cones, 
that is cones which come from a flow 
and no; directly from a magma cham- 
her, They do have a. commen “mag: 
ma chamber” but this consists of the 
lava in the flow, and the roots of the 
volcanoes. only tap the tava of the 
fow—they do nat go down te the 
deep-seated magma chamber. The 
difference between true and advenititrr | 
aus cancs is shown diagrammatically 
ty Figure 5, Very similar adventi- 
tiaus spatter cones have been de- 
scribed from Hawaii by Wentworih 
and Macdonald (1953), 

if the spalter cones may be adyen- 
titious then the nature of the linea- 
ment must be re-examined, Are the 
cones aligned along a flow, or along 
a deep-seated fissuré eruption? The 
many spatter cones are undoubtedly 
aligned and the line goes atso. through 
Lake Surprise, which appears to be 
made up of thrée coalescing craters. 
Boutakofi (1963) claims Bald Hill ts 
alsa in Jine. but the highest point is 
almost a mile off line. Mount Eccles 
itself is slightly off line, and the canals 
are not related to any lineaments, 

If the spatter cones were the only 

evidence they would probably be re- 
garded as adventitious cones on a flow 

from Mount Eccles, but since the 
craters of Lake Surprise are also in 
line the balance of evidence probably 
supports Boutakoff’s hypothesis. 
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Nevertheless lineaments are cxtremely 
rare in the voleanics af Victoria 
{Ollier and Joyce, 1964), and when- 
ever one is suspected it should be 
examined with gréal caurinn. Gnly 
further work can decide whether the 
cones are adventitious or the surface 

expression of a fissure eruption. 
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE 

Under the auspices of the Socicty 
for Growing Australian Plants and 
the F.N.C.V, the annual Wild Flower 
and Nature Show will aguin be held 
in the Lower Melbourne Town Hall 
on Monday. August JI. and on Tucs- 
day and Wednesday, September 1 
and 2. 

It will be noted that these dates fall 
in the school holidays, Country clubs 
and individual members are invited to 
co-operate with exhibits and (or) sug- 
eeshions. 

So that items may be incorporated 
in the show, information regarding 
same should be sent to the 

Director of the Show 
Mr. 1. E. Mclanes 
129 Waverley Road, Malvern 
(Phone 211 2427) 

ay sonn as possible, 
A detailed notice will appear on the 

August issue of the Nururulixe 
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F.N.C,Y. 

Excursion io Mé, William, 

April 19, 1964 

The Object of this excursion to the 
vicinity of Mr, William, north-east of 
Lancefield, Was to examine the site and 
workings of an aboriginal quarry, an 
area used by them as 4 source of slone 
for theiv axes aod other implements. A 
large purty wandered aver the two or 
three acres marked by piles of chippings 
and flakes. There are rewards for the 
searchers am half finished or broken 
pieces, for the honest aborigine did not 
Wy fo barter anything bot ihe perfect 
article, 

The rock is a hard diabase belonging 
to the Canybrian bell which stretches 
northward Sor same miles from here, lts 
toughness dcties the geolopist's hammer, 
and compels admiration for the tenucity 
and patenre of these stone-age men, ‘Co 
ihe anthropologist the area is of special 
interest, lor thiy is one of the few or 
boly example of family or tribal trading 
in Vietona. These axes, recognized by 
their type, arc picked up all over Wic- 
toria, having been: bartered by the natives 
for other goods 

On the way back toa Lancefield a brief 
investigation of & graplolite bed on the 
side of a new road deviahon revealed 
same interesting examples of these early 
fossus.. A visit was also tmade Io whe 
Springhelsl) Falls off the Kilmore-T.ance- 
field road, tut the ereek was not Tunning 
thouzfi the mmmediate gorge was quite 
picturesque, 

‘The quarries may be reached off ihe 
Pyalong-Lancefield road by a by-road 
ending al a gate branching off to the 
right jist beyond the mountain to be 
clearly seen on the right. Visitors. should 
not fail W <sk permission to cross ihe 
paddocks on foot and exemine the 
quarries from’ the house near tbe gate. 
The owner is Mr. A. QO. Powell, Pyalong 
Road, Lancefield (Phone Lancefield 
61D), To the left is a paddock fall of 
Interesting granite tors and slabs. A 
yecently published map of the Lancefield 
area has been issued by the Department 
of Mines, tt is handy for reference. 

—R. G. Hemmy 
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Alan Moorehead’s Cooper’s Creek— 
Congratulations and Commentary 

This account of the Burke and 
Wills Expedition and description of 
the Inland is excellent. It particularly 
appeals to me as one who, forty 
years ago when, it was almost a maior 
undertaking to do so, passed through 
Innamincka on the Cooper on his 
way to ehquire inte arsenic poisoning 

at Cordillo, Alan Mootchead fol- 
flawed the course of the ill-fated ex- 
plorers and the fascination of this 
Tegion, with its gibber plains and 
rises, its red sandtilis, its intand 
watercourses sometimes silently flow- 

ing nearly bank-high through a 
waterless country, has captured him. 
It ts nor all a Dead Heart. 

The comments here made wher 
critical are such as any reasonable 
author, not surraunded by a battery 
of specialists, may expect. Quotations 
are used as texts. 

Flea-biften Dogs 

“As for the naked aborigines, 
+ +. + except for a few fiea-bitten 
dogs (they) passessedl no domestic 

animals of any kind!" ({p 2) 
I knew of no evidence that the 

dingo (the dog referted to) har- 
boured, before European occupation, 
an indigenous flea apart perhaps 
From stick-fast fleas accidentally ac- 

quired from a marsupial bost. If it 
did possess in its own right a mobile 
fiea, this would be of the greatest 
interest. Our aoatives have been 
separated from other zaces of man- 
kind for perhaps 20,000. years. The 
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By J, B. Cisiano 

dingo undoubtedly came with them. 
Jt the flea was 2 Dog Flea (Creno- 
cephalus canis), did xt differ ac all, 
after perhaps 10,000 geacrations, 
from the European Dog Flea? The 
Aborigines had changed during that 
petiod to a distinctive type ovér & 
lesser number of generations, Pro- 
fessor Harvey Johnston considered 
thac the Head Lice (Pediculus capitis) 
in the hair of natives in Central Aus- 
tralia were darker in colour but other- - 
wise indistinguishable from our Head 
Lice, ~ 

Bag-moth Caterpillars and the 
Kearsome Sleeping Lizard 

On the Darling, bag-moth cater- 
pillars were met with (p 51), “If 
one touched these oesis a painful 
irritation was set up and if Jasted 
tor days. There was also a little 
black scaly lizard with a stumpy tail 
that fooked equally harmless and was 
equally poisonous, Its face had the 
mild expression of a kitten, and it 
lay still and motionless in the dust, 
but,a bite from its great triangular 
bird-like mouth left a suppurating 
sore.” What a reputation for the 
Sleeping Lizard. Trackysaurus rug- 
asus, now TL am sorry to say Tiligua 
rugosa! Damprer was equally con- 

demmnatory. Here is his account of 
the land animals he saw at Sharks’ 
Bay, (A Voyage to New Hullartd 

Reprint, The Argonaut Press, 1839, 
p 85.) These were "only a Sort of 
Raccoons... And a Sort of Guano's, 
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of the same Shape and Size with 
alher Guann'’s descrik’d but 

differing from them ip three remark- 
able Particulars * For these had a 
larger aod uylice Head, and had no- 
Tall . And at the Rump, instead of 
the Tail ihere, they had the Stump 
of a Tail, which appeur'd like an- 
other Head; fui nol really such, be- 
ing without Mouth or Eves : Yet 

this Creature seem'd by this Meéans 
to have a Head at each End: and, 
which may be reckoned a fourth 
Difference, the Legs also seem'd all 

4 of them 16 be Fore-legs, being all 
aitke in Shape and Length, and 
seeming by the Joints and Bending to 
he made as it they were to go ine 
differently ctther Head or Tail fore- 

most, They were Speckled black and 
yellow like ‘Toads, and had Scales or 
Knobs of their Hacks like those of 
Crocodiles. plated on to their Skia, 

as Stuck into it, as part of the Skin. 
They are very Slow in Motion; and 
when 2 Mun comes nigh them they 
will sland still and hiss, not endeav- 
auring to get away. ‘Their Livers are 

also spotted black and yellow. And 
the Bady when opened has a very 
uosavory Smell. I did Hever see such 
ugly Creatures any where but here. 
The Gugno's I have observ'd to be 
very Good Meat : And T have often 
galen of them with Pleasure. but the' I 
have eaten of Snakes, Crocodiles and 
Allegators, and many Creatures that” 
look ftrightfully enough, and . there 
are but few I should have been afraid 
to eat of, if prost by Hunger, yet I 
think my Stomach would scaree have 
serv’d to venture upon these N Hol- 
fund Guano’s, both the Looks aad the 
Smell of them being so offensive.” 

Hut ope of ofy daughters put a 
little nightie on one, and io cold 
weather it Jay contentedly and placidly 
in a dolls cot between minialure 
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sheets and tlankets, Its gaping mouth 
when alarmed fooks ([crocions but all 
i can do is give a firm pinch which 
may dmw blood when it Goses on a 
finger. 

The Introduced Rumex raseus 

Burke's party left Menindic on . 
October [9th 1860. “But now the 

spring kad begun and wild Mowers 
had started to cover the ved earth. ; 
wild hops of a brilliant magenta col- 
our,” This ts an anachfowism as the 
plant ean only be “the introduced 
Runes roreus, When | went to Cor- 
dillo in 1324, this plant was known 
to be spreading in a pass through the 
hills norih of Beltana, It had been 
there for severyl years. Now it is 
widespread and ofttn abuodant in 
the Far Worth so as to colour hillsides 
and plains. Being.2 handsome plant in 

» llawer, ifs sprepd is partly due to 
station people taking seeds home with 
thern when a fftesh focus of natural 
dispersion is established. Im this’ way, 
doubtless, it reached Ernabella- 

Nardoo (Mursilea) 

The sentence “from “the seed of a 
plant they called Nardoo they. made 
a rough kind! of flour” in its context . 
{p 19) suggests that Sturt wsed this 
word. In’ Morris’s Austral-English 
the first reference given is for 1861 in 
a ; quotation. from “The diary of 
Mi, J. Wilks" but this did noc appear 
in print till T876. The next reference 
is dated 1862, fram Andrew Jackson's 
“Burke and the Australian 1 sploring 
Expedition of 1866” (p 186) where 
Hlour was called by the natives “while- 
tellow nardoa,” 

Pitcherry (Pituri) {Ouboisia 
hopwoodt|) 

The branchlets and leaves of the’ 
Pubvisia are not roasted but dried 
(p 118), Moorghead quotes King, 
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J presume from his diary {uppub- 
lished) but it does nor read quite 
like a diary entry. In any case, it is 
a good account. “After chewing it 
for a few minutes [ felr quite happy 
and perfectly indifferent about my 
positian, in fact much the same 
effect as might be produced by two 
pretty stiff nobblers of brandy. After 
chewing it the natives do not throw 

ic away but plate it behind the ear, 
much in the same style as a satlor 
Places his quid in his hat, wetif it 
has lost all its goodness. Offering thie 
pitcherry pill to a Stranger is Lhe 
greatesl expressvori of amity which, 
however, we did not at first under- 
stand and felt rather disgusted than 
otherwise when they used ta press 
upon Gur acceptance their nasty. 
cdirty-looking balls of chewed grass, 
As i appeared to be. Young tribesmen 
were not allowed to use it.” 

This reference docs not appear in 
the paper by Professor T. Harvey 
Johnston and myself entitled “The 
History of the Aboriginal Narcotic, 
Pitun’ (@ceaxia Vol IW Part 3, 
March 1934)7 

Do any Animals besides Maun shed 
Tears?) Do onc Natives do so? 

The tears of “crvel craftie croco- 
diles” are said ta he a physiological 
and not an enmtianal respoose, An. 

article entitled “Crocodile Tears" by ' 
P. HL Goldtng-Wood (8ri. Mee. J., 
3/6/63, p I518) describes profuse 
Jachrymation occurring only when 
food is taken. Charles Darwin in 
“Expression of the Emotions in Map 
and Aniimats” says "with the doubtful 
exception OF the elephant, man is the 
only animal capable of weeping in 
‘sorrow > ,& 

‘Moorehead quotes from Sturt, ap- 
parently on the Cooper. “la slraiye 
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scene—a group of seven men crying 
ditterly” fp 20). Were they mercly 

wailing or actrally shedding tears* 
Tn any case this would be “ceremonial 
crying.” King took the natives to see 
where Burke lay dead. “On seeing 
has remains the whole party wept 
bitterly, and covered them with 
bushes." (p 148)—erying:for sorrow. 

Sturt (Narrative of an Expedition 
into Central Ausiralin, T, p 162) 
wrote “The natives appeared really 
glad te sce us again, for I belleve 
they had given us up for lost. My old 

friend shed tears when he embraced 
us." Again (1, p 148) “The old bop- 
colo took leave of Mr Browne -and 
myself. according 1 suppose to the 
custom of his people, by placing his 

hands on uur shoulders, and bending 
his head so as to tench our breasts; 

in doing which he shed tears.” Sul 
further (11, p 9) “The poor: fellow 
cried, and the tears rolled down his 

cheeks, whet he first mei Mr Browne.” 
Our ostives thus certainly weep for 
joy, and perhaps ceremoniously, 

Sturt’s description of this scene 
(Vol il, p 69) is as follows: “We 
heard a most melancholy howling 
over an earthen bank directly opposite 
to us, and saw seven black heads 
slowly’ advancing towards us... . The 
group consisted of a very old blind 
man, led by a younger one, andl five 
women. They all wept most bitterly, 
and the women uttered low melan- 
choly sounds, but we made them sit 
down and managed to allay their 
fears . . , These poor crentures must 
have observed our coming, and be- 
ing helpless. had°L suppose thought 
it better to come forward . 2. We 
gave the old mun a great coat.” 

Moorvhead’s paraphrase is; ‘Here 
ik This" wilderness they interrupted a 
sttwnge Scene: a group of seven men 
crying bitterly. Nothing could make 
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them explain the occasion of their 
grief, they cmed and cried and would 
not stop, and in the end Srurt was 
obliged to go on his way, having 
left them a present of his greatcoat.” 

Parakeelya 

“On the orange-coloured sandhills 
the pink mesembrianthemum was 
in Hower” {p 136). Evidently para- 
keel¥a (Calandrinio bulonensis or C 
remota}. Red sand collected at Cor- 
dilla in 1924 was in colour -ocar 
Vinaceaus Rufous and Ferruginous, 
Plate XIV* in Ridgway's Color 
Standards aod Color Nomenclature. 

The First News of Burke and 
Wills Retarn 

This, a5 Moorehead points out, 
came through Adelaide, Dr Wills, 
father of the explorer, had come 
over ta Adelaide, Tt must have been 
oo September 25, 1861, That be re- 
‘eelved [nant Major Warburton, Com- 
inissioner of Police, news from the 
police-trooper at Wirrulpe pear Mt 
Searle dated September (2) stating 
that a native, Sambo, had reported 
a-parly of white men io difficulties 
(p 134). The letter was read in the 

House of Assembly by the Com- 
missioner of Crown Lands and‘ pub. 
lished in “The Register” of Sep- 
tember 326. My father, then a boy 
of 14, was with his uncle, Alec Glen, 

whose station was near where Leigh 
Creek is now. He wrote to his futher 
in Adelaide from Blanthewater .on 
Scpicmber 6, giving the same news 
brought in by Sambo, This letter, 
wrillen six days before that of 
Trooper Howe, was published in the 
satne issug¢ of “The Register." 

The Desert Sound 

The Desert Sound has been heard 
by yarious explore’s, a noise like 
that of a great gun heing fired. Ir 
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“Noises 

probably still is heard as frequently 
a in the davs of exploration but 
escapes notice, being attributed to 

human agency. Wills and King heard 
it on The Cooper on May 24, J R61, 
Moorehead quotes from Wills’ diary 
ip 121) as follows: “Whilst picking 
the seed (nardoo), about 1] am, 

‘both of us heard distinctly the soise 
of an explosion, as if of a pln, at 
scine considerable distance. We sup- 
posed it. to be a shot fired by Mr 
Burke, ‘hut on retnrning te camp, 
found that he had not fired or heard 
the noise. The sky was practically 
overcus! with high cum. str. clouds, 
and a light breeze blew from the 
east, but nothing to indicate a thunder- 
slorm in any direction.” 

T have myself heard the Desert 
Sound on August 9, 1907, at $8.30 in 
the evening. near the Strelley River 
between Part Hedland and Marble 

~ Bar in Western Australia. It sounded 
like a great gum being fired. 

I recorded my experience, and 
gathered infotmation on other and 
similar instances in a paper “On the 
Occurrence of Explosive or Boomioz 

(Barisal Guns) im Central 
Australi" (J. Proc. Rov-Soe. NSW 

ALY 1911, p 187}, Sturt heard it on 
Pebruazy 27. 1829 at 3 pm. near 
Bourke on the Dacling and twice in 
September about 9 a.m. on succeeding 

_days between his Stony Desert and 
Eyve’s ercek, The Sound was heard 
on the Efder Expedition and Dr 
Farnsworth heard it |'00 miles from 

Neullagine' in Western Australia. It 
has been suggested that it is due ta 
the splitting af great rock masses by 
changes in ten\peralure (“rock tumble 
down") ar that it cames “out of the 
eatin” (Csubterrsa¢an sources), 

Carrier Pigeons 

Howitt brought, four carrier pigeons 
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from Melbourne. Their tails were so 
abraded, that wild pigeons were shot 
and with waxed thread their tail 
feathers spliced on to the stumps 
{p L31t). When liberated they were 
at once attacked by kites (falcons 
presumably), Are tail feathers oeces- 
sary for flight? On the Adelaide 
University Anthropogical Expedition 
to Mount Liebig in Central Australia 
in 1932, an Adelaide newspaper sup- 
pited carrier pigeons to its represen~ 
tative, but falcons watching from the 
“‘mouatain heights above us, swooped 
down on them with terrific speed. 

Accidental Stips 

“The Mulgas skimming’ by in 
green flocks" (p 84) evidently refers 
lo budgerygahs. 

“The. spring was now well ad- 
vanced” (p 93), April, Autumn, 

probably written in’ the northern 
hemisphere, 

“Sturt's wild pea (which proved to 
be quite harmiess to the camels)” p. 58, 
Sturt's Pea is Chanthus. The Darling 
Pea (Swainsena) is the poisonous one. 

I doa not think camels would cat the 
prostrate Chanthus. 

“We proceeded in a car to the resi- 
dence of Dr Wilkie." p 155). “Good 
God!" T said, “jump into the cart" 
(p 155), Surely urese should be 

“gab”, Hansom cab. Oné could jump 
into a Hansom cab—I have often 
done so in Sydacy. bur in Adelaide 
they were considered ‘‘fast™. Onc 
would get into a growler [ igure whee) 
cab) or bugey. 

“Sturt, Mitchell, Konnedy and 
Gregory bad all been on Cooper's 
Creek”, (p 37). Mitchell and Kennedy 
had been on the upper tributaries ol 
the Cooper but £ would not consider 
they had beea on the Cooper proper. 

January 18, 1861 “Stull on the 
Tanges, the camels sweating profusely 
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fram fear” (Burke's Diary) {p 74). 

Do camels sweat? Would they do so 
from. lear? 

Cicndas Singing all Night 

Near Eyre's Creek beyond Birds- 
ville in January “Cicadas shrilled 
loudly in the branches all night long.” 
(p 76). This ts interesting and should 
be confirmed, The entomologists at 
the South Australian Museum have 
heard cicadas in the glouming. 

Centaurs, 

Did Sturt say (p 19) that the 
tribes On their way Wp from Menindie 
Were “yery primitive, on Seeing a 
herseman for the first lime they had 
thought that man and beast werc one 
creature like the mythical centaur, 

and they had run off in astonishment 
when the man had dismavated,"? 

Though the natives of Americi 
may have been astonished at such 
disjunction, our abongines secm “io 
have expressed very little surprise at, 
or even interest in, what must have 
been exceedingly novel to them at 
their first contact with Europeans 
Thus Dampier in 1688 off our North- 
West coast met with a “drove of 
these men swimming from one island 
to another. His people “took up four 
of them and brought them aboard. 
To these we gave boiled rice and with 
it tuctie and manatee boiled. They 
did greedily devour what we gave 
them, but took no notice of the ship 
or anything in it; and when thev were 
set on jand again, they ran away as 
fast as they could.” 
_ Hawdon [The Journal of a Jour- 
ney from New South Wales to Adel- 
aide performed in-1838 by Mr Joseph 
Hawdon, printed tp 1952) on Febru- 
ary 2L (p 34) wrote;— “Il was quite 
evident that the natives Jooked opor 
the oxen us rational beings, as they 
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. saluted them with their usual 
dgiendly exclamation "Bo, bo, Mar- 
.wood,” (and) wavitg green boughs 
at them in token of peace.” On March 
2 “one of them asked me in perfect 
seriousness whether the heifers, point- 
ing 10 jhe cattle, were our wives.” 
Hawdon, of course, would be on 
horseback. 

Sturt?s Small Acid Berry 

May 1 take this opportunity of re- 
ferring to the “small acid berry”, 
ealen by the natives, which helped 
lO relieve the symptoms of scurvy 
from which Captain Sturt was suffer- 
ing vn the return journey when about 
116 miles north-vest of the Darling. 

Mr Browne, "went into the hills and 
ealhered ime a large tireen fit" 
(Vol. TJ, p 108). T had been puzzled 
for same years as to the plant team 
which these came. Leptomeria (San- 
talaceae) has | believe been suggested 
but this is far beyond its range. The 
fruit of Ruby Salthush (/achylaena 

tomerilesa) is insipid, mot acid. Sola- 
nums are very bitter out would occur 
there. A visit in 1962 with Dr Eric 
Sims aod Mr Geoffrey Lithgow to 
Mootwingec, 76 miles N.E. of Broken 
Hill, solved the problem. The Native 
Currant Pleeirenia latifolia grows in 
the Ranges and there can be litle 
doubt but that the berries came from 
this Rubiaceous tree. 

Field Notes from Ringwood Ficld Naturalists Club 

During the last month several groups 
of members made the journey to a smal 
sanctuary near Yarram where Prerosiylis 
fiseié is found. The first group found 
but four specimens, but nearly a week 
tater the second party found about a 
dozen heads of this rare and beautiful 
greenhood. Si is 40 be hoped thal this 

_ species will continue te flourish Just 
cutside the sanctuary Were many tall 
plants of Aclgneius exsertys, the Gnat 
Orchid. 

Tt must have been a very good year 
for the late autumn and early winter 
orchids because the Superb Greenhood 
(Prerasrvliy grandifiera), the small Aul- 
unin Greenhood (Preresnylis reflexa) and 
the Trim Greenhooil (Pterastylis con 
cinna) were all found and photographed, 

Of the other orchids discovered three 
were of particular interest. These were all 
heimet orchids, Near Wurdtah Buy the 
Fringed Helmet Orchid, Corybas finibria- 
rae was found. Quite close to it were_ 
Corybas iniguivelates, the Small Helwet 
Orchid, and also the rare and Joculized 
Spurred Helmet Orchid, Carybas aconi- 
fierus. Same very goad photographs 
were shown to inembers of these three 
orchids. + 

AL, Wilson's Promuntory, the Black 
Cuckatoo and Rainbow Lorrikecty Wore 
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particularly common amongst the bank- 
sia5, Coast banksia (B. inteyrifeliay was 
af particular attraction to the lorrikeets, 
and i seemed a pity that some gnarled 
old specimens, in full blossom, has to 
be bulldoved out of existence. In all. 
four of Victoria’s bankias Were seen al 
Wilsons Promontory this trip. 

Adding beauty to the scene at Sealer’s 
Cove were large masses of Red Correa 
(Correa reflexa), Vow different these 
bushes appear to the dainty bushes of 
Correa reflera found in the Black Range, 
Telangatek East. 

Near Telangatuk East, at Balmoral, on 
a moonlight but very cold night during 
May, a Iwan (Pinasevgade tapoatata) was 
soon on a Red Gum (Ewedlypeus camal- 
dulensis): & Brush-tail Possum was. also 
seen, aid the Stone Curlews were mak- 
ing their cence sound just to add qo the 
thrill of such an excursion, 
An unidentified bandicoot was seen in 

the heathisnils to the north-west of Port- 
Jand. In the same aréa a Blue Boronia 
bush was found on the side of a bush 
track Tt was in full bloom. While in 
Porlland area the petrified forest near 
here Was brought io attention when u 
small piece of petrified ifce was dis- 
corpered, 
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Bat Mandible from Mt. 

Victoria 

Mt. Widderin’ Cave is simiated on 
the northern Munk of Mt. Widderin, a 
former effusive lava cone, on the sheep 
station “Widderin’. owned by Mr. C. 
Notman. It is four miles south of 
Skipton, and twenty-five miles south- 

‘ wost of Ballarat, Victoria. The cave is 
a Pleistocene-Recent (Newer Basalt) 
lava tunnel, consisting of three cham- 
bers, the entrance being situated in a 
depression that presumably is a col- 
lapsed fourth chamber, (See deserip- 
tion by Ollicr, 1963.) 

During an iospection of the lava 
tunnel in May (961, the authors. col- 
lecied a sample of bat suano from the . 
south side of the mound of guano in 
the centre of the main (first) cham- 

her. After drying. and during sub- 
sequent sorting, we found the right 
mandible of a bat. 

The specimen is mineralized and 
stared dark brown. The three incisors 
and canine are absent, The second and 
third premolats ate broken off level 
with the dorsal syrlace of the dentary. 
The first premolar is complete, as are 
the three molars, 

The mandible is similar in afl re- 
spects to recent specimens of man- 
dibles from Miniopterix schretbersi 
(Kuhl), the Bent-Winged Bat, and is 
considered to be of this species. The 
mandible is from an adult individual, 
as judged on the basis of measure- 
ments, and the degree of wear to the 
molars. The amount of wear is con- 

sidered to be equivalent to stage 2 of 
the list by Miller and Allen (1928}, 
Le., wear obvious, but not obscuring 

the structoral characters of the molars, 
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Widderin Caye, Skipton, 

By K. G, Simpson and G. T. Sweivn 

The mandible has heen lodged in the 
National Museum of Victoria (Reg. 
No, P22760}, 

Accounts of rhe early history of dhe 
cave at Mt Widderin are somewhat 
confused. Ulrich (1875) quotes Sel- 
wyh (1866), saying 

“Thousands of bats inhabit these 
caves. hanging io clusters from the 
roof, like a swarm of bees, and on 
the floor are.Jarge conical mounds 
of a rich brown earthy matter. 

“The deposit consists entirely of 
the excrements of these animals.” 

A postscript ta the article is 
appended: 

“The deposit has since been used 
by the farmers. of the avighbour- 
hood to great advantage as a valu- 
able manure.” | ; 

Fletcher (1895) states: 

“Bats are credited with being the 
producers of this (guano) deposit, 
with what treth I cannot say, as the 
‘oldest, inhabriant' has never seen 
a bat in the cave. 
“although we turned over 

some six Or seven tons of stuff, no 
‘bones or fossilized forms were met.” 

It is not Known whereabouts in the 
cave Pletcher turned over the guano, 
nor fram where the local farmers 

removed it. The late Mr, S. R. Mit- 
chell reported séeing 

“great heaps of guano from this cave 
offered for sale in a warehouse in 
South Melbourne about the turn of 
the ¢entury,” (E. D. Gill, pers. 
comen.) 
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Mitchell himself obtained guano 
for the National Museum collections 
about 1930. and other collections are 
known to have been made at various 
times since. We do not know, there- 
fore, if the mandible was in its car- 
rect stratigrapme horizon withia the 
cave. No bats have been recorded in 
Mt. Widderin cave at any time since 
the colony described by Selwyn. Only 
three normally cave-dwelling Micra- 
chiroplera are recorded from Vic- 
toria, OF these, Myatis adversis Hors- 
field is comparalively rare _in both 
Victoria and South Australia, and 
Ritinolophus megaphytlus (Gray } ap- 

pears fo be restricted im its present 
range to east Victoria. Congregations 

in existing colonies of the above Iwo 
species are not numerically great, 

Minlopreris schreidersi, on the other 

hand, is by far the most numerous 
cave-dwelling bat throughout south. 
em Quensland. New South Wales, 
Victoria aad eastern South Australia 
at the present time. The species accurs 
in groups aumbering several thousand 
or more individuals quite commonly, 
All extensive guano deposits {and 
many small anes} in caves so far 
discovered throughout the regio 
described above, have: been formed 
by these bats, The reason for the 
permanent desertion of thé cave by . 
bars ‘at some time berveen 1846 and 
1895 has not-been determined. Pos 
sibly a change in the cave climate or 
human interference was to blame, 
From knowledge of the present day 

distribution and habits of the M- 
sehreibersi population, together with 

the identification of the mandible, the 
extent of the guano deposit, and from 
Selwyn’s description of thé layge bal 
colony in residence about 1866, the 
authors have little hesitation in attri- 
buting the large guano deposit of M1. 
Widderin: cave directly to Miniopieris 
schrelbersi. ~ 

In -age, the specimen necetsarily 
postdates the farmation of the cave 
and ils most recent limit is 1866. In the 
absence of other data, and due to its 
uncertain stratigraphic position within 
the cave, the mandible is considered to 
be a Recent subfossil__ 
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. Bush Brushes 

The fax’s brush was the traditional traphy 0) the vase, The Field 
Neturalivt usaally vettns fram an excursion into the bush with a 
different sort of “Yale”, If you have one worth mounting and pre- 
serving send tt ta the Assistant Editor, “Victorian Naturalist’, 102 
Murray Read, East Preston, N78, Victoria, 

The Babbler Problem 

Twe Further notes an Behhlers have 
come to hand. The first is from My. 

N, F. Learmonth, of Portland, 

1 have a simular bird problem to thal 
of Mr. 4. H, Chisholm, and it too con- 
cerns Babblers. In 1911, when 1 réturied 
io Victoria wfter several years in Queens- 
land, it was quite usual Jo sec Gray- 
crowned Babblers in Open forest tans 
near the Luke Condah Mission Station In 
S.W. Victoria. Their bir bitky nests Were 
# featufe of ihe landscape. 

They suddenly disappeared and tn my 
younds of stock-ciding I missed theic 
challer and scrubejumping. The Bridge- 
water Lakes country was another area 
favoured by these birds, but here also 
they faded out about 1914, 

in 1940 I made mention of these Facts 
to Mr. Les Chandler, and we made a 
vearch round the Mission country with- 
oui suceess, During the trip we met an 
aboriginal youth and asked hum about 
the birds, Oh, yes, he knew all abour 
them; they were “somewhere round here” 
T promised him ten shillings if he found 
them. [ still have the money! 
Now here comes the sequel. About 

Sunset on 3rd March, 1963. my nephew 
Jim and his wife, both keen nature lovers, 
Were driving alone a back road near the 
old Mission Station and saw hopping 
alone the roadside in” low serub. de 
timber and bracken a flock of Babblers. 
The birds were within three mii¢s of 
where I had fast seen therm in 1912, They 
must have been visitors as such a prom: 
inent species could hartly have been 
averlooked in the locality during 5] 
years. 1 have made several visits us the 
locality since that March eyening but 
no sign of a Babbler, 

In schnol-boy days Babblers were a 
feature of the Queenscliff Road anit You- 
Yangs country. What do residents know 
about them today? 
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Mrs. E, G. Bedggood, of Ballarat, 
reports on the reduction in numbers 
of White-browed Babblers from ME. 
Beckworth, near Clunes. 

During the past sik years that we have 
been observing birds at Mt, Beckworth, 
we also have remarked on tho sharp - 
decline of the Whitebrowed Habblers 
there, and wondered what might be the 
cause. Ip L958 there was quite a [urge 
population there, but during the last 
nesting senson only three records of nest- 
ing Were glade in the whole area, and a 
lolal diy count would not exceed thirty 
bieds 

Nesting and population of other species 
seem to be adequately manlained. How- 
ever, 1963. saw a marked increase in 
breeding of Pointed Quail, Rutous Song- 
lurks, Speckled Warblers, Dinmond Spar- 
rows, and White-browed Wood-swallows, 
Budgerigarcs, Black-eared and Arush 
Cuckoos were also observed, 

Total bird count for, the area as cam- 
piled by “Mec. J, Wheeler, Geolong, Js 
{14 species, 

Mutton-bird Mortalities 

These observations and questions 
have been received from Mr. Ellis 
Tucker, of Brit Brit, via Coleraine. 

On a trip to Cape Erijlgewaler on - 
January 72, in an area on a tissocky 
cliff-facs about half a mile south of the 
Blowholes, we Were surprised to find 
niany dead MUtton-Birds (Short-tailed 
Shearwaters) freshly dead and scemingly 
in perfect ‘conditiwn. We counted well 
over one hundred birds in about two 
hundred yards, ranging from approxi- 
mately fifty ia two hundred feet above 
the sea, 

We covered the aren thoroughly, but 
could find no sign of nesting burrows. 
The birds had apparently been Killed by 
flying into the hillside. | understand that 
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this ecury also uk Cape Grant, Portland, 
each year, Can anyone give any explana. 
lion of the apparent’ mass suicide? 

One banded bird was found and the 
band Was sent to the CS1R,O,, Can- 
berra, We Were mformed thal the tind 
had been banded as an adule at Ciriffiths 
Asland. Port Fairy. by Miss G. Bowker 
on January 10, 1963- 

lt Was anteresiing to note ihal, in the 
wind-swept sand af old aboriginal avid- 
dens on the ¢cliff-tap, there were many 

_ burnt and broken pones which If believe 
were from miutton-birds. Did the aber- 
igines know of this yearly visitation and 
profit by ile 

Lyrehird Local Disleets 

This observation cames to us from 
Mr. K. ©. Halafoff, who has carried 
oul a exiensive squdy of Lyrebird 

sonys add the variations Which occur 
in the songs of these birds from uif- 
Ferent localities. 

Recording Lyrcbird songs in the areas 
fesenly set aside us Scenic Reserves by 
the Foresis Commission, namely Cement 
Creek ak) Mount Victoria. ft noticed a 
définite difference in the “stanza" melody 
in those tWo areas, Playing back the 
recorded (apes confirmed the impression 
obtained on the spor 

Like many ‘other birds, the Lyrebirds 
have their local dialects, but an this case, 
the Fringes of these ureas were only one 
und a half miles apart, and rhere was 
Aho naturul obstacle between them io 
pitverl intermigranon. How it came 
about that such close neighbours speak 
we different languages is a pezzle which 
May remain unsolved, . 

Probably the. first Lyretird families to 
settle in each of (hese arcas came from 
regions where the dialects differed, and 
they did not need to venture outside their 
new tervilories. New generations in cach 
of these forests were ratsed and taught 
to sing by the parents. So the traditional 
melody has been preserved in ils original 
form in each tnbe, although toth popu. 

| batvons have increased in the areas ac- 
cupied until nearly to the paint of 
touching. 

Elbow Orchids 
The following notes about oe of 

- Olir most inconspicuous orchid species 
have been sent by Miss Jean Galbraith, 
of ‘Tvers: 

Juty, 1964 

The remark by I. 8. Willis, in 4 fisud- 
book to the Plants of Vieroria, that the 
Elbow Orched, Spicwlaca fruntiena, 1s 
~. in some seasons Jocally abondant, 
bun usually overlaoked” jn Victoria was 
emphasized by its abundance in Gipps- 
Vand last seasan, 

Mr. and Mrs, 3. Peterson, of the La- 
trabe Valley FN. Club, who nutad this 
threud-like species in abundance above 
Walhalla, later shuwed me patches oF i 
shove Moondarra Reservoir, near ¥al- 
Journ North, ind agin in 2 proposed 
wildflower sanctuary along the Walhalla 
Road 

In every case, i should have suissed the 
little plants, inconspiclious against the dry 
leaves of (he forest floor, had they not 
been paimled oul to me. Mr, Peterson 
alta found twa patches during a club 
exciirsion 16 Bennison Plains. 

‘The Nlowering season ic fairly jong. A 
spcumen Was scnt to me from dhe Tambo 
Valley early in Nevertber last, and there 
were newly-opened flowers on the Ben- 
nison Plains on January 25, In the Jalter 
case, the altitude would deiay flowering. 
but those newr Yallourn were suill How- 
éring on January 2). 

Western District Birds 

The following hird-notes have been 
sent in hy Mr. H, R. Hobson frans 
Roseberry in the Victorian Mallec. 

During the Labour Day long week- 
end fast March. I traversed part of the 
Western District in search of jlems of 
natural history interest to help Wreak Ihe 
monotony of fanm life. y 

. Shortly after. leaving Roseberry, 45 
Black-showldered Kite was seen. ‘This 
species was again encountered near Port 
Fairy and then in the Colac district. an 
indication that these birds gre wide- 
spread in the weslern part of the State 

In the arca ‘between Hall's Gop and 
Dunkeld. both Yellow-twiled Black Cock- 
atoos and Gang Ganges were noted. From 
Dunkeld to Port Fairy, Targe Rocks of 
Long-billed Corelbas were seen feeding 
on the roadside. . 

On the beach at Port Bairy, a few 
Sharp-tailed Sandpipers and many Little 
Stints were observed, Hooded Donerels, 
Black-fronted and Red-cupped Dotterels, 
several Pied and Sodly Oystercatchers, 
and a beach-washed Gannet were all seen 
dlong the eastern section of the beach. 

Early on the Sunday morning, a Brown 



Bittern was’ flushed from veeds Into the 
open at a drainage swamp near Airey's 
Inlet. ‘The Bittern was deymesitately 
chased by three Eastern Swamp-hens. 
left without retahating and came Fees 
in teeds along a nearby river. Little 
Grébes and two Dusky Moorhens were 
also noted in the swamp and along the 
beach three beach-washed Fairy Pen- 
guins were found. 

As a fitting climax to an inieresting 
week-end, two Brolgas Were seen in u 
paddock gnite close to the wad just north 
of Derrinallum. 

NOTICE 

Nallarbor Plain Safari 

{December 27, 1964—January 12, 1965) 

- Mr. Bill Kennewell plans to conduct 4 
safari fowr to the Nullarbor to explore 
several of the caves. The tour wil) leave 
from Melbourne and travel via Adelaide, 
Port Augusta, Ceduna to Nullarbor home- 
stead and the Ivy -cayes, on Lo Koonulda 
cave, thence to Abracurrie and Weebubbic 
caves. Camping geat and eating utensils 
are required, but meals are supplied. Fare 
is £49 and bookings, accampanied by 
£10 deposit, should be made with Mrs, 
R_ A. Sinclair, 22 Haldane Street, Beuu-* 
maris, Vie. Who will also supply full 
details of the tour, 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD, 
487 Bourks Street, Melbourne 

Phone; 67 6129 

Specialists in Naturalists’ Requisites 

Pins, Forceps, 

Butterfly Nets, etc., 

Microscopes (Beginners’ to 
Research Models) , 

Binoculars, Telescopes, 

Survey Insfruments,. etc. 

BOOKS 

On Natural History, 

Australia, Art, Generol 

New and Seeondhand: 

Lists Free. State Requisites. 

CAMERAS ano 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER 

EXAKTA, PENTAX, PRAKTICA 

CONTAREX, BESSAMATIC . . . 

All the famous brands 

Telephoto, Wide Angle Lenses 
Close-up Equipment 

HERBERT SMALL’S 
259 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 

(Opposite Hotel Australia) 

HERBERT SMALL'S — AT YOUR SERVICE FOR OVER 100 YEARS 

RB? 
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The Naturalist and the Microscope 

Light is Important 

How muny persons, as they place 
a 10% eyepiece in the microscope 
cube afier using a 5><' eyepiece, ever 
give thought to the Inverse Square 
Law of Illumination, even if they have 
heard of at in Basic Physics during 

school days? . 
The law may be explained in sitnpte 

terms by considering a source of light 
Uhat Hluminates an area of one. square 
foot al one foot distance. If pro 
jected tu a distance of two feet, the 
same light covers an area twice as 
long and twice as wide, Thus, as the 
amount of light ts the same, the intens- 
ity is spread over four square feet in- 
stead. of one square foot. So, when 
you double the magnification of an 
object, you increase the area seen by 
four times, and if the intensity of the 
lighting remains the same, the illumi- 
nation is one-quarter the previous in- 
tensity... ; 

This is why an object, when looked 
at with a higher power, very often ~ 
appears much duller than with the 
lower magnification. 

‘This ts nol noticed so much when 
using bright field lighting, because 
there is usually more light than fs 
needed for the lower powers and the 
condenser on the substage ‘can be 
opened up to give more than enough 

light, but it is another story with top 
lighting. If the lighting is just suffici- 
ent to give adequate llumination with 
the lower magnification, any attempt 
‘to raise the magnification with either 
objective or eyepiece wil] result in an 
image poorer in appearance in com- 
parison with the lower power image. 

duly, '964 : 

By W. C, Woolard 

The remedy is to increase the 
amount of light and this may be 

carricd out in any one of three ways. 

The first ts to increase the intensity 
of the light source, using higher volt- 
age if one has a low voltage lamp, or 

using twa lamps instead of one. 
The second method is to move the 

lamp nearer to the object, remember- 
ing the law: reduce the distance to 
half and you increase the intensity 
four times. 

‘The third way is to use a Jens to 
focus light on to the object. But the 
smaller our fight source us focused, 
the greater the intensity. 

The Field Naturalists Club now has 
designs for two accessories for use 
with the F.N.OAW. Microscope. One 
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is a small attachmert, as shown in 
the line drawing Fig. 1, for intensify: 
ing the light when viewing objects 
with top lighting using, a LO object- 
ive lens. This attachment has a small 
bulls-eye léns which increases the light 
considerably and allows:a clear view 

of objects at the increased magnifica- 
lison, A limited number of these 
attachments are available from the 
Cheb at 10/+ each, As the device at- 
laches by a spring clip to the light- 
tube, no alteration to the standard 
set-up is required, 

The second item, shown in Fig. 2, 
is a small stand to support the stand- 
ard Lamp Tube and Intensitying Lens 
shown in Fig. 1, thus giving greater 

flexibility in arranging top lighting of 
objects to be viewed on the stage of 
the F.NC.V. Microscope. The stand 
consists of a vertical pillar, +4 in- 
diameter and 34 ins, high, fixed to 4 
solid ‘hase, Zins, square by 4 in, thick, 
with a sliding clip made from two 

+in. toa) clips joined back to back 
by a small yrin, metal-thread screw 
and nut. This sliding clip serves as 
2 universal joint for carrying the 
standard lamp with of without the in- 
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tensifier. Should you be Unable to 
make this stand yourself, a limited 
number will be available from the 
Club for 17/6. When the stand is 
set up with lamp intensifier a very 
bright spot of light is obtained for 
iNuminating microscopical specimens. 

Both the Intensifier and Lamp Stand 
are available by contacting Mr. W. 
C. Woollard, 24 Smythe Avenue, Mont 
Albert. 

F.N.C.V. Publications Available for Purchase 
FERNS OF VICTORIA AND TASMANIA, by N. A. Wakefield. The 116 species 

known and described and illustrated by line drawings, and there are 30 
photographs, Price 7/6. 

VICTORIAN TOADSTOOLS AND MUSHROOMS, by J. H, Willis. This desctibes 
120 Ipadsioal species and many other fungi. There are four coloured plates 
and 3% other illustrations, New edition. Price 9/~ ; 

THE ViCTORIAN NATURALIST. Except for about half the numbers of the 
first nine volumes: (1884 to 1893), almost all back numbers of the journal! are 
obtainable trom the club, Assoried lots are available, dealing with particular 
subjects (mammals, birds, orchids, geology and anthropology). 

PAMPHLETS, Lyrcbirds of Sherbrooke and Sherbrooke Diary, both by K. ©, 
Halafoff (i/- each). The Land Flora ef Victoria (from 1962 Wicrorian Year 
Buok) (2/-). The Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, by N. A. Wakefield (2/-), 

Address orders and inguiries to Sales Officer, F.N.C.V., National Herbarium, 
South Yarrs, S.E.1, Victoria. Payments should include postage. 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Annual Meeting, June &, 1964 
About one hundred members were 

eeesents with Mr. MK, Roughtonin the 
chair 

Mr. E. H, Coghill presented the Secre- 
tary’s teport for the year, as printed in 
the Func Marvretist, bur dieected that the 
first part of the section on “Accamma: 
dation” be deleted, as the main hall of 
ihe Herbarium: would stij] be available. 

The financial statement as printed in 
the Naturalist was presented by ‘Mr. A. 
G. Hooke. He stressed the contribution, 
largely duc to Mr. Wakefield's efforts, 
nade by supporting members Subserig- 
Lions increased by £88, while sales of the 
Reateraist and back numbers were down 

The continued support of the: Ingram 
Trust sn improving the qualily of the 
Natureliss was acknowledued, and a much 
appreciated legacy of £2,600 from the 
estaic of Miss Marion Wright of Western 
Australia wis reported, 

the following uthcers were elected: 

President—Mr. M. K. Houghton, 
Vice-Presidents—Messrs, A. Fairhall 

and FE, Byrne. 
Treavurer—Mr. A. G. Hooke. ; 
Assistant Treasurer—Miss M, Butchart, 
Edite;—My. J. R, Hudson, 
Assistant Editer—Mr RK. H, J, Me 

Queen. 
Lihrariaun—Mr. P. Kelly. 
Assestant Librarian—Miss M_ Lester. 
ig Seerroiry—Miss M, Allen- 

ee, 
Couneii—Messrs. E R. Allen, R. 

Candon, J. Ras Garnet, F. L. Jetfs, 
TY. Saul 

Mr. W. P. J. Evans consented to act 
ns Honorary Anditor for the coming year. 

Mr. E, Hanks moved w vate of thanks 
to the renring Council 

The Secretary announced that the L6J 
Natural History Medallion had been 
awartied to Mrs. Thistic Stead (Harris), 
who hud agcemed an inviiation fo atead 
the November General Meeting lo receive 
the award, 

A volunteer was requested lo go to 
seven bookstalls each month to pick up 
the previous month’s-unsald capies of the 
Neturdiis? and deliver the new ones, 

duly, 1964 

The President's sudress stressed the 
need for Nature Conservation, and ex- 
pressed apprehension concerning the fut- 
ure of Australian flora and fauna. In 
nrawy drsteicts of Victoria imercased 
planting of exonc pines was sweeping 
the natural plants aside, A special area 
af concern was Fishermen's Bend and 
the mauth af the river, a goad urea for 
shore birds and waders, Musk Duck, 
Pelicans and Crested Grebves, with Stilts 
and Avocets sf Appicton Dock. Two 
years app Young Sults were reared near 
the Princess of Tasmania Terminal and 
Pelicans could be seen drilling in unison. 
Bykes have betn formed criss-ccassing 
this country and soon the birds will have 
le eo elsewhere. 

Basic factors. must. be considered for 
ronservalion. Increasing -pressdre on the 
commaunity’s Jeuders will make for dif- 
feulty in peeserving such areas. |W Was 4 
matter of concern Ww members that, graw- 
ing up in @ large city, there were toat- 
bers of young people who wold nevey 
know the beuuties or characteristics of 
Australian components of the country- 
side. Their senses. Were tuned only to 
loud sounds, quick movement and bright 
colours so that they were mol able to 
appreciate the quietly changing aspects of 
the countryside. The bush was as alien 
as lo the ¢arly settlers. It should concern 

> us that muny young people would never 
know the real pleasure, that we had, in 
birds’ calls and Manna Gums by’ moun- 
lain streams. Afier exvhly years of cxist- 
ence this Club could only show one 
Junior Club in a city of neatly two nil- 
lions. The Hawthorn Junior Club could 
be a blueprimt for many more sitar 
clubs throughout Melbourne, 

Miss J. Waollard saict thac parents 
often asked where ther children cold 
go. Mr. D. McInnes sand if mecded only 
two of dhrec enthusiasts in an area to 
sturt a new group, Mr. 2, Bames suz- 
gested (hal cirgulars about ite Club 
Microscope sent lo schools might slart a 
new croup. Miss M. Allender advised 
stlecting some localities widely spart and 
muking a start in such centres 

Mr, E, Francis pomted out that chil- 
dren showed interest in rocks, and Mrs, 
Salau supported this view, saying: that 
farents at the Natuie Shows often en- 
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quited where they could learn about 
them. Mr. A. Pairhall said that Teachers’ 
Colleges had god deachets, instancing 
Mr. Hyett and the Nature Club al Bur- 
workl, Mr. E. Byrne spoke of the lack of 
trme in the Watore Stody course at the 
Colléses. Misa J. Waolland sald that white 
Young chiklren were intercsted, especially 
in birds, marriculahon work interfered 
with the interest, She said that Somers 
Camp wth Mr A, Reid's work and paper 
was a bright spot in Hit outlook, 

Mr. J) Quirk wartied of 4 threat to 
txterminite seals aff southern Victoria 

in Uhe Interests of the Fishing industry. Ife 
moved 7 resolution that the FNCV 
nated with aluri rhe threal to seals arid 
requested the Eovernihent to take steps 
mat lo haem them, This Was supported 

Mr, J, Ros Garnet Me Stawell 
warned that the aithi was extéfminatiint 
and not just the destruction of a few 
sealsy. Mr, Garnet adytsed influencing 
members of parliament io help ro shape 
events. Mr. J. Baines deplored the 
tibbling at purks hy removing trees from 
the Fileroy Gardens, and said that Coun- 
cil should register a protest, 

Exhibits (n¢luded! rocks from HKeath- 
cee anil Beechworth (Mr. ©. Francis); 
Deesera binata Tron) Mt. Clyde (Mes. 
Sulfiectarid); a curiqus fichen from Bris- 
hone Ranges (Mr Jo R. Garnet). double 
Griattenei vermicotus (Mrs. & Ben- 
nett)! Wood sections from Forest Pro- 
duets (Mr. RB. Mcinnes and Mr. W, Wool- 
lard), longicorm beetles, genus Heselesis, 
wilh very short elytra. long hindwings 
and handed abdomen resembling flowei 
wasps, <ollected in the Brisbane Ranges 
on flowers of the Grass Tree (Me. P- 
Kelly), a fowe stick-inseet and a birels- 
nest funuwus.. Miss J. Wooilarcd exhibited 
hatul colored Photoerapts of Austcalian 
wild flowers hy [he tale Mr, Fred Bishap, 

Fourteen new tmembers whose names 
the Sune Neataralise ware appear in 

clegted. 
Mr, H, Stewart brought to netice the 

current excellent number of Wrororta's 
Resowrcves Mupazine—a wild Mower issue. 

Migvaseopical Group—ebraary 19, 1964 

Mr, LeMaistre was in the chat wl this 
meeling, which was ullended by twenty- 
six members and yisitors. 

Mr D. Melnnet tnnaunced that ao 
seelion of (he club journal would in the 
Future he set aside for articles en micro 
scopy. cntde:d “The Nahonlisc and the 
Microscope”. 

Bo 

Kits compnsing smal! quantitics of all 
of the materials tecessary for rack- 
section orinding were of) sale, alse a part 
of the micrascupical cuvipment of ihe 
Tae Br Bob Wishart was offered fur sale 
to members oF the grap. Mr Woollard 
intormed the Members that he would be 
able to supply condensing lenses for the 
"Club" micnascope: 

The vest of the evening was devoted 
to a display of stained botanical sections 
made by Mr. Chil Nance, which were 
projccred on roa screen through Mu. E. 
Snell's micraprajector. Mr. Nance iden- 

tified all et the differcht plant ussytes of 
these most beautifully stained sections, 
the colowre of which have lo be seen te 
be beliewedl. 

Showing under microscopes Were some 
specimens of fuschia, destnids and of the 
elusive water bears. 

Microscopical Group—Marecb 24, 1964 
This mecting was attended by twenty- 

seven members and visitors, and Mr b&b. 
icMaistre was in the chair. 

Mr D, Melones sueeested that the 
vroup’s séclion on the club journal should 
cbver two aspects of mictoscopy: deserip- 
lion of technique and of things to be 
seen, 

The guest speaker for the evening, Mr. 
Y, Colcheedas, wha is a laboratory tech- 
nician tov Tromak, commenced tis most 
iuminating talk by stwywing the group 
an & mm. movie ¢olour Alm takea with 
ame lapse photography. This film 
showed most dracalieally the growth of 
the pencillin fungus in a petri dish, He 
then wear oon to outline the history of 
anlibioiics fray Fleming's discovery of 
penicillin in 1929. Uofortiinately he onty 
used it for diagrestic purposes and it 
was Florcy who ten veare bater used 
excracts of Unix Important fungus for the 
treatment uf «disease. 

The speaker then went of lo describe 
in detai? the way in which the mould was 
cultured and the peaicilin extracted 

Mr. Calchwedas showed the group petri 
dishes with growing OAcléna and ¢cmon- 
stated the antiblotic actlon of penicillin 
evidenced by blank spates surrounding 
areas where penicillin was present. 

Under the |? microscépes in use were 
shown pencil mould growths and 
stained buctevin. 

Microscopical! Group—aAprit 15, 1964 
Nineleen members and visitors allended 

this mectiny, which was chaired by Mr, 
E. LeMaistre: 
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A lurge pyimber of Wocks and sides 
cut out of perspex were available for 
those who washed to make “Micro Jars” 
(sce article by H, A, Dade}, Mr. P. 
Genery spoke about the necessity ol barl- 
ing the glycerine and water mixwre for 
removal of dissolved air before filline 
“Micro Sars". -_ 

Mr, Willams fromthe firm of Etec- 
frames Industries Lid, kindly broughe 
agiong wwe of Bausch aad Lomb’s new 
microscopes for the group's examination 
Model ES.M. 10 and 100 were sdeal for 
the youngster, although the WX poag- 
Hifleation was too Aigh. Model $/2.2. was 
equipped with a “Zoom” eyepice and took 
the magnification from 25X to 100X 
most cramatically, The focussing tape 
had both advantages and disadvantages, 
but most members expressed Aissppoint- 

ment at the flack of a subsiage condenser. 
Sumples of chatemaceaus earth fram 
appy Valley were available to members 

who wanted them, Mr. H. Barratt out- 
lined inh those present bis inethod uf 
cieanmy und separating diatoms. for lide 
otaking. He said thal the specimen con- 
tained fossil types of freshwater diatoms. 

Mikrascopical Group—Msy 20, 1964 
Thirty-five members anil vesitors ate 

iended this meeting, which was held of 
the Forest Products Division of ine 
CS.LRLO. at Sauth Melbourne. 

Members assembled In the lecture hall, 
where first the role of the light micrm- 
scope in identifying wooxl by the strucrure 

~ of its vessels und tracheids was explained. 
Then tm a most fucid Hiagner the theory 
ame lechmane of electron nmcrescopy was 
explains, ' 

Those preseitj Were theo taken intw the 
lahnaratones and in small groups allowed 
to enter the electron microscope room 
amd vwew @ specimen of wood-tmsue 
through the department's Siemens elec- 
Won micvoscope Under 4 magnification 
of 20,000%. They were then tuken to 
wimesa the “nla microtome” in apera- 
tion. Froin there members went to exam- 
ih the (maeniivent Zeiss microscope with 

~ ts built-in camera and several diferent 
forwis of Wunidation Although fixed to 
a steel shovk-prbif desk, this mstrament 
Was neverthelesd So sensilive that it could 
not he used Juring the peak traffic peniad 
became of gibriben. 

Finally members were conducted tn a 
faboratory Where lechnicians were cul- 
ling, slainine. and makinw slides of wood 
sections, those vio wanted them: could 
lake home sample Slides 

July, 1964 

The evening was ro\inded off by a 
supper supplied by the department. during 
whech our chawman, r. LeMaisite, 
thanked all those who had made the 
pVering possible aad We members of the 
;TOUp so welcome, 

Hotany Group—May 14, 1964 
Members’ night brought forward an 

array of iiievesting and vacled togics, all 
unusual. Mr. Bo Fubrer’s first subject was 
slime moulds, and slides of close-ups of 
these Were shown. Ele then an t 
Pultennead weinderfer) and gave sone 
detail of its distribulion, a5 well as show- 
ing slides of its habitat. Mr. Rex Filsuw 
had prepared lichens under the micro- 
scope and graphic detail of the fruiting 
hody of the lichen, Mr. K, Kleinecke’s 
subject was the Hartz Mountains of Ger- 
many, and a wealth of detail was piven 
af its animals and ayinerals and, in par- 
Ceular, iis forests and conservation laws, 

Reports covered the Kallista excursion 
given by Miss A. Moke, und arranpe- 
ments to dale seserding publication of 
Wildfiowers of Wicturia were given by 
Mr, J. Baines. The reat excurven was 
decided for Jist May to Blackwood 
Ranges, meeting at 9.30 a.ni., Batra 
Avenue. 

The text mesting, LJth June, will in- 
cliide athe elcesion of officers for the 
ensuing twetve months. 

Geology Group—Iune 3, 1964 
Twenty-three members were presen, 

with Mr. 1. Angior in the chitic Mr, R. 
Davidson reparled briefly aon wo visit to 
Horsham, where he pave «a Jecture on 
“Fossils” to the jocal Field Naturalists 
Club. Inchuding visiturs. about 100 per- 
some attended. Mr. N. Wiamore stated 
that he had interviewed Mr. Exst, of the 
Stale Rivers and Water Supply Commiis- 
sion, seeking his co-opersben in pre- 
serving glacial pavenrents jikely to be 
damaved by waters of the Eppalock 
Wer. Mr. Fast was prepared to help, 
and asked for detailed particulars, which 
Mr. Wigmore is by supply fa writing. 
Mr, F, Robbins, of Rendizo, is phota- 
praphing the pavements by stereopboto- 
graphy, so that a permanent record mug 
be available, Meps are also-to bo taken 
to Wot carrectly jhe lucalion of the pave- 
nmvnis on dhe surwey map: Furiber plans 
Were OHtlied for the Group's exhibit at 
he neal Nature Show. Alvangements 
were Made for an excimsion io Bulla and 
the Organ Pipes. at Sydenham on San- 
day, 7h June 
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~ Yeterves 

The subject for the evening was “Geol- 
ogy of Ihe Mesozoic’ by Mr, R. Tavid- 
son. The speaker opened the subjcet by 
making brief reference to the naming of 
the different cras and periods and the 
great changes of life which had taken 
place at the enc oF each. This could be 
qualified a$ outside of Europe no ereat 
break mecurced hetween the Palneoxuic 
and jhe Mesozoic. The Triassic was first 
pianned in England and Germany, the 
Juraswe after Wie Jura Mountams of 
Evirope and the Cretaceous from the chalk 
deposts of England the the Continent 
Four most of the Mesozoic period the 
types af planis were lhorse-tails, conifers 
and cycads. Fhe dominate farms of 
animal life were amphibians, saufians and 
amminoids. Desett of dry conditions ap- 
peared to be the climatic environment for 
» considerable time, resulting in the 
Triassic of huge deposits of salt, com- 
ined with magnesium and phosphates. 
There was 4 proliferation of the seplilian 
forms of life, including pterodactyls in 
the air. During the Jurassic a Warm 
climate cxtended almost sll over the 
Jobe. combined with 3vamps and shal- 
low Jakes, A lexurionmt vegetation Isid the 
foundations of the coal measures found 
in the formations of this period, Reptilian 
life reached ils apex with forms ranging 
fram fnee to small in the ait, on tuncl, 
and in the sea, The Cretaceous was 
marked by extensive marine conditions 
umd flucxting of the fand. Reoliles Were 
still dommani, bet became practically ex- 

unct DY the end of the perniod.:Tn the 
Upper Cretaccous modern flowering 
Plants began fo appear, thus comsiler- 
ably brightening the landscape Mar- 
aupizls and mammals were gradually 
beconting prominent 

Tn Australia, although much the same 
sequence of Dhysical conditions applied, 
the farms of life appeared to be some- 
What more sparse and different. Only 
traces of dinosaurs Nave, as yet, been 
found im Atstralia. Extensive Triassic 
swamps around the present site of Syd- 
ney Jaid down some 2,000 feet of sand- 
stone, The Triassic is only poorly repre- 
sented in Victoria at Bacchus Marsh, 
where it appears to he conformable with 
the Permian. ‘The Jurassic is found in the 
Otwavs, af Lorne, and Geelong and 
contains the coal measures at Wonthaggi. 
Vhe Cretaceous Js net represented in 
Victoria, but an extensive invasion by the 
sea from north to south could have 
almost divided the continent. Many sand- 
stones of the famous artesian basin were 
alsa formes! at thes Lime. The speaker 
emphasized the point thal owing to the 
sparsily of the Mesozoic in Victoria, it 
was almost impossitle ta study it thar- 
oughly. An interesting discussion closed 
the lecture, 

Exhitits: A cortiprehensive collection 
of fossils to illustrate has tecture (Mr. 
Ravidson); sections of Limburgite fram 
quarry at Pretty Sally Hill, under both 
high aad low power. shuwing olivine 
changed to iddingsile and augite, 

Field Naturalists: Club of Victoria 

Librarian's Amual Report, 
1963-1964" 

Purine Whe year there have been atib- 
shantial addittens to stock in all sections 
ot the Library, The installation of a 
modern, efficient loans s¥slem hax facile- 
tated Nandiing the greut. increase in the 
number of foans to metropohtan, coun- 
try and interstate members aad to mem- 
bers of affiliated orunizutions. 

The following members stalled the 
Library duving this period; Librarian, 
Miss M. T. Argo: Assistant Librarian, 
Mr P. (3: Kelly: Eotany Group Librar- 
ian. Mr. 1, A. Baines: Puuna Survey 

*Vhic and the too following Kewores were 
e som late for jreluston in fi dune 

issue af the Neturaiiat— Edttor 
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Group Libranan, Mr, 0, Woodrulf, 
Gealory Group Libravian, Mrs, M. 
Salau; Marine Biology and Entomulesy 
Group Librarian, Mr. P.G, Kelly: Micra- 
scopicul Group Librarian, Mr, P, Genecy- 
It is hoped that these members will be 
able be continue their assistance bo Lhe 
Library during the coming yeur 

A recently completed stock take dis- 
closed several luridred hooks miss. 
including seme recen| acquistlions, elso 
a laree number of perioicals, Ta an 
endeavalr fo recover the maximo 
nuniber Of these publications, an appeal 
has been made to members to relurt 
oyendve toans, [ists have also heen clis- 
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played at meetings and are being pub- 
lished an the Neturalry)- 

Plans are now being finalized to com- 
pletely re-accession the stack of baoks 
and bound volumes of periodicals Un- 
bound volumes of periodicals will be 
bound as parts to complete cur sets as 
they come to hand, Lists of parts and 
volumes requited are being dispatched 
to exchange organizations, universities, 
and sesentifc societies, 

Tt is regretted that it has been necess 
sary to Cover over the main book-shelves 
and cordon off the remainder of the 
Library: this is & precautionary measure ' 
in view of the large number of missing 
publications. 

Members will be sorry to hear that as 
from 1963 the Moomba Nature Show 
has-been discontinued, Our Library had 
organized the Publications Stand at the 
Show, with the satisfactory financial 
resulc to the Club af about £260. profit 
from sales of publications over the whole 
period (1958 to 1963), 

The Library looks forveard to a very 
successful year during 1964/65, and 
thanks members for their mach appre- 
ciated co-pperation dutjna the past year. 

Groups 
Microscopical 

The Microscopical Group has jusr 
completed aA most interesting and active 
year, : ; 

Possitly the most Important, single 
evenc of the year was the birth of the 
FNC Y. Microscdpe, the product partly 
of the Groop but mainty through, the 
work and organization of Messrs, Mc- 
Innes and Woollard. Sules of the micro- 
scope started well, fallowing ihe dhsplay 
ut the Nature Show, and have continued 
lo the present day. - 

The year was marred by the tragic loss 
of Dr. Bob Wishait, folowing a lone 
ufness, and the resivration of Mr. jack 
Evans, also ihrovzh tllness. Both of ihese 
members have left an indelible impres> 
sion on microscopy in Austealia, and both 
have bequeathed to the Club a consid- 
erable amount of eqtupment, slides, 
yhemicals, and literature which, of course, 
bas been vary doceplable, On the credil 
side wis the gsin of a number of new 
meinbers. masily heginers, but also rhe ; 

duly: 1564 

discovtry that we have in Victoria a 
most avtstanding mecrescopist and my- 
cologist of wortd-standing in the person 
of Mr. H. A. Dade of Benalla. ; 

Lectures were given by three outside 
speakers on the clfimate structure of the 
living cell as elucidaled by the electron 
microscope, on the laboratory techniquy 
of yeast extraction and on penicillin pro- 
duction. Five members of the group gaye 
falke full ef interest on diatom and 
opaque slide making, on desmius, butan- 
boul aectioh-cuttine am)- staining Two 
“Members Nights" were held, and two 
nights were devoted to the projection 
through a member's micro-projector of 
botames! and rock sections. The latter 
was of particular interest as polarised 
Jight was used and showed great pos- 
sibifities. En addition a film night attracted 
gonie forty ysiturs and mentbers. 

Altendances. at all of the above events 
wert consistenuly good. Because of she 
influx of members new 10 microscopy the 
grealest interest Was in talks devoted lo 
Practical microscopy, 

Faunn Survey 

This yeur the Fauna Group has ex: 
perienced @ continuation of the kind ca- 
operation of the Fisherles and Wildlife 
Department and monthly meetings are 
held under the auspices of this depari- 
ment. 

Active field work Involving the collec 
fign and examination of mammal bone 
remains has taken place, Much work has 
been done in the western parts of the 
Stale (his year, and a great deal of assist- 
ance and ca-opecation has been received 
from interested members of several coun- 
iry clubs. Some of the results of these 
Investigations have been already pub- - 
lished. in the Narueatisr and other papers 
are being prepared. 

Throughout the vear spotlighting ex- 
tursions have been made by small pares 
of group members, und the result af 
these have beeo maosi rewarding. 

Several new faces have uppesred at the 
group meetings, and membership con- 
tinwes to grow satisfactorily, 

Someé of the expenses incurred by the 
Fauna Suivey Group In field work and 
jhe purchase of equipment have again 
been met hy a generous grant from the 
M.A. Ingram Trust, 



F.N.C.V. Library—Missing Books 
Section: Vertebrate Zoology Cexcluding. fishes) Study Group Librarian: 

Mr D, Woodruit 
Book No. Author and title 1 

~  D2/12 Fitzsimmons: Snakes. | : 
D2/26 Kinghorn: Snakes of Australia {copy 1). 
D2/23 Waite: Reptiles and amphibians of South Australju. 
Ci/2 and Ct/3 Gould: Birds of Australia, vols, 1 and 2. 
Cis ~ Halk Key to the birds of Australia (rev. ed), 
C25 Gosse: Birds of Samuica. 
(2/12 Littlejohn and Lawrence: Birds of our bush. 
C213 Belcher: Birds of the district of Geclone. 
C3/) Coward: Migration of birds. 
c3/4 : Atkinson: British birds eggs 

Harrap: Wild animals of Australia, 
Brazenor: Mammals of Yociotia. 

This is merely a selection of books. missing from the section. Members holding 
any books or periodicals from the library are urged to return them as soon as 
possible, both oul of consideration for fellow-members, and to avoid the necessity 
of further action taken for recovery or replacement. Any information as.to the - 
whereabouts of missing books or. periodicals would he welcomed by ihe club 
librarian or, by the appropriate Group librarian. 

CALLING ALL 

Nature 
Photographers! 

Select your equipment fram 

WAGNER’S comprehensive stocks of Exakta, Leica, Pentax, 

Praktica, ete. also telephoto lenses, close up attachments, electronic 
ee ne) eee 

flash and accessories. { nee tek 

R. H. WAGNER & Sens Pty. Ltd. 

43 Elizabeth Street (corner Flinders Lane} 

Telephone 62 3114 

Also Chadstone Shopping Centre” 
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The Wild Flower and Nature Show, 1964 

On Monday, August 31, and on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, September | 
and 2, the Lower Melbourne Town 

Hall will be the site for the annual 
Wild Flower and Nature Show, staged 
by the members of the Society for 
Growing, Australian Plants and by the 
F.N.C.V. The wild flowers, from all 
Australian States, are garden grown, 
There will be a comprehensive display 
from the Maranoa Gardens, Balwyn. 

The main display by the F.N.C.V. 
will be a realistic beach scene, feat- 
uring typical birds and flora of the 
foreshore, and fauna of the tidal zone. 
The birds in this scene are a special 
feature, and are the subject dealt with 
in the printed leaflets, which emphasize 
the need for their protection and pre- 
servation. 

The Botany Group will stage an 
exhibit depicting Australian conifers. 
For purposes of comparison reference 
will be made to some exotic species. 

The exhibit prepared by the Geology 
Group will explain and demonstrate 
the more important elements which 
constitute our earth. 

The Hawthorn Junior Branch of the 
F.N.C.V. will demonstrate methods 
used in making rock slides for view- 
ing under the F.N.C.V. microscope. 

LETTER TO 

Sir, 
In the article “Bird Life at the 

M.M.B.W. Farm, Vict. Nat. 1, 81, May 
1964, it is stated that nesting boxes have 
been erected in the lagoons by bird 
watchers, who also band the young 
ducks. In case this should cause con- 
fusion. it should be understood that 
banding ducks in Victoria can only be 
carried out by the Fisheries and Wildlife 
Department. Birds other than ducks may 
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As a special feature, a number of 
these will be used for showing live 
specimens of marine and pond life, 
insects, and. various other slides. Mrs. 
Freame will exhibit her extensive col- 
lection of preserved marine specimens. 

The Entomology and Marine Biol- 
ogy Group will have a display of live 
marine life, shells, and a novel entomo- 
logical exhibit. The ever popular live 
spiders, snakes, and lizards will again 
be on view. 

The State Film Centre has made 
available an excellent selection of 
Nature Films, which will be shown 
free at frequent intervals. 

Members are asked to make this 
function known as widely as possible, 
and to assist with the setting up, and 
especially with the supervising of the 
show. 

At the August General Meeting of 
the Club, forms will be distributed on 
which members will be asked to in- 
dicate at what times they will be 
available to help. A great deal of 
assistance is needed, and those free to 
offer this would find it both interesting 
and rewarding. 

It will be noted that, this year, the 
Show will be held in the school holi- 
days. 

THE EDITOR 

of course be banded by licenced amateurs 
under permits from this Department and 
the C,S.I.R.O. 

Officers of this Department were also 
responsible for erecting the nesting boxes 
at the farm. 

Yours faithfully, 
A. DUNBAVIN BUTCHER 
Director of Fisheries and Wildlife 

29 June, 1964 
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This is one of David Fleay’s photographs of a Numbat (Myrmecobius fasciatus) 
eating lermites. It appeared originally in the May 1942 number of the Vict, Nat. 
(59: 4), 
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Native Pines 

Pines belong to the flower and seed- 
bearing division of the plant kingdom 
known us Spermatophyta. This divi- 
sion has the further subdivisions, 
Gyntnospermae and Anviospermae, 
which latter is sometimes called the 
subdivision of true flowering plants. 
Gymnosperms are the naked-seeded 
plants, and are distinguished from 
Angiosperms by having flawers con- 
sisting of stamens and ovules without 
an ovary, without a style, and without 
floral design—that is, simple abd essen- 
lial flowers only. Since pines have 
these characteristics they ate gymoo- 
sperms or members of Gyninaspermae- 

Gymnosperms are further divided 
into 2 number of orders, only one of 
which concerns us. here, Coniferales, 
or conifers, This order is made up of 
seven families, three of whith, 
Cephalotaxaceae, Taxaceue, and Pine- 
ceae, do ot occur naturally in Ans- 
tralia and four of which, Cupressaceae, 
Araucariaceses, Porlocerpaceae, and 
Taxediacene, do. Tt would be wise to 
point out at this juncture, that othor 
systems of classification exist, duc to 
the adoption of diftereat criteria and 
varying emphasis on characteristics hy 
individual botanists. This is very con- 
fusing to the seeker of information but, 
it should be realized. has little practical 
effect on ihe recognition of species, 
there being generally a greater degree 
of accord at this level, 

The family Cupressaceae is repre- 
seoted in Australia hy the genera 
Callitris, Diselma and Actinostrobus. 
Thev all have very small sculetike 
leaves closely borne along the branch- 
lets, and carry many secds to the 
cone, the cones being valved and 
glibular in shape. 
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By Steve MagsHaLl 

Cailttris columeftaris—White Cypress 
Pine is often known os Murray Pine, 
occurring as it does in the Murray 
Valley as well as in drier areas of five 
mainland states, including rain-shadow 
areas Io East Gippsland and to the 
north and west of Mclbournc, Owing 
to the economic development of taod 
it is now much more restricted in 
distribution than it used to be. 

As in other members of the genus, 
C. columellaris has six valves to the 
fruiting cone, three long and three 
short, In this species, however, the 
comes are never warted and only finely 
wrinkled, and about 7 tn diameter. 
The leaves are whorled, averaging 
seventeen to the inch along branchlets, 
and their outer surface is rounded. 
Sometimes juvenile leaves are prevent, 
erect and prickly, and this churac- 
teristic also occurs in other species of 

the genus. This species is tree-Jike in 
form, occasionally reaching sixty feet. 

Callitris preissii—Slender Cypress 
Pine ranges through the Wimmera anil 
Mallee in Victoria, and occurs in three 
other mainland states, nol extending 
as fur as Queensland io the oorth, 
This species could be confused with 
C, columellaris, as it is similar in 
form, tn leaf-shape and arrangement. 
However, cones usually bear jJarge 
scaijlercdl warts, and the tree forms an 
alliance with a shenak, Casuarina 

cristata, on sand-ridges, Moreover, the 
cones are larger, the scales thicker, 
and the cones are borne on the tree 
long afler matunty- 

Calliivis, verrwcosa—Serub) Cypress 
Pine ranges from the Victorian Malice 
to all niainland states, and is stmelar 
in feaf detail to C. cafimeileris and 
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FIGURE 1—Callitris columellaris. FIGURE 2—Callitris pressii. 

Ficure 8—Callitris verrucosa. 

C. preissii, but the cones are densely 

warted and the habit never exceeds a 

stunted tree. It is usually shrubby, 

spreading and branching. growing 
amid definite mallee types of vege- 
tation. 

Callitris rhomboidea—Oyster Bay 
Pine is chiefly near-coastal in distri- 
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FIGURE 4—Callitria rhomboidea 

bution, occurring in all states except 
Western Australia. In Victoria it 
grows as far inland as the Little and 
Big Deserts, the Grampians and Mt. 

Arapiles. Whorls of leaves are more 

spaced than in the above species, about 

ten per inch, and the outer surface of 

the leaf is keeled. Cone-scales are 
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broadest towards the tip. and the 
cones are wrinkled, each scale bear- 
ing a very prominent backward-bent 
wedge-shaped structure in its Upper 
part. In form this pine is either a 
pyramidal shrub or a small tree. 

Callitris endlicheri—Black Cypress 
Pine is distributed from south-east 
Queensland through the tablelands of 
New South Wales to the Upper Snowy 
and the north-east of Victoria. Leaves 
are spaced and keeled as in C. rhom- 
boidea, but in the cones the scales are 
narrowed upwards, and each has a 
small prominence towards its tip. The 
cones are generally smallish and more 
oval than in most species, and the 
tree is small to medium in size. often 
about thirty feet in height. 

Callitris macleayana—Port Mac- 
quarie Pine grows in the north-coastal 
region of New South Wales to Queens- 

Jand. It is unusual in the genus by 
reason of its occurrence in subtropical 
rain-forest and its distinctive cones: 
unlike those of other species the scales 
are of equal length, forming six flat- 
tened sides tapering to a pointed apex. 
The tree can be very tall, up to 150 
feet, but is usually smaller. 

Callitris muelleri—Ilawarra Pine is 
very restricted in distribution, being 
confined to the Sydney-Wollongong 
district. The leaves are rather longer 
than in most species, and the cones 
have a flattened top, due to the three 
larger scales being oblong and blunt, 
whilst the intermediate smaller ones 
are pointed and long-triangular. The 
tree is stiff and erect in form and 
occasionally up to fifty feet tall. 

Callitris oblonga grows only in 
Tasmania, and is there known as 
Native Cypress. The leaves are simi- 
lar to those of C. rhomboidea which 
also grows in the State, but the cones 
are rather longer than round. the tips 
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of the scales being narrowed and 
blunt with a small prominence, It 
ranges from about 6 feet to 10 feet 
in height, and is symmetrical in form. 

Callitris drummondii—Drummond’s 
Cypress Pine has a largely coastal dis- 
tribution in South and Western Aus- 
tralia, and is a shrub or small tree. 
The cones are small, rounded and 
smooth, occasional forms having a 
spur on the scale, but this is never 
prominent. 

Callitris morrisonii—Morrison’s Cy- 
press Pine inhabits rocky places in 
the south-west of Western Australia, 
and is similar in form and in fruiting 
cone to C. drummondii. However, 
there is a greater relative difference 
in size between the smaller and the 
larger scales, and the leaves are more 
grey-blue in colour. 

Callitris roei—Roe's Cypress Pine 
grows in Western Australia. but is 
rare. Twelve to fifteen feet high, its 
cones are quite distinctive, the scales 

meeting at the top of the cone along 
three lines which radiate from the 
centre at angles of 120 degrees. Each 
scale also has a distinct prominence 
on its surface. 

Diselma archeri grows only in Tas- 
mania, and is there distributed from 
the central plateau to the west and 
south-west in wet places more or less 

at 4,090 feet clevation. Shrubby and 
about six feet high, it is occasionally 
rather larger. It has very small leaves 
close to the stem, close together and 
keeled on the outer surface. The cones 
are borne on the ends of branchlets, 
and are usually less than 3” diameter. 

Actinostrobus — pyramidalis—Swan 
River Cypress Pine is near-coastal in 
distribution in the south-west of 
Western Australia. The leaves are 
small, scale-like and close to the stems, 
but it makes a dense-foliaged, upright 
bush about ten feet in height. The 
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Figure 7—Cones of C, rhomhoidea. 

cones are distinguished from those of 
Callitris species by having scales of 
equal length which in turn are sur- 
rounded by outer scales and bracts 
which are shorter. In this species. the 
cones are rounded, about 3” diameter. 

Actinostrobus psammophila—Sand- 

plain Cypress occurs in Western Aus- 
tralia, also. It has more greyish foli- 
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FictreE 8—Cones of Actinostrobus pyramidalis. 

age than A. pvramidalis and the cones 

are more conical than rounded. 

Actinostrobus acuminatus iS a pros- 

trate shrub from Western Australia, 
having smaller leaves than A. pyramtid- 

alis, and the cones taper to a neck 
near their top and then shortly spread. 

The family Araucariaceae is repre- 
sented in Australia by the genera 
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Agathis and Araucaria. All species are 
tropical or subtropical in distribution, 
being denizens of the rain-forest. 

Agvathis robuyta—Kauri Pine is dis- 

tributed through near-coastal ranges 
in Queensland, and is scarce. The 

leaves average four inches long by 
one or two inches broad, and are 
parallel-veined, thick and leathery. 

The seedlings, however, have different 
foliage; at this stage the leaves are 
stalkless and average one inch long 
by 4” wide. The cones are reminiscent 
of those of cedars, 3 to 5’ long and 
up to 4” in diameter, the scales are 
numerous and closely overlap, and 
being thickened at their ends project 
from the overall body of the cone in 
regular but rugged shape. 

The species is a very stout tree 
50 to 150 feet in height, having a very 
robust trunk branchless for the major- 
ity of its height, giving a long column 
and canopy appearance. 

Agathis palmerstoni also grows only 
in Queensland with a more northerly 
distribution than A. robusta, the area 
moreover not being at all extensive. 
The leaves are similar to those of 
A. robusta but are smaller and nar- 
rower. The cones are also smaller and 

more oval. The shape of the tree 
follows the pattern set by Kauri Pine 
and, sometimes, this species is slightly 
larger. 

There is another northern species. 
Agathis mticrostachya, which is pre- 

sumably similar to the previous two, 
but details are difficult to discover in 
the literature. 

Araucaria bidwillii—Bunya Pine is 
another native of the Queensland rain- 

forest, being restricted to a fairly 
smali area in the south-east of the 
State. It is readily recognizable by its 
symmetry and dome-shaped crown. 
reaching up to 100 feet and more. 
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Leaves are in two forms, some being 
straight, narrow and 4” to #” long, 
others being lanceolate and about 14” 
long by 4” to 4” wide. Both forms are 
prickly and spirally arranged, although 
twisting of the leaf-bases in the larger 
flattened form makes them appear in 
regular alternate arrangement. The 
fruiting cones of this species are enor- 
mous, and superficially like pineapples 
in form. They are often up to one foot 
in length, and seven or eight inches in 
diameter, and commonly develop at the 
extreme top of the tree. 

Araucaria cunninghamii—Hoop Pine 
has a greater range than Bunya Pine, 
growing in similar habitats in New 
South Wales as well as in Queensland. 
Its distribution, however, could not 

be said to be extensive. Apart from its 
finer foliage, the tree achieves a lesser 
degree of symmetry than A. bidwillit, 
and the branches appear to bear foli- 
age in bunched or knotted growth. 

Again, the leaves are in two forms, 
the one being lance-shaped or trian- 
gular, up to 3?” long and sharp-pointed, 
the other shorter, crowded, over- 
lapping and short-pointed. The cones 
are ovoid, about 3” long and 2” to 

3” in diameter. Regular indentations 
Tunning laterally in the bark produce 
the hoop effect which gives the tree 
its name, but it should be noted that 
this characteristic has more emphasis 
in the Bunya Pine, at least in garden- 
grown specimens. 

The family Podocarpaceae is repre- 
sented in Australia by the genera 
Phyllocladus, Dacrydium,  Micro- 
cachrys, Pherosphaera and Podocar- 

pus. The distinguishing feature of the 
family is the absence of cones as 
ordinarily understood, the seed being 
solitary and borne either on scale- 
like bracts or on a fleshy coloured 
outgrowth from the seed stalk. 

Phyllocladus aspleniifolius—Celery- 

top Pine is restricted to Tasmania in 
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bidwillit. Ficgtr= 11—Foliage of A. 

wet forest from sea level to 2,500 feet. 
Its occurrence is mainly in the western 
half of the island. 

The leaves are straight, narrow and 
taper-pointed, but are only obvious in 
the seedling stage, being reduced to 
scales in the adult form when the leaf 
function 1s taken over by cladodes 
which spring from the axils of the 
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FIGURE 12—Foliage of A. cunninghamii. 

scales. These cladodes are flattened, 
broad branchlets, rhomboidal in shape 
(almost diamond-shaped), but usually 
deeply cut. The seeding structures are 
borne directly on the cladodes and 

consist of a bract scale, a fleshy out- 

growth called an aril, and the seed 
surmounting but eventually surrounded 
by the aril. 
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FIGURE 13—Foliage of Agathia robusta. 

The trees range about 60 feet in 
height, some specimens having both 
male and female flowers, some having 
all male or all female flowers. 

Dacrydium franklinii—Huon Pine 

also is endemic to Tasmania, ranging 
through only the south-western por- 
tion of the territory of Celery-top 
Pine. This species grows about 70 
feet high, and has two forms of leaf, 
the juvenile being straight, narrow and 
sharp-pointed, the adult about 49 inch 
long, sharply keeled on the outer 
surface, pressed close to each other 
and to the stem. 

Male and female flowers are on 
separate trees, and the fruiting body is 
borne on the ends of the pendant 
branchlets. This body consists of a 
number of bract scales separated by 
internodes, and within these scales sit 
the ovuliferous scales and the seed. 
Although the bract scales and inter- 
nodes are somewhat fleshy when ripe, 
the whole structure approaches a cone 
in form, if minute. 

The discovery of fossil pollen of 
this or a closely related species in land 
masses through a wide are of the 
Southern Ocean may be indicative of 
a wider distribution of Huon Pine in 
the early Tertiary. 

Microcachrys tetragona, the only 
species of the genus. is also restricted 
to Tasmania, Its range is from the 
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Ficure 14—Foliage of Podocarpus elata. 

centra! plateau to the west and south- 
west, and it has a preference for ex- 
posed sites in wet sub-alpine areas, 
where it is a prostrate shrub with very 
small, closely-pressed, keeled leaves. 

The seeding arrangement resembles 

that of the Huon Pine, but there is a 
greater aggregation of fertile scales as 
well as an increase in size, and this 
makes the approach to the cone form 
more obvious, despite the persistent 
fleshiness of the bract scales. 

Pherosphaera hookeriana has a 
similar distribution to Microcachrys, 
and the foliage is not unlike that of 
the latter, although it is not as regu- 
larly arranged. It is, however, a densely 
branched shrub and about three to 
eight feet high. 

Ovules develop on the upper sur- 
face of the bract scales, which are 

brown and aggregated, but few are 
fertile and the fruiting structure does 
not grow as large as in Microcachrys. 

Pherosphaera fitzgeraldi is restricted 
to damp situations in the Blue Moun- 
tains, New South Wales, and is a low, 

much-branched shrub with looser habit 

than P. hookeriana. The leaves are 
about 4o inch long, keeled, with their 
inner surface white. 

Podocarpus elata—Plum Pine in- 
habits rain-forest in  near-coastal 

gullies in New South Wales and south 
Queensland. With favourable condi- 
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liens if can attain LOO feet, bor is 
usually smaller. 

The leaves are usually about 3” long 
by 4” or more wide, lance-shaped with 
only a short stalk, The-fruiting body 
consists Of a swollen axis of the fertile 
shoot, surmounted by another berry- 
like body which enyelops the seed. 

Podocarpus sfrinuloses is called 
Native Plum in New South Wales. It 
is a shrub, densely branched, with 
anstalked Ieaves about one inch or 
more long. The seed is -borne on a 
deep purple receptacle. 

Pedocarpus- drovyniane jis called 
Native Plum in Western Avstralia. Tr 
has flat linear leaves, two to three 
inches long by Yo inch wide, sharp- 
pointed, sialkless, and the edges are 
strongly recurved. The fnmiiting body 
is black and Neshy with pale-green 
seed. 

Padocarpus — lawrencei—Mountain 
Plum Pine grows in three states, New 
South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania, 
racely below 4,000 feet. Tt is usually 
a Jow shrub, sprawling over rocks. but 
in sheltered forest can be a (ree up ia 
about 20 feet. 

The leaves ure stalkless, tough and 
blunt-linear, about 4” by Yo’. The 
seed develops within a greenish-hlack 
covering, which is supported by a red 
and fieshy development ot the bracts 
around the stalk. 

Podecarpus-emarus Black Pine ac- 
curs in Queensland and has leaves 
averaging 34” long by 2% wide which 
laper lo a Sbarp point. 

Padocarpus parvifalivs ts a shrub 
or small tree with short, narrow, leath- 
ery, sharp-pointed lcayes. 

The family Tovedtacere is repre 
sented in Australia by one genus, 
Arhrotaxis, the three species of which 
are endemic to Tasmania. 

Alhrotasiy selayinoidés— King Billy 
Pinc grows from tre central plateau 
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to the west and south-west ia cool rain 
forest, alluining a height of 80 or 90 
feet. The Ieaves are $ 10 4" long with 
a slight keel, are more or less pointed 
and lap over each other in an open 
loose fashion, The cones are rounded, 
about 4 in diameter, and are made 
up of many broad, thick scales. 

Ashrotaxis cupressoides—Pencil Pine 
grows in the Same: regions as King 
Billy Pine, but is a shorter tree with 
the Ieaves Shorter, mure Closely pressed 
#od more strongly keeled. The cones 
are also smaller. 

Athroraxis laxifelia is rare and 
Zrows as isolated trees in company 
with the other cwo species. Being 
Intermediate in form it has been 
thought by some to be 4 hybrid, 

The author ts indebted to severil 
members of the Botany Group for 
advice, suggestions and corrections, 
and hereby expresses his sincere appte- 
ciation, 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox's brush was the waditional trophy of the chase. The Field 
Neturalist usually rerarns from an excursion inte the bush with a 
different sort ef “tale”. Tf you have one worth mourting and pre- 
serving send it to the Assistant Editor, "Wieterian Nateralist’, 102 
Murray Road, East Preston, N18, Victoria. 

Swintming of Bats 

The paper an bats by McKean and 
Hall in the Wier. Nar. 81 (2): 36 has 

prompted Elery Harnilton-Smith of 
Monimorency. to send the following 
nutes. for these columns. 

While hand-netting Minfopferus selrel- 
bers for banding purposes during the 
evening emergence from the cifux of 
Duke's Cave, Buchan, on 24th Novem- 
ber, 1962, one specimen was knocked 
into the water, It Jay on the surface 
briefly with wings and tail membrins 
fully extended, then swans smoothly and 
rapidly for a distance of some eightcer 
inches, using what can best be described 
as a bat version of the butterfly strake- 

At the snd of this distance it took 
flight from the waler surface, apparently 
without difficulty. ‘This greater ability 
than that reported in Nyctoplilus geoff 
royi can be readily compared with the 
oweh stronger and faster Hiaht of this 
species in normal circumstances. 

It js perhaps algo worth noting that 
swimming has been reported previously 
m a number of species by Ryberg in 
Boss and Bot Parasites (1947), and by 
Borel in 4 paper in the Journal of Mam- 
malogy (1937). The latter showed also 
that certain spears were capable of 
swimming but nat of taking flight from 
water, while others could take Aight. On 
the other Hund, Ripley, also in the Jour- 
val of Mammalogy (1960) has reported 
the inability of flying foxes to swim, des- 
cribing how they Moated on the sea until 
carried ashore by a rising tide. 

Eucalyptus robida and 
FE. dalrympleana 

The following note on the field 
identification of these two similar 
specics has been sent in by Miss Jean 
Galbraith of Tyers. 
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Probably most of us who are inner 
esled in eucalypts have at one time or 
another Jooked fer a ficld distinction 
between Eucolyprus ratida and £, deat- 
rympleana. 

‘The Latter is wormally a tall forest trec 
in cool or high rainfall areas, whilst the 
former ix relatively less tall and grows 
in sunnier places, but there is no clear- 
cut. distincuon in this respect. EB. rubida 
has leaves with straight margins and &, 
dalrvmpleara bas wavy exged Jeaves, 
butt do not know whether this character 
is invariable. The juvenile foliage of E. 
dafrympleara is very glaucous, while that 
of E, rebide is dull but not elancoys-— 
bur one cannoc always see puyemile leaves. 

T was very pleuseit therefore when a 
fellow member, Mr. K. C. Rogers of 
Block Mountain, pointed out the decided 
difference in overall foliage colour of the 
mature trees, T have not teied this means 
out except at Wuleulmerang, bul here the 
tops of &. ribida are dull green and those 
of £. dalrympleana are a brtebt yellow- 
ish green. 

Superb Greenhoods 

These observations on one of Vie- 
toma's Most uncommon orchids come 
from Mrs. Ellen Lyndon of Feon- 
gathi. 

On the coastal plain, neat the cond 
that Jeads from Koangwak across to Out 
trim and about two mites from the lormer 
village. we found Superb Greenhonils 
(Prerastylis prandificra} growing irecly 
in company with Nodding Greenhoods 
(Pi. nutans) and Aaituma Birds (Chilo- 
Slonim seflexa). They occurred amongst 
bracken jm rather open second growth 
Messmnte-peppermint scrub. The tallest 
plants Were nearly a foot in height, but 
the average height was much léss. Some 
plats were scattered through the ferns, 
bul there was one closely-spaced colony 
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of perhaps 2 dozen plants growing on an 
old track. 
JH, Willis, in 4 Handbook to Plants 

ia Victoria, noles that these orchids are 
“occasional in qear-coasral districts east 
from Port Phillip, where now very rare 
or extinet " O, Barrett, in Gems of 
the Heth, also notes this archid as com- 
paratively rare, 

It may be 1 good season for these 
orchifs aiid every etfort Will he made Wo 
check om their range and numbers. 

[Because of the gréat interest, shown 
in the family Orchidacese by many 
naturalists, the edlitars are pleased to 

iMtraduce a new feature article. This 
will deal with Vietorian Orchids aod 
will parallel dhe popular Australiaa 
Watrles serics which has been running 
for some time. The first article m the 
few secies appears on page [26 of this 
issuc.—R_-HSIMeQ_] 

Aboriginal Quarries 

The following note has been sent 
m by Mr. G, A, Crichlion of Alex. 
andra. Owing to the fact that the area 
has nut vet been properly surveyed by 
authorities in this fleld, the actual loca- 
hon of the qparmes will uot be 
indicated. 

Nal far from the Delalite River in 
vocthem Victoria, there ate two sites 
réputed to have been xbariginal quarties. 

Each of these is | stoney autcrop on 
a rather steep unclins. Although there is 
some evidence of excavation, the quasries 
consist principally of heaps af stone. The 
excavations sould hsve been maile by 
gold-saekers as thery ls ample evidence 
of their activity thrauehaut the area 

The quarry-sdane is 4 greenish-coloured 
intrusive material, very hard and fine- 
grained, There are many oulcrops of the 
sarhe stane in the district. but. apparently 
no others show the fragmentation found 
at these two sitcs, 

On the quarries themselves, Uhere are 
frazments of stone down tw the very 
sunallest particles, Dut none of these show 
the distinctive conchoidal cleaysge so 
typical of the Makings about middens. 
However, pieces with this charucteristic 
were to be Found in well-defined deposits 
about the edges of the quurries. It would 
seem that likely pieces were broken aut 
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and then rensoved to a ntore comfarlable 
site for further fashioning. 

The first of these outer-lying deposits 
was found where a recent paisun furrow 
had exposed plentiful flakings and dis-~ 
cards, Working with this observation ac 
a Sasis, “workshops were also fanned 
ahout the other site. Here the Nakings 
were only lightly covered and had little 
Soll amonest hein. On ene of these 
depasils, the “rangh” of an axe was 
found and also another hand uwrteface 
wilh partly-graund edges. 

A Harvest for Insects 

The following note comes From Mr, 
KL C.. Rugers. a Club member living 
af Black Mountain jm north-eastern 
Gippsland. 

During dry summer weather on the 
tablelands of Esst Gippsland, it is quite 
sual fo find a copious sprinkling pf 
“mdnna” inde eertaim species of smmooth- 
harked cucalypls. 

The Jeaves aad brarichlets of these 
trees exurle 4 transparent substance that 
falls to the ground in drops asa sugary 
liquid. This soon congeals into the 
familiar White manna, so plessant 14 the 
Taste, 

fo the Wolvulmerung distrvet. at eleva- 
tions between 2,5004,000 feet, manna is 
usbally oly abundant under Candlebark 
Gum (Eucalypras ruhida) and its near 
relative, Mountain Gum (EB. adalrynt- 
pleana)s On this tableland, another mem- 

roof the same proup, the well-known 
Manna Guor (2, virinalis), seldom sheds 
manna, despite its mumo. . 

However, on January 4 this year, dur- 
ing a Yisit lo the Suggan Buggan River, 
a few miles to the east and where the 
elevation is only 1,100 fect, it was al 
once potted that the tall, straight Manna 
Gums lining the river were actually drip- 
ping manna. The bark and litter under 
the trees was spatiered with the liquid, 
which was congealing into while blotches 
over everything The substance appeared 
fo be coming front the higher leaves and 
branches, and was flowing down the 
trunks of the trees. 

it was a vecitable harvest for insects. 
Lining each sugary rivulet were numbers 
of the large black clezdas—pent of 4 great 
swarm then in the vicinity. Wilh them 
were, bees, butterflies, and many smaller 
insects, al) feasting on the rreal flow of 
manna. 
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Some Notes on Babblers and Choughs 

There ure four species of Babblers 
(Pomerestomus sp.), the Apostle-bird 
ar Grey Jumper (Struthidea cinerea) 
and the White-winged Chough (Corco- 
rex Meélanorhamphus) which all be- 

long 1 the community groups of 
Australian birds. They are most dis- 
finctive familtes ahout which very 
little is known. The Babblers move 
about in small parties of up to a dozen 
birds and are very local, living im the 
same areas for years. The Apostle birds 
of the drier inland areas. also move 
about in small groups, but their coi- 
onies are much more extensive than 
thase of the Babblers. The Chaughs will 
merge into parties of up to 40 birds 
or over in the winter months, but 
break up into smaller grotips in the 
breeding season. Strictly living in com- 
munities, feeding together, sleeping 
logether, nest building together and 
caring for the young together, cach 
individual sbird shares ih the com- 
munity life of the group. 

During twa hatidays ar “Lyal Glen”. 
the property of the Hon, Secretary of 
the Bendigo Field Naturalists, Mr. 
John Ipsen, at Lyal about six miles 
from Redesdile and on the edge of 
the Kimbolton State Forest, 1. spent 
‘some time watching two of these 
‘community species which occur in the 
‘district, the White-orowed Babbler (P. 
superciliosus) and the White-winged 
Chough. During my first holWay in 
May $963 the party of Babblers, which 
inchided four birds. kept more or less 
to an old desertect orchard nearby with 
only occasional visits to the house 
‘Block. Several of their bulky stick 
nests were io be seen in trees on the 
block bul were not visited. Several 
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By Ror WHEELER 

nests in the old quince trees in the 
orchard Were jn use as roosting nests, 
4nd they Were constantly being re- 
paired and relined. as almost every 
time the parly was observed, one bird 
had a stick or other material in its 
beak On the second visit in April 
1964, the party had increased to eight 
birds, and was about the heuse aod 
block several times a day, playing 
“follow the feader' and always follow- 
ing the same route—from their base, 
a big old plum tree near the front gate, 
on to the Red Gume along the creek. 
inte a waflle tree, on to a large Yellow 

Gum around the dam and back to the 
plum tree, This plum tree was. their 
shelter tree in the case of alarm, for 
they fed quite a lot beneath the road 
trees and the grass in the house block 
and at the slightest hint of danger flew 
to the tangled branches of the pluin 
tree, Where they sheltered. After the 
"all clear" they would be back feeding 
again, As they moved through the 
trees a constant low chatter could be 
heard, the leader's head would peep 
out from amongst the foliage and see. 
ing all was well, would fly on to the 
next tree, followed af intervals by the 
Test of the group. Follow the leader 
around the block andl back to the 
plum iree. Another circuit took them 
down the creek and through the old 
orchard and back again, Again nests 
were being constantly repaired and a 
new nest being built, and two of these 
were used as roosting nests each night. 
One evening I witnessed a strange (to 

me} petformance as the birds were 
feeding by the roadside just prior to 
Their retiting for {he nizht. In a small 
depression or Tut on the roadway two 
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birds would sit and spin in a clockwise 
motion, another would join them, one 
would leave and the remaining two 
would spin around for about a dozen 
times before another took its place. 
From first appearances it looked like 
the domestic hen having a dust bath, 
but these birds were not dusting, they 
were spinning. The performance kept 
up for at least ten minutes until a 
car disturbed them. The hole in the 
Toad was about an inch deep and about 
4 inches across. Sometimes as many as 
four birds tried to join in, but the 
spinning was performed by only two 
at a time. It was possible that the 
whole eight birds took part. 

The White-winged Choughs kept 
mostly along the roadway at the en- 
trance to the property and roosted 
each night in the large Yellow Box 
and Red Gums nearby. On both visits 
the party numbered from 30 to 40 
birds, and their foraging took them 
much further afield than the Babblers, 
for they were often seen a mile or so 
away from their home area. Several 

old nests were to be seen in and 

around the property, large and very 

obvious mud bowls, usually placed on 
a bare horizontal branch at about 

30 feet. The Choughs mainly fed on 

the ground, moving about together, 
the tails moving up and down and if 
an alarm note was heard, immediately 
with one accord they flew into the near- 
est trees. One day whilst watching them 
feeding in a nearby paddock, one gave 
an alarm and they all flew across the 
road into the house block trees. I 
couldn't see anything to alarm them 
unti! I swept the paddock with the 
field glasses and there, at least half a 
mile away. was a fox sneaking along 
a fence. The fox must have noticed 
me for it turned back and the birds 
returned to their feeding. Their calls 
vary from a rasping chatter to a rather 
flute-like note. 
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In November 1963, when on a short 
visit to the block prior to the Bird 
Observers Club visit, I found two 

young birds, not long out of the nest 
and unable to fly, being cared for by 
a group of eight birds. Magpies were 
continually swooping at the party, and 
it appeared as though a constant battle 
was in progress. The young birds were 
against a wire fence for protection. 
Miss Ina Watson and Miss Margaret 
McKenzie visited “Lyal Glen” on 
Australia Day week-end (January 
1964) and they found a bare space 
on the ground about 2 feet in dia- 
meter where the ground was scored 
into cracks 3 inches deep by about 
half an inch wide and from 3 to 6 
inches long. The soft dry dust was coy- 
ered in foot-prints and was the work 
of the Chough (see The Bird Obser- 
ver, No, 387). Miss McKenzie thought 
that it might have been a way to 

provide dust for a dust bath. However, 

in April 1964, after heavy rain, I 
found the same patterns on the ground 

both on the block and in the forest 
nearby. It appeared to me that where 
the ground had cracked in the dry 

weather the birds had enlarged the 

cracks, forming a series of grooves up 

to three inches deep and up to an inch 
wide and at times over a foot long 
over an area of about a square yard. 

Perhaps some reader may be able to 
throw further light on this apparently 
Chough habit and its purpose. 

Finally a word of warning regarding 
the Grey-crowned Babbler (P. temp- 

oralis), once a common bird in central 
Victoria, the Wimmera and other parts 
of the State. On a recent visit to Eden- 

hope. in the west Wimmera, I learned 
that this bird, once common in the 

district, had now almost completely 
vanished. Once common in the Morn- 
ington Peninsula and the Melton dis- 
trict near Melbourne, it is now rarely 
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seen. A few birds still inhabit the 
Woodlands golf course near Mordial- 
loc, a few were recently seen, after an 
absence of several years, at Lascelles 
Dam, near the You Yangs. The ad- 
vance of civilization with all the 

dangers it brings cannot be withstood 
by some of our birds, and apparently 
the Grey-crowned Babbler is one of 
these. It is disappearing at a fast rate 
and becoming rare in a State where 
it once was regarded as common. 

The Grinding Rock at Earlston 

Early in October 1836 the explorer 
Major Mitchell traversed the country 
slightly to the north-west of the present 
site of Violet Town.* It is from his 
beautifully descriptive pen that we 
know the district was then a “level 
forest country. The wood throughout 
the forest consisted of the Box, or 
Goborro, species of Eucalyptus.” We 
read further that “the forest country 
traversed by the party this day was in 
general grassy and good, and was open 

enough to afford a prospect of about 
a mile around us”. The next day the 
Major encountered several chains of 

deep ponds, and encamped on the 
banks of a running stream, in which 

were also some deep ponds “and 
which from some flowers growing 
there, were named by the men Violet 
Ponds”. 

As a result of this description the 
district was soon colonized, and it is 
little wonder that when, in January 
1840. the first sale of land at “Violet 

Creek” was held (in Sydney) the half- 
acre allotments were snapped up. 
“The site for a Village for the benefit 
of the overland travellers”, had been 
selected by the Colonial Secretary in 
September 1839, and “Violet Creek” 
was expected to become only second 
to Melbourne in importance. 

‘Earlston is 8 miles north-west of Violet 
Town. 
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By ALDo MASSOLA 

Mitchell, of course, was not the first 

white man to travel through this dis- 
trict. Some years previously, in 1824, 
the Hume and Hovell party had come 
through a few miles to the south-east 
of his route, and had also spoken 
highly of the country. Both parties, 
however, had some trouble with the 
natives, who appeared to be warlike 
and numerous. 

The forests and the aborigines have 
long since disappeared; but whereas 
the removal of the trees left extensive 
and well grassed plains, the removal 
of the aborigines left hardly a trace 
of their former occupancy of these 
plains. Originally numbering over a 
thousand people, the Taungurong 
were subdivided into a number of 
groups, or sections, the one inhabiting 
this district being known as Yuungal- 
lum. At the beginning of settlement 
the Taungurong gave some trouble, 
and a number of white men, as well 
as many of the natives, were mur- 
dered. Later on, however, they gave 
excellent service in the employ of the 
settlers. 

It is incredible that such a numerous 
tribe, who must have occupied the 
country for a considerable time, 

should barely leave a trace of their 
former presence. Yet with the excep- 
tion of some lists of words, a few 
place names, and two rock water-holes 
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(gnamma_ holes), situated on the 
Benalla-Yarrawonga Road, no relics 
of these people are known to exist. 
It is for this reason that the recent 
report received from Mr. A. W. 
Walker. of Essendon, of the existence 

of a grinding rock was investigated 
with alacrity.” 

Grinding rocks are outcrops of 
abrasive rock, such as sandstone, and 
were used by the aborigines in order 
to grind a sharp edge on their axes. 
They may be recognized by the 
grooves worn into them by the harder 
stone of which the axes were made, 
the soft sandstone wearing more 
quickly than the hard axe-stone. 

Grinding rocks must be differen- 
tiated from grinding stones. The 
former are immovable rocks, while the 
latter are pieces detached from larger 
blocks or outcrops, and traded by the 

+I owas accompanied on this trip by Mr. 
J. H. Pollitt, of Melbourne. 
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tribes on whose territory these occur, 

with tribes who are less fortunate in 
this respect. A good example is the 
trade which was carried on by the 
St. Kilda natives, who exchanged 
beach-front sandstone with the Mt. 
William people, or by the Grampian 
people who traded sandstone blocks 
with the Murray tribes. 

Tribes possessing grinding rocks 
were able to obtain axe blanks, i-e., un- 
finished axes, from the tribes on whose 

territory there were deposits of diorite 

and other axe-stone, and, after grind- 

ing them to a sharp edge, would ad- 

vantageously trade them with tribes 

who had neither the axe-stone nor the 

sandstone. 

At times both these stones were 

available in the territory of one tribe, 

such as at Gellibrand, which, of 

course, was a tremendous advantage 

to the tribe concerned. 
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The grinding rock at Earlston is an 
outcrop of fine-grained sandstone, sit- 
uated on the southern slopes of a low 
hill, locally known as Murphy’s Hill. 
The rock measures about 20 feet in 
length by 10 feet in width and runs 
in an east-west direction, only pro- 
trudes a few inches above the ground, 
and presents a relatively flat surface. 
On this flat surface about 90 grinding 
grooves are visible, thus affording 
ample evidence that it was used by the 
natives for stone-sharpening purposes. 
However, the grooves only range from 
3 inches to 5 inches in length, and 
only from 7 of an inch to 14 inches 
in width, and are about } of an inch 
deep. Judging by the narrowness and 

by the angle of the grooves, which, 
although weathered, can be clearly 
examined, the implements edge- 
ground, or sharpened, on this rock 

had a narrow cutting edge, and were 
not the ordinary stone axes commonly 
found all over Victoria. There can be 
little doubt, therefore, that the im- 
plements ground were the long and 
round-sectioned hand-axes which are 
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so often found in north-central Vic- 
toria. 

These axes are characterized by their 

lenticular form, and by having a 
round. or round-oval, cross section. 
They were made from _ suitable 
pebbles, pecked, or hammer-dressed, 
to shape and ground to a fine edge at 

one end. This edge, because of the 
lenticular shape of the axe, is much 
narrower than the centre of the axe, 
and conforms to the size and shape of 
the grooves on the Earlston grinding 
rock. Although both these pecked 
pebble axes and the coroid axes (i.e., 

axes prepared from quarried lumps, 
detached from outcrops, knapped and 
flaked into shape prior to grinding; 
they generally have a much wider 
cutting edge) are commonly found in 
north-central Victoria, the lack of dis- 
tribution maps precludes the possibil- 
ity of determining the greater preva- 
lence of either of the two types in any 
given locality. 

The finding of this grinding rock, 
with such narrow grooves, pinpoints 
the centre of an industry. We now 



know the type of axe made by the 
Taungurong at Earlston. 

On the southern side of the Earlston 
outcrop there are two man-made 
cavities worn into the sandstone by 
chipping and rubbing with some harder 
material. The holes thus formed meas- 
ure approximately 18 inches in dia- 
meter by 12 inches in depth. At the 
bottom centre of each there is a 
smaller cavity, about 3 inches in dia- 

meter and 4 inches deep. Each hole 
holds about 3 gallons of water, which 

was, no doubt, used to assist the grind- 

ing process. 
In the immediate vicinty of this 

grinding rock there are two other 
sandstone outcrops, which, however, 
bear no grinding grooves. That these 
two outcrops were not used by the 
aborigines may have been due to the 
poor quality of the sandstone, which, 
being heavily veined with harder im- 
purities, would have interfered with 
the grinding. 

The natives’ camp was probably 

12 

situated close to Murphy’s Swamp, 
about half a mile to the south of 
Murphy's Hill, one of a chain of 
such swamps stretching between 
Broken River to the north and Stoney 
and Honeysuckle Creeks to the south. 
This chain of swamps could have been 
one of the several noted by Mitchell, 

and described by him as a “chain of 
deep ponds”. 

The correctness of Mitchell’s des- 
cription was borne out by Mr. J. H. 
Bradshaw, the present owner of the 
property on which the grinding rock 
js situated. He stated that when, in 
1876, his father occupied the land, it 
was heavily timbered with Box trees, 
and the swamps were teeming with 
ducks, swans, and other water birds. 
Mitchell also mentioned emus and 
kangaroos. Because of this abundance 
of food, and as the swamps would 
form an easy route between the per- 
manent water of the river and creeks, 

this locality would indeed have been 
a favourite spot of the Taungurong. 
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The Naturalist and the Microscope 

How to Look at a “Rock Section” 

Tn the March Fectorian Naturalist 
{instructions were given on how to 
make your own rock seclions, and 4 
package of materials sufficient (o make 
half a dozen slides was offered to 
members to help them get started on 
the interesting hobby of seeing of 
what rocks are made, ‘he ventare had 
quite sond results, More than fifty 
packages were sold to members and 
odd paris to other memtbers, As a 
further result the Hawthorn Juniors 
intend to have es working exhibit in 
the next Nature Show, demonstrating 
how ta make a rock section, 

Now, knowing that there have been 
plenty of rock sections made by mem- 
bers, these suggestions may be uscful 
io enable further information to be 
guined from these rock sections. 

A section of rock mounted on a 
slide can be viewed in several different 
ways through a microscope, including 
our F.NACV. microscope, and each 
method helps to show up the crystals 
of minerals that make up a particulat 
rock. The crystals will show up io 
different ways with the various 
methods of observation and various 
features of the minerals will be seen 
with one method and other features 
with other methods. 

What are the features we may sec 
in crystals. farming our rock section? 
It will be best if we run through the 
different lighting methods and note 
the features possible for each methoil. 

Let us assume that you have made 
a section of granite (granodiorie) and 
also @ section of basalr. What can we 
see in the two slides? 
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by D. E. McInnes 

Set microscope up for low power, 
about 20%, 

First Method—Bripit field ilum- 
ination, 

Features that may be seen are: 

fa) Crystal form, the outline or 
part may he seen. 

(h} Colour is sometimes snown by 
minerals. 
Opaqueness: a few minerals 
ure opaque and are better 
viewed by other methiads. 

(d) Alteration: some minerals will 
show 8 more or less cloudy 
effect. 

(ec) Inclusiens: these, for example, 
bubbles or other minerals ate 
seen in various minerals. 

(f} Cleavage lines: minerals when 
thin in section tend to crack 
atong the crystal sides and 
parallel integular lines are seein. 

Place your sranodiorite section on 
the stage. Now granodiorite is com- 
posed of the minerals quartz, felspar 
and the black mica, biotite. What cao 
we see? First, the patch of yellow 
colour; this is the biotite and in it may 
be seer straight lines (cleavage lines) 

and perhaps some inclusions. Next, 
patches of cloudiness; these ore the 
felspar crystals, perhaps some crystal 
form can be scen, Then the remaioing 
crystals are probably quartz, clear 
with mayhe a fine of smail bubbles or 
an inclusion of small crystals, 

Try your basalt slide. Basals is com- 
posed of ollvine, augite, felspar and 
magnetite. What do we see this time? 
First, a large number of small opaque 
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spots somewhat square or ragged; this 
ig the magnetite. Loak to see if there 

is any colour, a pale brown may 
indicate augite., What about crystal 
forms? There are plenty in this slide, 
most of them shaped like narrow 
sirsight sticks. These are felspar 
crystals. Some six-sided shapes with- 
out colour ate olivines or with a red- 
dish colour are altered? olivines, Look 
at the oltvine crystals and notice the 
itregular fracture lines, often showing 
signs of alteration along these lines. 
The felspars may show straight cleav- 
ape, 

Second Method—Dark Ground Ll- 
lumination. 

Alieration (cloudiness}in the pran- 
ite shde will be quite striking, 

Inclusions and colour will show up 
in a way quite different from the 
bright field method, and the various 
crystals are more apparent. The dark 
ground method, although not stressed 
in petrology books. will make rock 
sections mast inferesting to the be 
giouer. 

Third Merhod—Top lighting is used 
lo examine Opague minerals, so use it 
to look at your basult slide, Now 
ihe magnetite shows up alone, with a 
datk metallic sheen and the surface is 
quile pilted. (1ry a higher power.) 

Fourth Method —This method is 10 
use plane polarised light. Ta do this 
a polarising disc must be placed he- 
tween the light source aod the rack 
section, In the F.N.C.V. microscope, 
arranged for bright ficld Wlumination, 
place one polazaid disc an top of 
upal slide. The depth of stage will 
allow the rock section lo be put on 
the Stage without touching the disc. 

The polaroid disc has the effect of 
only allowing the light to pass through 
in one verlical plane. A siniple com- 
parison wouk! be as though the hght 
passed through the teeth of a fine 
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comb. Now ertain coloured minerals 
have the property of allowing the light 
to pass wheo parallel with the light 
rays but absorb the light when ai right 

angles to the plane of the polarised 
light. This properly of the minerals is 
called “Pleochroism". 

Such a mineral is biotite, so let us 
Jook at our granite slide with planc 
polarised light. 

First noti¢e that some of the biotite 
crystals are gow cturk and same light, 
Now revolve the slide around, keeping 
2 particular biotite crystal in the centre 

of the field. You will see that in one 
position the colour is guile bright, but 
al tight angles to that position the light 
is completely absorbed, 

Tt 18 interesting to note here that 
this ts the principle of your polarcid 
disg, It is cumposed of minute crystals 
that are all fined up in one direction 
and pass the light through in one plane 
but absorb it in the plane at right 
angles, 

A revolving stage top that will keep 
your slide in the centre of the field 
while being turned around would. be 
a great asset. See what you cun do. 

Pleochroism 3s a means of identify- 
ing Several coloured minerals. Try 
your busalt slide. Some forms of augite 
ase slightly pleochroic. 

Fifch Method—Crossed Polarised 
Light, 

To attain this method, in addition 
to the disc giving plane polarised 
light, another polaroid disc needs to 
be placed anywhere between the tock 
section and the eve. The chse can be 
placed just on top of the eye piece but 
the best place is to unscrew the bot- 
tom lens of the eye piece, insert the 
dise flat and replace the lens. 

What happens now? Without any 
slide, look down the tricroscope ang 
while looking, slowly revalve the cye- 
piece only; nofe that in one plane the 
light is not affected byt in a position 
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at right angles the light is absorbed or 
nearly so, only a blue tint showing. 
This is when the polarisers are crossed. 

Leave polaroids crossed. take the 
granite slide and first put it under the 
microscope so that only the glass slide 
is seen and no rock section—notice 
that nothing happens. Now push the 
tock section into the field and we see 
a riot of colour. Why do we sec 
colour? Well, all that can be said here 
is that some minerals when seen with 
crossed polaroids cause interference to 
the light waves and this interference 
is seen as various colours by the eye, 
The colour is determined by the posi- 
tion of the crystal, the particular 
mineral and, thirdly, the thickness of 
the section. 

Try this experiment, Obtain some 
cellophane and with crossed polaroids 
look at a single thickness. Revolve 
cellophane and notice that at one 
position, colour is seen brightest. Now 
in that position. line up two  thick- 
nesses of cellophane and observe the 
colour. Try three layers—what do you 

see? Three different colours, and if you 

twist the cellophane pieces around 

relative to one another you will see 

a variety of colours. All this ts to 

show that colour alone is no indication 

of a certain mineral. Quartz will look 

grey, yellow, red or blue, depending 
on the thickness of your rock section. 

What features can we expect to see 
when we look at our rock slides with 
crossed polarisers? First, the colour. 
This would be a help in identifying 
minerals if the section is of the stand- 
ard thickness, 30 microns (0:03 
mm.) but otherwise it makes a thing 

of beauty and defines the boundary of 
the crystals. 
Now revolve the slide and you will 

see that the colour disappears from 
any particular crystal every 90°. This 
is called “Extinction” and by measur- 
ing the angle from a definite crystal 
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side or cleavage line to the position 
when the crystal is dark will give the 
“Extinction Angle”. which is an im- 
portant character of certain minerals. 

Another aspect to notice is that the 
felspar crystals will usually show a 
definite division into two or many 
parts and that the parts show extinc- 
tion at different angles: while half the 
division is light the other half is dark. 
This is an indication of twin crystals. 

If the twinning is multiple. the 
felspar is called Plagioclase Felspar, 
and if just simple, it is probably 
Orthoclase Felspar. 

See if your granite section shows 
both types. 

A further interesting feature may 
be seen in the felspar crystals. This is 
called “Zoning”. As a crystal is cool- 
ing from the molten state the composi- 
tion gradually changes and this will be 
seen as a series of Jines around the 
crystal shape that outline the forma- 
tion of the crystal. 

One more point—look carefully at 
the junction of two crystals or the 
mountant and a _ crystal—there is 
usually a bright line that moves to or 
from a crystal when the objective is 

raised. This is an indication of dif- 
ference of refractive index which again 

is a help in finding what mineral it 
may be. The bright line moves to the 

mineral with the higher refractive 
index when the objective is raised. A 

nigher power objective is preferable 
when trying this. 

Examine the basalt slide. Notice the 
olivine crystals show most colour and 
the felspar lathes usually appear as 
multiple twins. Revolve the slide and 
see the extinction in the felspar. You 
may see Zoning in an augite crystal. 

Well, this is enough to show that 
your rock sections can be full of 

interest. These notes are only to give 
a very elementary idea of rock sections 
under the microscope, and if your 
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interest is aroused and you would like 
to know more of the theory and prac- 
tice of this procedure, a very good 
book to have is Minerals and the 

Microscope by H. G. Smith, revised 

Victorian Orchids—No. 1 

by M. K. Wells. (Price 20/9 retail.) 
This will tell you all you need to know 
except one thing—that is, how to make 

a rock section slide, but you already 
know that. It’s easy, isn’t it? 

Banded Greenhood—Pterostylis vittata 

The Banded Greenhood, although 
relatively rare, has a considerable 
range throughout the State. It is found 
growing in well-drained sandy areas 
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of coastal and Mallee heaths and light 
forest. Last year, this unusual green- 
hood was growing prolifically in the 
Little Desert, south of Nhill, and al- 
ready this year has been reported from 
Anglesea and Frankston. 

Although somewhat stouter, the 
plant is very similar in appearance to 
the better known Tall Greenhood 
(Prerostylis longifolia). The nodding 

flowers may be from one to ten in 
number and are a greenish or purplish 
brown colour with many prominent 
brown bands over the hood. The 
flowers also possess a very sensitive 
tongue, a characteristic of many green- 
hoods. 

The flowering stem varies from 6-15 
inches in height and has no basal 
rosette, although flowerless leaf roset- 
tes may be present. This flower-stem 
bears many broad, pointed leaves, and 
leaf-like bracts project beyond each 
flower. 

The flowering season is from late 
autumn to winter. The specimen illus- 
trated was found early in June last 
year, growing in coastal heath-land on 
the eastern side of Port Philip Bay, 
where although apparently localized, 
the orchid was fairly abundant. 

Banded Greenhood, Pterostylis vittata. 
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Eucalyptus aggregata in Victoria 

About ten mature trees, 30 to 40 ft. 

tall, and probably a few young sap- 
lings (or sucker growth), of Eucalyp- 

tus aggregata, a species not previously 
recorded in Victoria, occur about one 
mile south-east of Woodend station, 
beside the railway embankment. 

The bedrock of the area is Ordo- 
vician sandstone and shale, but the 

actual site is low lying and partly 
covered by alluvium from a small 
creek. Drainage is poor and the soil 
was waterlogged in May this year. 

Other trees in the immediate vicin- 

Eucalyptus aggreguta 

growing near Woodend. 
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ity are E. ovata (Swamp Gum), E. 
radiata (Peppermint) and Acacia 
melanoxylon (Blackwood). but the 

peppermints are on slightly higher 
ground. The E. aggregata have a bark 

somewhat similar to the peppermints 
but darker and rougher, extending to 
the small branches. The leaves are 
small, narrow (largest about 10 x 

1-5 cm.), and rather thick, with a 

slightly bronze sheen, somewhat re- 
sembling E£. stellulata at a distance, 
but the longitudinal veining of the 
latter is very different. The fruit (only 



about 3 x 5 mm.) is particularly dis- 
tinctive, broader than long, with wide 
open valves which are usually three 
or four, but occasionally only two. 

E. aggregata has a widespread dis- 

tribution on the southern and central 
tablelands of N.S.W., and Blakely 
gives some scattered localities in Tas- 
mania. However, Johnson believes the 

Tasmanian populations to be a dif- 
ferent species and has renamed them 
E. rodwayi. 

Woodend’s climate would be about 
the middle of the range covered by 
the N.S.W. localities quoted by 
Blakely, which extend from Cooma 
to Orange. All have a comparatively 
uniform seasonal rainfall distribution, 
cold winters with frequent frosts, and 
the driest (Cooma) has the coldest 
winter. There is a remarkable cor- 
relation between Woodend and the 
furthest north locality, Orange, 400 
miles away. Both towns have moun- 
tains (Macedon and the Canobolas 
respectively) nearby. 

However, frosts would be more 
severe at many of the N.S.W. locali- 
ties. The absolute minimum recorded 
at Otange is 12°F. and at Cooma 
11°F. The lowest ever reached at 
Kyneton is 21°F. 

Woodend Orange 
37° 2278, 33°17S. 

144°32’K, 149°05E. 
Altitude Altitude 

1850 it. 2846 ft. 

Average Annual 
Rainfall 32 in. 31 in, 

Mean Temperature, 
July 43°F, 41°F, 

Mean Temperature, 
January 65°R. 68°F, 

Wettest Month June* June 
Driest Month February* February 

“The monthly distribution is taken from 
Mt. Macedon (3 miles away) as Woodend 
figures are not available. 

There may well be other occur- 
rences of E. aggregata near Woodend 

and elsewhere in Victoria. A zone ex- 
tending from Lancefield to Kyneton, 
Daylesford and Ballarat would have 
a similar climate. Apparently the most 
likely places are small depressions 
(frost hollows) with bad drainage. 

I would like to acknowledge grate- 
fully the assistance of Mr. J. H. Willis 
in examining specimens and checking 

these notes. 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Generel Meeting—Suly 13, 1964 

About 140 members and friends were 
presenl, Afier ning the meeting, the 
President, Mir, M. K. Houghton, referred 
to the depth, on June 17, in his 82nd 
year of Mr, Tarleton Rayment. Mr. 1, H, 
Willis spoke im appreciation. Mr. Ray- 
ment had been a good general naturalist 
of the type that in these days of increased 
specialization was becoming rare. Whilst 
still a boy, his interest in bees had been 
aroused when; on & Visit to the country, 
a farmer bid shown him gwo hives and, 
pullife oul some combs, had explained 
how the bees worked, More than forty 
years ago he had eatmed renown us an 
apierist, 2 prolific writer wid a pifted 
artist, Amongst his best known warks 
were A Cluster of Bees, published In 
1935. and the novel that won in 1936 the 
All Nation Novel Conpetition, The 
Mafléy of tie Sky. During ife war Mr, 
Rayment had worked dn the malnueriion 
of bees. He contributed articles on hees 
and Wasps fo the Pietorian Nutterelist 
between $946-53 and was aiwarded the 
Natural History Medulllon In 1951. He 
concluiled his term of office as President 
of the FLN.CY, for the year 1955-6 with 
an address on "Dimerphism in Hahetine 
Bees” Mr Rayments wife and only 3an 
had predeceased: him, and for some years 
Miss Lynetie Young bad looked after 
him. Many of the older members of the 
F.MOV. would mourn the loss of a 
friend and a greal naturalist and wish to 
extend thei! sympathy to Miss Young. 

Members stood in silenes whilst a 
coloured pieture of Mr, Tarleton Ray- 
ment Was projected on the screen 

Mr, Len Robinson eave an interesting 
account of anjexpeditian that he and 
Mr. Don Taylor had made im October 
Inst veer to the Eyre Peninsula, the 
Gawler and ths Flinders Ranges. This 
wa4 illustrated by numerous fine colour 
slides of the bitds, Howers and scenery 
wf the ateas visled and by a colour Alm 
made by Mr, Taylor, wha came up from 
near Warrnantbool to ussist with rhe 
projection. ‘They Nail visited an island in 
Vermis Bay to photowragh Rock Parrots 
ai their nest wader a slab at the lop of 
6 Umestowe cliff. and had oblained good 
shots of Sooty and Pied Oystereatchers 
afd 9 Caspial Teri Recuroie co the 
Eyre Highway they tad camped for five 
days dn the bush north of Minnipa Mere 
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in coallce conniry they Fmd found Crim- 
son Chale and Budgerigucs mumerous. 
The former had been diffecule to capture 
en film, but |heir efforts had been suc- 
cessful. Many fine pictures were also 
obtained of nesting Budgerigars, Majur 
Mitchell's, Cockatiel, the ‘well-comou- 
flaged Litile Quail, Rufous Treecreepers 
und many other birds. Just before break- 
ing camp they had found a 4-ineh scar 
pion, Further in the Gawler Ranges birds 
had been less numerous, so ihey hed 
returned through Fort Augusta and pro 
ceeded through Howkey into the Flinders 
Ranges. The scenery there had been most 
impressive, and they had found many 
subjects for their cameras Galuhs bad 
heen present in large flocks among the 
Red Gums on the creek bunks, and Little 
Coreljas and Elegant Parrots were also 
photographed. 

In answer 10 2 question fram Mr. J 
Baines, Mr. Robinson described brrefly 
the expedition that he had made with 
Mr. David Morgan and others When the 
Eyrean Grass-wren had been redjssovered 
on the Macumba River to the narlh of 
Lake Eyre, 

Mr_ Bric Allan moved a vate of thanks 
to Mr. Robinson and Mr, Don Taylor 
for Wer éxcellent contribuuen, and this 
was carried with scclamanon 

Vhe President reniinded members that 
the August veneral mesiiig weuld be the 
lust before the Nature Show, ind called 
For volunteers ly stage lhe exhibits on 
August JO und man them during the fol: 
lowe three days, Mr, MeIpnes appealed 
for owners of station-wagans and utilities. 
lo asset in transporting the exhibits 10 
the Lower Town Hall on August 3) 

Mr. Coghill announced (hat Mr, 
Baines had agreed to be the Secretary of 
Nutural History Medallion Curmniittee, 
and thut Mrs. Thistle Stead had ac- 
cepled an invitation to aliend the Movem- 
ber general meeting to receive the 196] 
award. Mr. Taylor had underlaken to 
distribute caples of the Nariralist to 
booksellers. Me pointed out that there 
were sull two positions which it was 
Urgently necessary ta fil. He would like 
to hear of 4 member who could wider 
lake regularly the duties uf Assistant 
Seeretury. Vhese entailed the waiting of 
minutes of the General and Council 
Meetings. The Club also needed some- 
one to Inok efter the blocks of iMustra. 
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tions in the Naturafist. After use, blocks 
had to be cleaned, greased and indexed 
so thar they could be found again easily 
when required. Mr, Ros Garnet had made 
great provress, but Council would like 
to find someone to continue this work. 
The Science Teachérs Association of 

Victoria had notified that it was holding 
its 21st Birthday Celebration im the Px- 
hibition Hall, and the Rendigo F.N.C., 
in forwarding a copy of its programme, 
had invited any members visiting Ben- 
digo to attend its meetings, 

Following the resolution at the June 
meeting, Mr. Coghill had written to the 
M.L.C, concerned on the subject of the 

“destruction of seals, but had received no 
answer. Ho had also writlen to the Pre- 
mier, who had replied that the matter 
had been referred lo the Chief Secectary 
and to the State Wildlife Reserves In- 
Vestigation Cuoumcriittee. 

The new members listed on page 91 
of the July Naturalise were elected. 

Several interesting Nature Notes were 
given. Mr. F. Curtis mentioned sceing 
u Cockatiel im the gatden Mr J. UW. 
Willis reported on the rediscovery of the 
rare phalloid puffhall, Adwilaws  ceri- 
laginens, in ihe Portland diswiet Mr. H. 
Stewart pointed out that the extensive 

destruction of old, dead trees meant ube 
disappearance of suitable nesting sites 
for many specics of parrots. kapkaburras 
and other bicds, Mr. Mclnnes reported 
that in: spiic of the action to destroy the 
weeds in Albert Park Lake, there was still 
plenty of pond life in the lnke to interest 
the milcroscopist. Samples of copepods 
and winter eggs. oF Pinmatelia were shown 
tundet F.NiC.V. microscopes. 

Other exhibits on the table were a 
Further collectien of photographs of wild- 
flowers coloured by the late Mr, Fred 
Bishup, shells from Gunbower Island 
jagoons, maale and female Mouse Spiders 
(Missulena oaccateria), the Quivering 
Fungus (Tremetla foliaeea) that grows 
on dead trees, and leaves and buds of 
Evcalyples aggreyate from Woodend. 
Mrs. Bennett spake on a specimen of 
wood with borer scribbles visible on the 
Svirface after removal of the bark. One 
of the late Mr. Tatleton Rayment's books, 
Eaqxles end Earthlings, was also on the 
table. 

Geolozy Group—ioly 1, 1964 
Thirty-five members and visitors were 

present, wilh Mr. T., Angior as chairman. 
Me. R, Hemmy reported an the Group's 
eacursion 10 Bulla ond the Organ Piper 
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at Sydenham on June 7. Some iwenly-hve 
members attended, with the first stop at 
ihe pcm ground at Bulla, The pasty 
Moved along the river valley to view 
Eranite decomposed to kaolin, which is 
being exploited commercially, A fine ex- 
ample of xenoliths in the granite was 
carefully examined and photographed. 
Much interest was token in the old bridge 
carryisig the road across she river, as i 
is a classic example of early stone con- 
struction, The éxcursion then proceeded 
to the Organ Pipes, via Keilor. After a 
thorough wispection of the Pipes, ihe 
Party proceed upstream to examine ather 
formations, including a pavement formes! 
by basalt. Silurian deposits were searched 
for graptotites withoul success. 

Messrs. Wigmore and Davidson ex- 
plained the formations revested in an 
excavation at the new Spencer Street 
railway station. Using a pias of the 
formations, the Older Basalt flows were 
traced and their effects noted on the 
clays jm the conlact zones. 
A |etler from Mrs. Cheslin, relating 

geological experiences m Queensland, was 
read to imetmbers Mr. T. Sault stated 
that plans for the exhibit at the Nature 
Show were well ia band and asked for 
members to assist with more specimens, 
An excursion Was attanged for Iuly § 
to the limestone quarry at Lilydale. 
The subject for the evening was 

"Onin of Minerals" by Me. A, Cobbett, 
The speaker first mentioned the chemica? 
elemenis most prominent in aninerals, 
will the Silicate group the most plenti- 
ful. The earth has a mcke! core, partly 
molten, and parily solid, surrounded by 
a Mantle anit a crest, When dealing with 
4 magma, its meting and cooling prints 
had wo be considered to reach the eutec- 
fic point for solidification. This wark, 
however, Was extremely intricate, owing 
fo the large number of substances in a 
mock. There was always a systematic 
‘throwsout" of basic material first, then 
intermediate felspars, followed by acid 
types. Even this order can be cisturbed 
while cooling. Chemical mineralizers can 
also he at work, Such os heated water and 
Yanious vapours, These generally form 
dykes through the cowntry rock, Fam- 
eroles can deposit boron and sulphur 
with oiher }indred minerals, Replacement 
and slress can also operate Lo wie many 
minerals These mostly have long narrow 
erystils. The Grigin Uf secondary minerals 
Was dealt with af lenuth, dss specimens 
ta explain (he processes. Minerals of an 
organic orem were the caleie grap, 
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aragonite, and muny in the silica group, 
etc. To Fmalize, the speaker used a large 
callection of minerals to explain the basic 
facts, thus making an iniricate Subject 
much easier. 

Exhibits: Large collection of minerals 
including tourmaline i quartz, Bamet, 
lepidolite, crocidolite, asbestos, born- 
blende, woolastinite, kyanite, staurolite, 
Fubelite, amethyst, monazite, copper car- 
bomales, pyrite, malachite, beryl, cor- 
rundum (Mr. A. Cobbert); large i 
crystals from Yackandandah (Mes. 
Salau); agates cut and polished from 
Agate Creek, north Queensland (Mr, R. 
Davidson}; vesicular lasalt and baked 
clays from excavation at Spencer Street 
railway station (Mr N. Wigmore); 
schists, pneiss, garnels in altered rock 
from Wilkes Base, Antarctica (Miss 
Spain) rock sections under micrasca 
(Mr, D. Metnnes); packages of molyb- 
denum and fossil wood for distribution 
to members (Mr. D. Damgerfield)- 

Botany Group—June 11, 1964 
The main item of the evening, Chetr- 

pudiacese, a lecture by Miss White 
on the goase-foot or sallbush family, 
was full of mniecrest and most informative, 
World-wide distribution, habitat, flower- 
fore and systematics were dealy with in 

etaal. 

This being the annual meeting, the fol- 
Sowing were elected office-bearers for tle 
ensuing your, 
Chuirman— Mr. B. Fuhrer, 
Scererury—Mr F. Zirkler, 
Programme Srewurd—Miss M.- 

Allender- 
Praperty Siewards—Miss M, Bland, 

Mr EF. Dawes 

The remainder of the agenda was con- 
cemed with reports, the Nalure Show, 
excursions, and the slide bbrary- 

AFFILIATED CLUBS 

Warrrambool Ficld Naturulias Club 
Warrnamban] annual report discloses 

a year of activity and interest, with the 
regular round of excursions and lectures, 
mostly by members. 

Onc highlight was Lire visit of dhe 
FNC YY. over Easier, Anather is 2 new 
nesting record for Vietoria—the Rlack- 
cheeked Cormorayit 

Besides its self-inrposes! task of te- 
foresting Tawee Hill, the Club és adding 
its Voice ta those demanding protection 
of the lawer Glenelg, preferably by a 
substantial National Park, 
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Mr. W. Mathieson is President, and 
the former Prestdeni, Mr. John Edge, is 
Secretary-Tressurer. 

Ballarat Ficid Naturalists Club 

This Club reports reetlar meetings 
and excursions, somé of the latter jn 
conjunction with the Geclong and Mary- 
borough Clubs. Ballarat has. also linked 
up with the Western District Association 
of Field Naturalists Clubs, hoping thereby 
ty be able to help control the rage for 
pine. plantations. 

Mr. P. Day is President, and Mis. E, 
G. Bedggood, Honorary Sccretury. 

Benalla Field Naturalists Club 

This Club reports good PTOgTeSS. Tu 
addition to the ustal general meetings, 
the well-known English microscopist, Mr. 
H. A. Dade, has been having micro- 
scopicat evenines in his home. 

A most interesting development is the 
holding of combined excursions with the 
Ringwood F.N.C, Fauna members of 
bath these clubs have heen active ohsery- 
ing animals m the Strathbogie Ranges 
The club has also had Mrs. Gladstone, of 
Beechworth. as a leader on. an excursion 
to Mount Pilot, 

Mr. W. McCall Say is President. and 
Mr. E. Harrison is Secretary. 
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The Eastern Australian Orchid, Diuris punctata 

(A Critical revision of the complex originally figured and named 
Diuriy punctata by James E. Smith in 1804) 

Sumnarary of Nomenclarnral Changer 

in this Papers 

Diurit alba R. Br. is reduced to varietal 
rank under 0, pierctara, 

D, puneleta var, teagtssima Benth, is 
upheld, and 2, ereneata FitzG. is ce- 
duced to synonymy thereunder. 

D, punciata var, peactate forma blakneye 
FM, Bailey is amended to allow of 
a inuch Wider interpretation. 

}. punctata var. sulfured Rupp is reduced 
io a colour form of D. punctate var, 
Ppunctara. 

D. penciata variches afbo-vielicea and 
parvipetala are described as new, 

The need for a revision of this 
puzzling, polymorphic species has been 
felt by must students of Australian 
orchids, In fact, the late Rev. H. M. 
R. Rupp, in the light of the informa- 
tion he then possessed, did attempt the 
lask [Fict, Nar, 63; £78 (Dec, 1946)] 
aud several yeats before his death he 
was working towards a further paper 

on the subject. The present author is 
deeply indebted to Mr, J. H. Willis 
(Melbourne Herbarium) who, by re- 
search, review and suggestion, has con- 
tributed much to this paper—an at- 
termpt at the rce-definition of the 
Species, as occurring aver the whole 
of its range. Because of the very wide 
distribution, some entities may even 
yet await discovery, moreovet, the very 
nature of the specics will probably 
always militate against a completely 
satisfactory classification. The case of 
D. punciata emphasizes how inade- 
quate is a rigid framework of nomnen- 
clature for expressing the innumerable 
vanations that can occur within a 
single apecies. Genetical research in 
the group ts a desideratum, 
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By A. W. Docket 

In this paper the use of certain 
tenms calls for the following explana- 
tions 

(a) Labellom will consist of a central- 
basal disk, two lateral Jobes and 
an apical, expanded mid-lobe, 
To avoid vonfusion with the tax- 
onami¢ gunk of “form! {farma), 
the various foral shapes in speci- 
mens will be referred to as “fig- 
ures’ not “forms”. 
An indistingtly clawed petal will 
be one in which the petal is not 

sharply differentisted inta claw 
and Ismina, since the claw’ erad- 
ually dilates toward the lamina 
and the latter mmperosplibly nuar- 
rows toward the claw, 

(cl) When the colour of a flower is 
mentioned, it Will exclude the 
colour of the lateral sepals (which 
are in shades of green, brown or- 
dark purple), alsa the small 
amount of yellow oat the base of 
the column and on the disk of the 
Jabelluin. 

(b} 

tc) 

When measurements of segments 
are given, they are intended merely 
a: 2 puide to the usual flowers of a 
taxon and not as an inflexible rule, 
since most of the taxa are extremely 
variable m almost every segment. Very 
general terms such as long. sheri, 
medium, ete., are often the only ones 
(no matter how unsatisfactory) with 
any practical appheation. lt cannot be 
too sirongly stressed that, in atlempt- 
ing the identification of the taxa (even 
when using the Key at the end of this 
paper), reliance ghould not be placed 
on one or two characters, but upon 

the assemblage of charaters. Location, 
although not a delesmining factor, is 
nevertheless a frequent and vteful 
guide. 

Vict. Nat.—Vol. 8} 
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A—Complete plant of Diuris punotata Sm. var, punctata Farma puactata (from Campbeiltawi, 
N.S.W.); 

B—Flower from front; C—Fflower from side; D—Labellum fram above; 

E—Labellym from side: F—Column from front; G—Columa frum sid#; 

H—Pollinia from front; I—Pollinia from side; K—Pollinia from front (when flower open to 
show viscidium attached) ; 
a—Anther; b—Bursiele: s—Stigma; w—Column wings; v—Viscidium, 
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Two pages of the accompanying 
illusirations show the flowers tn a 
flattened, unnatural aspect, so that the 
basic shape of each segnient can be 
seen, In the malural position, the 
keeling of the mid-lobe of the lahellum 
{in some specimens), rolling of the 
ftargins of rhe dorsal sepal or even 
petals, angle which the labellum forms 
with the dorsal sepal. and eolumn- 
embracing habit of the lateral lobes 
af the labellum it, some specimens, all 
tend ta give a false impression of the 
actual outlines of variays segments, 

Dutrts puNcTATA Sin, Exot, Bort. 1; 
13, t, 8 {1804}; 

Benth, Flos, 4use 6: 326 (1873); R, 
D. Fit2zG. (ined. 37 6); F. M. Bailey 
Od. Flor £- 1564 (1902); B.S. Rogers 
in Black Flor. §. dust. 1: 142 61922); 
E. BE. Peseott Grofiid, Vict. 68 (1928); 
H. M, R. Rupp Orchid. NSW. 12 
9d6y. etiam Fier. Nat 63: 178 (Dec. 

An aggregate and cxceedingly com- 
plex species of striking polymorphy, 
embtacing atleast six major vatiations 
(distinguishable as ¥aricties}) and three 
minor (distinguishable as forms). Its 
flowers range in size from one of the 
largest in the genus Diuris—being 
rivalled only by some of the giant 
fistires of D. longifelige R, Br, and 
DB. sulpiurea RB, Br, —to one of the 
smallest. Thus, the combined length 
of dorsal sepal plas labellum ranges 

Mats 2 

1-3. — DL prretita Sra, val. 
N.S. 

[e-16—2 aiertate vor, qantate forma 
16 enciele var. ee forma 
t—Ditlo (Beaidwoud,, N.S.W, 

from alimost 5:0 cm. down to 1°25 
tin. The diversity in colour is quite as 
striking as the range in segment-shape 
and size, Usually the flowers are Hot 
fragrant, but in some districts they are 
pleasantly scented. 

Each variety, herein listed, is widely 
disteibuted (with the exception of var, 
albo-violecea) ond possesses a dis- 
tinelive combination of characters. 
But, owing to the polymorphy, colour 
Variatton find range in size of some 
varieties {very noticeable in certain 
areas, while in other districts their 
features remain coraparatively stable), 
it is dificult to classify satisfactorily 
separated or sclected extrenves of 
variatron. 

Afother rather phzzling situation Is 
the development of small, isolated, 
aberrant populations (7 mutants) 
which do not warrant aay taxonomic 
tank, For example, a suite of spect- 
mens collected near Pittown on the 
Hawkesbury River, N.S.W.. by Dr 
W. Woolls in the 1530’s, has not been 
duplicated anywhere since then; this 
collection is incorrectly labelled “var. 
minor” in the National Herbarium at 
Sydney, Likewise, C, Walter, in Vict, 
Nat. 23, 240 (Marv. 1907), thus 
described D, pynctata var, daltonti 
from material collected al Mt. Arapiles 
ness Natimuk, Victoria; 

differs from the lypical farm of 
Diuris panctara Smith un having 

punctata Tocma dloekneyd FL M. Bailey (Near Cumplelliown. 

4 —= DDS gl giamthoune, SE. Quand), 10—Oitte (Benalln, Vie.) Li-fliee (Kutrj Kuret, 

tertesard (Neat Che prbanenany) NBW.1. 
Aneyie (Casing, N.5,W,) 

1s—D. rinclata vur, alba (Mt, "art Ho¢krill (South Molle Id, Q'landi, 
19—D, purtctote Far. miner Benth. { Wallaigarrva, §.R. Q'la ad}_ 

20-22—D. minctata var. punctate forma sulfwrea (upp) Dorkrili 
23—D. punecteta var, neat fortne Sakneye (Tares, NSW 
24—Pitto (Mt. Fox, N. Q'land). 

25-28—D. punctate var. alba (Warnberal, W.S.W. 

(Groen Valley, Guerra WSW.). 

). 
27—D, punetata var. miner (Clifton, New England, N-S.W —from ‘Tyre specimen). 
ze—Ditio (Uralla, NvS.W-). 
24—D, penetata, shervant fourm ePittoan, N-BOWI. 
80—D. punctata var; alba CRacihamipton, OQ'land), 
'2—Dhtto (Shoat Passaxe, 

33-t4—Ditte (Wamboral, N. owe 

120 

N—Ditte tlebellum of Nu. 30), 
Q'lond—ftom Erown's Trev specimen. 

we-k8—Ditia (Maryberough. Q'land), 

Vick Nat-—Yal, 31 
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shorter petals fonly $ inch in length), 
While the Jower jobes of the calyx are 
Vhread-like and much fonger (fully 
two inches in length) and of o pale 
green colour.” 

Walter's type epectmes has completely 
disappeared, so that iis identity is 
now guesswork, Many people have 
later searched in the locality given. 
without seeing anything Temotely re- 
sembling a Dinurls prnctata. This 
Variety ts better excluded from any 
evaluation of the present species as 
such. 

The distribution of D. punctate is 
from the coast to the western plains 
Of eastern Alistralia, from the Ather- 
ton Tableland in north Queensland, 
through central and southern Queens- 
land, New South Wales and Victoria 
fo MI, Gambier district in SE. South 
Australia. [t is essentially a plant of 
the natural fields, parklands and open 
grassy country generally, and has been 
exlerminated by grazing over much of 
its former territory, c.g. in Victoria, 

For those students unfamiliar with 
Diuris pufretata, the following detailed 
diagrjosls is provided: 

Plant terrestrial, Tubers ovoid or 
sometimes palmate. Roots few. Lerives 
1-4, measuring 10-40 & Q-2-1-0 em., 
linear. channelled, grass-like. Flowers 
210. messucing 2-6 cm, across ex- 
panded petals, usually (except for the 
luteral sepals) some shade of tilae or 
purple but sometimes white or reddish- 
mauve, very rarely pale cream, yellow 
or pale lilac with much darker spotting 
[often the labellum ts a darker shade 
than the dorsal sepal and petals, but 
sometimes it is paler], 

Derral sepal €-25 ™ §-15 mm, 
usilally Gvaic but sometimes almast 
orbicular,, eccasionully constricted 
ubout the middle and sometimes apic- 

Plate 2 

tate, usually cucullate over the col- 
umn at the base. thereafter recurved 
into an almest upright position but 
occasionally molt recurved. Luaseral 
sepals 25-90 & 1-4 mm., green, brown- 
ish or dark purple, linear, acute, de- 
flexed, pendulous, sometimes crossed, 
usually at least twice as Jong as petals- 
Petalt 8-30 X 3-14 mm., distinctly or 
indistinctly clawed, the lamina ovate, 
orbicular,, cuneate or spalthulate. 
Labelunt 7-22 % 4-17 pam. teilobate; 
disk narrow, the twa ridues sometimes 
yellow, often ending (anteriorly) in 
tooth-like processes; lateral jobes [rom 
buse of disk very variable in size, 
usually oblong-faleate (but shape also 
variable), the apical margin 3ometimes 
crenulate; mid-lobe expanded into a 
lamina fram the apex of the disk, 
usually twice as lang as lateral lobes, 
ovate, orbicular, scutiform, fabelli- 
form or even trapeziform, occasionally 
apiculste or ermareinate, usually keeled. 

Colwnk short and broad: wings 
arising [rom the base, erect, extending 
usually as high as the anther, narrow, 
falcale or lanceolate. often crenulate 
and yellow in front. Stigara large, subs 
orbicular. Rosfelltin covered by an 
ovoid bursicle at apex of the stigma. 
Aner usually brown, rugose, firmiy 
ittached at the posterior af the column 
and ¢xtending just higher than the 
bursicle; potlinia 2, each deeply cleft, 
mealy, slender, hanging from the 
rostellum without stipe or caudicles; 
viscidium ovoid, not becoming at- 
tached to the pallinia until Mower has 
been open same time and is. reaching 
“maturity”, 

Arrangement of the Infra-specife 
Categories 

1. Drris punctata Sm. var. 
FUNCTATA 

The most complex taxon within 
the species, with at least three colour 
forms, oné of which is extremely 
variable. 

ISH5—O, prnoteta vay. fongiesima Benth. (Dripstone, NSW), 
{419—L punctate var, alhovieltece Rupp ex Dockrill (Sunshine, Vie.), 
§0-52—Ditic (Sydenham, Wie-—Tyee loc }. 
S2-86—P. punetate var, warvrpedude Bockrill (Proston diéteiet, Qland! 
aAr-36—B, ponetata ver, punctate forma hlakncyw (from Bailey's illagtrstion of his Tyre form), 

40—Diutte (from Bailey's ilizstration stated to purtesy the ugusl form wf the apectes) 
61—Otlte (Ravenshde, N. Q'lomi—from Batley's Tren syetiment, 
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{a} Forma PUNCTATA 

A form of quite variable structire, 
igs flowers of moderate ro very large 
size, pale mauve in colour, with much 
darker disUiact spotting on all seg- 
ments other than the lateral sepals. 

When J, E. Smith published his 
plate (t. 8 in Exotic Botuny, 1804), 
he gave oo locality record more cx- 
plicit than “New Hoiland”: but it is 
known that numbers of the other 
planis described by him came from 
the Hiverpoot-Camden area, N.S.W. 
Wea further specimens of this form 

were fecorded until P, A, Gilbert 
located it again near Campbelltown, 
WN.S.W.—more that 170 years later in 

September 1934. The present author 
was Shown this localion (hy Mr, Gil- 
bett}, where colonics of the spotted 
type form) occurred spasmodically 
throughout a lange scattering of 2D, 
punctate Var. purntéctale forma blak- 
neve (q.v.d. Their flowers were quite 
Variable and, excep for colour, utdis- 

tinguishable from some figures of the 
Jatter. There ara reports that forma 
pracieta also occurs in a few districts 
other than Campbelltown, hur the 
writer has not been able to sce speci- 
meas from these places. 

in view of the history and distinctive 
colour pattern of this form, it is con- 
sidered advisable to distinguish it 
nomenclaturally- 

TCONOTYPE: Searches im the lecbarra at 
Kew and British Museum (Nat. Hist.) 
have fsiled to revesl the specimen 
delineated by Smith, so presumably it 
has beer Just. Smith's illustvation (he) 
must therefore serve as un ICONOTYPE- 

Neotrve: Near Camphelitown, NS.W, 
(4. W. Dockrill, 26/9/1943—Herb. 
NSW, nm. $7121). 

Distaistron: Only Carmpbetliawn «lis- 
trict, N.SW., as fur as definitely 
known, bul palespotted specimens of 
the vars. longissinn: Benth., alta CR. 
Be.) Dockrill and parvipetala Dockrill 
have been seen from several widely 
stpacated localities; so perhaps forma 
puntata also awaits discovery in aveas 
far removed from Campbelltown. 

134 

(b) Forma BLAKNEY£ F, M. 
Binley Compr. Cat. Gd. Plants 
B47, fix. 973 A, B & E £1913), 

D, elongata Swartz in Schrad. 
Nenres J, Bor, 31. $9 (1805): R, 
Br. Pree. Flar. Nov. folt. 316 
{1520}; Lind), Gen, & Spec- 
orchid, Plunts }08 €1240),; Reich- 
eabach f. Rete, syst, Pik. 13 
C’87t); Ro DD, Fits, Ase. 
Orchied, 14 (1878), 

D. iitacina Fe Mucl, in Linnaca 26: 
239 (1853). 

Bailey distinguished Kis form by a 
broad mid-lohe of the tabellurm (Figs, 
$7, 58 & 59 are taken from his lus- 
trations} and also figured (ic,}) a 

fabellun of what he considered ta be 
the usual form of the species [Fig. 40 
is taken from this]. The present author 
has cxamined Bailey's holotype speci- 
men of forma fPlaknera [Pig. Ol was 
prepared From it], aod is tirmly con- 
vinced that there is nothing unusual 
or outstanding about it, his callection 
merely represents one figure of 4 
variabic form—specimens duplicating 
Digs. 57, 58, 59, 60 & 61, and a range 
of intermediates, can be found in the 
field alongside one another aad they 
are obviously all tefcrable to a single 
taxon. ‘Phe writer sees #0 reason why 
one figure should be singled oul, fram 
others which are just as distinctive, for 
special treatment, Since ihe “forma 
Mlakneyce" must stand [see fnerrac. 
Code Bot. Nomenct. Art. 16, 6) & 
70 (1952). it is now proposed that 
the circumscription of the form he 
broadened to includes the multiplicity 
of figures discussed hereunder. 

In its wmended interpretation, this 
becomes the “typical” oc most usual 
form ol the species (bit, of course, not 
the type form) and must of the ena 
finns given for the species probably 
apply to this form only. Tis Mowers 
are morpholgi¢cally ideatical with 
those of forma purtcture, but the 
colour is exceedingly variable; pale 
mauve to deep reddish-purple. occas- 
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ionally white, and rarely pale cream 
[e7. W. H. Nicholls in Viet. Nat, 46; 
182 (1930)]; specimens often have 
yvanous segments of differeot colours, 
and occasionally the labcilum is spot- 
ted, but never alf segments a% in the 
forma ptercrara. Its range of structure 
and size are little shor! of astonishing, 
ane It is possible to find a scattering of 
planis in a small area where the fol- 
lowing variations occur: 

flowers small to very large (combined 
length of dorsal sepal plus labeliuim 
2-5 om.}i lateral sepals 2-4 times 
length of petals, usually Jax but some- 
times recurved or ever crossed; petals 
usually distincily awed but ogca- 
sionally obscurely so. the lamina mod- 
erile to large in size and ranging from 
suborbicular ta soblanceolate, occa- 
sionally apiculate; futeral fuabes of 
lohettem usually 4 ta 3 the length of 
mid-hybe, about twice as long as broad 
and oblong-faleate, bul sometimes they 
are either smaller or larger, varying 
from suborbicular and clawed to 
obovate-subtriangular or even linear, 
eullous plates Cor Tidges) of disk ov- 
casionally glandular; mia-lobe of labol- 
lum sometimes actitely keeled and 
sometimes fat, suborbicular. flabelli- 
fotin, ovate, subtfangular or even 
trapeziform, and sometimes apiculate 
or emarginate; codenmn-wiags from 
1-5 mon. jower than apet of anther to 
1:5 mm. above it, Sad apical halt of 
outer margin ranging from entire to 
crenulate or even serrate. 

Hotoryre: Ravenshoc. N. O'land (Miss 
a A. Slakney, 2/11/19)2—Herb. 
BRI). 

DistxipuTion: From ithe coast to the 
Western Plains of exstern Australia, 
from the Atherton Vablclund in north 
Quccrsland thronel: Qyeensiand, New 
South Wales and Victoria to Minint 
Ganvbice in South Austrabs. Some- 
times oon grasslund that is swampy 
during winter (e 8, Busrasdale distnet, 
Vic), 

(c) Forma SULFUREA (H. M. R, 

Rupp} A.W. Bockrill, stat. nov. 
BD. puncrara var, suljarea A.M, R- 
Rupp in Proc. Linn, Soc, N,S.W- 
69 73 (1944). 

September, 1964 

A careful examination of all speci- 
mens of this form in the National 
Hetharium of New South Wales has 
shown what their morphology is quite 
identical with that of forma penciata, 
the sole difference being that of colour. 
It is apparenily well-established ih its 
only kaown district, and the clear 
sulphur-yellow colour is so. outstand- 
me2ly distinct fromy the usual mauve, 
purple or white in flowers of this 
species thal recognition of a colour 
form (but not a varicty) is warranted, 

None of the specimens at Sydocy 
Herbarium bears a label (in Rupp's, 
ar any other, handwriting) to indicate 
thal a type is concerned; so the present 
author has chosen one of them as 
lectotype. 

Lecroryre: Green Valley, Guyra, NSW. 
(7. Po Shiner, Ocr. 19356—Herb. 
NSW, nw, $7122), 

DistrisuTioM: New South Wales only, 
where confined fo the ype Togality. 

2, D. punerara Sm. var Aina (R- 
Br.) A. W. Dockrill, cons. nov. 
& stat. nev- 

0, albo K. Bro Pradr. Flor, Nav, 
Holt, 324 (1810); Benth. Flor. 
Arse &, 325 (1873); F. M, Bailey 
Ud. Flor, S$; 1564 (1902), |Rupp, 
Orchid. NSW. 12 (1943), cloube 
fully refers ta this varicty,] 

Sit George Taylor (now Director, 
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew) has 
kindly supplied .a scale sketch of the 
fabellum fram a saffened-aut flower 

of R. Brown's holotype specimen 
(Fig. 32 1s taken from thik sketch] and 
has supplied Lhe following informa- 
ton: Collected at Shoal Passage, 
Queensland, 26th August 1802, and 
housed at the British Museum (Nat. 
Hist.) under No, 5558; over-all lenath 
of Jabellum 7 mm.,; lateral sepals 23-35 
mm, long; petals not yery acute. 

A vareful ¢xaminaiton of a number 
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of specimens belonging to this taxon 
has shown that the margins of the 
disk of the labellum will fotd over or 
tightly inrall on drying, giving the disk 
a very Narrow appearance, Anvone not 
familiar with this habit would find it 
cafficult to see the margins of the disk 
xr the callous plates (longitudinal 
tidges}. Therefore we can, with 
reasonable safety, assume that the disk 
in Brown's specimen was actually 
broader than that depicted hy Sir 
George Taylor, and that in the fresh 
State it would most prohably accord 
with Figs, 30 & 31. 

Dr. W. T. Stearn, in Endeavour 19 
(n, 73): 33 (Jon. 1960), reproduced 
a beautiful drawing of D- alba R- Br- 
by Ferdinand Bauer, 1802-05. Since 
Brown's specimen was collected in 
1802, we may also reasonably assume 
that Bauer’s meticulous itlustranan 
portrays either the type specimen or 
at least one Of the selfsame taxon. It 
shows 2. Jabellum disk that is not very 
narrow. 

This taxon has the following distin- 
guishing feulures: flowers small to 
medium in size (combmed lenath of 
dorsal scpal plus labellum 4-5-3'0 
cm). white or white with purple suf- 
fusions o spois; lateral sepals ystally 
rather short, often Jess than Iwice the 
length of the petals; petals plus mrid- 
Jobe of labellum very vactable; Jareral 
lobes of labellum slender, ridges of 
disk 2, nut 3 as Stale by same authors 
(Bauet's illusication (/e.), on first 
appenrances, Seems fo lave a central 

tidze; however, examioatton of speci- 
mens shows rhis to be an area of 
colour and not a ridge]; column details 
are quite consistent with OD. puncteta, 
Bailey (/c.) stated that it is difficult 
lo separate D. alba from D, puricsata 
in the dried state. and so iL is; in fact, 
the former taxon is Jitthe more than a 
geographically distinct colour form. it 
is now proposed to reduce D. alba 
R. Br tea variely ol D, pustctate Sm 
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HoOvLotree: Shoal Passage, N. Queens: 
lant (A. Brown, 26/%/1802—Herb, 
BM), 

Desrrinution: Neae-coastal districes froin 
Rockingham Bay, North Queensland, 
to Port Jackson ii central Wew South 
Wales, showing a preference for 
“Wallum" anil open heaths 

3. D. punetara Sm, yar MING 
Benth, Flory, Ause, 6: 327 (1873). 

In Bntish herharia there are no 
specimens bearing the varietal epithet 
“miner’ jn Bentham's handwriting; 
but the specimens collected in the 
New England and Upper Ciarence 
River districts of New South Wales, 
and referred to by him (Cic,), are in 
the National Herbarivra of Victoria. 
The labels on these specimens give na 
indication of type material, so the 
present author has chosen one of them 
as lectotvpe, viz. from Clifton in New 
England fabout 19° miles west of 
TenterGeld, N.S.W.}; Pig. 27 was 
taken from u seftened-out flower of 
this specimen. 

Flowers in his variely are small 
(usual length of dorsal sepal plus 
fabelliign tithe more than LS om.); 
colour is usually deep pluish-mauve to 
purple, but occasional pale mauve of 
even white Alowers are seen; lateral 
sepals vary in length from moderate 10 
very Jong (about 2-5 times the length 
of petals); petals rather small, usually 
with long, distinct claws and sub- 
orbicular laminae; labellum with 
rather large Jaterol jobes which are st 
right angles to the disk, and mid-lobe 
more or less Aabelliform. 

G, Beatham's description, “. . . mud- 
lube of labellum more rhomboidal. 1s 
puzzling bevaise none of the speci- 
mens quoted by him show this feature, 
Possibly bis impression was gained 
from a dned-up and faululy pressed 
labellumi Frona some flower, 

Lecrorvee and Paratyves: Clifton, 
New England, NSW, (C. Senate, 
about 1870—Herb. MEL.), 
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DrstRactTiow: Tablelands of the northern 
halt of New South Wales and of 
sauthern Queensland. 

4. OvrorxctTatra Sy. var, LONGISSIMA 
Benth. Flav, Ausi. 6; 227 (1873), 

BD. ceneara R, DB, Fite, Aust. 
Orchid, 24: 1891); A.M. RB. Rupp 
Orelia. NSW. 12 (1943). 

J. A, Willis bas carefully examuned an 
ssotype specimen of this variety (from 
Mudgee, N.S.W,) and is quite satic 
fied that at is identical with D. cuneata 
R. D. FitzG., so alsa was Rey, Rupp, 
when shown the same specimen in 
May 1953. The cuneate petals, undu- 
Jate margins of the mid-lobe of the 
Jabellum and wlandilation of the cal- 
lous plates of the disk, features stressed 
by FitzGerald, have been found to be 
much more variable in this taxo than 
was known to him, Undoubtedly Ben- 
yham was justified in classifying 1b as 
merely a variant of D. punctaya, 

The usual form of jhis variety 1s 
characterized a5 follows; moderatc to 
large flowers {length of dorsal sepul 
plus tabeltum 2°25-3-5 om.) which 
have a celatively large dorsal sepal; 
long laterat sepals [even up to 9 om. 
or more); more or Jess indistinctly 

clawed petals; !abellum with broutl 
latecal Jobes (their breadth up to half 
the length of mid-lobe) which em- 
brace the column, and mid-lobe some- 
what flabelliform. However, Figs. 39- 
45 indicate some of the variations 
within this variety. Les colour range is 
most pronounced—from white with 
purple suffusions lu deep reddish 
purple, some specimens being even 
spotted and reminiscent of the forma 
punciata [see also FitzGerald (fe-)], 
some Steiped or dark-coloured with the 
margios of segments outlined in while. 

Tsorvrc- Mudgee, NS.W. (Ferfar, [870 
Herb, MEL). 

DistRieuTion; Northern Victoria (where 
now reduced to curity through the 
inroads of grazing, cte.J, southern 
New South Wales from suxast boy West- 
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ern Plains and on the Central Western 
Slopes 

3. D. punctata Sm. var. ALBO-VIOLa- 
co, JL M_ R. Rupp ex A. W, 
Dockrill, var. nov. 

DB. alba sens. auctt. Vict,, nom R Br, 

Flores mordlict suaveolentes, albi 
ef Violaceo-suflus(; sepala tateratic 
longissima; pefala mapa, saepe 
indistinete unyulata; labelleen lobis 
lateralibus maenis atgre lebo 
ttedin plerumaue — flabelliferni, 
wins disco anguste longissimogue 
Cob medium subaequanti), 

HoLotyre: Syilenham, Victoria (P.RLA. 
St. tnhn, Oct, 1912—Herb, MEL) 

Paratyres; Loo, cin CW. RR Raker, 
6/11/1901— Herb. MEL) 

DIsterntron: Southem Victons where 
restricted to the Keilor and Werribee 
basulle plains (on dry grassland) and 
now extremely rare. 

Flowers of moderate size {com- 
bined length of dorsal sepal plus label- 
Jum usually a. little less than 3 cm.), 
fragrant, While with yrulck suffusions; 
fateral Sepals long (3-4 times the Jenath 
of petals). petals usually imdastinctly 
clawed: lateral lobes of labellum very 
large Coften as long us ihe mid-lohe); 
disk very Jone (about the fengih of 
mid-fohe) anu marrow; mid-lohe 
usually Dabelliform, 

The vanely albo-violacca has aifin- 
tics with var. longissina, from which 
il differs chiefly in the very tong and 
narrow disk—see Key and Figs. 46-52, 

The varietal epithet, referring to the 
colour of the Rower, was suggested by 
Rev, H. M_ R-. Rupp scyeral yeare 
before his death, MN would have been 
published in his revision of the D, 
punctaia Complex (never completed), 

6. D. Puncrata Sm. var, WARVIPE- 

TALA A, W, Dockrill, var, ma, 

Flores parvale (sepalum dorsale 
ana cunt labella 1-73 tn, solu 
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metiens), Intea-albi, punetis macus 
lisque violeceis obliut; angudus inter 
lahellutre et sepalum dorsale acutis- 
sinus; sepala lateralia longissima 
{quam pefala sextupla longieray; 
daminae peraiorum variabiles ved 
seniper parvulae, breviter sea late 
unguiculatae (fotnn, petalum bre- 
vissimuil, mruncetayt, cuneaiuit)+ 
labetlurm labis lateralibus minimis 
argue loba medio parvula, usitate 
subvhomboidall, eius disca plerum- 
que cavinater (lobes medius a disca 
nan clare discriminatur) 

Hovotype: Brigoada, Queensland (MH. 
Power, Sept. 19S4—Herh. BRI), 

Distravriow: Queensland, where only 
occasional From the Atherton Table- 
land to the border of New South 
Wales, but occurring in fair naimbers 
in the Proston srea, It seents to Favour 
hivhec elevations ar areas nat close 
lo the Comat 

Flowers very small (combined 
lengtl: of dorsal sepal plus labellum 
usually about 1 75 cm.), except foc 
the lateral ¢epals coloured cream with 
mauye-spots and hlotches; dorsal sepal 
forming a very acure angle with the 
fabellum; lateral sepals. extranruinarily 
long, averaging about 6 times the 
length of petals; laminae of petals 
yariahle in shape but extremely small. 
tné claw short and broad so that the 
whole petal often appears truncate or 
cuneate; lateral lobes of labellum very 
small; mid-lobe small, usually sub- 
rhombojdal and with no sharp line of 
demarcation from the disk which is 
usually keeled, 

The vartely parviperaia has often 
been mis-identified either as var, alba 
ot Var. nitnor, but its merphology is 
quite distinct-ef. Key ancl Figs. 53- 
56. 

KEY To WARCETIES AND Forms oF DB. puneratd 

1, Larecal lobes of labellum at least + as long a5 mid-tobe, or, if stightly less, dhen 
very broad 
(3) Plowees usually dark purple (but variable): length of dorsal re plus 

lahellum seldom above 1-6 cm; lateral sepals 2-5 times fenpth o 
petals dystincly chawed 

tb} Flowers variable in colous; length of dorsal swpal plus fabellum 2 2-2-3. 5 
cin.; lateral sepals 3-4 umes length of petals; petals indistinctly clawed: 
lateral Jobes of labelluen, very broad: disk not long and slender 

_ var. LONGISSIMA 
(c) Flowers white with violet suTusiens, fragrant, length of dorsal sepal plus 

Jabellum usually stightly less than 3 cm.; tateral sepals 3-4 times length of 
Petals: petals indistinedy clawed: lateral lobes of Isbellum often a5 Jong 
as mid-lobe; disk long ‘(often as Jane ax mid-lobe},, very narrow 

fo 

hulf, then very tarhow, 
‘ Latera} bchies of tabclium Jess than 4 as reer 

var. ALBO-VIQLACEA 
emid-ibe. os, it approaching 

(d) Flowers cream with purple spots and suffusions, length of dorsal sepel plus 
Jabellum usually about l+7 em.; Jalecul sepals averaging 4 times length of 
petals: petals with very small jaminaes mikblobe of labeflum incistinctly 
separated from disk _ var. PARVIPETALA 

(e) Flowers white or white with ‘purple suffusions; length of dorsal sepal plus 
laveflum 1:5-3:0 cm.; lateral se on 12-24 times eaRth of petals; laminae 
of petals moderate in size 

3 
five varieties 

lies -, .. «-) Var. ALBA 

All segments extremely Variable, bit sosutoinartons afl charbelers not asin other 
. var, PUNCTATA 

(ff) Flowers nale mauve with much dukey s spotting 0 on alt BegMents 

(2) Flowers sulphus-yellaw 
| Forma pirricreare 

forma svifurea 
(h) Flowers variable ji colens (white to Neep purple), withoul spots er rarely 

so on labellum only . 
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Australian Wattles—No. 42 

Mealy Wattle, Acacia farinosa Lindl., and Hard-leaf 

Wattle, A. sclerophylla, Lindl. 

Mealy Wattle is named for its mealy 
(farinaceous) buds, flower-stalks and 

young leaves. It is a distinctive but 
rather undistinguished dull green, 
shrubby wattle of the dry country, 
stiff in some localities and somewhat 
weeping in others. 
The stiff, usually curved, leaves are 

shallaleigh-shaped, i.e. broad and 
blunt at the top and narrowed to the 

base, dull green, impressed with a 
fine mesh of longitudinal veins, and 
1” to 2” long, with the broadest part 
#”’ to occasionally as much as 4” wide. 

There is sometimes a small thick point 
on the tip, sometimes a small notch. 

The relatively small, short-stalked 
flower-heads arise singly, in pairs or 
in threes, from the leaf-bases and are 

By JEAN GALBRAITH 

a rather light yellow. Both flowers and 

leaves are commonly well-spaced, and 
the pods are about the same width as 

the leaves, often curved, dark with 

lighter margins, 1” to 2” long and 

narrowed to both ends as well as 

slightly narrowed between the broadly 

oval seeds. They are inconspicuous 

amongst the leaves. 

A Western Wimmera variety, var. 

glabra, has larger. brighter flowers and 

typical leaves, but less mealy stems, 

Mealy Wattle extends from north- 

ern Victoria to Western Australia. 

A rather similar north-western 

species is Hard-leaf Wattle (A. sclero- 

phylia) but its phyllodes are less blunt 

and occasionally more-or-less sigmoid 

Mealy Wattle—A. farinosa 

September, 1964 

Photo: N. A. Wulcpield 
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(like the old fashioned long {) with 

the fine veins less apt to run into each 
other. The two species cannot be con- 
fused because Hard-leaf Wattle is not 
at all mealy, and there is always only 
one of its little dark yellow flower- 
heads at the base of each phyllode. 

The Naturalist and the Microscope 

The heads are short-stalked and the 
stalks quite glabrous. 

The pods of both species are about 
the same size, but those of Hard-leaf 
Wattle are usually straight, and are 
veined like the foliage, though less 
distinctly. 

Cleaning Diatomaceous Deposits 

A fossil diatomaceous deposit was 
recently discovered in the Happy Jack 
mine near Ballarat, and a sample of 
it being given to the Microscopical 
Society it was passed on to me for 
cleaning and any particulars I could 
give concerning it. 

There has not yet been sufficient 
time to clean it thoroughly, but it has 
reached the stage where the diatoms 
can be recognized and a list of these 
is given below. 

The following is the method I use 
for cleaning this or any other fossil 
deposit. In fact, I gave it in an article 
in our Proceedings for February 1944 
for cleaning the Oamaru fossil de- 
posits, and it can be used, with slight 
variations, for any others. 

1. Break into pieces about 2’ square, 
place in an evaporating dish till 
about half full, then fill up dish 
with crystals of acetate of soda 
or hypo (the latter answers per- 
fectly) and boil over a spirit 
lamp for about 15 minutes, then 

allow it to cool and crystallize. 
Add water, then heat again. When 
dissolved pour the water with 
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sediment into a container, such 
as. a tall preserving jar, and allow 
the sediment containing the dia- 
toms to settle for at least half an 
hour, then pour off the milky 
water. Repeat the crystallization 
till the earth is all broken up, 
adding the water with sediment 
to the first lot. 

2. Keep washing the sediment in 
water, pouring off after half an 
hour, till the water remains clear. 

3. Put the sediment containing the 
diatoms into the porcelain evapor- 
ating dish, and when settled care- 
fully pour off the water, removing 
the last few drops with a pipette, 
then about half fill the dish with 
commercial strength hydrochloric 
acid* and boil for about ten min- 
utes; this eliminates any iron or 
carbonate of lime. 

*In this and subsequent steps requiring the 
use of strong acids the greatest care must be 
exercised. Such acids are highly corrosive and 
should they come into contact with hands or 
clothes must be washed off at once. After 
heating, they must be allowed to cool before 
pouring into water, Never pour water into 
strong acid, 
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4, Wash thoroughly as before to 
remove all traces of acid. This 
will take two days at least. 
Put in dish again, allow to settle, 
and remove all water. 

6. Pour in nitric acid till dish ts 
about one-third full, and boil for 
abont ten minutes. All the acid 
boiling must be done in the open 
air, as the fumes are very cor- 
rosive. Allow il to cool, then pour 
it inte a jar about half full of 
water, then fill with water and 
allow it to settle for one hour- 
Wash repeatedly for two days. 
With some fossil deposits the 
boiling in nitric acid can be omit- 
ted, but I think it advisable to 
carry it out with this one, 

7. Put in dish again, allow it te 
settle and remove all water. 

& Pour in sulphuric acid (about tea 
times the bulk of the sediment) 
and boil for about twenty min- 
utes, then allaw it to cool, then 
pour it slowly into a jar about 
half full of water, then fill the jar 
and allaw it to settle as before 
for ane hour. Wash repeatedly for 
two days. 

9. Examine under the microscope, 
and if clean except for sand, 

place the cleaned deposit in a 
shallow concave vessel, and give 
tt. a very light rocking and rolling 
motion. The diatoms will thea 
gradually rise in a cloud in the 
centre, and can be drawn off 
wilh a pipetic, leaving the sand 
in the bottom. 

10. If there js still floccylant matter 
present with the dialoms, place 
them in the dish again, fill with 
water about half full, and bring 
The waler to boiling potor, and 
drop in as much caustic soda as 
you can pile On a sixpence. Boil 
for one and o half minutes (no 
longer), then tip i into a jar of 
cold water and wash as before, 
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The diatoms showld then be per- 
fectly clean. 

The undermentioned list shows all 
the species 1 have located so far in 
this deposit, and there are probably 
others I have not yet seen, 

Surirella hastata A.S. 
Pinauloria viridis Cleve 
P. nobilis Eh. 
Synedra sina WS. 
S. ulna var. lorteissliana WS. 
Synedra sp, 
Stauromeis phoenicenteron E.H. 
S. fulrien Bre 
Epithemia gihba Ke. Most. 
Cymbella delecta AS. 
Cacconcis placeninta B.H. Plentiful. 
Fragilluria sp. 
Gomphorema tnericanim KG. 
Navicula sphderophera K.G. 
N. inflexa Ralfs. 
Stanronels frauenfeldiana Grunow 

This method can also be used for 
the cleaning of some recent gatherings: 
the scrapings from. the surface of mud 
aid sand for tnstance. The material 
should be put through a strainer of 
abot SO meshes toa thé inch first, ta 
remove bits af weed, fragments of 
shell and any ather refise. It can then 
be dealt with in the same way as 
Jassit material. 

Diatoms erowing on weed, cither 
Jreshwater or marine, are trealed ditf- 
ferently. 

The weed! 1s first placed to a bhickel 
or other suitable container full of 
water, A handfyl of washing sodz ts 
theo added to the water, and the weed 
Ts then stirred frequently for about 
two hours. The diatoms will by then 
all have dropped off, and the weed can 
be removed, Allow the diatoms time 
to setile (about one hour), then deal 
with the sediment io the same way as 
the fossil material. 

Noiek—A sample of the diatomaceous earth 
from the Hacpy Jock Mine will he posted to 
any membet who wishes to try his shill at 
cleaning u fossil djatum depbait. Send 6A_ 
statip to cover postage to Mr D. &. Mehines, 
1245 Waverley Road, East Malvern. 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox'y brosh was the traditional trephy of the chase. The Field 

Naturalist usually returns from oan excursion into the bush yaith a 

different sart af “lale’. If you have one worth mounting and pre- 

serving send it io the Assistant Editor, “Vinturian Naturalist’, 102 

Murray Read, East Preston, N18, Victoria, 

Bulbuls 

After reading the oote about bulbuls 
hy R&R. D. Lee in the Viet, Nat, 80 
(12); 369, Mrs, J. Campbell of Hast- 
ings has sent in the following obser- 
vation. 

In reply to Mr, Tee's note regarding 
Bulbuls, I may say that [ saw a few of 
these birds about 1930 in the Botanic 
Gardens, Melbourne. 

I wrote to the late Donald Macdonald 
about them ai the time, 1 remember Mr, 
Macdonald wus amused at my letter. I 
had evidently read something about 
hulbuls having been imported from India 
and asked him to describe them, I fol- 
lowed this up by asking for an identi- 
fication of the strange birds I had scen 
in the Gurdens, and of course, these were 
bulbuls! 

As far as I remember, there were only 
two of three of the birds; and as I have 
never heard of any being seen since, it is 
To be hoped they died out, 

JI is interesting to note that Leach 
in his Australian Bird Book Ed. 9, 
states that. the Red-whiskered Bulbul 
(Otocompsa emeria) is “a serious pest; 
should be eradicated now”. In addi- 
tion, these birds, which were iotro- 
duced from Mauritius, wete appar- 
ently common around Melbourne, as 
‘ihis is one of the bovk’s noted local- 
ities, What has caused their decline 
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disease or tnahbilily to adapt thern- 
selves to a pew envitooinent?— 

R.H.I-McQ.] 

Bungi Notes 

‘Thess notes come to us trom Mes, 
Filen Lyndon of Leongatha. 

_ Now that the fungi season is with us 
again, there are exciting finds Io be made 
in every gacden and paddock or patch of 
serubland, 

Towards the end of May, I wae. invited 
to go fungi fossicking on a sandy, scrub- 
covered hill adjacent to the little town- 
ship of Kyungwak, which fies inland ap- 
proximately halfway hetween Inverloch 
and Wonthaggi, Here we found several 
small specimens of JTygraphorus lewel- 
linae growing in the powdery remnants 
of a rotting fog. For years this toadstool 
has been considered very rare, but now 
that we ate familiar with it, it is turning 
up between May and August each year 
throughout the sandy coastal plain from 
Stany Creek to Corinella, and from 
Kongwak to Tarwin. The frniting body 
is an unusual colour, not rich purple, but 
tather a pale cold violet hue throughout. 
Old specimens fade to almost white in 
wet weather. 

Also at Kongwak, we found fine col- 
onies of Amanita ochrophyfla, ranging 
trom large specimens with a spread of 
len. inches down to quaint buttons. Young 
speciinens have the typical pyramidal 
warts on the cap, but these flatten out 
into an attractive pattern as the plant 
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ages. The gills are a rich creamy colour 
and smell nutty and wholesome, Accord- 
ing ta Mr. J. H. Willis, this species may 
prove ta he edible. Ameriza ampbrneila 
grew miearby, this is « mare graceful 
fungus Wilh a saliny grey cap decara- 
ted with a few mealy patches anil 
white gills Were these two not of the 
genus Ayminita we would have papper 
them in the pan Jong aga, 
The Clavoriacea were well represented 

with pale Jemon spikes appearing amongst 
the leafy debtis and masses of the bul- 
coloured Ramaria. Rotting logs sprouted 
ecionics of other bushland gems which 
amateurs Hesitate ta name with cer- 
tainty. Schizepiiyilune and Byplaloma 
formed fan-like communities on old 
STUrps 

Anrangst the baldest colours of the 
ground-dwellers are the Rusvwulus. R. 
eiRerica hes a scarlet cap and R, airiae 
is a rich purple. Both have pure white 
gills and ithe stalks are usually tinged 
with the cep colaur, One thar abways 
pives me gtest pleasure to find js an- 
other of the Amenins. This is 4. ptl- 
cella, just 9s showy as the intraduced 
A, oruscéria, OUE BrOWINE singly and por 
in colonies. The scarlel-orange cap bears 
a few while warts towards the centre, 
the gills and stem beng o clear white, A 
delightful thing, seldom amore than three 
Inches dcrass- 

A, muscaria, the Fly Agaric. has been 
reported [this autuinn from humerous 
places around the pine plantatians in the 
Childers district im the Gippsland hills 
and tnder homestend pines fram hill 
tel further esst at Ryton and Beech 

At. 

Appeal ta ALL Naturattsts 

Lt seents quite remarkuble thac iu a 
club boasting approximately ovte rr 
sana members, all ot when aie o5- 
jensibly field naturalists, (here shoul 
he such a dearth of field observations 
shat during the past four months, orily 
five letters containing material for 
this feature, Bush Brushes, have come 
ta hand. Our stockpile bas mow ruir 
our. 

These Iwo pages can be contmued 
only if all members are wilhng 106 
participate. The Field Nuinralists Clof 
is justifiably proud of this magazine 
because ibis the only monthly publi- 
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cation of its natire available jy) the 
whole of Alistralla. Rut we Nave 
Teached a point where greatly io- 
creased co-operation from members 1s 
necessary if the hiph standard and 
nize of the magazive is to continue 
unchanged, 

Many of us make observations on 
different aspects of natural history 
quite regularly. Some are not so for- 
tunule, buL al the same ume, ure in- 
tensely inicrested in reading of others’ 
experiences. Usfurtunately, all too 
ofien we mistakenly consider our own 
observations 14 be commonplace, and 
of Jillle more than passing toferest to 
ourselves. Thus if is left to a few 
stalwarts [9 keep these cohimos 
“alive” with their observations. 

All of us should be aware of the 
value of independent observation. and 
When 2 medium such as these coltiyyes 
does exist for the dissemination of our 
eXperiences, we should take advantage 
of tt and share our good fortune with 
others. 

We ire tsuully willing to move our- 
selves if we are give sufficient cause. 
We are zealous in the support of 
campaigns to prevent the alienation 
of Nationy! Parks and ta restrict the 
collection of specimens by the British 
Museum, Although very necessary, 
the function of any group of Naiural- 
i818 18 NO only ihe conservation of 
habitat and the preservation of species 

thersit. Surely af 1s just as important 
to exrenil the recorded knowledge of 
eur natural heriage. 

‘To this end [ earnestly implore all 
teaders Who are auficiently patient or 
whe are fartunate enough to make 
any observations which could he of 
interest to their fellows, ta send them 
i), Even if you are uncestain of the 
Implications involved, your abserva- 
tions can be of great value. TF year 
fee) thal these eolutmms are worth- 
while, then help Us 10 contintre them, 

R. HJ. McQ. 
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Nature Notes from Ringwo 

A new record for our aren was the 
sughting of a Powerful Owl Ninox strenud 
at South Warrandyic. The. bird was on 
a branch about 14 feet above the main 
Ringwood voad and was first seen in 
the car headlights. Fortunately it re- 
mained in the same place until we 
rolurned with a spotlight, This enabled 

pyitive identification to be made. Our 
auna survey group has observed the 
Powerful Owl un a mumber of occasians 
while spotlighting. 

Mrs. E. Moore reported another in- 
usual visitor, the Great Egret. Aererta 
aiba. Vhis solitary bird was seen feeding 
around the edge of a dam at North 
Ringwood Although we occasionally sec 
spoonbills in the area, this is ihe first 
time this egret hax heen noted. An 
interesting report from J. Pearson, was 
of a flock of pelicans which circled the 
Ringwood Lake and then flew away in 
4 southerly direction. 

Me. J. Hyew reperted at sur July 
meeting that the Red-capped Robin Pe- 

od Field Naturalists Club 

roica goodenovii had been seen at Wan 
tirna South. ‘This is unusual as the bird 
is not usually found so far south. Nod- 
ding Greenhoods Pierestylis nutans were 
found in full flower at the Gurdies on 
May 24 this year. This was thought io 
be rather early as they were flowering 
profusely and still budding at North 
Warrandyle in srid-Suly. 

Tarly in June the Banded Greenhood 
Prerastyly vittata was fownk in the 
Franksion-Langwarrin area. Growing 
nearby were the Striated Greenhood, P. 
alan, the Trim Grecenhood PF, concinsa 
and the Nodding Greenhood P. ritany. 
The Guat Orchid Aciwthus cxsertvs has 
been Howering and the Mosquito Orchid 
Aciauthus reniformis was nearly in bloom, 

Signs af spring are the Scented Sun- 
dew Drosera whitiakeri in full bloam and 
the fiest flowers of False Sarsaparilla 
Rardenbergia vielatea appexnng. 

On Mr, Jack Truscott'’s property at 
Notth Ringwood the Bell Miners are 
busy buildine iheir nests. 
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The Name “ Mulga” 

Why does Miss Jean Galbraith’, in 
her interesting accounts of the 
Acacias, use the term Grey Mulga for 
Acacia brachybotrya and Silver Mulga 
for A. argyrephylla (Kiet, Nat. 80 
(iG), Feb. 1964, p. 321)—species not 
related in any way ta siuiga? Ac- 
cording to Professor Morris (.Ausrral- 
English, 1898, p. 305), the first use of 
the term “mulga™ is in | 864 in the ac- 
count of McDouall Stuart's Expedi- 
tions. This is understandable as he 
was probably the first explorer to meet 
with dense mulga thickets (“mulga 

scrub", Morris, p. 306) and might 
quite naturally ask a native whal the 
trees were called. As the tree would 
be of use to the aborigines in vanous 
ways ("mulga apples”"—edihle galls, 
“mulga sugar” from coccids, the wood 
for weapons), it would probably have 
i name of its own. Ip Central Austra- 
lia one may have open mulga plains 
with scattered trees, denser mula 
but room to negotiate 4 Land Rover 
casily through thé irees, and very dense 
tulga scrub requiring knocking much 
of it down—an alarming experience 
viewed from the cabin of the Land 
Rover. 

Plants botanically identified as 
Acacia aneura vary much in the field. 
The trees of mulga scrub on the plains 
may be considered as typical “mulga”, 
ptobably being the tree so called by 
the natives. It has slender phyllodes of 
uniform length, Bur even here differ- 

ences ogclir—some young plants are 
greyer than athers, some hall-growa 

© Mess Galbraith was no doubt fullowing the 
terminology of A. J. Ewart (1410) Flora nf 
Vietorsz, wv. 591, but this hardly affects Gir 
Jeha Clelond’s thesis —Kaditor 

September, 1964 

By }. B. CLetann 

rees hayé horizontal branches, some 
have a beller food value for cattle 
than others and these can be recog- 
nized by bushmen; the trees on rocky 
hills differ, Occasional mulgas with 
broad phyllodes (4. aneura var. lart- 
folia) are easily recognized. The A. 
aneura complex wants careful study 
to see whether stable varieties can be 
hall-marked. 

In South Australia mulga appears 
at 36 miles from Port Augusta oo the 
Woomera road. Ic extends down to 
Tietken’s Well near Maralinga and to 
Ooldea in the west of South Ausira- 

Jia. On the Wentworth-Broken Hill 
road a mulga patch was noted 94-5 
miles north of Wentworth (71 miles 
from Broken Hitl). 

Finally, may 1 express strong dis- 
approval of artificially coined vernacu- 
lar names which have no standing out- 
side Victoria. My old. frend, Dr. C. 

Sutton, spent so much time in helping 
to forge them, and did so wih so 
much enthusiasm, that T never tiked 
{Oo question their yaluc, but it has 
always sé¢emed lo me a real dis- 
service to science. It is a5 easy to say 
Hibhertia or Pinrelea as Geraniym 
and Pintosporikm. A native name of 
a Spontaneous name is allowable— 
blackboy or grase-tree—bul certainly 
not a mistake ltke “yacca’’. 

Addendum July 28, 1964. 

| think | have found why Acacia 
argyrophylla was given the vetnacular 
name of a mulgs, The mulgas belong 
to the Subsection JULIFLORAE with cy- 
lindrical or oblong spikes. J. M. Black 
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(1948) Flora of Sowth Australia 
places it in Subsection UNiNerves 
with olohular heads next to A, brachy- 
boirya where it clearly belongs. In 
South Australia the plant grows by 
the roadside on the Anpaston-Swan 
Reach Fiighway on the hill before 

F.N.C.Y. Visit to Mt. 

descending on ta the Murray Flals, I 
was to bud and flower on 18/7/64 
and the buds were slightly elongated 
—one was 7 * 5S inm—though the 
flawers looked globular. LL was thus 
technically in othe Suborder Suu 
FLORAE, 

Buller—Christmas 1963 

Part 1—Plants aod Anumals 

After Christmas activities a hus Joad 
of field naturalists left the city af 9.15 
am oon Baxing Day, 1963, for Mt. 
Buller. The temperature was pleasant us 
we drove oue through Healesville and 
Alexundra. along the Maroondaly High- 
wey, 
We stopped for unch oo a bridge itcar 

Yarek and were interested to see men 
calling Phalariy tuberosa with a reaper 
and Winder, with two groups of three 
men slacking the sheaves inte stuoks As 
we looked downstream we were de 
lighted ta sec a Ruinbow Hird (Meropy 
ormatas) showing himself plainly on a 
dead branch which projected over the 
water. 

Passing the Tilden Weir, Hardhead 
(Nyrarca australis) were seen on an inlet 
and & number Of White-faced Heron 
(Notupheyx xovachollandive) and Little 
Black Cormorants (Phalacracerax eriel- 
anolercus), There were Spur-wiryed 
Plover {Lobibve novac-hotlandiag) in 
the puddachs. Neat Mansfeld River. Red 
Gurnis (ucolypias cemiwidilensis) were 
noticed, many almost defoliattd appar 
enlly by atick insects. Around Mersring 
were many Candlebarks (Eacalypins 
rubida), some showing beautiful red 
stecuks in Ue bark, and there Were some 
Red Rox (Ff polyanthemas). Tn the vicin- 
ity of Mirrimbah some Blue Gums (E- 
Dicastita) were noticed and a great quan- 
tity of Peppermint (&. radicfad, From 
about 3,000 tect Woollybults (E. aele- 
gafeasis) dominated the forest fa ubaut 
4,000 feet when Snow Gums (6. pauet- 
Hore) took over to abuut 5,000 feet, while 
the top of Mt, Buller was Irecless. Soine 
Messmate (E&. ebtiqna] was seen on the 
road from, Mf, Stirling to Mirrimbah and 
E, viminalis was reeognized on the 
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Howgua. Prominent on fhe roadside 
ascending from Mitriinbah were Hop 
Bitts-pea (Darvicsia latifulia) as very 
large bushes, Feromen derwentia with 
bright mauve to white flowers, Clustered 
Everlasunz  (Hellehrysumn  semiipappor 
swe, Heneiath Orchid (Bipods pune- 
tefuere), Jarge Blne-bells {Wahlentersia 
counmilis), Oxylobicni alpestre in golden 
masses and Christmas Bush (Prostan- 
thera lastanthosy, 

Approaching the ska village the driver 
showed his skill 43 be nursed the full bus 
in the dark up the steep, stony road ta 
the Ivor Whittaker Memorial. Lodge. 

On the first morning the party divided 
up into small groups and in the bright 
sunshine wandered around the slopes 
neur the Lodge looking for Aowets. 
taking photos of Walching birds. Looking 
down tywards the new rand which had 
only recently becn completed i¢ was 
interesting to see the work which had 
beer done or the steeper banks ‘by the 
Country Roads Board, The surface haa 
been painted with tar, seed sown and the 
whole held in place with bundles of 
straw and wire-netting. "The grassland of 
the ski runs was made colourful with 
introduced plants, the red bloom of surrel 
and lush green of clover dotted with the 
bright yellow heads of dandetion (?arn- 
saeum officinale). The Yam (Micraserit 
scaptzera) and the fat weed (A ypocharis 
rodjcalt) Made polden masses, and many 
other natives bloomed in profusion. in- 
chiding White Purlane (Cloytona ass 
tralasic?) flat on the earth, open omly ir 
the warm sun, shrubby Aovea longifolia 
with purple peu-fowers, Mountain Pepper 
(Drinys fanceglata) with insignificant 
greenish creamy flowers, Alpine Mint 
bush (Prostanthera cuneata) with mauve 
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flowers. bright gold to orange Ivy Good- 
enia (Goodenia hederacea) in flat masses 
on the ground, Trigger Plants (Srylidium 
graminifolium) with vivid pink flowers, 
numerous clumps of Purple Violet (Viola 
hetonicifolia) varying from white to deep 
purple, grey-leaved white Olearia philo- 
xopappa var. subrepanda, Tall Rice- 
flower (Pimelea ligustrina) usually visited 
by many butterflies, moths and bees. 
White starry Prickly Star-wort (Srellaria 
pungens) and Poranthera microphylla 
with small white flowers were common. 

Wherever there was a cleared patch 
between the Snow Gums the golden pea- 
bush (Oxylobium alpestre) flourished and 
Pale Vanilla-lily (Arthropodium mille- 
florum) was beginning to flower. 

In the Snow Gums around the ski 
village Flame Robins (Petroica phoen- 
icea) showed flashes of bright colour and 
the beautiful Grey Shrike-thrushes (Col- 
luricincla harmonica) cocked their beady 
brown eyes. Thornbills, White-browed 
Scrub-wrens (Sericornis frontalis) and 
Grey Fantails (Ritipidura flabellifera) 
flitted «mong the bushes. High in the 
tree-tops Pardalotes were heard, while 
noisy flocks of Ravens (Corvus coron- 
vides), Grey Currawong (Strepera versi- 
color) and Crimson Rosellas (Platycercus 
elegans) flew overhead. 

In the afternoon we ascended Mt. 
Buller. Leaving the Snow Gums behind 
we walked over blue-green snow-grass 
and over stones of metamorphic sand- 
stone where the great variety of plants 
resembled a huge rock garden. In addi- 
tion to the Hevea and Oxylobiin were 
found pink Pimelea alpina, yellow Com- 
mon Butter-cup (Ranunculus lappaceus) 
and Ranunculus gimianns with finely 
divided leaves. In damp patches Richea 
continentis was sending up its creamy 
spikes, mats of Fan-flower (Scaevola 
heaokeri) made low rosy patches, gleam- 
ing clusters of white Epacris paludosa 
shone among their dark green spiky 
leaves and the strange Alpine Everlasting 
(Helichrysum hookert) skirted edges of 
the wet places, a large pink willow herb, 
Epilobium sp., also flourished here. In 
the sphagnum bog the little flat Snow- 
wort (Diplaspis hydrocotvle) showed dry 
umbels of fruits and bright green mats of 
Scleranthus hiflorus were seen. Clumps 
of Alpine Leek-orchid (Prasophwvilum 
alpinum) and Green Bird-orchid (Chilo- 
vlottis conferta) were in damp areas. 
Veronicu serpyllifelia and Mountain 
Club-moss (Lycopodium — fastigiatum) 

September, 1964 

Woullybutt forest in the Mt. Buller area. 
Note lack of undergrowth. 

Photo; J, Ros Garnet 

with clubs about two inches long, shel- 
tered under shrubs in damp spots also. 

Growing between the granite and sand- 
stone rocks were Mother Shield-fern 
(Polystichim proliferum). Alpine Water- 
fern (Blechnumt pennamarina) and Neck- 
lace Fern (Asplenium  flabellifolinn) 
and, in the crevices of the basalt. Brittle 
Bladder-fern (Cvstupteris fragilis). Orites 
lancifolia with curly creamy flowers in 
spikes grew near the basalt columns. 
Alpine Plum-pine (Podocurpus lawrencit) 
showed pinkish clusters of staminal 
flowers on the male plants and bright red 
fleshy attachments to the seed on the 
female plants. The yellow-flowered Leath- 
ery Starbush (Plewrandropsis  trymali- 
vides) and the related cream-flowered 
Phebahum phylicifolinm were prominent 
shrubs. as was Westringia sentifolia. 
Grevillea australis had tiny white flowers 
and the Rosy Heath-myrtle (Baeckea 
ramosissima) grew espaliated on the 
rocks. while yellow Bulbine bulbosa lily 
and orange Billy Buttons (Craspedia uni- 
flora) flourished on the slopes. Plantugo 
tasmanica with velvety leaves in starry 
rosettes and Aciphylla  glacialis with 
palm-like pointed leaves were also con- 
spicuous. 

Daisies were numerous, including the 
little Bottle-daisy (Lagenophura stipu- 
fata). the Coarse Daisy (Brachycome 
dculeata) and Brachtycome rigidila and 
B. decipicns. The common. everlasting 
(Helichrysum  scorpioides) and yellow 
Hoary Sunray (Helipterum albicans) 
were there. Podolepsis robusta was an- 
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other composite which looked like an 
everlasting. 4 

On the summit the party sat in groups 
looking down on ridge after ridge of 
blue hills and watched Nankeen Kestrels 
(Falca cenchroides) hovering below and 
while descending heard Pipits (Anthus 
australis) calling as they perched on the 
tops of the low scrub, saw Welcome Swal- 
lows (Hirundo neoxena) circling after 
insects and flocks of Silvereyes (Zos- 
terops halmaturina) flying in gusts from 
one nectar-bearing clump of shrubs to 
the next. . 

On Saturday the party set out in the 
couch for Whitfield, Power's Lookout 
and Paradise Falls. Blackbacked Magpies 
(Gymnorhina tibicen). Mudlarks (Gral- 
lina cyanoleuca) and Willie Wagtails 
(Rhipidura leucophrys) were looking 
for food by the roadside. A group of 
Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos (Calyp- 
torhynchus funereus) was seen and 
Eastern Rosellas (Platycercus eximius) 
flew past with a flash of bright green. 
Galahs (Kakatoe roseicapilla) and White 
Cockatoos (K. galerita) were seen in the 
paddocks. 

As we ate lunch on an outcrop of 
rock near Power's Lookout, we saw 
clumps of purple-mauve Rock Ysotame 
(Laurentia axillaris) at our feet and 
Little Skinks (Leiolopisma guichenoti) 
scuttling off into crevices. Growing 
among the rocks near the look-out was 
Common Fringe-myrtle (Calythrix tetra- 
gona) showing the reddish persistent, 
tailed calyx. Bursaria spinosa and Holly 
Lomatia (Lomatia ilicifolia) with its 
creamy flowers, Pale Wedge-pea (Goni- 
pholobium huegelii) with pale yellow 
flowers and Prickly Geebung (Persoonta 
juniperina) with flowers of bright gold. 
all made patches of colour. The Hop- 
bush (Dodonea cuneata) added beauty 
with the branches fringed with soft 
green lichen and its magenta fruits show- 
ing against the grey rock and the blue 
distance. In this area also there were the 
Burgan (Leptospermum ericoides) with 
long sprays of white flowers, Small-leaf 
Parrot-pea (Dillwynia parvifolia) in 
flower, Pultertea cunninghamii with its 
wide green leaves and orange-yellow 
flowers. also the Dogwoods (Cassinia 
longifolia) and C. aculeata and quan- 
lities of Wahlenbergia with bright blue 
flowers. Grevillea alpina was in flower 
and the tiny Boronia nana with slender 
stems and little pink flowers sheltered in 
tufts of grass. Blue Pincushions (Bru- 
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nonia australis) showed delicate blue 
heads among the rocks and the twining 
Hardenbergia violacea had finished flow- 
ering. The Tree Violet (Hymenanthera 
angustifolia) showed insignificant creamy 
flowers and round purple fruit. and 
Dwarf Rice-flower (Pimelea humilis) 
and pink Austral Centuary (Centaureum 
pulchellum) were there too. Healthy 
plants of Nodding Blue-lily (Stypandra 
glauca) were seen. but not in flower, 
Spreading Flax-lily (Dianella revoluta) 
was plentiful and flowering in big gen- 
erous sprays. The Yellow Autumn Lily 
(Tricoryne elatior) was flowering too. 

It was unfortunate that time did not 
allow everyone to make the long climb 
down below the sheer cliff face of pinkish 
rock from which the Paradise Fall 
dropped in a vertical silver ribbon. The 
few who did were torn between the need 
to return to the waiting party and the 
Wish to absorb the timeless atmosphere 
of the place with its giant monolith and 
the lush growth at its foot or to wonder 
what birds had perched on the whitened 
ledges of the cliff face where Cut-leaf 
Crane’s-bill (Geranium pilosum) main- 
tained a precarious foothold. 

Sunday morning was warm and sunny 
and was spent by us around the village. 
We wandered along the hillside over- 
looking the steep descent into the distant 
Howqua valley, tantalized by the swing- 
ing ropes of the ski-runs and charmed by 
the natural rock gardens. Here soft grass 
and mosses sheltered under rock ledges 
and overhanging lichened branches. Snow 
Daisy-bush (Olearia tyrata), Alpine 
Daisy (Brachycome nivalis) and Silver 
Daisy (Celmisia longifolia) grew in 
patches of sunlight and were visited by 
black and yellow striped beetles. Clumps 
of Eyebright (Euphrasia collina) grew 
along the track with sprays of Pale 
Vanilla Lily (Arthropodium milleforum) 
and Gorse Bitter-pea (Daviesia ulicina) 
was flowering and, in a depression, dense 
shrubs of Yellow Bottle-brush (Calli- 
stemon sieberi) were in bud. 

After a twelve o'clock lunch the after- 
noon walk to Little Buller began with 
a difficult trudge below an outcrop of 
fractured basalt. Walking became treach- 
erous when the uneven rocky surface was 
covered by springy grass and low bushes, 
and we were glad to stop to look at a 
young mountain grasshopper, which 
stayed just long enough to be photo- 
graphed. When the ridge of Little Buller 
was reached, the hardy were rewarded 
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by seeing a nataral gardec of Trigger 
Flaunt (Srydtiiom praminifalivend) and 
blue Digger's Speedwell (Veronica per- 
foliata) growing so profuscly thac it 
was dimost impousibic to take a step with- 
oud ireading on a plant, Here a healihy 
bush of Royal Grevijlea (G, vicrortac) 
tad scarlet flowers and strong plants of 
Tustin Flax-lily (Dienetla rarmanica) 
were glowing. Along the rocky ndge 
approaching the Little Buller summit 
Ihere was a strang wind blowing, and 
anis were in prafusian and if one stood 
if Une place even for a minute swarmed 
up the [egs and over any photographic 
equipment put on the proud A squrnm- 
ing niass of saw-fly grubs Whs ecen on a 
sttinted Snow Gum branch here. 

Ainong other flowers, Alpina Boronia 
(Barcaia algide) lad small pink flowers 
and Roveh Caprosma (Coprosma tire 
tela) had small gveenisi-cream ones. 
The small white Mowers of rrewllce 
australe were yery sweePsiaelling and 
Mirraathewm liexandrune had brown 
epsules. Retwiiling Wireagh 4 damp spot 
a mass of Murchantin showed quan- 
tities oF fernale heads. Carraway (Oven- 
enaerdify andicola) showed its characteris: 
te umbels of frujts. 

Gur friends from the ski villape, Mr- 
and Mrs. James, thoughtlully drove |q 
9 jeep across to the track Iwading from 
the ride of Little Builer and met the 
Weary remnants of the party with wel- 
come cups of tea. This kindly act and 
the stalwart leadership of Mr. Doughty 
and Mr. Miller added greatly io the 
success oF the divy. 

On Monday, Mi. Buller was shrouded 
in. fog and the proposed bus inp had to 
be cancelled, Instead the party walked 
towards the Woollybuic Saddle along the 
jeep Hack which had been hijitr for fire- 
fighting. ‘I'he sun was shining a5 we 
walked along (his tack The white 
Culadenia jyallii was found and the 
Potato Orehid, oe Cimnaman Bells (Gas- 
(radia sesarnevdes), The fille pink 
flowers of Wild Raspberry (Rwdus porii- 
fotiees) were common, arid the most 
Showy shrub we saw was a Cascade Brer- 
lasting (HMNelirvowne tAyrseideer) with 
hanging branches covered with showers 
of tiny white flowers. Here we saw Acacia 
feleifanmis. which had Wide, flat pods 
and blue green phyllodes. A Hlacktaced 
Ouckoo-shrike (Curacina navde-feflan- 
diae) few wver while we were having 
lusch, and great flocks gf Ravens (Cur 
Wwe cearomeides) circled over Mt Sur 
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ling adding in the aunusphere created 
by the black saorm-clouds which blew 
up aga i the afteroon. 

Vitesday was spent on a bus trip 
around Mt. Stirling first down to Mir- 
timbah on the Drelatite, then araund the 
Howdus Valley and back through the 
Delatite Valley, Passing eronnd Woolly- 
how Saddle, Blanket-leaf (Bed}oraia 
salicina), Musk Daisy-hush  (Olearia 
argeprytla) and Mountain Hazel (Marie 
derris apetaia) were growing. There were 
also a line-leaved Elderberry Panax 
(Tieghemoapanix Sree Penni Bluck- 
Wood (Adah meloorvion), 4, deal 
beta, Banyalla (Piesporum — feolor} 
and Prickly Corrant-bush (Coprisenw 
guddrifida), which was common, and 
Sasafras (Alferospepiu masclutwn), 

The bus stapped nent a tributary of the 
Mowqua and the parry was led in single 
file through thick yrowth above the 
stream) to see the falls which tuimbled ja 
a sparkling silver shower against ihe 
dark ruck face to splash inte the stream 
below and be Jost amid the tree-Ferns. 

The lunch stop was made on the 
Howgua near a deserted timber camp. 
Berween the edge of the road and the 
thick growth by the stream a copperhead 
snske (Denisonio superia), about four 
feet lone, was found, 

There was Woolly Tea-tree (Lepre- 
spermuin lanigerain) averhanging the 
siren, and flirting along the branches 
catching insects was a Rufous Fantail 
(Nhipidiea ritiroas). Elderberry (Sai- 
hacus gauiichwndiana) was ia flower 
und Mawitai Cones CC. lamrertctuny) 
was plentiful, (ithe blue Forget-ene-nat 
(Myasolis iisiretis) Was pleanful, Bugte 
(Ahiga onsiralis), Selfheal (Prunella 
yulyoriy> and two species of Senecia 
were flowering, Warinhle Groundsel (8. 
fowtns} AAG Ausirat OS. Hrenrifolins). A 
white Glycine chiidestiny climbed om the 
shrubs, Leacopugan kowkern had mumer- 
os berries And 30 did the bith Woad- 
mf. The dainty blue Veroiice gracilis 
Yas Bowing profusely neat the slream, 

The return drive raund the Fool of 
ML. Stirling gave wonderful views of the 
Tunges beyond, inchwlme My, Ticvitt aiid 
ibe distinetive, sercated outline of Mt 
Cobbler 

On Wednesday the homeward journey 
was through Glenburn, where we had 
lunch hy the stream, Growing there we 
saw Forked Sundew (Droscry bteilay 
and Lomatie tungifelia woth its cream 
wrevillea-iike flawets. Our last stup was 
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Mt Mc. Slide where Fringe Lily (Thy- bright sunshine, warm companionship, 
sanatus tuberosis Was erowing, and the beauty of the flora and fauna of 

Here we looked down towards the the “high country” in summer. 
Dandenongs and Melbourne, and our ; 
thoughts turned to home and werk ahead. L. M. Wurte (Botany) 
We relurned etiriched with ménsorles of Joan M. Forsrer 

F.N,C.V. Club Library—Missing Books 
Section: Geology; Geography Study Groip Librarian: Mrs M, Saleu 

Book No. Author and Title 

A1/2 Origin of continents and oceans 
A1/4 Guide to collection of minerals in National Museum 
Al/é Ball; Story of the heavens 
A1/10 McCoy; Prodromus of palacontology in Victoria 
Al/i2 Wood: Geological observations in South Australia 
AL/14 Madigan: Central Australia 
At/13 Hills; Physiography of Victoria (copy 1) 
AL/1T High mountain catchments In Vieioria 
A2/4 Miller; Footprints of the Creator 
A2/¢ Maury: Physical geography of the sea 
A2/T Grew: Romance of modern geology 
A2/10 Jeans: Through space and time 
A3/6 Watts: Geology for beginners (copy 1) 
A3/6 Chapman: Avstralian fossils 
AB/1B Hall: Vietorian Will and Dale ftopy 2) 
A3/19 Woods; Palaeontology {copy 1) 
AS/21 Wood Jones: Coral und atolls 

David; Geology of Australia 

Seetion: Botany Study Group Librarian: Mr J. A. Baines 

Book Na. Author and Title 
Fi/s Mueller: Acacias—vopy 1 
F1/10 Grove: Trees and their life history 
Fi/16 Grimwade: Anthography of the eucalypts 
Fi/1t Lord: Shrubs and trees for Australian gardens 
Pi/22 Hutchinson: A botanist in South Africa 
F2/10 Guilfoyle: Australian plants 
Fo/1a West: Algac—vol. 2 
P2/18 Audas: Native trees of Australis. 
F226 Laurie: The food of plants 
F2/33 Lubbock: On buds and stipules 
P3/8 Bailey and Good; Plants poisonous to stork 
3/9 Mueller: Botanic teachings 
F3/10 Weston's Ilora 
Pa/24 Revised list of fruit trees 
F3/16 Daley: Baron Ferdinand von Myeller 
3/17 and 13 Classification of flawering plants, 2 vals, 
Pa/1s Flliott: Romance of plant life 
F4/22 Rupp: Guide to orchids of New Sorith Wales—capy 2 
Fa/3l Covke: Introduction lo stody vf funpi 
574 Macdonald: Introduction to mycotogy 

This is merely @ Selection of hooks missing from the section. Members holding 
any books or periodiculs from the library are urged to Telurn them 2s. soon as 
possible, both aut of consideration for fetlow-members and to avold the necessity of 
further action being taken for recovery or replacement. Any information as to the 
whereabouts. of missing books or periadicals Would be Welcomed by the club 
librarian or the appropriate group librarian. 
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Field Naturalists 

General Meeting—Angust 18, 1964 

In spite of dhe cold wet weather there 
was a large atlendance of Meathers and 
fiends when the President, Mr. M-. K. 
Flowghton, opened the meeting at 3 p.m. 
He reminded those present that the Na- 
jure Show would te held August 31 -Sep- 
tember 2, before the mexe General 
Meeting, and asked the Chairman of 
the Show Conmummee Ate D. E. McInnes 
to speak. Mr. McInnes said that pre- 
porations by the committee were well ael- 
vanest. In regen to advertising the 
Shaw, leaflets, in packels of about 90), 
were available for discibatian through 
State Schools wot slreidy on the list and 
those taking a packet should add the 
Mame of the school to the list, Advertis- 
we cards flor shop windows and car 
stickers Were also available, He asked 
members © assist in the collection pf 
Jive exbihits shuctly before the Shrow. 
spiders, SQuatic tects and reptiles, and 
uppedled ta owners of ulilifies 16 assist 
with traesport ta the Lower Town Hall 
on Sunday, August 30, and io remove 
extubits fale an ember 2. 

The Presidenc circulated tester jorms 
fot those able to assist im canning the 
exhibits amd asked for them to be re- 
turned within 2 days. Work in mounting 
the show would cormmence at 9.4m. on 
the Sunday. 

Mr, Coghill mesioned that the Club 
had wece again de thank the Viera 
Trost for meeting Use cost of the Shaw 
leaflets. He reported thar A.B.C. Tele- 
vision had approached ihe Club for sorme- 
one to «ésistam the production af school 
nature-sindy lelecasts and asked anyone 
interesicd to contac! him. He appealed 
once agam for dn Assistant Secretary, 

Mr, Lloyd Williams was the speaker 
jor the evening, his subject “A Naturalist 
im Thailand", Although often regarded as 
a small counth), Thathaid ecxtended 
about 1,000 miles from is northern 
boundary woh Laos te its boundary with 
Malaya im Ure suuth. The vegetation of 
the mountwinouws country arpund Chieng- 
mart in the north, differed from that of 
the dey belt in the: north-east and both 
these differed again from these of the fal 
ceniral rice plain and of the narrow is- 
thmus of Kra. Mr Willaims described 
und showed excellent slides of many 
plaints growing in the different areas, pny- 
me particular attention to mose of cca- 
namic imperiance, In addition to sice, 
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Club of Victoria 

bamboo, teak, knpok and palms, such as 
sugar palms, coconuts, Arece and (hated 
ing paling, fhe speaker mentioned 
hananas, papaya, mango and other fruits. 
The value of tbe Raw Trees Arreruke 
ditm sdame, in providing shade alung 
Toads uml pardens, was stressed and pic- 
tres of the Tlarne of the Forest Poirci- 
ane sp, Crepe Flower Laygerstroemia 
spp.. several species of Cassia, the Pradu 
Jree Prerocurpes crmbedianas and other 
ornamental ees Were shown. The story 
of the Bo Tree Picus retigiosus was told 
and Ate, Willlains concluded with or- 
childs, Water-lilies and the Water ltyacinth 
Pichhernia crarssipes. 

The President thanked Mr. Walliams 
fur Wis tmevst interesting talk and the 
audience showel its apprecistion with 
applause : 

The New Members listed Om page 123 
of ihe August Notwratiy were elected an 
ihe motion of Mr. Coghill, seconded by 
Mr. Realey, and ut drwwing atrention tw 
the Group ‘Mectings, jhe President men- 
tioned thar the next meeting of the Fn- 
tomology and Marine Biolosy Group 
would fe at Mr, Strong's residence, 

Attention was drawn to the new book 
Anvroliun Muneyeaters by Brigadier 
Hogh Offteer which wis ubtainable fram 
The Hon Secretary, Bird) Obsecvers 
Chib, 5¥a Upton Koad, Windsor, 5,4, 
lor 19/- posted, / 

htc, Harrison spoke on an exhibit, an 
agule quartz stone weighme 12° Ibs, 
nat. he bad collected in the tidal zone 
east Of Devonport. Fasatania. Thre stone, 
which hore some resemblance in shape to 
the cranium of a skytl was very bard 
indeed bul Ind beon polished. Mr. Me- 
Jnnes showed how plare wien wsing ep 
lighting could be yeduced by a black 
cardboard cylinder attached by a nibber 
band to the objective lens. He mentioned 
(nat 105 F.N-C\Y, microscopes had now 
been made and sold. Mr. Woollard 
showed a réevulving siage that he had 
designed at the instigation of Mr. Mc- 
innes. Sori of ferns were shown under 
microscopes. Mr. Trieicis displaved a 
specimen Of the rare mineral, selwynile 
from Heathcote 

Buiany Group—luly 9, 1964, 

The Group mei al the Herbarium on 
the 2nd. Thursday of July. 

The Group Chairman, Me, Broce bul 
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rer, was jn the cha and 17 Méinbers 
were present. 

The subject of the 
Lichens. 

Mr. Rex Filson spoke on this wide- 
spread attd complex family, He explained 
the intetesting botanical makeup, the 
distribution, and fhe uses made of 
lichens. Specimens were exhibited and 
color slides, some of which were taken 
try Mr, Frison ia Antarctica, were shown 
Mr. Filson's Knowledge of the subjcct 
and his ability as a lecturer made this 
lalk an oulsianding contribution to the 
Ciroup’s activities. 

The next meeting will be held at the 
Herbariym at 8 pm, on Thorstay Av- 
gust 13, when Mir, Matchell of rhe Soil 
Conservation Branch will spewk on the 
use of plants in dhe conservation of soits, 
Visitors are welcome at all Botany Group 
meetings. 

evenmg was 

Botany Group—aAnpust 13, 1964 

Mr. Bruce Fuhrer, the Group Chair- 
man, introcdicer Mr, Mitchell of the 
Soi Conservation Authority whe addres- 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD, 
457 Bourke Street, Melbourne 

Phone: 67 6129 

Speciolists in Naturalists’ Requisites 

Pins. Forceps, 

Buftorfly Nets, efc., 

Microscopes {Bearnners’ to 
Research Models}, 

Binoculars, Telescapes, 

Survey Instruments, ete. 

BOOKS 

On NMotural History, 

Australia, Art, General. 

New ond Secondhond, 

Lists Free. State Requisstes. 
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sed members on the work being carried 
out to-combat erosion and, in particular, 
the plants being used for repencration of 
the soil. Many slides were shown and a 
most informative and interesting cvening 
resulled. An excursion is to be held to 
Rosebud in September and other excur- 
Sions by members are to be arrunged 10 
Monbulk and to the Blackwood area 
Ciwd members are anvited to altend 
Croup excursians. 

Microscopical Group—June 17. 1964 

Twenty-five memhers and visitors al- 
tended this meetine which was chairesi 
by Mr. LeMaistre. 

Members stood and observed one 
minute's silence as a mark of respect 
for the late Mr. Tarleton Rayment who 
wits a very active member of the Club 
and who had given the Group a nueober 
of talks. A letter from the Junior Group 
of the Ararat F.N.C.V. requesting help 
was discussed. 

Dr. A, Nichols from the Frherres and 
Bidlezical Control Section of the 
CSULRO, was guest speaker for the 
evening and gave the group a most in- 
teresting Lalk on Macine Plankton. With 
the aid of 35 mm. micraphotagraphs he 
deseribed the various types of plainkton 
commencing with phytoplankton such as 
diatoms. which are essentiaf as fool 
for the zooplankton. He them went on 
aud described dinoflagellates, the pro- 
lozoans such as nocteluca which are 
responsible for the luminosity of sea 
ut nivght, the larval stages of polychnete 
worms, Coelenterata, atrow worms anc 
the Crustaceas which ls one of the 
biggest zroups in the sea and is the form 
of Ife in which ‘the speaker specialized. 

Finally the Group was given much fac- 
iuw! information on the “vertical migra- 
tion” which takes place daily and is still 
ugeaplsained, 

Mr, LeMaistre on behalf of those 
present thanked the speaker for one of 
the Micro Group's most interesting falks. 

Microscopical Group—July 15, 1964 

About 20 members alfended this 
mecime Witigh was chaired by Mr, B. te- 
Maistre. 

Mr. D. Mclnnes reported that fe had 
uilended 4 meeting of the Geelong 
F.N-CV, where he bad delivered 4% 
Club microscopes and bad been made 
most welcome. This brought the total 
of microscopes sold to 100 and, in recog- 
milion of their services, the Club had bg- 
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stowed Life Membership upon Mr WW. 
Woollard and Mr. DB, Melnnes. 

Jt was a “gadget nizht,” and canse- 
quently 2 most formidable battery af 
microscope accessaries Were of display, 
mostly home-made from various easily- 
acgiited odds and gnds. 

Mr, BE, LeMaistre bad ou display a 
écabinet made by the Jate Dr. Hoh 
Wishart, mide entirely of emply match- 
boxes, a most useful article for the 
storage OF all sorts of inicrascopic neces- 
sities, We then described tfie method that 
he used in the preparation of both glass 
and nylon mitra-pipettes, his expertences 
in having manufactured an anuwle eye- 
piece ancl he displayed tas records of 
the West and West book on desmids 
which were made entirely on 35 mm, 
slides, 

Mr. J. Daws displayed a most useful 
palr of binoculars which, because of rhe 
attachment of close-un lenses, take the 
search for specimens very easy for they 
can be examined manv feet away, 

Other members displayed a mic(o-rank 
a slide cabinet, a very Claburale verlical 
ittuminator and a warthmaker’s lowpe, 
while another member described the use 
of Durex tape for lide makipce and a 
Janior Member displayed and described 
# very noo Tock section. 

Mr. Wo Woollard informed the urqup 
that a micro-light-meter kir can now be 
ohlained for as little as £3 aid dhat ihe 
telescopic rifle-sights, which may be 
used for making a bimacular dissecting 
Microscope, are now available 

The aight was so fill of interest that 
members ran out of speakine (ime rather 
than gadgets to speak abour and all 
benetitied fram the new ideas, 

Geatogy Group—Aupum 5, 1964, 
Twenry-si¥ members were present with 

Me, L. Anwor im the chat, Mr, Dodds 
reported on the eacurston te the Lime 
stone Quarry af Lilydale, on Suily 5, 
Whea abouc thirty members and friends 
attended, Many fosstl corals and shelly 
were collected, also calcite crystals, 
copper die m veins and sheared pebbles, 
The Older Basalt Mows capped by Ter- 
tiary beds were exumined and wealher- 
ing effects noted Fram 9 vantage point 
near The Quarry, Mr, Hemnry Jocaied 
the varioils Jatid-marks and teu ped- 
logical oflzin 
The syllabus item for (he evening 

lack the form of a Tiiscurssian Nizttt. 
The. following members explained their 
eshibits, and showed cofour slides on # 
variely Of geological subjects: Mr. N 
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Wigmore. Series of Stered-photographs 
assembled by Mr, F, Robbins, Benchen, 
a Tlustrate the glaciat payementi mo he 
Eppalack area. im danger of being ob 
lirerated by the waters of the Weir Mr. 
A. Cobbett! Limestone with galcite ery- 
sluls and copper ore from Lilydale 
Quarry, noumeile (nickel magnesiuin 
silicate) fram Noumea, frssil wood, 
Master Ro Whatnougn. varius faring of 
caleit@ deposited jm limestone cavilies, 
corals in imestime and fossj| shells, ull 
from Tilydale Quarry, fossil froit Jn 
brown cost From Yalloum, senes of 
Photographs taken on cxcursions to shaw 
xenoliths in gratite. organ pipes (Syden- 
liam). basalt columns. Mrs. Sulau: Lime- 
stone coniposed Wholly af Sea-lilv stems 
from Loyola, Mt. L, Anwior (ger Mr 
Bairstow fron overseas), chrome ore, 
calcite, granite From Tephesus, aiidesite, 
building stone from Turkey, calcite 
nodules, varius sections of  pulished 
marble and limestone. Mr WL. Quakes: 
Collection of gem-stones and polished 
material, box of specimens polished 
by tumbling. Mr. BD, McInnes; micro- 
scope exhibit of sections made from 
matensl supphed by Mr, D. Danger- 
field, inet in Fossil wood and silici- 
fied stones. Mr. Ho Hope: Opus and 
polished stance from Lightning Ridge, 
wguamartines, petrified wood, rhodonite, 
iasper and bloadstonc, Wr. J. Millers 
Felspar perphry frou Strvhan, Tas, 
colour slides af limestone cliffs in tte 
south-éatt of South Australia. Miss N 
Carstalrs! Tuinbled stones. jasper, lace 
Chalkedony and impure apal, Mr, R, 
Dodds: Collection of slides WMistrating 
some land-fermis in Tasmania 

Affiliated Clnbs 

Hamilion Field Nuturatists Clule 

This active Club reporis the Usual 
round of Jectures and excursions. high- 
lights beine discovery of several new 
series Of aboriginal cuve paintings. In- 
cidentally, they 8re attempting ta con- 
tro) vandalism in the famous Cave of 
Hands, bY providiie a Vieltors Book for 
sertpblars iq scribble im, 

Mr, BE. M. Tucker continues as Presi- 
dent and Mr. b K. M, Elmore as Honur- 
ary Secretary, 

Ararat Fiekl Naturalists Chitr 

Araral Preld Naturalists’ Club, ‘which 
had been im recess for a few years; was 
re-formed wl a recent meeting presided 
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over by the Mayor, Cr. E, W. James. Mr, 
R. Warnock, whose color ide of a 
White-headed Stilt feeding young on a 
swamp neac Willaura won an inter- 
national award earlier this year, was elec- 
ted president. Other office-bearers are 
vice-presidents, Rey, C. Burtt and Mr, A 
Hargreaves; secretary, Miss Z, E. Ban- 
field; committee Messrs C. Larmour, J. 
Stunwix and Miss L. L. Banfield. A 
number of junior members were enrolled 
at a nomindl subscription. 

The club has had talks by twe Stawell 
membecs, Mr, & R, McCann on “Fungi” 
and Mr, N. Bennett on “Crustaceans” 
and Mr. Warnock has created a good 

deal of interest in bitd life by his out- 
standing color slides, The first 6xcursions 
were ta Mount Langi Ghiran to study 
the aboriginal drawings in “The Cave of 
the Serpent", fungi and birds, and to 
Mount William Picnic ground to study 
orchids ad birds. 

The club is represented on the Gram- 
pians and District Tourist Association 
and McDonald Park Committee of 
Management and has undertaken ta make 
a survey of the flora and fauna of the 
park. Members are looking forward with 
pleasure to a visit by Miss ina Watson, 
of the Fisheries and Wildlife Depart- 
ment, on Monday, September 7. 

flash and accessories, 

R. H. WAGNER & Sons Pty. Ltd. 

43 Elizabeth Street (corner Flinders Lane) 

Telephone 62 3114 

Also Chadstone Shopping Centre 

CALLING ALL 

Photographers! 
Select your equipment from 

WAGNER’S comprehensive stocks of Exakea, Leica, Pentax, 
Praktica, ete. also telephoro lenses, close up attachments, electronic 
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The Other Mallee in Victoria 

Mallee vegetation in Victoria jis. 
identified in so many ways with the 
norjh-west of the State that other 
tracts are apt to be overlooked or 
designated as “whipstick” scrub. 

The other mallee areas af Victoria 
estaps popular attention today but 
they Were crowded with gold-diggers 
about one hundred years ago. So far 
they have yielded mainly gold and 
eucalyptus oil, It is the poor quality 
of their soils rather than low raintall 
which has preserved these pieces af 
mallee from farming, but progress in 
agricultural research may stimulate a 
demand for this virgin mallee. 

tt ts peculiar thal so little interest 
has been taken in ihe other mallee 
during this century. Kenyon’s (1914) 
account of the miullee is concerned 
entirely with north-west Victoria; he 
mentioned only (wo nearby bute de- 
lached mallee areas: the Little Mallee 
between the Avoca and Loddon Rivers 
and the Little Desert south af Nhill. 
Patton (1944) referred briefly to the 
existence of mallee near several 
stands of the box-ironbark associa- 
tion In Victoria. The map of Austra- 
han Vegelaltion by Williams (1955) 

shows mallce only in the north-west 
aod in the Little Desert. Most atten- 
lion to the other mallee has come 
from field naturalists, as shown by 
the oveasional references in past issues 
of the Vietorian Naturalist. 

The term mallee has been applied 
occasionally to several eucalypts not 
normally associated with the dricr 
parts of Australia, This article is net 
concerned with such unusual referen- 
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ces as “wet mallee (Cosin 1954) or 
the Gippsland mallee (£ucalyptus kir- 
sonit) réferred to by Hooke (1959) 
and Willis (1962), nor with the small 
area of E. diversifolia in the far south- 
west of Victoria (Willis 1962). The 
more orthodox usage of mallee, ss of 
Blakely (1955) will be followed here. 

The approximate boundaries of 
known areas of mallee Vegetation in 

Victoria are shown in Fig. 1, The 
small patches outside the Mallee cis- 
trict lie mainly in northern Victoria 
and are separated from one another 
generally by wide valleys leading to- 
wards the Murray River. South of the 
main divide there is apparently: only 
one district with mallee, in which 
small scattered patches occur between 
Melton and Ballan, 

The various pieces of mallee out- 
side the main zone are: in the Little 
Desert {Willis 1962); near Tooan 
and Lake Carchap; at Darragan (Au- 
das 1928, Swaby 1936); St. Arniud 
(Patton 1944, Palmer 1935); Wedider- 
bhurn-Inglewood (Soil Conservation 
‘Authority 1963); Tarnagulla (Whit- 
worth 1879); Bendigo-Kamerooka 

(Paton 1924, Audas 1936, Willis 

19625; Rushworth-Whroo (Whitworth 
1879, Paton 1924, Patton 1944); Go- 
wangardie (Vroland 1937, Downes 

1949}; Melton-Bacchus Marsh (Pal- 
ton 1944), There are some indica- 

tions of mallee vegetation at Moorl 
Moor]. Yandoit, and Wehla but there 

is no definite information to justify 
their inclusion ‘here. 

* Division of Soils, CS [R.O., Adelaide, 
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Ficyvne 1—The other malice in Victoria, showing distribution of thejy spories of Hrealyptua 

Some indication of the distribution 
of cifferent species of mallee eucalypts 
is Shown also in Fig. 1, based on vari- 
ous publications, on information 
kindly given by Mr. J. H. Willis (Na- 
tional Herbarium, Melbourne), and 
on identifications supplied by Mr. 
D. E. Symon (Waite Agricultural 
Research Institute, Adelaide). The 
records show that eight mallee species 
af Eucalyptus (&. belriana, E. caly- 
cogona, FE, dumosa, E, foecunda, E, 
gracilis, E. inerassate, E. eleosa, and 
E, viridis} are important in the north- 
west Mallee. Two of these (£. gracilis 
and E. wfeosa) appear to be confined 
to that part of the State; the others 
occuc in one oc more of the other 
areas. One specics, FE. froggatr, has 
not been recorded outside the southern 
areas. E. behriana and &. wridis are 
probably the most widely distributed 
mallee eucalypts in Victoria. 
A brief examination of A Key te 
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the Eucalypis by Blakely (1955) 
suggesis that approximately one fifth 
of the Australian species are charac- 
terized by mallee habi, a feature 
which occurs in many different sub- 
divisions of this genus. The species 
found jin the other mallee areas of 
Victoria are largely from the Poran- 
theroideae of Blakely and especially 
from the Subbuxeales (mallee boxes). 
ii is noteworthy ihat the specres mosi 
characteristic of the other mallee in 
Victoria have been recorded also for 
the most easterly mallee in N.S.W,. 
(Blakely 1955, Biddiscombe 1963). 
The other mallee clusters: near the 

main divide in Victoria. Its areas are 
separated from the north-west Mallec 
generally by wide expanses of river- 
ine plains of the Wimmera ani 
Northem districts, except near Boost 
and Horsham. Audas (1936) sug- 
gested that these scattered small areas 
may be ithe remnants of a once more 
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extensive belt of maflee. In suppoze of 
this idea there are the indications that 
these other patches of mallee lie mainly 
on plateau formations associated with 
ironstone (laterite), which accur on 

many of the interfluve ridges along 
(the intand shapes of the Great Divid- 
ing Range. 

The soils of the other mallee are 

quite different from those predominat- 
ing in the north-west Mallee. In the 
latter district the soils are mainly al- 
kaline, often very calcareous, and the 

sand fraction is generally predomin- 
ant. Ta the other mallee the soils are 
mainly acid loams over acid clay sub- 
sails, ancl as ooe example of theic 
distinction from the conventional 
notion of “mallee” soils, there is the 
recent recammendalion by the Soil 
Conservation Authoriry (1963) that 
in using jhe mallee areas of the Wect- 
decburn-loglewood district for estaty- 
Ushing subterranean clover pastures, 
lime and superphosphate should be 
used in conjunction with molybdenum. 

Interest m the Victorian oceptren- 
ces of mallee vegetation should not 
be confined to their boluny and soils, 
which certatoly deserve [ac more at- 
tention than they have had so far. Ao 
additional field of interest Gongerns the 
animal life associated with the miles, 
an chvious example being the distriim- 
tion of mallee fowl (Leipoa ocellata 
Gould}. ‘This bird is not confined to 
mallee areas but the mallee habitat is 
most common (Frith 1962). In Vic- 
toria One expects to have to go toa the 
official] Mallee to sec this bird, or at 
feast lo the Lowan Sanctuary al Kiata, 
near the Little Desert But the mallec 
fowl used to jive in several ot the 
ether mallee areas and even now it 
is mor quite extinct in them. 

There are several relerences to 
mallee fowl in central Victoria, Whit- 
worth (1879) meolioned ils occur- 
rence in mallee al Tarnagulla, Camp- 
bell (1885) referred io eges tuken 
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from the Bendigo district and “from a 
species of mallee scrub between Mel- 
toa and the Anakies..' Dunn (1912) 
mentioned that scveral small gold 
nbggets have been found in mallee 
hen’s nests. O'Donoghue and St. John 
(i910) stated the former occurrence 
of mallee fowl in the Brisbane Ranges. 
Patmer (1955) quotes early references 
to the consumption of mallee ben's 
eggs by gold-diggers. isused mounds 
attributed to this bird have been re- 
carded from the Wrishane Ranges 
(A. R. McEvey, personal cominunica- 
tion) and accofding lo Mr, M. C, 
Downes (Fisheries and Wildlife De- 
partment), the mallee fowl Is sor ex- 
tinet in the scrub near Bendigo. It is 
very likely that a succeasSul re-int'o- 
duction of this spectes could be made 
io selected areas of mallee scrub in 
central Victoria, 
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F.N.C.V. Visit to Mt. Buller—Christmas 1963 

Part 2—Notes on the Geology of the Mt. Buller, Mansfield and Tolmie 

Districts. 

The great variety of rock types and 
the complex geology of the Eastern High- 
lands of Victoria can be attributed to 
long periods of sedimentation in the 
Tasman Geosyncline, and to associated 
periods of mountain-building with fault- 
ing and tgneous activity. The Tasman 
Geosyncline is a composite structural 
belt. most active during the Palaeozoic 
Era when it constituted a vast, unstable 
trough extending over much of what is 
now eastern Australia. 

However, it is not the orogenesis of 
Palaeozoic times but the late Tertiary 
block uplift of a Mesozoic peneplain and 
vigorous stream erosion which has formed 
the present-day high country of eastern 
Victoria. 

Mount Buller District 

From Mt. Buller evidence of this post- 
Pliocene uplift, known as the Kosciusko 
Uplift, can be seen in the concordant 
summits of surrounding mountains. Mt. 
Buller itself is a composite peak: the 
great bulk of the mountain is an ex- 
posed area of discordant granodiorite, 
but the resistant, and noticeably more 
rugged summit, and Little Buller are 
composed of hornfels derived from folded 
Palaeozoic sandstones. Just above the 
Alpine Village on Mt. Buller is a rem- 
nant of a formerly extensive area of 
quietly extruded basalt. This basalt be- 
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longs to the series known as the Older 
Basalts, of Lower Tertiary (Eocene to 
Oligocene) age, as distinct from the com- 
paratively recent flows around the north- 
ern and western suburbs of Melbourne 
and in the Western District. The Older 
Basalts were once widespread over the 
surface of eastern Victoria and south 
Gippsland. Notable outcrops of the basalt 

The Southern Searp of Mt. Buller. Tumbled 
masses of basalt with patches of Orites 

lancifolia, 

Photo: J, Ros (iarnet. 
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showing polygonally jointed sections 
occur on the southern face on the track 
to Little Buller. 

Also from Mt, Buller can be seen the 
arc of mountains extending from Mt. 
MacDonald in the south through The 
Bluff and Mt. Howitt to Mt. Cobbler in 
the north-east, stretching across most of 
the sandstone country of which these 
peaks are composed. This country is a 
NW.-SE. belt of conformable Upper 
Devonian and Lower Carboniferous sedi- 
ments resting unconformably on older 
rocks beneath. The sediments, which to- 
gether with the Grampians Sandstones 
of the same age, include the “red beds” 
of Victoria, and comprise sandstone, 
shale, and conglomerate of lacustrine 
and estuarine origin. Mt. Timbertop, to 
the west of Mt. Buller, has a small but 
conspicuous capping of this material. A 
rather gritty sandstone of this series was 
found in the upper reaches of the Howqua 
valley. The terrestrial nature and gentle 
dips of these rocks as a result of broad 
folding, apparent in the profile of Mt. 
Cobbler, are a reflection of the environ- 
ment of deposition in the Upper Devon- 
ian; the southern part of the Tasman 
Geosyncline was largely stabilized, and 
broad, shallow basins covered earlier 
folded and consolidated sediments. 

The neighbouring peak, Mt. Stirling, 
is composed entirely of granodiorite. The 
top is a very broad. exposed area and 
weathering has produced massive tors 
and boulders, 

An outcrop of acid volcanic rocks was 
found at a waterfall on a tributary of the 
Howqua River, en the Howqua road 
below Mt. Thorne. These rocks belong to 
the Cerberean Volcanics. an Upper 
Devonian series of dacites, rhyolites, 
toscanites. and more basic lavas, genetic- 
ally grouped with the lavas of the Dande- 
nong and Macedon Ranges. At the falls 
the rock is sub-porphyritic. It appears to 
be interbedded with the Upper Devonian 
sediments. 

The granitic rocks of the area range 
from a known occurrence of adamellite 
at Merrijig below Mt, Timbertop. through 
the granodiorite of Mt. Buller to a rock 
of more dioritic composition on Mt. 
Stirling where specimens of very well 
developed hornblende crystals were col- 
lected. 

Mansfield District 

The rocks which outcrop most exten- 
sively in the Mansfield district are the 
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arenaceous Upper Devonian and Lower 
Carboniferous terrestrial sediments, and 
the thick marine sediments of Upper 
Silurian to Lower Devonian age, similar 
to those of the Melbourne district. There 
is a tectonic break at Mansfield between 
these two series of sediments. 

Mansfield lies at the western end of 
the Sandstone Belt of terrestrial sedi- 
ments which extends south-east to Bria- 
golong in east Gippsland. At Mt. Battery 
(1,760 feet), two miles from the town- 
ship, the sediments are nearly horizontal, 
producing a flat-topped hill with sur- 
rounding benches at different levels. The 
presence of the Upper Devonian/Lower 
Carboniferous here at a much lower 
altitude than that further east is indica- 
tive of faulting tn the area. 

Silurian sandstones which puss into 
Lower Devonian are widespread west and 
south of Mansfield. In contrast to the 
continental deposits, no volcanics are 
associated with these rocks. The Mans- 
field district is also known for compound 
cauldron subsidences with ring dykes and 
fossil fish and plant remains. 

Tolmie District 

Most of the hilly country from Mans- 
field to Tolmie consists of comparatively 
shallow. low-level sediments of the Upper 
Devonian/Lower Carboniferous — series. 
Along the Whitfield road near Tolmie 
isolated patches of Older Basalt occur. 

A visit to Powers Lookout on the King 
River, midway between Tolmie and Whit- 
field. was rewarded by an impressive 
outcrop of coarse conglomerate. This 
conglomerate is considered to be of 
Lower Carboniferous age, and is prob- 
ably of estuarine origin, which would 
place it amongst the last deposits of the 
Tasman Geosyncline in central Victoria. 
The conglomerate is flat-lying and its 
strong jointing has enabled the forma- 
tion of precipitous valley walls. Many of 
the constituent stones exceed two inches 
in diameter, 

A considerable thickness of the con- 
glomerate was found at Paradise Falls, 
on a western tributary of the King 
River, where it eventually overlies the 
northern segment of the Upper Devonian 
acid volcanics. The falls are about 200 
feet in height, and the valley below has 
the same steep sides as that of the King 
River, and revealing a varied history of 
deposition of coarse conglomerate, fine 
conglomerate. gravel and sandstone at 
different heights and thicknesses. 
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Evidence of outcrops of the volcanic 
rock is seen in the fertile red loam of 
properties bordering the road at many 
places between Tolmie and Whitfield. 

The assistance of club members in 

drawing attention to the location of var- 
ious outcrops, and in their interpretation, 
and in the collection of specimens, is 
gratefully acknowledged. 

Bruce C, JONES 

The Trap-Nest or Sand Ant 

By Howarp SLOANE AND ALEXANDER I. SLOANE 

Among the most harmless creatures 
on Earth is the Trap Nest or Sand 
Ant, Nystalomyrma (previously A p- 

haenogaster) longiceps Smith, of 

Australia. It is an insect about two 
tenths of an inch in length without 
sting or other annoying characteristic. 
Jt is transparent, sandy tan in colour, 
and it matches well the habitat of 
granite sand in which it excavates its 
conspicuous holes. 

It was common in certain areas in 
the Riverina especially at Savernake, 
18 miles north of Yarrawonga, but 
the removal of the Native Pine forest, 
and the growth of grass, along with 
the trampling of stock, is reducing its 
numbers each year. Its home is on the 
sheltered east slope of the sand dunes 
where the sand is softer and the ants 
get the morning sun. 

This ant is very persevering, with- 
standing the rigours of drought as 
well as the periods of cold in winter. 
It does not forage along tracks like 
the little black ant, and the meat ant, 

but wanders singly in search of food 
in the vicinity of its home. It depends 
on its trap-like hole for its food for 
it consumes whatever chances to 
tumble into its front door. The holes 
are usually about an inch in diameter 
and go straight down for eight inches. 
The sides are smooth and a cone of 
sand pellets surrounds the top. A fa- 
vourite site is at the base of a Murray 
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Ficurrt 1—Sand Ant holes repaired after rain. 
Two ants are biting the stem of grass, show- 
ing the contrast between their size and that. 

of their holes. 

Photo: A. J. Sloane. 

Pine, and many nests are grouped in 
such places, the sand from one en- 
trance being inclined to fall into its 
neighbour. 
A sand hill some hours after a 

summer thunderstorm is a remarkable 
sight. The ants then clean out their 
nests, the darker coloured subsoil 
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Figure 2—Sand Ant holes repaired after rain, 
Native Pines Callitris, Savernake, 

N.S.W. 1963. 

Photo: A. I. Sloane. 

under 

rings being conspicuous. In thundery 
weather the winged males and fe- 
males fly aloft, and when this is taking 

place there is great agitation and ex- 
citement at the entrance. The presence 
of the mating ants in the upper air 
attracts Swifts and Woodswallows, 
and at such times hundreds of these 
birds often fill the sky. These ants are 
a food factor in Nature’s economy: 

they feed insectivorous birds pro- 
viding them with moisture. which the 
ants in turn secure from other insects 
and from the soil in which they live. 
The reduction by man of the vast 
swarms which once filled earth and 
air tends to upset the balance of Na- 
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ture by making life hard for some in- 
sectivorous birds which play no small 
part in controlling such pests as the 
grasshopper. 

The ant-lion with its conical sand- 
trap is fond of the Sand Ant, and 

should one tumble into its hole it is 
pelted with the dislodged sand until 
rolling to the bottom it can be seized. 
The Trap-nest Ant uses a similar idea 
for obtaining food, any unfortunate 
insect falling down its pit-like hole 
being seized and eaten. If a stalk of 

grass is inserted into one of their 
holes, it is usually found to be grasped 
in the jaws of a number of clinging 
ants. 

Our observations show that the 
entrances, or trap holes, are connected 

by horizontal passages, there being no 

FicurE 3—Cross-section of Sand Ant hole 
with grass inserted in horizontal passages. 

Pine roots below, 

Photo: A. I. Sloane. 
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more than three Jeading from the 
bottom of each hole, situated at a 
depth varying from six to ten inches, 
The passages seldom go below the 
bottom of the conical entraace hole 
shown in the illustration. 

A very interesting point is that only 
the worker ants have been observed in 
the holes inspected, no queens, nor 
larvae, noy associated insects, being 
seen, It would appear that the food 
slorage, and nursery chambers must 

be concentrated iv a central position, 
possibly at the base of a tree where the 
holes are usually very numerous. We 

way thus visualize the organized cily 
with its numerous trap entrances in the 
care of their.quota of foragers, and its 
heart to which food is transported 
below ground. No doubt thcre ts 
united effort to repair the funacls after 
rain, and, since onty about ten ants 
appear when an object is inserted 
down a hole, a limited number of 
guards. ts stationed at cach entrance, 
These ants deserve further study and 
an ispection of their central home 
may reveal more secrets of Ansiratia’s 

native Jife. The species is found in all 
States: and is nocturnal in habit, 

Retirement of Mr, A. N, Burns 

Alexander Nobile Burns, Assistant 
Director of the National Museum of 
Victona was born at Melbourne on Juoc 
20, 1899, He received his carly education 
ut Cuulfield Grammar School and Swin- 
turtne Technical College, . 

His earliest association with entomo- 
logy and the Nationa) Museum dates 
back tu July, 1914, when as a lad of 15 
years, he became acquainted with Mr, 
F. P. Spry, then Entornologist at the 
Museum. Spry encouruged the enthu- 
siasm of this young Ind and instructed 
him in the fundanseatals of entomology 
and entomological collecting that were to 
stand Mr. Burns in good stead through- 
out his life, and leas to lis associations 
with such fomous entomologisis as Dr. 
R. J. Tillyard, Dr, G, A. Waterhouse, 
Mr. W. W. Frogean and Me, T. G. 
Sloane, 

From 1922/24 he was engaged on eco- 
nomic entomologcal problems with the 
Commonwealth Prickly Pear Board in 
Queensland, firstly under the direction 
of Professor Harvey Johnston and Jater 
with Mr. Alan Dodd, He then trans: 
ferred to the Queensland Bureau of 
Sugar Experiment Staticus, a section of 
the Department of Agriculinre, where 
until 1930, at Brisbane and Mackay, he 
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undertook research wok in entomolory 
under the diréchon of Mr. H. T. Easter- 
by and Mr. Edmund Jarvis. 

At this stage Mr. Rurns realized the 
necessity of University training, and cum- 
menced, part time, stucies at the Uni- 
versity of Melbourne where he obtained 
his B.Sc. Later, about 1950, on submuas- 
sion of original pupers dealing with his 
studies in) Australian Entumulogy, he 
obiained his MSc. degree from Mel- 
bourne. 
On completion of his B.Sc., he travel- 

led overseas to further his studies, work- 
ime at both the British Museum and the 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. He was 
later admitted as a Fellow of the Lin- 
nean Society of London and the Royai 
Entomotusica? Socicty of London, 

Reiurning to Australia about 1941 and 
after) some national service in ircat 
Britain, he joined the Intelligence Corps 
of the Austealian Army, being concerned 
chiefly with mapping, and became 4 
Commissioned Officer in this Section. 

In December 1944 he joined the stall 
of the National Museum as Entomploaist 
(Temporary) at a time when the ecnrlo- 
mofogical collections were ata very low 
ebb. With great pains, he comnrenced the 
gigantic task of rehabilitating the col- 
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lections, a task which was most success- 
fully accomplished as can he seen by ihe 
present state of the collections. In Au- 
Bust 1946. he was appointed to the per- 
manent staff as Entomologist, which po- 
sition Ne aceupied with distinction until 
1959, when he was uppointed Assistant 
Director. 

Mt. Burns has always been un excel- 
lent field man, collecting extensively ja 
all groups of Tasects throughout Aus- 
tralia, particularly in| Queensland and 
Vicinria. His handling of such speci- 
mens has always been near to perfec- 
luon, and together with his documenta- 
jion of sach material, has been the sub- 
ject of most favourable commendation 
from all parts of the world, Not content 
with the collecting site only of ento- 
mology, he has, particularly over latter 
years, contributed greatly to the taxon- 
omy of certain groups of Australian 
insects, notably the Bulterflies (Lepidop- 
tera) and the Cicadas (Hemiptera), in 
which eroups he has published « number 
of papers both jn Australia and overseas. 
Hes clarification and iHustestion of the 
life history of a number of Australian 
butterfiies has been spectacular, and has 
contributed a great deal fa solving certain 

taxonomre problems, He bus also made a 
large private collection, beautifully 
housed, of insecis, chiefly Australian and 
South American. 

We has published an important book 
(in collaboration with C, Barrett) deal- 
ing with the Aurrerfliey of Australia arid 
New Guinea, and has, in manuscript 
form ready for publication, 1 book deal- 
ing with the Burterflles af Victoria, a 
publication which wall be must valuable 
to collectors. 

Mr, Burns’ private interests have evol- 
vel along the lines of the glasshouse 
culture of orchids and indoor plants, in 
which hobby he has excelled. 

His reiirg¢ment from active entomo- 
logical work on Junc 19, 1964, will 
couse B great gap m Australian entomo- 
logy. This, however, will be partially 
filled by a small group of amateur 
collectors whom he has traimed and 
encouraged over the years, in the same 
manner in which he was encouraged by 
ae ees entomologist half a century 
earlier. 

Mr. Burns 1s ane of the few Life Mem- 
bers of the Field Naturalists Club of 
Victoria and has been a menyber for 
over 45 years. 

R. T. M, Pescott 

CALLING ALL 

Nature 

Photographers! 
Select your equipment from 

WAGNER'S comprehensive stocks of Exakta, Leica, Pentax, 
Prakti¢s, ete. also telephoto lenses, close up attachments, electronic 

flash and accessories. 

R. H. WAGNER & Sons Pty. Ltd. 

43 Elizabeth Srreet (corner Flinders Lane) 

Telephone 62 3114 

Also Chadstone Shopping Centre 
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Victoria Range Shelters 

The greatest known Concentration of 
aboriginal paintings in Victoria is oo 
the walls of the rock-shellers on the 
Cultivation Creek watershed, in the 
Billywing arca of the Victoria Range, 
Westero Gramprans. 

Coltivation Creck (Billiminah 
Creek), risiay Jrom Mt. Thackeray, 
in the innermost chain of the Vic- 
toria Range, winds a loriuous and 
laborious course as it finds ils way 
through a number of deep gullies, 
sometimes rating, torrent-like, over 
rocks und cascading over boulders, at 
other times almost errested by a veri- 
lable embankment of tangled uncder- 
growth aod falleo timber; every pow 
and thea receiving new impulse fromm 
smallec affiuents, which, descending 
frum side gullies, help it ta drain that 
part of the Victoria Range. 

Eveatually these tormented waters 
find temporary peace in the stillness 
of the swamp, the north part of which 
Was know to the natives at Lootchook 

(Lo-djurk, reedy swamp) and the 
soulhern =pevtion as Woohlpooer 
¢(Wol-poat, reflections of turtles on the 

waler), extending for some three 
tiles an a westerly direction, and 
about six miles porlh and south, on 
ihe flat couniry wo the west of the 
ranges. Here Cultivation Creck Joses 
is identity, as its waters mingle with 
those of other crecks, the most notable 
of which are Hur, Deep, Honeysuckle, 
Mosquito, Scouts, and Number Onc. 
The overflow from this swamp crosses 
the Henty Highway as Tea Tree 
Creek, on ifs westerly cuurse to the 
newly-built Rockhands Reservoir, In 
the old days Tea Tree Creek helped 
to swell the Glenelg River. 
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By ALbo MassoLa 

To the aborigines Cullivation Creek 
must have been more important than 
the others, al Jeast mythologically, 
for, with the exception of ‘The Cave 
of Hands’, the ‘Drual’ and the ‘Billy. 
wing’ shelters, which are on Deep 
Creek, all the Known sites in the area 
are along its course. The bush-walker 
who attempts to follow the creek up- 
Sircam $00n gives Up io despair, as 
almost impenetrable thickets of 
Swamp Tea-trec, sword grass, ferns, 
and other moisture-loving vesetation, 
present, themselves in never ending 
series, Jc is best, therefore, to farsaky 

the occasional glimpse of the rippling 
waters, and to attempt to follow the 
creek's course from along the higher 
ground. 

However, another difficulty soon 
arises, for here are dhe huge boulders, 
the massive lors and deep crags, 
which, together with the mees und 
scrub, make deviations (rom a planned 

course necessary; ihe result is that 

often Cultivation Creck is Jost and 
am affluent is followed instead, To 
miake matters worse no accurate map 

of the area exists, 

There is one advantage in walking 
nearer to the tops of the valleys: ail 
the paintings, so far, have been dis~ 
covered on the higher ground, There 
must be others awaiting discovery. 

Up to the end of 1960 five sites had 
been located along the creek, or its 
affluents. Following the procedule es- 
tablished by Kenyon, Barrett and 

ethers, pon location each new shelter 

received a distinguishing name, gene- 
rally of a descriptive nature. 
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The list stood as follows: 

Date of 
Name Symbols Colour Discovery Recorded by 

Red Rock Human figures Red §, Carter, 1859 J. Mathew, 1897 
Kangaroos Proc, Ray, Soc. 
Emus Vic. {(N.S39 
Lizards 
Strokes 

Small Rock Human figure Red Muirhead and J. Mathew 
(In vicinity Strokes Carter, 1866 ay above 
of last) Bird ‘Tracks 

Stencilled hand 
Cave of Human figure Red <A. Matthews, C. Barrett, 1943 
Fishes Lizards Ycliow April 1943 Art of the Aust. 

Hetting-bone Aha, Melb. 
Strokes 

Unnamed Bird tracks Red W. Blucher A. Massola 1960 
Kangaroo tracks ~ T. R, McCann Vie. Nat, 76, 

1959 
Unnamed Human figure Red FL. R. McCann 

FE. Puecker 
E. Barber A, Massola 
C. Kroker as above. 
N_ A. Tudehope 
A, Massola 

1959 

Since the end of [960 nine other 
shelters have been located on Cultiva- 
tion Creek. The finding of so many 
new sites in such a comparatively 
short time is duc to twa main causes. 
Onc is the makinp of new tracks by 
the Forestry Commission for the pur- 
pose of fire-fighting, Although rough 
aod sometimes dangerous, thesé new 
tracks enable the searcher to drive 
part of the way, and therefore, come 

. within reach of unexplored country, 
Secondly, and of extreme importance, 
was the gathering togelher from 
widely separated arcas of a small 
band of energetic and experienced 
field naturalists who tirelessly crossed 

Name Symbols 

the wild ranges in every direction 
and were rewarded by the finding 
of many new shelters. 

Because of this abundance of new 
shelters it was decided to abandon 

the use of names, and to number each 

new find in order of its discavery. The 
uilimate idea is to paint the oumber 
af each in a visible, and yet non- 

vandalic manner, for the information 

of other bush-waikers who might 

slomble upoo them. 
Bearing in mind that each should 

be prefixed by C.C. (Cultivation 
Creck), the list of the new shelters is 
as follows: 

Colour Datc of Discovery 

ce. No. 1. Human figures 
Lizards 
Herring-bone 
Two-headed arrow 

Human figures 
Lizards 
Strokes 

c.c. No. 2, 
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Red Brian Warren, Jan. 1962 

Red as above 
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C.C. No. 3. Human figure Red I. R. McCann 
_Bird tracks Brian Warren 

A. C. Hemley 
C.C. No. 4. Feb, 1962 

C.C. No. 5. Human figures Red W. Blucher 
Lizards E. Tucker 
Bird tracks I. R. McCann 
Male and female A. Massola 

sexual organs March 1962 
Strokes 
Spear-head (?) White 

C.C. No. 6. Lizards Red E. Barber 
C. Kroker 

C.C. No. 7. Human figure Red E. Tucker, May 1963 
| Human figures White 
| Lizards 

C.C. No. 8. Red 

C.C. No. 9. Lizards Red E. Tucker, 1963 

By this list it is evident that many of the symbols re-occur in each shelter, 
and that the ‘Lizards’ predominate. As they do in the three shelters along Deep 
Creek: 

Date of 
Name Symbols Colour Discovery Recorded by 

Cave of Hands Stencilled hands Red A. S. Kenyon, 
Human figures 1929 
Lizards “Art. Aust. Abo” 
Strokes in Aust. Abo. Art. 

(Nat. Mus.) 

Billywing Lizards Red J. H. Clarke. A. Massola 1958 
Shelter Dec. 1957 Vic. Nat. 75. 

Drual Shelter Human figures Red TI. R. McCann 
Lizards C. O. Kroker 

D. Littlewood 

Bird Tracks White P. Cummings 
M. Richmond 
C. Toban A. Massola 
A. Massola as above 

Feb. 1958 

Similar symbols appear in the shelter on the extreme north of the Victoria 
Range. over a mile from the Cave of Fishes: 

The Camp of Lizards Red E. Tucker A. Massola 1960 
the Emu’s Herring Bone Feb. 1960 Vict. Nat. 77. 
Foot Broad arrows 

Barred circle 

The similarity persists in the Black Range Shelter No. 1, 12 miles west of 
the Camp of the Emu’s Foot. 

B.R. No. 1. Human figure Red J. R. McCann A. Massola 1963 
Lizard E. Tucker Vict. Nat. 79. 

L. K. M. Elmore 
K. M. Walker 
A. Massola 1962 
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In nearly all these shelters the sym- 
bols are so similar that it is apparent 
that they form part of one tradition, 
and that they are the work of artists 
of the one school, if not of the one 
artist. 

There are, however. two shelters 
which show peculiarities, differentia- 
ting them from the rest, and from each 
other, although retaining similarities 
that connect them to all the others. 
One is “Red Rock” and the other 
Cultivation Creek Shelter No. 5. 

In the Red Rock shelter the artist 
has painted a hunting scene, and has 
attempted “landscaping”, a technique 
unknown from any other shelter in 
Victoria. Further the kangaroos and 
the emus, which form the subject of 
the hunt, are rendered in full instead 
of showing only their tracks, as was 
done in all the other sites. 

Shelter No. 5. differs from the 
others because a male and two female 
sexual organs are depicted on the 
walls. For this purpose the artist has 
availed himself of peculiarities of 
the rock-surface. The male symbol is 
adapted from a natural protuberance 
jutting out of the wall surface. The 
two female symbols are two relatively 
deep, circular depressions. These are 
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Human figure. 

Shelter No, 5. 

all natural features and not man-made. 
The protuberance has been stained all 
over, and the two cavities have been 
“edged” with red ochre. The three 
are thereby strongly emphasized and 
brought to the notice of the onlooker. 
They probably represent the cult hero 
and his two wives. 

The difference between the adap- 
tion of these natural formations to 
this purpose, and, the actual carving 
of these symbols in the relatively soft 
sandstone is so slight, that it is a 
wonder that rock-carvings have not 
yet been found in the Grampians. 
One is reminded of the fact that the 
baked clay lumps found in camp 
ovens in stoneless country are poten- 
tial prototypes of pottery, yet the 
natives had no pottery. 

There is no doubt in my mind that 
these two shelters, thus differentiated, 

were prominent ‘stations’ in the 
mythologies of the Lizard Totem. 

It is likely that the custom of paint- 
ing totemic symbols was a recent in- 
troduction. Except for two localities 
in the north-east of the State, and for 
one solitary example in the Pyrenees, 
all the paintings so far discovered in 
Victoria are to the North and the 
West of the Grampians. Further, most 
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of the designs are similar to those 
found in eastern South Australia and 
in western New South Wales. It is, 
therefore. reasonable to assume that 
the art came into Victoria by dif- 
fusion from that quarter. Certainly, it 
had to cross the mallee and other 
desert country where there are no 
paintings, but neither are there any 
shelters or rock walls on which to 
paint. 

It is impossible, at this stage, to date 

these paintings. Since in the Gram- 
pians they are only found in a restric- 
ted area, it could be argued that they 
were of too recent introduction to be 
adopted by all neighbouring tribes. 
On the other hand, at some of the sites 
there are indications of the superim- 
position of one style upon the other. 
If a new style were already super- 
seding an earlier one, then this could 
point to some greater age for the 
earlier. The only explanation one can 
offer for this apparent localization of 
the paintings is that the tribes of the 
North and West were in a constant 
state of war with the tribes of the East 
and South, and that, consequently, no 
interchanges of a sacred nature were 
possible between them, although the 
little we know of both their material 
culture and their tribal institutions 
show they were not dissimilar. 

In the Western Grampians paint- 
ings are located on the walls of some 
of the shelters eroded by the elements 
into. the sides of the mountains and 
underneath the overhangs of some of 
the detached tors. 

They appear to form groups, each 
example of the one group bearing 
paintings of a related nature, both 
in style and form. Thus, there are 
human figures and stencilled hands in 
one, hands and bird-tracks in another, 
bird tracks and human figures in a 
third. It is, therefore, reasonable to 
assume that each shelter of each 
group was a “station” in a myth, ex- 
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Sex organs. Sheltur No. 5 

plaining the activities of a certain 
cult hero or totemic ancestor: here he 
ate some food, there he created cer- 
tain creatures or magic objects. The 
several groups exhibit different sym- 
bols and art-styles, and are obviously 
the work of separate artists. They are, 
therefore, separate totem centres. 

The purpose of these totem centres 
was twofold; firstly, to ensure the 
continued existence of the animal 
symbolic of the totem and, secondly, 
as a visual proof of the past exist- 
ence of the Ancestor and of his ac- 
tivities while he was on earth. This 
latter was mainly for the benefit of 
the newly initiated members of the 
totem, who would see in the symbols 
painted in the shelters a link between 
themselves and the “Dreamtime”. 

As distinct from the link thus con- 
necting the past to the present, (that 
is, as distinct from the Totem Spirit, 

lurking in the totem centre, be it rock 
shelter, water-hole or tree, intent on 

entering the womb of any woman who 
may pass by, in order to give rise to 
a new totem member) the continuity 
of the totemic animal was of economic 
importance. Generally, members of a 
totem did not eat their totem animal, 
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although non-members were at liberty 
to do so. Consequently, members of 

one totem performed ceremonies 
which were destined to provide new 
members for their own and food for 
all other totems. 

In the Western Grampians painted 
shelters are very difficult to locate, 
because, as well as the difficult terrain, 
one has to contend with the tangled 
mass of vegetation which successfully 
hides even large rock-masses. In the 
old days this barrier did not exist, as 
the natives were in the habit of perio- 
dically setting fire to the bush in order 
to facilitate hunting. 

These fires, as well as clearing the 
country, would also encourage the 
growth of tender grasses, which, in 
turn, would attract more game for 
the aborigines to hunt. The rock 
paintings would, therefore, have been 
much more accessible than they are 
today, although possibly only reached 
by them after a long walk and much 
climbing, away from their camping 
places and the uninitiated. 

With the exception of the paintings 
at the Red Rock, aboriginal art in the 
Grampians is symbolic. An emu or 
a kangaroo is only represented by 
its tracks. This symbolism is carried 
beyond our comprehension when cere- 
monial objects are represented. They 
take the form of geometric designs 
rendered in a manner reminiscent 
of “child art” and a great deal of 
imaginalion is necessary in even guess- 
ing what they may mean. It is to be 
remembered that they were primarily 
executed in this manner in order to 
mystify any uninitiated aborigine 
who may have stumbled upon them. 

It is not a guess that they were 
meant to tell a story. Unfortunately, 
we are so ignorant of aboriginal 
mythologies. that even if we identify 
the object represented by the design 
we still cannot follow its meaning. 
At the best we can assume that the 
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cult hero or ancestral being was a 
Lizard- or an Emu- or a Kangaroo- 
man by the prevalence of this symbol 
in any one group of shelters. 

With the exception of one site (the 
Red Rock) the designs in these shel- 
ters are primitive in execution, and 
generally appear to have been made 
by non-artists, and in a careless 
manner. In every tribe each man de- 
corated his own utensils and weapons, 
but often some individual became 
recognized as an artist and his services 
were then much sought after. This, 
however, did not apply to the render- 
ing of the sacred designs, this being 
the sole right of the Elders of each 
totem, As they were generally old 
men and not necessarily artists, this 
explains the difficulty of differentiating 
between the figure of a man and of a 
lizard, between a bird track and a 
ceremonial object. 

The paint was made by crushing 
earth pigments, red and yellow ochres 
and white pipe-clay, and mixing them 
with fats obtained from goanna or 
emu. They were applied with the 
fingers or with a stick with chewed 
ends. The “hands” were either stamped 
or stencilled. For the latter process 
mouthfuls of the “paint” mixed with 
water. were spurted over the out- 
stretched hand held against the rock 
sutface. When the hand was removed 
the space of rock-wall which had been 
covered by it was left clear, while the 
outline of the hand would be coloured, 
the result being a real stencil. These 
“hands” are common in rock art all 
over Australia. Various reasons for 
them have been advanced, some supg- 
gesting that they were meant to be a 
visible sign to all who followed that 
the owner of the hand had visited the 
sacred places. It is true that aborigines 
easily recognize hand-marks and foot- 
prints as belonging to a particular in- 
dividual, but I would rather think that 
these shelters were not pilgrimage 
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centres, this idea being foreign to 
our aborigines. Sacred places were 
only visited for specific purposes, 
such as during initiation and totem- 
animal increase ceremonies. Nor can 
we assume that the stamping of the 
hands on the walls of the shelters was 
the equivalent of an assertion of 
belief on the part of the attendants 
during the ceremonies. Far too few 
of these hands were stamped for the 
number of people we presume to have 
been initiated over the centuries. 

These hands were the imprints 
supposedly Jeft by the Ancestor. The 
mark of one solitary hand against a 
rock-wall probably marks the spot 
where, in a myth, the Ancestor 
steadied himself, or else were put there 
by him as a direction sign to the more 
hidden shelters. as are the solitary 
footprints engraved in the Hawkes- 
bury sand-stone of New South Wales. 

In some of the shelters certain parts 
of the rock-surface, either on the walls 
or on protruding floor-rocks, have 
been polished. This was not done with 
an abrasive instrument, such as a piece 
of sand-stone, but by continual rub- 
bing by the human hand. These rub- 
bings are possibly the equivalent of 
similar actions in other religions. By 
rubbing the hands on the supposed 
relic of totem Ancestor or Saint, and 
then rubbing one’s own body, some of 
the power, or “mana” present in the 
relic is transferred to one’s self. The 
smoothness of the rock surface, in- 
dicative of many rubbings by many 
men over a long period of time, is at 
variance, and contrasts sharply with 

the relative paucity of painted sym- 
bols in the same shelters. It would 
thus seem that only a very limited 
number of symbols were necessary to 

tell the particular part of the myth 
which pertained to any one shelter. 

In keeping with what we know of 
aboriginal mythologies these episodes 
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Shelter Nee os. Lizards. 

were probably very simple, and yet 
one suspects that the number and 
form of the symbols was traditionally 
limited. If this were not so, every 
possible shelter should be crowded 
with a great variety of motifs, as is 
the case in some localities of western 
New South Wales, and every avail- 
able wall should be covered with 
“hands” stamped upon it by the in- 
numerable aborigines who must have 
visited these mountains over the cen- 
turies. 

There remains one symbol to dis- 
cuss—the “stroke”. This is, as the 
name suggests, a single, perpendicular 
line, up to four or five inches in 
length. It is not a very common motif 
either in the Northern or in the 
Western Grampians. At the Red Rock, 
however, it occurs in such numbers 
that it has been described as repre- 
senting long grass or reeds. It does in 
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fact appear to form part of the “hunt- 
ing scene” depicted on the rock. This 
landscaping is, of course, foreign to 
aboriginal art and the interpretation 
of both the “grass” and of the “man 
climbing a tree” from the same shelter, 
should be accepted with caution. The 
Red Rock is altogether remarkable 
and unlike any other site in the vicin- 
ity, because of the great freedom of 
movement and wealth of action of the 
figures, as well as because actual ani- 

mals are depicted and not just their 
tracks. 

In a Northern Grampians example 
the strokes do not form part of a 
composition and, being the only ele- 
ment in the shelter, cannot be referred 
to as “grass”. When I first described 

the shelter I suggested that the motif 
might represent “days”. It was custo- 

mary for the aborigines to leave a 
stick stuck in the ground at their 
newly vacated camp when moving to 
a new locality. The stick was inclined 
to point in the direction taken by the 
moving camp and any group desirous 
of joining it would thus be able to 
know in what direction to proceed. 
But this was not enough, as many 
recognized camping places could be 
located in that direction. To dispel 
any doubts strokes were scratched on 

the ground close to the stick, thus two 
strokes signified a camp two days 
away. However, I now believe that the 
“strokes” painted in the shelters rep- 
resent “Churinga” or sacred wooden 
sticks, so they could have a ceremonial 

meaning after all; which goes to show 
how careful one must be when deal- 
ing with aboriginal art motifs. 
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Australian Wattles—No. 43 

Three Nerved Wattle, Acacia trineura, and Mitta 

Wattle, A. dawsonii. 

Three-nerved Wattle is a rather 
stiff and solid dull green bushy shrub 

of the Mallee and drier parts of the 
Wimmera. The plant carries the 
means of recognition in its name, for 
the straight, usually upward pointing 
phyllodes are marked by three long 
nerves with fainter branching veins 
between them. 

The phyllodes are 1-2 inches long, 

broader toward the end and occasion- 
ally slightly curved. Very occasionally 
the phyllodes point downwards. 

It is in full bloom in October, and 
the relatively long stalked dark- 
yellow flower-heads are in clusters of 
ubout six, or less; each cluster on a 
short stem at the leaf-base. 

Dark narrow pods, about 2 inches 
long, ripen, in summer. They are 
almost cylindrical except for a slight 
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narrowing between the oval brown 

seeds. 
Acacia dawsonii occurs in a small 

area of north-eastern Victoria, on the 

Mitta River, but it is more common 
in New South Wales. The Mitta Wattle 
has much narrower phyllodes than A. 

trineura. These are up to 4 inches long 

and are narrowed to a blunt apex. 

Moreover, these phyllodes have 

several long nerves, not three. 

It is quite distinctive too, because 

the tiny flower-heads are stalkless, 

arising from short stems in the leaf 

axils. Thus the effect is of interrupted 

suff catkins although the “flowers” are 

formed of tiny clusters, not single 

flowers as in a true spike, as for in- 

stance, in the Narrow-leaf Wattle A. 

mucronata, 



Bush Brushes 

The fox's brush was the traditional trophy of the chase. The Field 

Naturalist usually returns from an excursion into the bush with a 

different sort of ‘tale’. If you have one worth mounting and pre- 

serving send it to the Assistant Editor, “Victorian Naturalist’, 102 

Murray Road, East Preston, N.18, Victoria. 

Babblers and Choughs 

Mr. A. H. Chisholm writes from 
Sydney on the subject of two ground- 
frequenting birds: 

As readers of the Vict. Nat. will know, 
the “word of warning” given by Mr. 
Roy Wheeler (in August), regarding the 
decline of the Grey-crowned Babbler in 
Victoria, had previously been expressed 
by myself (April) and Mr. Noel Lear- 
month (July). 

What we now need, rather than fur- 
ther emphasis on the falling-away, is 
some indication of the cause, but, apart 
from my guess that forest clearances 
and an upsurge of predators may have 
been factors, the reason for the disap- 
pearance of this hearty bird still remains 
obscure. Certainly, the happening is 
very regrettable. 

In Mr. Wheeler’s article reference is 
made also to activities by White-winged 
Choughs among dust and cracks on bare 
ground, and it is asked whether anyone 
can throw light on what appears to be a 
habit. In fact. however, “light-throwing” 
on this subject has already been accom- 
plished. 

Writing in The Emu in 1957 (vol. 57, 
p. 290), from Finley, N.S.W., John 
Hobbs reported having seen 18 choughs 
at a spot where they had dug six small 
holes in the ground, filling their beaks 
with fine dust, and placing it among 
their feathers. Later, in a letter to me. 
Hobbs referred again to what he said 
was a frequent practice by Choughs of 
using special “dusting-sites” and putting 
dust among their feathers, and he sug- 
gested that the procedure was, in some 
degree, the equivalent of anting. 

Accordingly, I included these en- 
lightening observations in “The History 
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of Anting’ (Emu, 59/114 and 129, 
1959). It is quite clear that Choughs 
practise dust-bathing as keenly as some 
other birds practise anting. Babblers, 
too, are resolute dust-bathers (I have 
seen them in action), but they do not 
appear to be, like the Choughs, diggers 
of holes. 

It would be interesting to know 
more about the habits of the Grey- 
crowned Babbler. Some birds that 
nest in colonies congregate each year 
at the same spot to build their nests 
and rear their young. Some heronries 
in England have been in regular use 
by Ardea cinerea for hundreds of 

years and banding has shown that the 
migrant European Swallow, Hirundo 
rustica, returns often to nest in the 
same barn after a journey of thousands 
of miles. However there are other 
birds like the Wattled Starling, 
Creatophora carunculata, of Africa 
which, although not in such large 
flocks through most of the year, col- 
lects in hundreds to nest in one smal! 
patch of bush and may never use that 
patch again. Although this bird is not 
uncommon in Kenya and presumably 
nests somewhere every year, the 
writer during many years’ residence 
only heard of one nesting occurrence, 
in a group of whistling thorn (Acacia 
sp.) on a Laikipia plain in 1945. 

Between the two extremes, a site 
used for centuries and a site chosen 
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tor One occasion only, there may be a 
rioge of breeding habits. Obviously 
human activities interfere with the 
environment and there must de many 
parts of Victorja which the Grey- 
qiowned Babbler would nor now 
select tor nestiug. On the other band a 
colony was feeding young in nests in 
bishes along a metalled road some 
miles fram Creswick in January 1960, 

Roak Review: 

If the species is so susceptible to 
human interference, why did this 
colony pick those bushes alongside s 
Toad frequented by cars and lorries? 
What information js available on the 

continued use by this specics of une 
site for nesting over a number of yeurs 
when undisturbed? 

Many readers doubtless 
answer lo this question. 

ave the 

J. R. H. 

*‘Australan Honeyeaters”’ 

By Bricapicr Huci R. Orviver 

Published by The Bird Observers Club, Melhourne, 1964. 83 pages, 12 coloured plates 
by Peg Maltby, map by Alex Surling, obtainable from the Hon. Secretary, The Bird 

Observers Club, 59a Upton Road, Windsor, 3.1, Victuna, 16/- (posted 19/-), 

Somewhat Jater than originally pre- 
dicted, Brigadier Officer's eagerly awaited 
Auswulian Honevemers has appeared, 

In it the sixty-nine species of the 
family Meliphagidae are described. about 
a page of text being allotted to each. Tn 
each monograph. after the description, 
there iy a short “Field [dentificution” and 
then follow paragraphs headed “Distri- 
bution’, “Habits and Voice", “Nesting 
Habits" and “General”. In the last 
differentiation {fom similar species is 
atten discussed. Probably no-one was 
better qualified than the Brigadier to 
draft these monographs and an excellent 
job he has done. Clavity and conciseness 
have not excluded an occasional tinge of 
humour, The anly suggestiott offered is 
that it Would have been helpful to any- 
ene tying to identify a hind had a 
reference to the plate im which the 
species was figured been given at the 
beginning of cach munograph 

Pex Malthy's plates are generally very 
satisfactory, No difficully was found in 
picking out the sixteen species with 
which the reviewer is best ucquuinted, 
Hawever, the picturé of the Singing 
Moneyeater, Plate VU, big. 4, does not 
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fit the description given on page 43-44 
(or in other works) and on several plates 
the relative sizes of the individual species 
illustrated are not in accord with their 
measurements. No-wne would imagine 
from Plate IX that the Regent was in 
life considerably Jurger thun the Yellow- 
faced, Most bitrd-watchers use size ay one 
of the features to note in atrempting to 
identify an unknown bird, and although 
incorrect impressions of the size uf birds 
seén in the bush sre frequent, jt would 
have heen better had all the species in 
one. plate been drawn to the same scale 
The printer has) done his wark Well. 

The paper is pood and the general up- 
pearance of the book is most attractyve. 
Bird-lovers will ull applaud the action of 
the M, A, Ingram Trust in making the 
publication of so useful a book possible 
at $0 low @ prive. 

J, R. Hudson- 

Addenditin. Since the typesetting of 
this review jhe B.OLC. Ins issved an 
Errata sheet correcting (he numbering of 
three of the figures on plauw VIL Fig. 
4 represents in Fact the Mangrove and 
not the Singing Honeyealer, 
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The Naturalist and the Microscope 

Things to see under the F.N.C.Y. Microscope 

This morning I gathered a handful 
of this and that from the garden (all 
nalive species) and spent half an hour 
looking at them under the microscope, 
Here is what I saw; 

A single bell of Red Heath Epacris 
inipressa with its fringed calyx, and 
the ring of impressions responsible: for 
iis mame, like dimples between the 
sepals, 

Achenes of New Holland Daisy 
Vitiadinia, each crowned with a bowl 
of curved hairs, almost touching, and 
minutely barbed. 

A leaf of Shiny Cassinia, loosely 
webbed with a mesh of hairs under- 
neath. on ether side of the smooth 

midrib. 
The frait of Peanywort Hydrocaiyle 

or Raspwort Haloragis curiously rib- 
bed and patterned, but different in 
every speci¢s, 

The stamens of Guinea-flower H15- 
bertia, like so many bilobed golden 
eggs, clustered round the slim green 
style In some species, and all on one 
side of it in others, 

A bud of Incense Wattle Acacia lep- 
rosa with its pointed bracts rising 
from a forest of curled white hairs, 

Ove flower of any Paper-bark 
Melaleuca with its stamens. bundled 
like brushes in some species, like fans, 
or trees, or feathers in others. 

A leat of Woodruff Aspérula seo- 
paria or A, conmferfa like a spear 
Upped with glass. 

The delicate tissue edged scales on 
a bud of Scal¥ Phebalium. 
A Centrolepis flower, white or crim- 
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son between its two horned bracts, as 
lovely under magnification as an or- 
chid to the naked eye. 

The heart of a Wild Violet Viola 
hederazea flower, where two of the 
mauve petals are frosted with white 
papillae and the base of the purple 
style is sheathed in ald gold. 

The seed-like fruits (achenes) of a 
wild daisy, Brachycome, each species. 
with its own design; some winged, 
some bearded, some with a mere stub- 
ble of hairs; some brown, others 
straw-cotoured or black. 

The back of a daisy-bush Olearia 
leaf, felted with a tangle of hairs in 
some species; with T-shaped or stellate 
(star-shaped) hairs in others. 
The centre of a newly opened Wax- 

flower Eriostemon; its stamens form- 
ing an alabaster vase round the style: 

Stamens of Crewea with their “kit- 
ten-tail” appendages. 

Clusters of stellate hairs scattered 
over the back of a Crowea leaf, or 
the ted part of a Correa bell (red form 
of C. reflexa) with its crystal balls 
set with ruby spears. 

The fruiting fronds of ferns— 
Pouched Coral-fern with its spores in 
pockets; Scrambling Coral-fern with 
its spores uncovered; Maidenhair 
with ws indusium (cover of the spore 
cases) like o lid; tufty sori (spore 
clusters} on the veins of Soft Tree- 
fern: the stalked, ripe spore clusters 

on the edge of a bracken Frond, and 

soon through more variely than one 
can mention 
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Victorian Orchids—No. 2. 

Caladenia clavigera, Plain-lip Spider Orchid 

This orchid is sometimes called 
either the Clubbed or Small Spider 
Orchid and is one of about twenty- 
two species of Caladenia found in 
Victoria. 

Throughout the genus, the dorsal 
sepal is erect, incurved over the 
column. The lateral sepals are nearly 
cqual to it in length, but flat, spread- 
ing or reflexed. The labellum or 
tongue is often fringed or toothed and 
has prominent glands. 

In C. clavigera, the labellum has ne 

fringe. whereas the closely similar C. 
cilatata has a very definite fringe. 

Flowers are usually solitary and 
borne on a hairy stem up to 12 inches 
in height. The flower is a greenish 

yellow with strong red-brown mark- 
ings on the sepals, the front edge of 
the labellum being deep red or purple. 
The lanceolate leaf is hairy and 
although in many specimens the sepals 
are clubbed, this is a variable charac- 
teristic and in the orchid illustrated 
this feature is not present. 

The Plain-lip Spider Orchid flowers 
in the spring and is widely distributed 
through central and southern Victoria 
although it is not particularly common. 
The two-headed specimen in the 
illustration was photographed neat 
Warrandyte. In this locality, we have 
found only scattered single plants, but 
in the East Ringwood area and on the 
Black Range near Balmoral we have 

found them growing more abundantly. 
in September 1962, the species was 

found growing in very large numbers 
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on freshly burnt country in the 
Jimmy’s Creek area of the Grampians. 

It should be noted that the formerly 
separate species C. cordiformis is now 

recognized as C. clavigera. 

Caladenia clavigera. 

Photo: J. M. King. 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

General Meeting—September 14, 1964 

In welcoming members the President, 
Mr. M. K. Houghton expressed his 
pleasure of having at the meeting a 
Country Member, Mr. D. N. Home, from 
Queensland. 

The President announced with regret 
the recent deaths of two old members 
of the Club. Mr. John Meade and Mrs 
Dave Lewis. Mr. Meade had recently, 
until failing health had caused him to 
relinquish the post. been Assistant 
Librarian. He had attended meetings 
regularly, had frequently participated in 
excursions, and had been known to many 
members. At the President's invitation, 
Mr. E. 8. Hanks spoke of Mrs. Lewis. 
Known to the majority of Melbourne 
members, Ruby Lewis had. until recently, 
rarely missed a monthly General Meet- 
ing. She had joined the Club with her 
husband, Dave, about 20 years ago and, 
until his death, they had both been very 
active members. Mrs. Lewis had con- 
tinued to take a great interest in the 
Club’s activities and had joined with 
others in the organized excursions, cven 
those of longer duration. She would be 
mourned by the many friends that she 
had made in the Club. 

The President congratulated the Chair- 
man of the Nature Show Committee. Mr. 
D. E, McInnes, and the many willing 
workers on the fine presentation at the 
1964 Nature Show. The result reflected 
great credit not only on our members, 
but also on those of the Society for 
Growing Australian Plants, The total 
attendance had been 6201 as against the 
total of 4603 for the 1963 Show, Mem- 
bers present showed their agreement 
with the Presidents appreciation by 
applause. 

The Secretary. Mr. E. H. Coghill, 
announced that he had applied to the 
Town Hall for the dates September 6-8 
for the 1965 Show and mentioned that 
two syllabus of lectures by the Council 
for Adult Education had been tabled so 
that members could consult them. Mr. 
Coghill said that members present 
would have noticed that Miss Chisholm 
had taken on the duties of Assistant 
Secretary: he was surprised that no-one 
living nearer had not volunteered to do 
this work for the Club. 
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There were 
Evening”. 

Miss M. Lester gave a most interesting 
talk on “Ferns”. Dealing with a number 
of the conspicuous ferns of the Dande- 
nong Ranges she explained the  sig- 
nificance of the sori in the identification 
of the different species and illustrated 
the different types of fronds and sori 
with a series of very well-chosen trans- 
parencies. A particularly beautiful slide 
was one displaying a cross-section of a 
tree-fern trunk. A short account was also 
given of the alternation of generations in 
the life cycle of ferns. 

Mr. E. Byrne spoke on “Soil Con- 
servation at Eppalock”. He said that the 
Heathcote area wus first occupied by 
pastoralists about 1838-1840. As a resuit 
of the old system of sheep-husbandry 
and later, around 1852, the activities of 
gold-miners, a serious erosion problem 
had arisen in what was now the catch- 
ment area around the Eppalock Reser- 
voir, sited at the junction of the 
Campaspe and Coliban rivers. Of the area 
of 820 square miles, about 200 square 
miles were affected with severe sheet or 
gully erosion. The State Conservation 
Authority was about half-way through 
a 10-year programme to stop this erosion 
und was receiving excellent co-operation 
from the Shire Council, landowners and 
other bodies. Mr. Byrne showed a 
Department of Agriculture film  illus- 
trating the work being undertaken and 
then spoke to a number of colour-slides 
indicating the methods employed and the 
great improvement already made in 
many areas. 

The President. on behalf of members. 
thanked Miss Lester and Mr. Byrne for 
their interesting talks. 

The new members listed on page 155 
of the September Naturalist were elected 
on the motion of Mr. Coghill, seconded 
by Mr. Fairhall. 

Under the item “General Business”, 
Mr. W. Woollard mentioned that the 
Hawthorn Juniors had recently celebrated 
their 21st birthday. He urged Club 
members to attend the monthly meetings 
of the Junior Club from time to time to 
enjoy the enthusiastic way in which the 
meetings were conducted. He also stressed 
the need to start similar groups in other 
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suburbs Miss Chisholm supparted Mr, 
Woollord, 

Me. J. Baines mentioned that sales of 
publications at ihe cecen| Nature Show 
had exceeded £21k) in value $4 caples of 
Austrilinn Honeyeatere had been sold 
Mr. Baines bratight to nolice a new bank. 
Growing Australien Pleuws by Lothian 
and Halliday, which he felt would be 
of imerest ty many members, 

Misi Chisholm drew atention to a 
ehotograph of a number of dead Wedge- 
tailed Eagles hunging on a fence which 
had appeurcd recently in a Melbourne 
newspaper and lo tho subsequent corres- 
pondence on the caring of Jambs by these 
birds. Mrs. Woollard said that her 
brother supported the view of the writers 
Who held that cagles only ute lambs that 
were already dead. Mr, HL Stewart 
pointed owt thal dhe Bird Observers Club 
and the Fisheries and Wildlife Depart- 
ment were enquiring mto the habits of 
the Wedgciailed Eagle, There was little 
dauht that these birds preferred io eat 
rabbis 16 laimbs. JL ws difficult to piove 
qo country folk that eagles were not 
really Harmful. Mrs. Lee referred to 
aolher Acwspaper fetlér reportiig losses 
of eaules from taking poison in an aren 
where they were nov shat. 
There were wu mumbér of interesimg 

exhibits an the table, There were pressed 
dpeciiens of ferns and typical sor) were 
shown under F.N.C.V. microscopes, Mr. 
5. Ros Garner spake to a womber of 
specimens that! he had brought, These 
includes rertiary fossils fram a taised 
beach at Port |MacDonnell (Discovery 
Hay), fossil shels from coastal dynes at 
Beachport and Vvelcamc hombs and tif 
from 3a quarry near ML Eccles Nationid 
Park, He had afse a numbe}’ of roadside 
flowers ftam nedr the coast in the region 
of the South Australia-Victoria border. 
These included Darwinia microperelu, 
Levan amid, Levecopugert coxtatus, 
Opercuhiia turpis and Fintelea spethie- 
fate. Anplher interesting ¢XWjbil was a 
growing specimen of the Streaked Rock 
Orchut, Beedrehivin seridtlarwi, lwat had 
been in a pot for 25 years. Starting from 
a stall stip, the flowering specimen now 
Aillad the pot. 

Mr, E. Friincis displayed some minerals 
from Heathcote: chert, jasper with quartz 
mrclusions, golwynite, tic, Miss M. Elder 
Roved some Tine shells from the Barrier 
Reef, | 

Ocivher, 1964 

Geology Group—Septernirer 2, 1964 

Thirty-seven menibers and visitors were 
presem, wilt Mr. L, Angior in the chair, 

Tho secretary congratulated Master R. 
Whatmough upon winning # £50 bursary 
for fis project on the Geolouy of 
Chellenham. The award wiis made st rhe 
recom Science Exhibition, Arrangements 
were made for an excursion lo Coimadai. 
on September 13, fo examine glacial 
deposits and dolomitic limestone. 

The subject for the evening was a 
lecture by Mr D, $, Carruthers on “Iron 
Ore Deposits in the Mamersley Ranges 
in Relation to the Pre-Cambrian Cieo- 
logy”. The «speaker first discussed the 
various geological eras. concentraling on 
the Pre-Cambrian a3 being most relevant 
to the subject, This corried the time scale 
back in the region of 4,000,000,000 years, 
fe the very beginnings of geological une, 

Most Pre-Cambrian deposits have been 
destroyed oc altered, which makes their 
study difficult, These deposits form what 
are knows as “shields, and are often 
found to be the centre of tase of many 
of the present continents. These “shields” 
when studied if various parts of the #orld 
are generally very similar in rock forma- 
tion 

West Ausiralia is tuilt up mostly of 
this “shield” wiih the rest of the camunent 
flanking at (0 the east. The oldest part of 
the Fre-Cambrisn is krawn as Archesn, 
and in West Austvalia is composed bf 
gneisses and volcanic rocks which are 
highly crystaline, The pneisses were 
formerly sediments, and will the vol- 
camcs Were deeply buned for milhont of 
years When heating and re-crystallization 
took place: These hard rocks make up 
the “stireld'' arex, and when wolified and 
eroded form the Proterozoic, which is 
represented by the Nullagine system in 
Wesl Australia, These are on the fap or 
flanks of the Archean, forming con- 
glomerates and sandstones of ereae thick- 
TIes5- 

A point of interest is that diamonds 
have been recovered from the Nullapine, 
andl were probably eroded from the 
Archean. 

Follawing upon ihe WNullagine are 
basalt fows and ihen sedimentary foema- 
Vions, containing iron in Well-banded 
siliceous racks. [ron is 3 common mineral 
throaghoul the worl!, buc pot always mm 
sufficient Quantity ta be commercially 
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exploited, The Wantersley Rages 
deposits contain 20-30% iron, which is 
well worth mining. The beds are not 
highly metamorphosed us they have never 
been suinken deepiy into the earth's crust. 
They were originally sea sediments which 
accumulated slowly, then were elevated 
same three to four thousand feet with 
tips of 30 degrees. 

During the Tertiary period a het and 
humid climate existed over the area, 
which Was reduced almost to a péne- 
plain, ‘This. brought chemical action inte 
Play with laterization of the deposits, 
leaching out silica and alumina, thus 
concentrating the jron in sheets. The 
speaker then showed slides illustrating 
the laterite levels which contain 65% 
hematite. 

A description of the various types of 
iron ores and their exploitution was given, 
The irom deposits it this area form the 
larecst economically important mincral 
discovery so far made m Australia, 
Current estunates place the extent of the 
teats at 24 million tons of high prade ore 
and additional 10,000 million tons of 
lower grade orc. 

Photographa were showa of impress- 
ions in the formations which may prove 
to be algal gtowths or casts, but which 
have not yet becn positively identified. 
Mr. Carruthers was thanked for his 
highly interesting and informative talk, 

Exhibits; Acolianite in various forms 
from Wilson's Promontery {Mr B. 
Jones); Marble from Ankara. Turkey 
(Mr. L, Angior per Mr. I. Bairstow); 
Coneiomerale and foysil wood, cut and 
polished (Mr. D. Dangerfield): 

Botany Group—Sepember 10, 1964 

Fizhicen members attended the meet- 
jog which was chaired by Mr, B_ Fuhrer 

The speaker for the evening was Miss 
K. E. Hall who spoke on “Liverworts”, 
Within the plant kingdom, the Liverworts 
thepatics) are bracketed with tosses 
under the Bryopfryta. 

Vhe name “liverwort” i5 thought to 
derive from two sources, Firstly, some 
wefe similar in appearance 10 liver, and 
secondly, m mediaeval times they were 
used to treat diseases of the liver. The 
““wort" part simply means plant. 

Several colour slides were shuwn and 
specimens were distributed tor members 
to examine vader Jenses while Miss Mall 
described interesuag poinis. Miss Hall 
recommended several hooks ty be read 
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on the subject and expressed the hope 
that her taik might stimulate members 
fo search for the large number of hyver- 
warts to be found in Sherbrooke Forest. 

Excursions to the Dandenongs. on 
October If. and to the Bluckwood area. 
on November 8, were planned, All club 
members are welcome ta attend these 
Tunctions, 

PHOTOFLORA “65. 

In February and March 1965 the 
Native Plants Preservation Society of 
Victoria will hold its third annual photo- 
gtaphic compctition for colour slides of 
Viclorian wildfinwers in the places where 
they grow. ‘Take your photographs now, 
Entry forms available from the Com- 
pelitinn Secretary, Miss B.C, Terrell, 24 
Seymour Avenuc, Armadale, $6.3. 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD. 
457 Baerke Stecet, Melbourne 

Phene: 67 6129 

Speciolists in Noturolisas’ Requisites 

Pins, Forceps, 

Buttertly Nets, etc, 

Mieroscopes (Beginners’ to 
Research Models), 

Binoculars, Telescopes, 

Survey Instruments, etc 

BOOKS 

On Nofural History, 

Australia, Art, General. 

Mew and Secondhand, 

Lists Feev, Stare Requisites. 
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Latest Two Recipients of the Australian 
Natural History Medallion 

Members of the F.N.C.V. are surely 
gratified by the fact that two of their 
number have been awarded the Aus- 
tralian Natural History Medallion for the 
vears 1962 and 1963, It is also fitting 
that this pleasure should be recorded by 
brief references to the distinguished work 
of both naturalists, whose interests cover 
a very wide field and whose influence, 
through their respective educational 
authorities, has been outstanding. 
THISTLE YOLETTE STEAD (née 

HARRIS) is a native of Sydney and still 
resides there, close to the glorious 
Hawkesbury sandstone fiora that she has 
loved so long and so intensely. She was 
erlucated at Mosman Public School and 
“Redlands” (Neutral Bay). then took her 
Bachelor of Science degree at the Uni- 
versity of Sydney (1923): in 1924 she 
achieved the Diploma of Education 
(Sydney) and later Master of Education 
(Melbourne). From a secondary school 
feacher in biology with the Education 
Department of New South Wales, Miss 
Harris became lecturer in Biological 
Science and Natural Science Method it 

College. the Sydney Teachers’ abso a 

Ficura 1—Mrs. Thistle Y. Stead, of Sydney, 
Australian Natural History Medallioniste 

for 1963. 
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By J. H. WILLIis 

part-time tutor at Sydney Technical Col- 
lege. Her early teacher in languages, 
mathematics and botany had been Con- 
stance M. Le Plastrier who also intro- 
duced her to the Naturalists’ Society of 
N.S.W. and helped to stimulate a lifelong 
interest. 

Lecturing on a wide range of subjects 
(botany, geology, entomology and general 
nature study), her great theme has been 
“preservation”-——the urgent need to save 
and protect Australia’s unique but dwind- 
ling wildlife. plant and animal. For 
almost 40 years an active member of 
the Wild Life Preservation Society of 
Australia, she has been Honorary Sec- 
retary for many years, President twice 
(1949-50, 1951-52) and has edited the 
Saciety’s magazine Australian Wild Life 
since 1958. In the 1934-36 numbers she 
kad published a series of illustrated 
urticles on “Native Plants of N.S.W.” 
(featuring species of the genera Bland- 
fordia, Eriostemon and Ceratopetalum). 
She also edited the Junior Tree Warden, 
1934 until 1960, and is at present editing 
2 series of Nature Books for Primary 
Cradey (Longmans Green & Co,)—the 
first six to appear by the end of 1964. 

On 30 June 1951 Miss Harris married 
an old colleague and friend, the late Mr. 
David G. Stead—noted biologist, natural- 
ist, conservationist and author in Sydney. 
Recently his memory has been honoured 
by formation of the David G. Stead 
Memorial Wildlife Research Foundation 
of Australia and its associate quarterly 
publication, Wildlife Research New's. 

Mrs. Stead is a member of the parent 
natural history societies in three States 
(N.S.W.. W.A. and Vic.), election to 
the F.N.C.¥. being in June 1945. Besides 
extensive travelling in and beyond her 
own State (N.S.W.), she has written in- 
numerable articles in departmental and 
natural history journals. Her books deal 
chiefly with plant-life and appear under 
her maiden name, Thistle Harris; they 
are as follows: 

Wild Flowers of Australia (1938) 
The Arbor Day Book (1940)— 
Nature Problems (1945) 

edited 
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FIGURE 2—Mr. Norman A. Wakefield (left) receives the Australian Natural History 
Medallion for 1962 from Mr. 

Wildlife Department, Vic.) 

Handbook of Nature 
Teachers (1945) 

Wildflowers of Australia—new and 
larger edition (1947) 

Australian Plants for the Garden 
(1953) 

Teaching of Nature Study (1954) 
Naturecraft in Australia (1956)— 

edited and arranged 
Eastern Australian Wild Flowers 

(1962) 

Study for 

Only once before has the Natural 
History Medallion been awarded to a 
woman, the late Mrs. Edith Coleman 
being the recipient for 1949. That record 
of service has been worthily upheld by 
Mrs. Stead who receives the 1963 Medal- 
lion. Congratulations are extended to her 
for a fine effort in fostering knowledge 
and appreciation of our wildlife and in 
promulgating the ideals for its effective 
preservation. 

NORMAN ARTHUR WAKEFIELD, 
the 1962 Medallionist, is much better 
known by Victorian naturalists than is 
Mrs. Stead. He had the good fortune 
to be reared in the Orbost district of 
East Gippsland where early excursions 
with his father helped to spark off a 
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A. Dunbavin Butcher 
at the Melbourne Herbarium, 14 Oct. 

(Director of Fisheries and 
1963. 

—Photo.; Bruce Fuhrer 

great enthusiasm for the bush and its 
myriad fascinating occupants. 

Just before turning 16 he became a 
junior teacher at Orbost State School 
and has remained with the Victorian 
Education Department ever since. A 
noteworthy feat of early years was to 
share with his younger brother, Allan, a 
trip up the Snowy River in a little home- 
made canvas canoe from Orbost into the 
rugged gorge tract (above the Buchan R. 
confluence). During this exploit, which 
recalls a very similar one by James 
Stirling and an aboriginal companion in 
the 1860's, the two brothers endured 16 
strenuous days and were obliged to live 
“off the land”. Contacts with Frank 
Robbins (one-time science teacher at 
Orbost) and the late W. H. Nicholls (of 
orchid fame) whetted Norman's appetite 
for botanical inquiry—particularly among 
the ferns and orchids. And, later, at the 
Melbourne Teachers’ College he was 
further influenced by that grand old 
naturalist and recipient of the 1943 
Medallion, Major H. W. Wilson. It was 
Nicholls who introduced him to member- 
ship of the F.N.C.V. in May 1938. 

Many a young teacher would have 
shunned appointments in such small and 
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remote country schools as Combienbar. 
Bindi and Genoa; but not so Wakefield 
who regarded these places as convenient 
base camps from which to explore the 
wild and little known hinterlands, Thus 
he added treasure after treasure to his 
imposing list of botanical novelties for 
Victoria—no less than 16 new fern 
records were among them. Between Nov. 
1939 and Feb. 1956 Norman contributed 
25 papers on our pteridophyte flora to 
the Victorian Naturalist, describing six 
new species, and his careful researches 
culminated in the production of the Club's 
popular handbook, Ferns of Victoria and 
Tasmania (1955). 

Enlisting in January 1942, he was a 
bombardier with the armed forces, 
serving in the Solomon Islands and New 
Guinea. Even these difficult times did not 
prevent the collecting of his precious 
ferns, at every availuble opportunity, and 
army cooks were persuaded to let him 
dry them off by the warmth of their 
kitchen stove. Some 600 valuable fern 
specimens were the result of his War- 
time botanizing in the tropics, and the 
first set of 322 numbers has been 
presented to the British Museum ( Natural 
History) in London, the remainder being 
lodged at Melbourne Herbarium. 

In Nov, 1952 Wakefield took over 
editorship of the Victorian Naturalist in 
which, among other papers, he published 
a series of 13 contributions entitled 
“Flora of Victoria: New Species and 
Other Additions” (between June 1955 
and April 1957). Altogether, he described 
33 new species in this important series. 
Honorary membership of the Field 
Naturalists Club was conferred in Nov. 
1956 for his meritorious labours as editor: 
not only did he raise the quality of the 
journal, but he organized sales of the 
Club’s publications so vigorously that 
from 1955 onward the disposal of back 
numbers of the Victorian Naturalist has 
added £1500 to the Club's revenue. May 
1959 saw the journal with a complete 
“face-lift’—art paper, a different picture 
each month on the cover, more illustra- 
tions. double columns of type and bold 
staggered headings. The popularity of 
this new and attractive format is reflected 
in augmented sales of the Naturalist and 
a continuing boom in Club membership. 

Wakefield's floristic studies continued 
into 1960; but since then he has concen- 
trated on the mammalian fauna of the 
State, with particular emphasis on sub- 
fossil deposits occurring richly in lime- 
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stone and basaltic caves. The number of 
jawbones that he has examined and 
identified during these investigations 
must run into many thousands. In 1963 
he contributed the leading article (Mam- 
nals of Victoria) to the Victorian Year 
Book No, 77, and he has been the leader, 
since its formation in 1960, of the Fauna 
Survey Group within the F.N.C. 

Always keen on ornithclogy, he has 
published numerous papers on bird-life; 
probably the most important was a 
detailed and critical survey entitled “The 
Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, with Descrip- 
tion of a New Sub-species”, published in 
the Emu Vol, 58, pp. 163-194, with 8 
plates and 2 maps (July 1958). All these 
projects have been Well illustrated by his 
own line drawings or nature photographs. 

In June 1955 he stepped into the shoes 
of his late mentor. Major Wilson, as a 
lecturer in Nature Study at the Melbourne 
Teachers’ College. During 1957-59 he 
was granted part-time to attend the 
University of Melbourne. graduating as 
Bachelor of Science in Feb. 1960 with 
Botany as a major subject. More recently 
he has been allowed special facilities at 
Monash University to work on his vast 
collection of mammal bones from Vic- 
torian caves. 

He has maintained a close liaison with 
the National Parks and Fisheries & 
Wildlife Authorities, concerning the 
conservalion of native plants and animals 
in adequate habitats; and he has been a 
member of the Committee of Manage- 
ment for both Mallacoota and Gippsland 
Lakes National Parks. For some years 
he was a council member of the Vic- 
torian National Parks Association. 

In the sphere of public relations, 
Norman Wakefield has given many 
lectures to youth groups and naturalists’ 
clubs throughout the State. A weekly 
column in the Melbourne Age is devoted 
to current topics of natural history 
interest, He has published a large num- 
ber of articles in the School Paper and 
Education Magazine, and has reached a 
larger audience through radio and tele- 
vision—e.g. 54 fifteen-minute broadcasts 
during 1960-62 in the series “Nature 
Study for Schools”. 

His work invariably carries the im- 
print of authority—of careful investiga- 
tion, profound personal knowledge and 
lucid presentation. No other living Aus- 
tralian was more worthy of the 1962 
Medallion than this extremely active, 
Gedicated naturalist. 
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McEachern Cave, Nelson 

McEachern Cave is situated about 
four miles north of Nelson close to 
the border between Victoria and South 
Australia in an area of nearly flat- 
lying Oligocene limestone with wel! 

developed bedding planes and joints. 
There has been a gradual emergence 
of this part of Australia from beneath 
the sea, aud the coastal area is 1opo~ 
graphically younger than the inland 
parts. This change in age is reflected 
in the geomorphology, and while weil 
developed karst features are found 
inland) {including the Naracoorte. 
Caves), juvenile physiographic fea- 
tures are found near the coast. 
McEachern Cave, then, is an example 
cf a young limestone cave, of a type 
which has scarcely been mentioned in 
the literature, 

The cave is an elongate rift with a 

shape and direction largely determined 

Enleunce 

— 

By C. D. OLLicR 

by joints, The joints can be seen 
clearly in the cave, sometimes as 
slightly irregular cracks in the roof 
and sometimes the attual cave walls 
are joint planes. Although the joints 

are not perfectly straight, it is clear 
that there are two main sets of joints 
intersecting at about 30°, and there is 
also at least one other set of minor 
joints. The joints are not vertical but 
slope at various angles, often about 
10° from vertical. The ceiling of most 
of the cave is a bedding plane, com- 
plete with some fossil lamellibranchs, 
and the matching bedding plane sur- 
face is found on the fallen blocks 
below, Most of the cave is bounded 
by joint and bedding planes, and the 
present cave is due to collapse of a 
large block that still Jies, a little 
broken up, on the floor. This can be 
seen in the cave séctions, and it is also 

major joint directions m, — Se 
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apparont that collapse was enhanced 
by the joints stoping towards each 
other, making 4 tapered block which 
could collapse with greater ease than 

a vertical-sided block, 
Solntion fealures are present as welt 

a§ collapse features. On joint planes, 
especially the large joint plane to the 
south east, there are large solutional 
pockets, which would appear to indi- 
cate phrealic solution al some time 
when the water table wus above Ihe 
level of the present cave, At the lower 
levels of the presenk cave, the Aared 
edecs shown in the sections of the 
southern half of the cave, are further 
Solutional surfaces which possibly 
mark the poof of a former cave betore 
collapse. 

Olher solutional features of interest 
are the pipes. The most obvious one 
is the emtrance shaft. a nearly cylin- 
drical pipe about 4 ft, across and 
50 1. deep. Sarvilar pipes are nor un- 
common in this area, and have a 
remarkable circularity, very like arti- 
ficial wells. The openings of other 
pipes can be seen inside the cave, and 
same are still full of clay. Iris probable 
that all the pipes develop as solution 
pipes at first, ancl later Jose their fll 
of clay, Solution pipes are often ex- 
posed in quarries, and they have the 
same circular cross sections. The 
circularity suggests equal solution in 
all directions, around some nucleus 
such a6 a joint intersection or the tap 
Toot of a tree, 

Calcareous deposition in the cave is 
very slight, but there are two or three 
small stalactites about an inch long, 
amd a hile calerete on parts of the 
fioor. 

The cave [© considerably infilled 
with a varlety of sediments up to at 
lenst cight feet deep in parts, and 
associated with an interesting as- 
semblage of bones. This is, in fact, 
the first Victovian cave with stratified 
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cave deposits, and for this reason 

alone is of considerable importance. 
The deposits are being studied exten- 
sively by several people, and details 
of the sediments and fossils will be 
Teported elsewhere after much further 
work has been done on them. It is of 
Interest that the main cave-collapse 
took place before the overlying cave 
All with extinct animals was deposited. 
and since then thece has been negli- 
gible further rock Fall. 

The sequence of development at 
MeEachern Cave is a simple one, First 
a cave was developed along bedding 
planes below the level of.the present 
cave and solutional pocketing also 
weakened the joints. A large block 

then collapsed from the roof, largely 
filling the old cave and forming a new 
one above. Since then (here hus been 
infilling by sediment but little further 
cave formation by solution or collapse. 

Little has been writtet on the caves 
of this part of Victoria, bit from my 
own obseryations and fron) discussion 
with Mr. Elecy Hamilion-Smith, wha 
has also visited other caves in the 
region, it seems that McEachern Cave 
is Fairly typical of the caves in this 
region, Other caves I have visited had 
less collapse, and consisted mainly of 
bedding plane solution caves, some- 
times at several Jevels, in conjunction 
with solution pipes. The beddiag 
plane caves have soluticnal sponge- 
work and pendants on the roof; they 
are never more than a few feet high 
unless collapse ocelirs, and aré very 

much wider than high. Also they tend 
to he irregular in plan rather than 
clongate, anil collapse affects broad 
areas of floor rather than joint blocks. 
Mr. Hamilton-Smith, however, has 
visited several caves which do have 
joint-block. coflapse of (he McEachern 
lype. 

Some caves T have yisited have 4 
layer of flaky caléite on the fioer. This 
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Drawing of vertical seclions {aboye) ard cross sectipns (below) of aulution pipes. ex- 
poewd in «& quarry near Mt Gambier, showing how the pipes are formed originally 
with & clay-fill Presnmably solution proceeds at approximately oqual ralec in all 
horizontal directions yending ty gives cireclur cross sevtions, but the most vraplt 
erowtb is verticaily downwards, sided by the thovement of water under gravity. 
The clay filled pipes at MeBachern Gave ure beli¢ved to be of thin tyne. nod the 

shafts are old pipes that have Jose their clayefill 

originates as a thin layer or film of 
calcite on the surface of water, and 
vhen the water drains away the thin 
sheet of carbonale breaks wp into 
small fragments rather like soap- 
fakes. This sort of evidence for high 
water tables is absent from Me- 
Eachern Cave. Stalactites. which are 
very tare in the McEachern Cave, 
have becn completely absent from 
wlher Caves that | have visited in the 
wrea eXcepi the Princess Margaret 
Rose show-cayve, which is mainly an 
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colarged joint with considerable 
decoration and does not appear to be 
very typical of its area. 

To summarise then, McEachern 
Cave appears to be typical of ils area, 
but more work and surveying must 
he done in other caves to establish this 
better. It is also hoped that further 
work will document the sequence of 
cave development from the well- 
developed Naracoorte caves to the 
simple, young ¢taves of the Nelson 
area. 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox’s brush was the traditional trophy of the chase. The Feld 

Naturalist usually returns from an excursion into the bush with a 

different xort of “tale", If you have one worth mounting and pre- 

verying send it to the Assistant Editor, “Victorian Nataralise’, £02 

Murray Read. East Presion, N.18, Victoria. 

Woattle—20 Years Old 

This article originally appeared in 
the Melbourne fferald of September 
LZ, and is worthy of some comment. 

It was forwarded by Miss Maric E. 
Argo, of Elwood, who felt it to be 
an item of general interest to natural- 
ists. 

“For this Spring in Canberra, time 
has run back more than 20 years. 

“The golden glow of wattle trees in 
vigorous full-bloom has been the key- 
note of the fast fortnight’s colour. 

“Wattle dominated Canberra for its 
first 10 of 15 springs. 

“Wattle trees—more than half a 
million-——had been planted along the 
streets. ag. windbreaks, 

“They dicd out or were removed in 
the bate (9340's, and except on the out- 
skirts of the city, wattle had become 
almost a rarity. 

“The trees blooming this year are 
all young, vigorous and selt-sown- 

“Doubtless, most of the seeds, from 
the old trees, have been dormant in the 
soil for 410 years or more” 

The stalement made in the Jas 

paragraph raisés some rather inter- 
esting questions. What causes seed 
dormancy ? How long will dormant 
seeds remain viable 2? What eventu- 
ally causes inability to germinate ? 

The causes of seed dormancy are 
numerous, and vary, from one group 
of plants to another, Amongst the 
most important ig the fact that all 
seeds contain a relatively high (about 
8%.) concentration of carhon dioxide 
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and this induces Carbon dioxide Nar- 
cosig in the embryo. Germination 
cannot occur until mort carbon 
dioxide is temoved, 

A second important faclor is the 
amount of water present in the secas, 
In many cases, seeds planted fresh 
from the plant will germinate immedi- 
ately, but once the seed is allowed 
to dry oul, them the seed cannot be 
made to grow for some years. In all 
eases, dry seeds contain Jess than 
10% water, compared to about 93% _ 
water jy the seedlings, Seeds thus 
cannot germimate until much water 
is taken up from the soil, and hence 
availability of water will affect 
germination. Some species shaw im- 
pervious testas which must be dam- 
aved in some way before water may 
be taken up, 

In other species, testas ale im- 
permeable to oxygen which is Te- 
quired for the respiration of the 
germinating secdling. Others again 
require “stratification” or subjection 
to very cold temperatures before 
sormination will occur. Some species 
require light for certain periods to 
simulate germination, but m others 
germination is inhibited by light. 

Most ephemeral plants show an 
exiremely rapid germination of 
seers after abundant rain, However, 
if rain ds slight, pracneally no germina- 
tiom takes place, In these plants 
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getmination is prevenled by ihe in- 
clusion of certain chemicals within 
the lestas, These chemicals act as 
germination inhibitors. They are water 
soluble and after considerable rain 
has fallen, the chemicals are washed 
out from the testa, permitting germi- 
nation lo occur. This is of consider- 
able ecological importance because 
it ensures that there is a plentiful 
water supply for the seedling. 

Cerfain other plants produce seeds 
in which the embryos are physiw- 
Jogically arid structurally immatire, 
These seeds aeed a dormant period, 
during which the embryo matures, 
before germination is possible. 

Similarly, there is great- variation 
in the viabiltty of seeds. Some genera 
show consistently long-lived seeds, 
whilst in others sceds can only germi- 
nate ducing much shorter periods. 
Some species show a percentage 

germination over a number of vears, 
ever [hough all seeds ure planted to- 
gether. 

Briefly, there are three main groups, 
Short-lived seeds remain viable for 
Up to three years. Intermediate species 
have seeds which are viable for up 
to 95 years, and Jong-lived seeda 
may germinate 100-150 vears after 
setting, Two Australian genera, 
Goeodia and Hoveg, have heen shown 
to germinate after 105 years. Certain 
unusual specics have seeds which re- 
main viable for even longer periods, 
aod in one instance, seeds of the 
Indian Lotus Nelaniivin were taken 
from a dry lake-bed aod germinated. 
These seeds mittst have been at Jeast 
300 years old, as this time had passed 
sin¢e the Jake contained water, Raclig- 
carbon dating of identical seeds from 
the same location indicated that they 
were approximately 1000 years old, 

Seeds are thought ta became non- 
viable due to the “denaturing” of pro- 
lens. The embryo is composed mainly 

of protein, and over Jong periods this 
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may become changed or denatured in 
a2 similar manner 10 ceg-while after 
cooking. 

—R, H, |} McQ. 

White Wattle Scale 

The. following query has heen sent 
in by Ida F. Knox, af Mornington. 
Several specumens of the scale re- 
_ferred to were also forwarded, 

I wm sending yau samé sprigs of the 
Beach wattle Acacia sophorae, heavily 
encrusted with scale. | am wondering 3f 
this scale attacks any ather native irce 
cacept the wattle. 

The dree is one of two seedlings Brow- 
ing toaciher, and most of it scems ts he 
dead, so it bas been cit well back, hep- 
ing it may shoot sgain. The trce has 
bloomed each year, making a splendid 
splash of colour. 

The: scale insecl concerned is one 
of a large number of closely simplar 
species belonging (© the genus Ari- 
coccus, anid is commonly called White 
Wattle Scale. Members of this group 
of scale insects attack both wattles 
and eucalypts. Im must tnstances, 
colonies are attended by small black 
ants, fridfamyrinex itinerans, which 
utilize the “honeydew”, exuded by the 
scale. as a food substance, These 
ants are responsible for spreading the 
seale throughout an infested tree. 
Scale Insect laryat are picked up in 
the jaws and carried to new positions 
on the irec, This measure prevents 
overcrowding afd results in a far 
greatcr population of scale {nsects 
which can be exploited by the ants. 

=R. H. J. MeQ. 

Why Buy TV ? 

The following notes on a success- 
ful pond hunt have been sent in by 
Mr. D. E McInnes. who hopes they 
will stimulate other pond-hunters to 
contribute to these columns, 
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After missing a club excursion by 
several miinules al Ringwoad, I drove 
on to Yarra Glen everal hundred 
yards before teaching the bridge over 
the Yarra River, I noticed that on the 
left was a. billabong which looked 1c 
have possibilities for pond-life. On the 
journey home I stopped just 10 have a 
sweep with the pond net. 

at a pond! The pond hunter's 
dream. 

_ There were spherical rotifer colonies 
(Laeinularia) rolling through the water, 
and green balls of Volvex revalving along 
m stately fashion, Darting everywhere 
were fitde rounded greet, brown and 
motiled busybodics (Qstracods, Cypris) 
with some bean-shaped light-green rela- 
tions mixing in. A flash of bright red 
legs and body indicated brilliant water 
miles Hydracarina. 
Cyclops, with a single shining red cye 

and a bunch of green eggs. contrasted 
with another Copepod new to me, with 
a bright blue body and an egg-sac of red 
eges. What a shot for a photomicro- 
graph t ; 

aterfleas, Daphnia, were present in 
‘small numbers. and here and there a 
Hydra waited patiently for a victim, 
The voracious: Dragonfly larvae were 
making short work of smal! tadpoles in 
the catch, with Damsel-fly Jarvac also 
doing their bit to deplete numbers, 

Running into the waler were several 
water spiders Dolomedes, each com- 
pletely clothed in a shining dir bubble 

Filamentous alga was plentiful, bur 
the desmids were represented by only 
one, Closterium. An unusual branched 
green alga. Draparnaldia, was seen 
strung through the collection, 

Even 4 sosall yabbic-found his way 
into the catch. . 
Two jam jars of the material pro- 

vided Sunday night's entertainment, 

Book Review : 

THE, INSECTS OF HEARD 
ISLAND 

By K. G. Baown 

Obtainable from the Publications Office, 
Antarctic Division, Department of Eax- 

ternal Affairs, 568 St. Kilda Road, 
Melbourne, $.C,3- 

This book is No, 73 of a series of 
réports from ANARE  fAustrallan 
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National Antarctic Research Expedi- 
tions). It is an interesting, casy to 
understand, semnifically accurate report 
dealing with all the insects found at 
Heard Island, cven the occurrence there 
of the domestic fly Musca domestica. 
Five insects new to science ate described, 
‘and there are many accurale line draw- 
ings and also life histories. One of the 
new insects is a small moih of the family 
TINEIDAE. The book deals with 25 
insects. and includes photographs of the 
yexetation found there which supports 
some of the inscet fauno, 

A map showing the position of Heard 
Tsland and neighbouring islands on 
which some of the insects occur as in- 
cluded. 

A comprehensive list of previous re- 
ports dealing with many subjects is 
given al the back of the book. 

—R_ Conpron 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD. 
457 Bourke Street, Melbourne 

Phone; 67 6129 

Specialists in Noturalists’ Requisitas 

Pins, Forceps, 

Butterfly Nets, ete., 

Microscopes (Beginners’ [a 
Research Models}, 

Binoculars, Telescopes, 

Survey Instruments, 4tc, — 

BOOKS 

On Natural History, 

Australia, Art, Gerieral, 

New ond Secondhond. 

Lists Free. Stote Requisites. 
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Victorian Orchids—No. 3 

Pterostylis alata, Striped Greenhood 

This is one of our autumn-winter 
flowering greenhoods and has a wide 
distribution throughout the State, ex- 
cepting the north-west. The Striped 
Greenhood is sometimes known as the 
Striated or Purplish Greenhood. 

We have never found this orchid 
growing in great numbers, but during 
the season just passed, it was reported 
to be flowering abundantly in the 
Brisbane Ranges. A small isolated 
colony growing on a rocky hillside 
at Warrandyte flowered, but the 
flowers were not as numerous as in 
previous years. This also applied to 
the Autumn Greenhood Prerostylis 

revoluta, which grows in the same 
area. Many rosettes appeared, but 
there were very few flowers. 

The flowering plants have no 
leaves, the blue-green rosettes appear- 
ing later. The plant has a single 
flower on a slender stem which is from 
four to eight inches high. This stem 
has several bracts, at times resembling 

small leaves. 

The flower has an acutely pointed 
short brown tongue. Flower coloura- 
tion is quite variable. The specimen in 
the illustration was photographed in 
the You Yangs, and was a translucent 
white with green stripes; whereas the 
flowers at Warrandyte had sepals and 
petals tipped with a warm brown 
colour and were more heavily striped. 

Pt. alata has also been found re- 
cently at Ararat, Stawell and Frank- 
ston. 
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—By J. M. and W. H. Kinc 

Pterostylis alata 

—FPahaoto.: J. M. King 
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Results of Excursions in the “Voluta’’ to Wilson’s 

Promontery and to Westernport Bay 

Friday, 20th December, 1963 

Weather: Winds light east to north- 
east; a fresh southerly in the late 
afternoon; light swell. 

General report: Left Flinders at 
12.20 a.m., arrived at Gt. Glennie Is. 

at 3.30 p.m.; lost about 20 minutes 
on the trip baling out the dinghy; trip 
reasonably good; spending the night at 
Gt. Glennie Is. 

Saturday, 21st December, 1963 

Weather: Very light northerly 
winds for most of the day, fresh 
south-westerly winds in the late 
afternoon. 

General report: Had two runs with 
a small beam-net close inshore on the 
south-eastern end of Norman Is. 
without success; seabed seems to have 
more weed on it compared with the 

previous year. Had several runs with 
the net close inshore north of the 
anchorage at Gt. Glennie Is. without 
success, later located bottom contain- 

ing large quantities of dead shell and 
coral at a distance of approx. 400- 
1760 yards to the east of the anchor- 
age at Gt. Glennie Is. in depths 
around 20 fathoms. 

16 Juvenile Spondylus tenellus, | 

Neotrigonia margaritacea, several chi- 

tons, 2 Nevyrina subdistorta and 

several other motluscs were taken in 

the dredge. 

Sunday, 22nd December, 1963 

Weather: Light —_ north-westerly 
winds with a light swell. 

General report: Had six good hauls 
with the dredge on ground found the 
previous day. Owing to the large quan- 
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By Davip HowLetr 

tities of dead shell brought up it was 
necessary to go to the anchorage to 

sort the material. I estimate that I was 
averaging around 100 Ib. of material 
for each ten minutes spent dredging. 
which in turn took at least 1 hour to 
sort, so that the six hauls with the 
dredge for the day took six hours to 
sort. 

On this excursion I used a light 
framed dredge, 4 ft. 6 in. wide, with a 

bag of 14 inch mesh about 8 ft. long 
which, as the results show, proved to 
be quite effective. 

Specimens of Spondylus, Neotri- 
gonia, chitons. Pecten asperrimus, 

Murex triformis and denudatus were 

taken, also Tucetilla flabellatus, also 
two specimens of Umbilia hesitata 
were taken alive. 

Monday, 23rd December, 1963 

Weather; Gradually freshening 
westerly winds with a light swell. 

General report; Had four good 
hauls with the dredge, a _ certain 
amount of time was spent rectifying 
trouble with the propellor shaft coup- 
ling. A variety of molluscs similar to 
that of the previous days were taken 
from the same area. 

Spent the previous two nights at Gt. 
Glennie Is. 

Tuesday, 24th December, 1963 

Weathers Barom. 1004 mb, calm all 

day. 

General report. Had approximately 
nine hauls with the dredge at various 
localities within a mile radius to the 
east of the anchorage at Gt, Glennie 
Is. Some of the hauls were light. Later 
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concentrated on the area where the 
U, hesiteta were taken resulting in 
averaging slightly better than one per 
haui. A similar variety of molluscs to 
the previous days was taken hevides 
4 gaod specimens of cassis, with her- 
mit crabs im them, taken in traps set, 

Wednesday, 25th December, 1963 

Weather: Barom, %96+LO000mb, 
rather heavy wave roll during the 
previous night fram the sorth with 
little wind; flat calm at daybreak, wind 
soon freshened to a strong northerly 
which suddenly changed to a paleforce 
southerly at 10,00 a.m,; surface of the 
Water White at Times due to the force’ 
of the wind in the anchorage. Very 
frequent wind gusts lifted the water to 
mast height at tines to foarnt a wall of 
spray. The anchorage at G1. Glenn 
Js, being very small, | was never more 
than 100 from the shore. 

One empry 15 gall fuel drum was 
blown overboard, did not atrempr 
recovery due to the wind. 

Spent the day sorting the maicrial 
patheted the previous day, resting and 
watching the anchors. 

Landmarks for the cyprea area: 
western side of Radondo Is, touching 
the eastern side of Kanowna Is. 
Dannevig ts. just open of Gt. Glennie 
Is, then proceed in a_ northerly 
direction until the Jighthouse on 
Citadel Js. touches Gt. Glennie fs. 

Thursday, 26th December, 1963 

Weather: Baram 14904-1008 mb, 
galeforce westerhes in the morning 
followed by strong westerlies in the 
altermoon, 

General report; Had to spend 
greater part of che previous night and 
a part of the day on anchor watch due 
lo #he varialion tm wind direction; 
weather showing signs of moderating. 
Spending the night at Gt. Glennie Is. 
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Friday, 27th December, 1963 

Weather; Barom. 1008 mb, light 
variable breezes all day with a rather 
heavy swell, 

Went lo Waratah Bay in the hope 
of locating suitable dredging bottom 
with a different variety of molluscs to 
these taken of the Glennie group of 
islands, also with the prevalence of 

. wesierly winds in the area ac this time 
added another attraction for going to 
Waratah Hay- 

Had four unsuccessful shots with 
the dredge at various places in a 
soulh-easterly direction from the 
township im depths ro 14 fathoms. 
Spending the night in Waratah Bay. 

Saturday, 28th December, 1963 

Teather; Barom, $006 mvb, thun- 
dery conditions at first with light 
variable winds followed by a south- 
west change in the afterncen with 
winds of about force 4. 

General report: Tried at warious 
places until a position was reached 
with the Cape Liptrap light bearing 
336 degrees T, Bell Pt. bearing 22 
degrees T- 

Fouled the dredge on each ocasion 
that ic was shot causing severe twisting 
of the cutting edges. No shells taken 
in the dredge. Spending the night in 
Waratah Bay. 

Sunday, 29h December, 1963 

Heather; Swell still rather heavy, 

calm all day with extremely light 
breezes. fram the south-west sufficient 
only to reduce some of the roll from 
the boat, 

General report. Left Waratah Bay 
at 4.55 ann, Cape Liptrap light abeam 
at 655 am, acrived at Flinders at 
4.30 p.m, 

Spent half on hour with the 
dredge at 42 position approximately 4 

miles to the sonth-eask of the Nobbies 
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on Phillip Is, without success on the 
way hanie. ' 

SUMMARY OF 'THE EXCURSION To 

WILSON’S PROMONTORY 

For the benefit of those who are not 
familiar with my boat, itis 20 ft long, 
designed as a fishing sailing boal hence 
my exemption from the Moter-boat 
Registration Act, 

1] named it “Voluta" for identifica- 
tion and also the name Voltita fits in 
with the purpose for which I keep the 
boat. 

Although with the sails T have an 
unlitnited range, my effective working 
range and jime spent at sea is depend- 
ent on the amount of [tel that I cao 
carry, which is about 60 gallons, 
sufficient for a trip like the one just 
campleted, 

As the boat is powered with a 12hp 
Simplex motor and confined to a 
maximum speed of six knots I have 
to be extremely weather-conscious, 
making’ the mast of calm weather and 
confining my activities where possible 
tw the Jee side of islands where 
aunchorayes are available. 

Fram my experience so far dredging 
in the ocean waters of Victoria, it 
seems That the most profitable areas 
are those where there is a large quan- 
lity of dead shell, sponge, coral anil a 
Ittde sea weed. 

In the case of Gt, Glennie Is, the 
shell consisted mainly of the valves 
Peciten alba, also at Gt. Glennie Is. 
the scallop Chlantys axvperrinier was 

plentiful to the extent that several 
specimens were taken alive cach lime 
my traps were hatiled. 

T work solo on trips such as the onc 
completed as, apart from the fact that 
there is no room for another person 
with the amount of gear cartied, there 
are olher problents which outwelgh 
the advantages jo be obtained by 
having company. 
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Ar Gt. Glennie Is. the March Flies 
ate a first class menace making work 
very difficulc. 

WESTERNPORT Bay 

Monday. 27th January, 1964 

Weathers Barom. 1016 mb, light 
southerly winds afl day with a heavy 
swell. 

General report: Took soundings 
until a position was reached with the 
light on Grant Pt, bearing 82 degrees’ 
T and the eastern end of West Head 
hearing 32 degrees T. 

Had a short drag with the dredge 
until fouling with rock. 
* Bottom very promising with sponge, 
dead shell and similar material on it, 
| Notecyprea angistai Gielin. 
Weather unsuitable for continucd 

dredging. 

Saturday, 2¥ih Pehruary, 1964 

Weathers Batom. 000 mb, flat 
calm all day with thuncdery conthiions 
prevailing; swell, none: southerly 
change at dark, 

General veport: Spent approxi- 
mately 2 hours dredging to west of a 
position with West Head hearing 256 
degrees T wold the lighthouse on 
Grant Point bearing 156 degrees T; 
at the position given, a large quantity 
of small dead shells and coarse sand 
was taken. Dredging commenced at 
the above posilion as a southerly 
change was predicted for carly in the 
day. 

Later | moved w a posilion with 
the Cape Schank Jighthouse bearing 
296 degrees T and West Head bear- 
ing 36 degrees T 

Started dredging st 12 noon and 
ceased at 4.00 p.m, 

Dredging was vonfined io arca of 
a mile radius of ihe above position 
om a bottom consisting oF small 
stones, pravel, coral, sponge, coarse 
sand and rock. 
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A. list of molluscs taken in 20 fathoms 
east of Gt. Glennic Is, Dec. 21st- 
24th 1963, 

dam Adult, d — Dead, | — Juvenile) 

Spondylus teneilus Reeve, (60a, 
Myochama anamiades Stutchbury, 6a, 

Amygdulum beddomei Sredale, \d. 

Hecten alba Tate, Ja. 
Chlanrys asperrirus Lamarck, L503. 
Chlamys atkinos Pettetd, 1a. 
Mesopeplum tasmearticuun Adams & 

Angas, 12a, 

Eucrassatella kingicula Lamarck, Sa. 
Talabrica atirora Adams & Angas, 1a, 
Tucetilla flabellatus Tenison Woods, 

30a. 

Tucenila radians Lamarck, 4a, 
Limopsis teaisont Tennyson Woods, 

la. 

Unrbyhe Resttaja Wredale, 9a, 
Ellatevia merces Iredale, La, 
Notacyprea piperita Gray, 2a 

Prerynoins triforitis Reeve, 24. 
Torvamurex denudatus Perry, 3a. 

Negyrina subdistorta Lamarck. fia, 
Cabestana waterhouset Adams & An- 

pas, laj, 
Subninella gryneri Philippi, Ja. 
Astelle subcarinalum Swainson, ta. 
Argobuccinum bassi Angas, 3a. 
Proximitra pica Reeve, 1a 
Microginella cymmbalum Tate, 62. 

The Naturalist and the Microscope 

Some Hints on the Use 

When the microscopes are new the 
lubes are fitted to the sleeves to give 
a firm sliding movement that will nor 
slip, hut in a number of caxes. this 
has been found to be too hard for 
children and some others with fingers 
nor so strong. Again, tubes have been 
noticed to become suff after much 
use, Whal can be done to make the 
tube just right? Well, first, do not 
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Xenvgalea pyrunt Lamarck, 54. 
Gena impertusa Burrow, Ta. 

Tugali cicatricasa, A. Adams, 5a, 
Hermitoma subemarginata. Blamnvelle, 

Ou. 
Capulus australis, 2%. 
Neorrigonia imarraritacea Lamarck, 

24, 
Ischnotehiton Jalcatuy Hull, 5a. 
Ischnochiten rateanus Bednall, La. 
Ischnochiton versicolar Sowerby, 1a}. 
fschnochiion elongatus — Blainville, 

(3a. 
Rhyssoplax tricostalis Pilsbury, Vu. 
Rhyssoplax exopianda Bednall, fa. 
Acutaplax mayi Torr, 1a. 

A list of mollucs taken on 29/2/64, 

In Westertiport-— 

Gamphina undulosa Lamarck, 8a. 
Nevirigoaia margartiacea Lamarck, 

Jaj. 
Tawera lagopsus Lamarck. 1a. 
Tucetilla radians Lamarck, 12a. 

South of West Head— 

Neotfrigonia imargaritacea 

2a. 
Chlamys asperrimus Lamarck, 1a. 
Tucetilla radians Lamarck, 2a. 
Cahestana waterhouser A. Adams & 

Angas, la, 
Aypobuccinum bassi Angas, 1a. 

Lamarck, 

of F.N.C.V. Microscopes 

—BRBy D. E, McInnes 

attempt to use grinding paste on the 
tube to lap tt in the sleeve, as this 
will grind away the chrome plating 
and spoil the look of if. If the micro- 
scope has had plenty of use, perspita- 
tion on fingers may cause the inside 
OL the brass. sleeve lo gum up with 
verdipgris, The remedy is to remove 
the tube god wipe it and the mside 
of the sleeve with a clean linea cloth. 
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To ease 2 light tube, remove from 
sleeve and gently file the inside of 
aleeve With a fine half round file or 
tub with emery-paper wrapped round 
A Suilable-sized piece of wood dowel; 
Iry the fit often to nike sure the tube 
does not become too loose; be carcful 
TO remove any emery dust from the 
slecve and the slots in the slecyc. 

In the case where the tube a5 too 
loose, remove the tube, unscrew the 
sleeve fram the microscope box, place 
the sleeve in a vice and slowly squeeze 
the top of the slotted sleeve. Again 
try often, uncl the fil is just right. 
Bon't use oi! or vaseline as a Subri- 
cant—they will gum up. “Dry Tube" 
as used on car door falches is quite 
good. The main thing is to have a 
tube that is just right for you. 

Wheo using top lighting and the 3X 
objective, ry wrapping a piece of thin 
black cardboard around the front of 
the objective so that it forms a tube 
projecting 2 inch past the end of the 
objeclive. Retain it tm place by slip- 
ping an elastic band round to hoki it 
light. This simple arrangement will 
allow you to bring ihe lamp very close 
to the object without the light caus- 
ing glare up the objective. 

An alternative method is to cul a 
shield of dark cardboard and clip 
with a rubber band to the lamp-tube 
so as to allow light to fall on the 
object, bul not to enter the objective 
tube, 

Merabers who have purchased the 
light intensifier lens (famp condenser), 
designed by Mr. Woollard for use with 
the F.N.C.V. microscope, will find 
that it wil help to give very good dark 
ground llumination for pond fife 
when the higher power objective or 
eyepiece #5 used. 

The iow power dark method is to 
place the lamp In the clip under the 
Stage. slip the opal slide lo the opposite 
side out of the way, arrange the Jamp 
to one side so that tt illuminates the 
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object but does not shine into the 
odjective, then push im the black 
board to provide the dark background. 
This method is suitable for the larger 
pond Sife, but for minute creatures 
which fequive a LOX objective the use 
of the lamp condenser will give better 
Tesolulion. 

Arrange the lamp in the top light. 
ing position and place the slide or 
Rat dish containing the pond life onto 
the stage, having moved the opal slide 
out of the way beforehand. Focus 
an the abject, Now clip the lamp con- 
denser onto the lamp-tube and arrange 
so What the light is concentrated onto 
the object. This will show up your 
abject, sharply illuminated against 
the dark shadow of the hole in the 
centre of the stage. 
Two points will help you to obtain 

belter resulis- First, keep the water 
to the minimum depth necessary for 
the particular organism being ¢x- 
amined; deep water will give a fuzzy 
imuge, Next, resinict the amount of 
material in the field. Remember that 
all the unnecessary weed oc rubbish 
is Teflecting light and helps to dim the 
image of the object you Want to 
observe. 

Another helpful hint is to focus 
ante the bottom of the dish. Many 
af the small pond creatures seerti to 
preter wandering around im that 
area. 

Don’t forget to experiment with the 
jaimp condenser, Yary the angle and 
direction Of the light beam and 
observe when the best result is ob- 
tained. 

Have you a helpful hint, or some 
difficulty you want solved regarding 
the F.N.C.V, misroscope ? Dan't for- 
get there are now 140 F.N.C.Y. 
microscope tubes being used by mem- 
hers from Qucensland to Tasmania, 
and these members will appreciate 
items of inierest concerning their new 
approach to the study of Nature 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Generali Meeting—October $2, 1964) 

The President (Mr. M. K Houshion) 
ipenod Whe meeéling and welcomed nmiem- 
bers and friends, The nttendonce was 
smaller than al fos} recent smonthly 
ineelings. The Minutes of the Septein- 
ber meeling were confirmed, and ihe 
Presilené then reported that Council hart 
considered snegested changes 10 the boun- 
daries of the Mallacacta National Park 
and LUjstructed me Han, Secretary to 
write t) lhe Ministers <«f Tands and 
National Bevelopment and ta the 
National Parks Authority yiving the 
Club's views He invited Mr. J. Ros 
Garnet, President of ibe Narional Parks 
Association fa explain to Memnibers the 
significance of the propesals, 

Wiih che assistance of uw tnap, Mr Ros 
Garnet dencribed the histury and geo- 
graphy of the Park, Created in 1909, 
most of jt Was sill In tts orelnal ine 
touched state. Because uf the sometimes 
hare ta imerprer definition of its bown- 
daries, it Was difficulc co give lis exact 
extent, Wut there were abouc 1140 
seres, OOF particevlar interest Were the 
guiltes containing trogeal sain-Forest 
Tesembling tolanically areas silualed 
gyouch funher to the norih, To the 
north-west was situated an arco of 1280 
acres that bad been surveyed a3 a 
townshig in 1901 but, because of diffi- 
cully of accéss, never used as sich, 
Vari of the proposals envisaged the 
addition af this area te the Park in 
exchange for um area of similar size 
on the westerp side of Mallacoota town- 
ship so thal the latter could be de- 
veloped by division inie blocks, In this 
way there would be an increase of the 
ruteable boldings in the Shire ef Orbos: 
and room for the provision of better 
facilities for tourists. Ynelucecd in the 
Scheme was thé Jaticualizstion of boun- 
dares However, where bowndarres 
FoUlowed natural feuluires, even at a dis 
tance, the position could nor be um- 
proved by Sawing straight lines on the 
map. Some years ago there had been 
a suggestion that the Park might be 
extended by the addition of further fund 
jo the onrth-east. Oryinally fhis arex 
had been 21,000 acres, but much of i 
had dow been declared State Forest, and 
only about 7,000 acres of Beath Jand, 
sanid-dunes and two freshwater Iskes 
now remained. Mr Res Garnet said 
|hat_Members should oppose this scheme 

November, 1964 

“with all the strength that they could 
muster, Ihey could explain the situa- 
Won ta their pasliamentary tepresenta- 
tives and see that the marter was venti- 
Jated in the Melbourne and eountry 
newspapers. Te Wat ‘hetler to oppise 
jhe project now thin to wait wntil after 
the Bill had been drafted, Ml, Ras 
Gamcet was supporied strongly by Mrs. 
Taylor, who stressed the value of the 
Park to bird watchers. 
Mr Coehili reported that Mr. Hooke 

had sent a (elegram of congratulation 
on behalf of the Cluh ta Miss Waddell 
oo the oevasien ul her 80th birthday, 
and sead her letter of thanks, He men- 
uoned the Najural History Medallion, 
on exhibiticu) on the Jable. which was 
to te presenicd ta Mrs, Thisle Stead at 
the Noveniber tneeting, 

The sucject for the evening was the 
Port Fairy Excursion ot Esster, 1964, 
Except for a interesting account by 
Mrs. M, Salau of ihe wealogy of Tower 
Hill, Whe commentary was given by Mr 
E. Swarbreck. He ehawed a selection 
of slides tuken by, ten Members who 
Went on the exciirsion, aad gave an ex- 
ecllent and offen amusing narratrys. 
(An accoum of this éxcursion will be 
fund in the June taue of the Nerusrudist.J 
Mr. Swarbreck concluded with 4 brief 
sécount of the migration ond breeding 
habits o£ the Mutton-birds, and showeil 
fine photographs of the banding of 
adults by Miss Bowker and orhers on 
Griffiths Island 

The [resident thanked Mrs, Salat, 
Mr. Swarbreck and all who had Icut 
slides fac a most imeresling evenme. 

The new Members listed on pace 26 
of the October Naferalisn were elected. 

Mi. Hugh Stewarl mentioned a djs- 
play of Geraldton Wax-flower which he 
had brought tar Lhe rable from a neigh- 
bour’s garden. The bush which was 
flowering for the fifth Time, had been 
grown from «4 culling und was now 
@ feet hivh The way sheen of the 
petals gave the impression of plastic 
artificlal flowers, Another vase on tbe 
lable contained aarden-grown Afelaleued 
Squarrnsa brought by Mr. F. S_ Hanks. 

r W. Cane exhibiied a sprig of Swan 
River Myrtle, Aypeentynine angustifolia, 
a native of Western Australia, grown in 
hig. gafden at Upper Mafira. y 

Mr. BE, Francis exhibited a collection 
of silicifed stones, cheris and jasper 
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from the Hesthcote aren Under two 
SN -C.V. microscopes, Mr. D. E, Me- 

Innes showed specimens of - limestone 
from the quarry at Fyansford, Geelong 

Mr. J. Baines referred to a photograph 
of 4 mystery animal shown recently in 
a television programme. It was possible 
that the Thylacine still occurred in the 
Portland area. Miss Chisholm men- 
toned & Shearwater That landed on the 
deck of a ship proceeding from Australia 
to England, tt was capent in a shawl 
and shown to many of the passeneers; 
saflors considered it unlucky to have 
these binds on board, 

Geology Group—Octuber 7, 1964: 

Thirty members and visirors were 
present, with Mr. L. Angior in the 
chair. 

‘Phe secretary reported on the excur- 
sion to Coimadai on Sunday, September 
13, when fifteen persons attended. After 
a brief description had been given of 
the area, the party moved to the Col 
madai Creek Io inspect u glacial pave- 
ment and other scored beds. Further 
along the creck beds of tillite were 
examimed, and Terttary deposits on the 
higher ground were scen. After Junch 
the dolomite quarry of Atkemade Bros, 
was inspected and many of the different 

beds were traced in the quarry wall, but 
a search for the Ostracod Bed proved 
fruitless, The party then proceeded to 
Taylors Lime Works to view the crush 
ing plant, quarry and the fault line 
higher wp the hill, Regret was expressed 
that the atea would, in a couple of years, 
be Mooded by the waters of a dam, Lake 
Metricav, to be constructed on the site. 

The Chairman thanked the com- 
mittee for their fine effort in arranging 
the Group's exhibit at the Nature Show, 

The Secretary appealed for subjects 
and speakers for the (965 syllabus, and 
for speakers FO Wisit Country cluks who 
had asked for assistance. 

Arrungements were made for an ex- 
cussion lo the Austrahan Cement Quarry 
at Fyansferd, Geelong, on - Sunday, 
October J], 

Mr. John Branson, B.Sc.. F.G.S., was 
the speaker for the evening, und his 
subject, “Geological Tnvestigations in 
Antarctica”. The lecturer first mentioned 
that geology was evidenily in his blood, 
fot his grandfather had been an amateur 
geolovist in Cumberland, England. Any 
attempt at oeology in Antarctica was 
made most difficult by the lack of maps, 
the few autcrops and the climatic con- 
ditions. Outcrops were widely separated. 
of different rock structure, and the 
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intervening country was covered by 
thousands of feet of ice. In the intense 
cold it was impossible to take field notes, 
and so imuch time was taken up with 
merely keepihy alive, that only about 
19% of one's existence conld be dde- 
voted to geology. ‘Ihe Great Southern 
Continent could be divided into twa 
seciors, one an ancient shield area and 
Wie other fortned on the side of it, of 
much fater deposits, The rocks of the 
shield area were much altered, many of 
the yecantes being changed to gneisses, 
with clols of garnets. The granite had 
weathered to a monotonous red-brown 
colour, with large felspars, but Jittle 
biotite. The area was considered to 
be late Pre Cambrian, but earth move- 
ments fnade dating dificult, Dykes were 
prevalent throughout. <A. sandstone, 
limestone and lignite with carbonaceous 
muterial was also found. In the newer 
seclion, dolerites with sandstones and 
other sedimentary rocks from Jurassic 
ta Tertiary had been noted Many dykes 
and intrusions could be traced jn the 
yutefops ‘This area had been tilted with 
block faulting and rift-valley gttuctures, 

and wis probably a continuation of the 
Andean folding of South America, 
The block had been lifted to some 6,000 
feet, and Tertiary fossils were present. 
The yoleanic nature of Heard Island, 
where there were trachylic lavas 5,000 
feet thick, were explamed, Kerevelen 
Island had voleanics, but alsa” Tertiary 
conglomerates, Pleistocene lignites and 
sediments of recent origin, The lecture 
closed with a series of slides, many of 
whith were taken from aeroplanes, 
illustrating the different formations, 

Exhibits: Ripple-marked — sandstone, 
worm-tracks, fish spines and bongs from 
Mansfield area, fossil wood flaked as 
abo. axe from Gilenrowan (Mr, D- 
Dangerfield); Icad, silver, zinc orc with 
fluorite and rhodonite, garnet crystal, 
green felspar, galena and quartz from 
Broken Hill (Mr. R, Davidsow); brecci- 
ated marble and agata breccia from 
New Guinea (Mrs. Saluuk oceanite 
from Madagascar, jasper, lignite, basal, 
garnet, mica schist, pneiss, granite 
from Antarctica (Mr. J, Branson}, agite 
cutland polished by Mr, Oales as a 
mucrascope exhibit (Mr. D. Medunes). 
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Editorial 

As most Field Naturalists have well- 
developed powers of observation, it is 
unlikely that the slimness of this 
Victorian Naturalist and its predeces- 
sor will have escaped notice. Enquir- 
ing minds will have sought an ex- 
planation, and the possibility that the 
Editor is short of material will doubt- 
less have occurred to members. Whilst 

the Assistant Editor is still anxious to 
obtain many more Bush Brushes, how- 
ever, the file entitled “Papers await- 
ing Publication” is at present suffic- 
iently plump to withstand. an antici- 
pated short fast over the coming holi- 
day period. 

The present crisis is financial, and, 
in order that members may be able to 
appreciate the serious nature of the 
situation, we feel that a few facts and 
figures should be given. If the finan- 
cial statement for 1963, on page 51 
of the June issue, is examined, it will 

be noticed that the cost of printing 
volume 80 of the Victorian Naturalist 
was £1773, and the cost of blocks was 
£344. The total cost was, therefore, 
£2,117. It is true that, through the 

generosity of the Ingram Trust, pro- 
duction of the magazine was assisted 
by a grant towards these items of 
£208; but as such assistance can only 

be obtained for certain types of article, 
we can never assume that in other 
volumes our costs will be similarly 
reduced. 

To the sum of £2,117 we must add 
editorial expenses, £25, and subtract 
the £216 received from advertisers. 
We now have the cost of producing 
12 issues of 1,250 copies, £1,926, and 
by division, the cost of one copy, 

2/ 6%, 
About 150 copies are printed each 
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month in excess of those despatched 
to members, and sale of back numbers 
during the year in question yielded 
£188. In theory, perhaps, we should 
take this into account. The cost of 
despatching copies to members and 
subscribers, however, came to a simi- 
lar amount, £172. It is clear, therefore, 
that the price of 2/6 on the cover of 
the Naturalist and the subscription 
rate to non-members of 30/- (post 
free) per annum as well as the mem- 

bership dues of country members 

allowed no margin for an increase in 

costs. 

It was not to be expected that, in 
the recent general rise in costs, pro- 
duction of the Naturalist would escape. 

Since August our cost of printing has 
been increased by about 10 per cent, 

and the cost of blocks has also risen. 

It has, therefore, been necessary to 

reduce the number of pages in each 

issue from 32 to 24. Cost is not directly 
proportional to the number of pages, 
and by this 25 per cent reduction in 
pages we bring our production cost 
per issue to a sum slightly below 
what it was before the increase. It is 
hoped that the difference will help to 
meet the increased charge for blocks. 

It would be a great pity if we were 
unable to continue the high standard 
attained during Mr Norman Wake- 
field’s editorship of the Naturalist. We 
cannot estimate what effect delay in 
publication may have on the contri- 
bution of good material: no author 
likes to have to wait many months 
before seeing his work in print. 

It is clear that a major decision 
will have to be made in the near 
future. We have no margin now. 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox's hrush was the traditional trophy af the chase. The Field 

Naturalist usually returns from ax excursion into the bush with a 

differant sort of “tale”, If you have one worth mountite ard pre- 

serving send it to the Assistant: Editor, “Victorian Naturalist’, 

262 Nepean Street, Greensborough, Victoria. 

Time or No Time 

The following bird notes have been 
forwarded by Mr. Victor Jacobs, wha 
has recently moved from Doveton to 
Narre Warren North. 

Tt 18 a Wile more than three months 
since we moved to our new home, and 
in the activity of laying out a new gar- 
den with a view to altracting ard 
sheltering birds in the future, there has 
not been enough time to do much de- 
tailed study. flowever, after reading 
the appeal for notes, {sat dawn to ex- 
amine in rcelrospect any “Brushes” | 
had cncountered. What birds had 1 
seen since arriving here’? A family of 
Kookaburras roosts cach night in the tall 
Pines nearby, while during the day urey 
forage umidst a Jarge sand of pepper- 
mints and stoogybarks. Pairs of Flame 
Robing and Wilty-Waglails have been 
seen oon newly tumed garden beds, 
whilst in the Jonger grass Crows, White- 
backed Magpies, Mudiarks, Mynahs and 
Starlings have searched for food. 

In the trees along the roadside the 
Grey Thrush Colturicincla furmottica 
can be often heard and sometimes seen 
amidst the leafy boughs, Lost week- 
end « pair of Welcome Swallows spent 
a full five minutes inspecting our nearly 
completed gurage, no doubt with @ nest- 
ing site in mind, but as yet no construc: 
tion hat taken pluve. 

Last week [ nathved a turge bird 
sitting om a post very near to the house. 
U fetched the bineculers in time to se¢ 
it swoop from its perch into @ tussock 
and retrieve some object. When il re- 
turned to the post it was quite easy to 
see that its captive was a Jarge hairy 
caterpillar, This animal soon  disap- 
peured down its gullet, and the bird re- 
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Peated the process twice more. We had 
4 veTy clear view of this bird for about 
ten minutes, It was far from shy, and 
even when heavy gravel trucks thundered 
by, it only moved iff position a few 
yards before scttling again. Apart from 
ane feature it Was identical with the 
picture of an Oriental Cuckoo Crculus 
seturaiws, shown in N, Cayley's Whar 
Birel fs These ? Where Cayley's picture has 
bars bencath. this bird had a mass of 
fluffy grey feathers. Doe; any reader 
know if the Younz Orlental Cuckoo has 
these grey feathers before the bars ap- 
pear? The bird that we saw certainly 
looked totally unlike the picture of the 
Psllid Cuckoo. 
Even though identification was. uncer- 

tain, the sight of this handsome bird and 
its behaviour did have one efféct on 
me. [ made a vow to suffer a few hairy 
vaterpillars rather than spray to kill 
then and pass the deadly eftece on to the 
unsuspecting cuckous. 

A Bush Stroll 

This note has been sent by Mes 
Frances Gladstone of Beechworth. 

A friend andl & réceatly went on a 
short walk. in the timbered, rocky granite 
slopes of ouc nearby hills. The trees ate 
mainly Native Pines (Cullirris ondlicheri) 
and two species of red gum. Jndivofera 
australis was in full blossom, together 
with some Acacia buxifolia and Pultenaea 
parviflora var. daphnatdes, The vrignt 
yellow anil red pea fawers of Plat vlobinm 
obimsaneulinl added a further splash of 
colour. 

Within a half-mile many different 
orchids were sten. Small patehes of 
Caladenia carned, two Qowers of C- 
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peterseoni and buds uf C. dilatata were 
apparent, Flowers of Prerosrplis uueans 
Were numerous mm Small groups, with 
scaltered blooms of Pr, barbara and Pa. 
Pedunculate. One patch of tall Pr. longi- 
fala contrasted with Iwo specimens of 
Pi, tana, Tawny “fights” of Diyris meu: 
fafa wad one cobourful Glessodia major 
compleled the spectacle. 

Several birds were seen during the 
walk and jineluded a Gyey Thrush, 
Striated Thorntills. one Kookaburra, 
White-browaed Scrub-wrens snd a Rufous 
Whistler hen-jyird 

At one point, a Bjack Snake crossed 
our path, and a Ringtail Possum was 
seem in a tree crevice. 

Crumpled masses of rock ferns and the 
moss glowlnig on he aranite was a delight 
to ihe eyes, The sun and shalow of the 
bush was coolly refreshing, spreading 
beauty in all directions over the living 
cabbet, 

Biack Cockatoos and Grass-trees 

This note has béen forwarded by 
Mr K. G. Sumpson of Canberra. Mr 
Simpson was one of the original mem- 
bers of the Fauna Survey Group and 
left early this month for a period of 
research On Macquarie Istand, 

A paper by P. A. Gilbert (1995) re- 
cords the YellaW-tailed Black Cockatoo 
(Calyprerhyacus {unercus Shaw) extcact- 
ing beetle larvae (Ccrambycidaer, Coleop- 
tera) from dead flower spikes of the 
Grassrtree o: Blackboy (Xani/rerricea 
spp.) on ihe central New South Wales 
coastal strip (“Movements af birds, PL il 
—The stasonal movements and migra- 
tions of birds in easteta NOW", Emit 
34, 205) _ 

ta June 1963, after reading the above 
record, | examined a Large patch af 
X. australis R.Br., situated on the north- 
arn slope of x hill at Tidbinbilla, 25 miles 
west of Canberra. Evidence was found 
thar extensive damage to flawer spikes 
had occurred within Whe Iasi two or three 
vears. The damage was somewhul similor 
in appearance lo that caused by € 
feanerens ii extracting large moth Jarvee 
from several species of Acucin in_ the 
game district, a descripnan of which ts ta 
be published shortly (Simpson, K. G., 
in press—Eini). 

Leleral bites fad been made to the top 
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and boram of the ineisian, and long 
stnps Of the menocotyledenous plan: 
tissue pecled off vertically (o ex, the 
care. Incisions up to erghteen inches Jong 
were quile common, and were oftetl sven 
ou difierent sides and at different levels 
of the same flower spike, Damage was 
confined ta the region of the inflorescence, 
there being litle infestation of insect 
larvae below this tevel Evidence of the 
presence of insect larvae fy mdicated on 
the dying or dead inflorescence of the 
gear by & copious extidation of clear gum. 
fi 1963 the prnss-trees flowered from late 
October io December. No damage oc- 
ciaaed jo this patch uf grass-trees during 
| 
The damage described above is prob- 

ably jhe result of attack by the Yellows 
talled Black Cockatoo, bur a consider 
able population of other parrots and 
éockaloos is resident throughout the year 
in the surrounding district, and the pos- 
sibility that soine. at these species may be 
responsible for, some or afl of this dam- 

Ree mst not be discounted ws yer, 
Whether they would adopt exactly the 
same working thethod for extracting 
larvae has not been ascertamed, They 
include the White Cockatoo (Kaharod 
ralerita Latham), Galah (RK, roseicupitla 
Vieillot), Gang-Gang (Callocephaiaa 
finbristem Gram), and Crimson Rosella 
(Plaivecercus eligans Gmelin), 

On July 8. U9f4, the grass-tree area 
was again examined, but no New cockatoo 
damage Was found, Two species of 
insect. Jarvae were obtained from 4 
typical dead inflarescence, ani subntilted 
for identification, One speci¢s Was deter- 
mined as Hyaletiy farro Zell (Pyrelidce, 
Lepidoprera), whiclt commonly occurs in 
frass-frees. The other speci#s was ain- 
identified, but was placed in the family 
Cerammbycidae (Coleoptera), Both species 
were quite numerous wiihin the Infor- 
escence, and I believe them to be the 
larvel species sought by €, Junerevs at 
fimes. On Seplember 30, 1964, 2 single 
Hower spike had been freshly stripped, 
and on Ocloher 7, 1964, 17 flower spikes 
at the southern end of the patch had 
been torn open in the manner described 
ubove. All were sptkey From the 1963 
flowering, und al) had been riddled hy 
insect larvae 

I am indebted ip Dr B. Manre and 
Mr M. Upton, both of the Division of 
Entomology, CSIRO.  Cankerra, 
ACT. for thelr Wentifivations of the 
insect Jaryae cotlected, 
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Australian Singing Sands 

(from the Seashores of Victoria and Tasmania) 

Summary 

In his book Ye Physies of Blown 
Sand and Desert Dunes, R. A, Bage 

nold states that singlag sands are rare. 
We do not agree; we have collected 
and examined singing sands from 
many parts of the world. This paper 
describes acu alustrates the phena- 
mens associated with the singing 
sands of Wilson's Promontory in Vic- 
toria and of three beaches in Tas- 
mania. Booming desert sands are 
also studied. ’ 

I. Introduction 

Mysterious sounds in desert sands 
have been Known for a very long 
time ; like many other natural phe- 
nomena they have been attributed to 
supernatural agencies. “The old man 
was quite satisfied ta attribute the 
mysterious noise to the action of the 
gods whose shrine he tended so care- 
fully," writes Mildred Cable in her 
book on the Gobi Desert. Bertram 
Thomas was given a similar explana- 
tion when he noticed it in Arabia- 
This phenomenon was, id Lact, 
noticed and recorded by travellers 
hundreds of years ago. it happens 
when sand of certain desert dunes is 
dislodged and comes flowing down the 
dune. It was observed most ye- 
cently by the members of ithe Cam- 
bridge and Sheffield University Ex- 
pedition to the Tibesti Mountains of 
the Sahara. Dr. D. W. Humphries, 

who led the geological section, des- 
eribed the sound as resembling that 

of the drone of an aeroplane cngine. 

He collected the sounding sand and 

has very kindly provided us with 

some of it We find that it differs 
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from the seashore siaging sands; it 
does hot “sing” under the conditions 
of our experiments. Its histogram 
and a photomicrograph of the arains 
are shown later, (Fig. 1 & 9.) 

IL seems clear that the singing of 
the scashore sands io be described in 
this paper differs in character fron 
the booming of the desert sanus- 
This seashore sound undoubtedly 
gave Squeaky Bay, on Wilson's 
Promontory, its mame; for the 
sound is produced when the sand 
is simick by the foot. Huzh Miller, 
the geologist, gave such sands the 
tame of “singing sands” when he 
descrihed his experience at Laig Bay, 
in the Island of Kigg, in Scotland. 
This was in the Cruize of the Betsy, 
published posthumously in 1858. He 
wrote = “I became aware of a peculiar 
sound that it yiclded to the tread as 
my companions paced over it. J 
struck if obliquely wilh my foot 
where ihre surface lay dry aod toco- 
herent in the sun and the sound 

elicited was a shrill sonorous 
note ....." He adds that this was 
a phenomenon “which some of the 
greatest masiers of the science (of 
acoustics) have confessed their in 
ability to explain.” Cecil Carus 
Wilson fotlnd a way of making such 
saad sing in the lahoratory, He 
placed it in a cup or an evaporating 
basin and struck it with a pestle or 
some similar object, In this article 
ya Nature ia 1891 he states that the 
grains of these singing sands were 
rounded. polished and free from fine 
fragments and were all within a cer- 

» Phpsies Dept. ) Gealngy Tent 
University of Neweastle Upon Tyne, Engladd. 
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tain narrow range of size. He 
added that the ability to sing was 
destroyed by constant pounding, but 
restored after the fine fragments pro- 
duced by the pounding were re- 
moved. 

In 1902 Professors Poynting and 
Thomson in their textbook on sound 
explained the phenomenon as due to 
the change of certain masses of sand 
“from positions of one minimum 
volume to another.” They indicated 
a certain area of beach at Barmouth, 

in North Wales, where some of this 

sand was to be found. Some years 
later, in 1909, one of us examined 
this sand to discover how the pitch 
of the note varied when the conditions 
were changed. There appeared to be 
a definite relation between the pitch 
of the note and the size of the vessel 
in which the sand was struck; the 
larger the vessel, the Jower the note. 
It was also found that singing sands 
occurred in other parts of the beach, 
and indeed, on many parts of the coast 
of Wales. (Thomas, Nature 1911.) 

No further work appears to have 
been done on this problem until 1937, 
when K. Kurihara studied the sing- 
ing sands at Kotogahama and Oshima 
in Japan. He was able to compare 
these sands with those of the Island 
of Figg and, in general, he agreed 
with the conclusions of Carus-Wilson. 
Thanks to the kindness of Dr. Shima- 
kawa, of Tokyo, we have been able 

to study some of these Japanese sing- 
ing sands. In 1951 Dr. M. Hashi- 
moto showed that there was a marked 
difference in the coefficient of friction 
between the singing sands of Ku- 
gunarihama, Kotoikibama and Koto- 
gahama and the ordinary sands of 
Kounda and Yura. In a paper in 
1952, T. Fugita and S. Tsachihasi 
stated their opinion “that the sound 
is caused when the sand is compressed 
because friction between the grains 
creates a step by step change in the 
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layers so that the air in the inter- 
space between the grains is expelled 
suddenly to produce the sound.” We 
do not agree with this conclusion. 

Work on this problem was resumed 
in Newcastle in 1960 with the co- 
operation of A. E. Brown*, W. A. 
Campbell? and D, A. Robsonf. Sing- 
ing sands were found in many parts 
of the coast of Northumberland; 

they all had a high degree of uni- 
formity of size of grain—they were 
“well-sorted.” This was found to be 
true of all the singing sands we 
investigated; those of Japan, Russia, 

Norway, Poland, Africa, U.S.A., 
France, Belgium, many parts of the 
British Isles—-and the Australasian 
sands which are the subject of this 
paper. 

While they all have a high degree of 
uniformity of size of grain. they are 
not, as had been supposed. all 
rounded, As will be seen from the 
photomicrograph (Fig. 4), the Nor- 
man Bay sands, which sing well when 
the large amount of shell present has 
been removed, are distinctly angular. 
So are the Morar singing sands of 
Scotland. We find that the uni- 
formity of size of grain is the, int- 
portant factor: the greater the uni- 
formity of size the better is the note 
produced. 

(For purpose of comparison - We 
have included the photomicrograph 
and histogram of a non-singing river 
sand. (Fig. 8 and 16.) 

We have examined the effect of 
the presence of slight traces of mois- 
ture on the note of the Squeaky Bay 
sand and we have produced a note 
from sand lying under a layer of 
water. 

Tt is not easy to say what happens 
when the sand sings. As already indi- 
cated in Part Il of Musical Sand, we 

London. 
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Ficure 1—Photemicrograph of booming sand 
from Tibesti Mountains, Sahara. 

Ficure 4—Sand from Norman Bay: 
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Figure 5—Sand from Binnalong Bay. Figure 6—Sand from Falmouth, near 
St. Mary’s. 
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Figure 7—Sand from Pirates Bz 
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do not agree that the sound is caused 
by a puff of air between the inter- 
stices of the sand. We find that sands 
of very different size of grain give, 
under the same experimental condi- 
tions, substantially the same notes. 

We think that the idea expressed by 
Poynting and Thomson mentioned 
earlier in this paper is more likely to 
be correct; that the sound is caused 

by the passage of small compacted 
masses of sand over one another 
when the sand is struck. The uni- 
formity of size of grain which we 
find in all singing sands makes this 
possible. 

But this phenomenon and that of 
the desert booming sands both await 
a fuller explanation. 

II. Experimental 

The sound was produced by strik- 
ing the sand in an evaporating dish 
with a rough-ended pestle, For most 
of the experiments a dish of 8-5 cms 
diameter and a pestle 3:5 cms in 
diameter were used. [Ht requires a 
little practice to produce always 
exactly the same note. A very slight 
difference of pitch is produced accord- 
ing to the speed with which the sand 
is struck; if the sand near the side 
of the vessel is struck (confining a 
smaller amount of sand) a slightly 
higher note is produced. With prac- 
tice we were able to produce a rela- 
tively consistent note, and this was 

recorded on a tape-recorder. This 
recording was used in some of our 
experiments. 

It is well known that damp sand 
does not sing, but we found that 
Squeaky Bay sand, with only 1:7% 
of moisture content does sing; it gives 
a note about one octave higher than 
that of the dry sand. (Fig. 17) 

The degree of uniformity of size 
of grain was measured by shaking a 
quantity of the sand on a range of 
sieves in a vibrator for a quarter of 
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an hour. The amount of sand re- 
maining on each sieve was weighed 
and the histograms (Figs. 9-16) show 

the percentage by weight of the differ- 
ent sizes of grain. 

It was noticed that two of the 
three specimens of Tasmanian sands 
sang well after the shaking in the 
vibrator. The third (from Pirates 
Bay) did not. Unlike the other two, 
this sand contains Pyroxene; it is not 
unlikely that with its ready cleavage 
it is ground up to produce dust which 
is known to inhibit the singing of the 
sand. 

WI. Results 

The results are given in the accom- 
panying photomicrographs and _ histo- 
grams. These illustrate samples of 
sands from— 
Tibesti Mountains, Sahara; 
Squeaky Bay, Wilson's Promontory; 
Sealer’s Cove, Wilson’s Promontory; 
Norman Bay, Wilson’s Promontory; 
Binnalong Bay, St. Helens, Tasmania; 
Falmouth, near St. Mary’s, Tasmania; 

Pirates Bay, Doo Town, Tasmania. 
In addition a non-singing sand from 

the River Tyne is included for com- 
parison with the others. 

The graph gives 1/3 Octave Analy- 
sis of the notes of dry and moist 
sand from Squeaky Bay, and _ the 
photograph of a Cathode Ray Oscillo- 
graph trace is that of a note obtained 
from sand under a layer of water. 
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FicurRE 15—Sand from Pirates Bay. Ficure 16~—Sand from River Tyne. 

Histograms of proportions by weight of grains 
of different sizes. 
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South African Bone-seed Becoming a Curse 

During the period of early settle- 
ment, Australia soon became the new 

home of a great variety of exotic 
plants. 

Where conditions were favorable, 
they flourished and spread rapidly. 
One exotic, Chrysanthemoides monili- 
fera, South African Bone-seed, first 

cultivated in the Melbourne Botanic 

Gardens in 1858, however, never be- 

came a serious menace until well after 

the turn of the century. 
In other States, Bone-seed was first 

noticed in New South Wales in 1893, 

ui ~ . . 
\ ard} _ eS 

By JAcK WHEELER 

whilst in South Australia it became 
well established in the Mount Lofty 

Ranges in 1909, where it soon be- 
came a pest. It became established at 
Cheltenham in 1908 and Brighton 
Beach in 1910. Ten years later it 
was spreading rapidly along coastal 
regions from Point Lonsdale to Lorne, 
and about the same time from Frank- 
ston to Arthur’s Seat, on the Morning- 
ton Peninsula. 

Of the inland areas where it has 
become established, the greatest con- 

centration in this State is at the You 

> _ 

Bone-seed bushes on western slope of Flinder’s Peak, October 1964 
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Photo: Dick Hudson 
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Yangs, 14 miles north of Geelong. 
where it was first noticed on the 
western slopes in 1950. It has spread 
so extensively that today the whole 
of the western slope of Flinders 
Peak is covered and northern and 
southern slopes are being  threat- 
ened. In some areas it has become 
so concentrated as to choke out all 
other vegetation and cause trees to 
die. 
Why then has this plant “exploded” 

to such an extent in recent years, 
whilst prior to 1900 it was of no con- 
sequence. Was it that the plant was 
never allowed to spread beyond its 
early establishment, or was it kept in 

control by the rabbit (it is a plant 

edible to animals) and, since the great 
effort to eradicate the rabbit, has 
spread rapidly ? 

Following an investigation into 
Bone-seed and consultation with the 
Noxious Weeds officers of the Lands 
Department, the Scenic Reserves Com- 
mittee of the You Yangs has made the 
following decisions: — 

(1) To step up planting of native 
shrubs and trees in threatened 
areas. 
To establish experimental plots 
to study growth and control. 
To request the Forests Com- 
mission to consider control 
methods. 
To encourage the pulling of 
Bone-seed seedlings in less in- 
fested areas. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

At the present time Bone-seed is 
no immediate threat to pastoral land, 

and for that reason there is little likeli- 
hood of the plant being declared a 
noxious weed. 

Since this investigation three thou- 
sand native trees have been planted 
by the Bird Observers’ Club and the 
Geelong Field Naturalists’ Club. 
Pulling of seedling plants has also 
been carried out, and a two-hour 
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effort by the Bird Observers’ Club, 
during which each person was handed 
a card to record his or her effort, 
some 9300 plants were pulled between 
the picnic ground and the Big Rock. 
Other organisations have also taken 
part, with the result that some areas 
are now clear of the pest. 

In South Africa, Bone-seed is 
widely distributed, occurring along the 
East Coast as far inland as the 
Drakensberg. It is one of the domi- 
nants of the sea-shore dune-scrub 
from Port Elizabeth northwards to 
Kosi Bay. There it is not aggressive, 
and except for the dune-scrub is no- 
where very abundant. On account of 
its ready and heavy seeding there 
must be some factor there that keeps 
it in control. The Red-wing Starlings 
feed readily on its fruits, but no in- 
formation is available as to whether 
the seeds are destroyed or not. Con- 
trol may be effected by some other 
biological means. Stock also eat it 
readily in South Africa, 

Information has recently been re- 
ceived from America to the effect 
that the fruits of Bone-seed have pro- 
duced a valuable drying oil, so there 
may be some possibility of control 
in this field. 

In conclusion, I appeal to all 
naturalists visiting the You Yangs to 
acquaint themselves with Bone-seed 
and, whenever practicable, share in 
this campaign of “pulling” until a 
more effective measure of control is 
devised. Following rain and when the 
soil is moist, the shallow-rooted plants 
are easily pulled, and if the soil is 
shaken from the roots the plant will 
soon die and not re-root. 

A careful watch is necessary to see 
that this plant does not spread to 
other Reserves and National Parks 
and, if found, every effort should be 
made to eradicate it before it becomes 
as well established as it is in the You 
Yangs region. 
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Bird Hybrids—A Remarkable Problem 

Claims concerning supposed hy- 
brids of a very remarkable nature— 
between the Superb J.yrebird and. the 
Cammon Fowl—were put forward 
from the early 1890’s onward, both 
in Melbourne and abroad, aad some 
ot these were discussed an the Vic- 
torian Naturalisr by Major H. M. 
Whittell and myself during 1946-51, 
' Now, on an international basis, the 
subject has been revived—and the re- 
vival has produced some curious 
tacets, 

In_ brief, ao interested Anierican 
has directed our attention to relevant 
information contained i) a journal 
published an Vienna 72-years.ago,.and,. 
through that hint, wé have nat only 
become aware of an earlier and tnore 
detailed zeport than any previgusly 
known, but have Jearned that this 
statement wes actually published, m 
1892, ice in Australia as well us 

once in Avstria. . 
Whittelt opened the discussion in 

the Vier. Nar, during 1946 (June) by. 
quoting from the Avicuitural Maga. 
zine (London) of 1904 a letter in 
winch A, W. Milligan, a Victoriao 
ornithologist, stated that, although he 
was “never able to rear Mernura 

superba", he did have “hybrids be- 
tween the Lyrebird and the common 
fowl’ and exhibited them at a Vic- 
torian poultry show some years pre- 
viously. To this letter, so tantalizing 
io its brevity; the editor of the Avic, 
Mee. (D, Seth-Smith) attached a 
coniment on the “most extraordinary 
nature’ of the record (relating to 
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birds of different Orders), and said 
he hoped to hear more on the <ub- 
ject. 

Aaoother published reference to the 
matter discovered by Whittell (1948) 
was in a paper by J, G, O'Donoghue 
in the Viet, Nat. in 1914, The writer 
said that when Milligan lived at Tra- 
ralgon he “had in captivity several 
hybrids, a cross between the male 
Lyrebird and ihe domestic fowl’, and 
these were awarded a special prize 
when exhibited at a poultry show in 
Melhourne. “They were fowl-like in 
form) but built on a somewhat smaller 
scale..." It was added that Milli- 

-gan,.“began a series of experiments 
with these hybrids, which bred freely 
inter se, and had successfully reared 
two geénerations when he left for 
Western Australia"—a statement that 
does nat harmonize with Milligan’s 
own admission that he was never able 
to redr a Lyrebird, 

Meanwhile, T quoted in the Peer. 
Nat, (1946), as a footnote to Whitlell, 
a paragraph that appeared in the 
Melbourne Argus of November 25, 
1921, to the effect that W. R. Peaay- 
cook, of Hendigo, recalled having becn 
told of Lyrebird-fow! hybrids occus- 
ring, same years previously, near Two- 
fold Bay, ‘The site was a lonely farm 
on which a fine male S.yrebird often 
visited the fowl-yard. The chicks 
were Said ta be more like L-yrebirds 
than fowls. Pennycook did not see 
the birds; he was told they had been 
sold to a travelling dealer, 

A litle falter (May, 1947) 1 wrote 
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in the Vict, Nat, another paragraph 
on the subject dredved from the Mel- 
bourne Argus, supposedly in 1917, 
but actually (as | have since learned} 
on March #, 1808. It was to the 
effect what R. Davis, of Walhalha, 
claimed that a male Lyrebird “paired 
with a black Spanish hen, which laid 
away in the scrub and brought out a 
elurch of chickens, When they grew 
up they resembled a Lyrebird in every 
Way excepting the tai] of the male 
Lyrebird”. 

The final cuootribution to the series 
was by Whittell, who had noted in 
The Emu lor 1909 that C, W. Maclean 
(thea Chief Inspector of Fishenes and 

Game) had exhibited at a congress of 
the R,A.O.U, “a rough skin of an 
apparent hybrid between 4 Lytebird 
and an Andalusian Fowl", That was 
all; there was no comment. As 
Whittell remarked in the Wicr. Nat. 
(Febriary, 1951), ornithologists of 
the time were very remiss in not 
attempting (6 solve this puzzle. Milti- 
gan was then in Perth. bur he was a 
member of the R,A.O,U. (an original, 
in fact) and should have heea invited 
to relate his own experience on the 
Basis of Maclean's specimen, which, 
by the way, thay Wave been one ol 
the Walhalla birds, 

There, save for a passing reference 
1 made to the “puzzling” naire of 
the problem in October, 1953, the 
matter rested for thirleen years. It 
was then revived, ucaim im the Wier. 
Nat. (February, 1964) through the 
mediim of # letter from Keith P, 
Herzog, of the University of Pennsyl- 
Vania, 

Mr, Hertzog has done us a service; 
for, after quoting the references given 
above, he added to them by drawing 
attention (through the medium af 
ayerseas writings on hybridism) to a 
letter by Milligan of which we knew 
nothing, It was contained in o journal 
published i Vienna. Mitthetlungen 
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des Ornthologischen Werelnes: in 
1892 (April 16), and mt had been 
tratelated by Otte Finsch from a 
Istter published in the Melbourne 
Arpus. 

Herzog gave only a suggestion of 
the teffec'’s contents, but his reference 
was sufficient, the fortunate fact being 
that the relevant issué of the Victiwa 

jouraal was found to be available in 
the brary of the Australian Museum, 
Sydney. 

It appears from this reprint that 
Dr, Finsch received a copy of Milli- 
gan’s letler Irom some “unknown 
friend" in Australia, and he thought 
the report so remarkably, if not in- 
credible, that it mented republication 
in the Vienna Records, Luckily, 
Finsch added the date of they Ictter’s 
appearance in the Argns—Pebrvary 
15, I892—and so a was a sample 
matter to read (he statement im the 
Public Librury of New Souta Wales. 

though in facet it was in an obseure 
part of the paper (page 11), 

Moreover, I fount that the letter 
had been reprinied in the Australasian 
(weekly companion of the Argus) 
on February 20—just squeezing alead 
of lengthy rcports of the murderer 
Frederick Dverming- 

Here is the text ol the fetler ; 

PECULIAR HYBRIDS 

To the Editor of The Argus 
Sir.—Possibly the follawing descrip- 

ton of 2 vensarkable hybrid, the result 
of # cross between ihe male Jyrebird 
(Mennru mperda) and a common hen 
wf a lightish colour, may prove of 
interest Th some of your screntific 
readers: ‘The birds, two in number 
finale and female) are now in my 
possvsiion, And were captured im one 
of the scrubs of this disttict; 

Mate Bird—Age apparently threo 
months; plumage loose, thick, and bair- 
like, covermmg the whole of we body; 
prevailing colour brown, blaiched with 
white; cod of neck-coverts tipped with 
reddish-brown; body resembling fowl's 
but more slender and jean; head Ie- 
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sembling cockerill of common fowl in 
shape, with red comb; smandiblea re- 
sembling fowl's, suve the tp, which ts 
mote hooked and incised: no bristles on 
base of beak as in lyrebird, néstnls sume 
as in fowl; no partial covering of shin on 
nostrils as in lyrebird. Wings rounded, 
consisting of nine guills, first five 
eradusted snd all ending in hair-like 
brushes. = Tail-feaihers hair-like, but 
probably will develop as in male Iyre- 
bird; rump more enlarged than in com- 
mon fowl; tarst resernbling Jysebird's in 
colour but thicker in form; skm thick 
and Jeatliery, and mahogany-coloured. 

Female Bird—Ohicken, apparently six 
weeks old) plumage loose, thick, an 
hair-like, as im male bird; prevaiting 
colour blacky-vrown, wiih feathers 
ferruginously tipped, 

[ have not heard any sound from 
them 10 indicate that they inher the 
imitative faculties of the Lyrebird, but 
is is wilhin the region of possibility that 
they may yet develop them. , 

Tt is quite possible thar hybrids of 
this kind may be known to ornitholo- 
ists, bul if so | have never sren them 

Sescribed, und | ¢udeavour to keep m 
touch with ornithological mnatters— 

Yours, etc, A.W. MILLIGAN, 

Bonnie Doon, Traralgon, Feb, 4, 

The first reflection arisuog from this 
letrer is that j( relieves Milligan’s 
reputation of the reproach that his 
only published reference to his alleged 
hybrids was the scanty statement al 
1904 to Seth-Smith, evertheless, 
And although he recorded considerable 
detail conceriing his birds, he was 
neglectful in ot stating how and 
when and by whom they were alt 
tained; for, apparently, he did pal, as 
Hertzogz supposes, capture them him- 
sell 

Also, he might well have remarked 

on ihe obylous fact that his two chicks 
(one aged (hree months ad the other 
six weeks) came from different 
clutches) and, as well, be could rea- 
sonahly have pointed our that the 
chicks were, as their ages indicated, 
hatehed later than the normal breed- 
jing period of the ).yrebird. 

December, 1964 

Above those considerations, there 
remains the puzzling fact that Milli- 
gan, while recognizing his stipposed 
hybrids 1o be “remarkable”, allowed 
his claim to rest only om a letter ta a 
Melbourne newspaper of 1892 and a 
brief reference in 2 semi-private Jetter 
to England in 1904. = 

Such neglect could have heen under- 
stood in the case of a casual observer, 
but Milligan was a keen ornithologist 
and 3 competent writer—wilness his 
various papers in the Vier, Nar, and 
fon during 190]-1j—and, as LT recall 
from a mecting with him in youth- 
ful days, he was also a very agreeuble 
man, Ry occupation he was, 1 think, 
an accountani, though he may have 
been otherwise employed when in 1892 
(ihen aged 34) he was living at Tra- 
ralgon. He died, in Melbourne, in 
121. 

Incidentally, it is also curious that 
A). Campbell made no allusion to 
his friedd Milligan's alleged hybrids 
in the lengthy article on Lyrebirds 
contained in his Nests and Eges 
(1900). That omission, however, 
may have been merely fortuitous— 
Campbell was probably so intent on 
recording the ouniber of Lyrebirds' 
eges he had obtained, from time to 
time, that he forgot events thar really 
mattered. 

Finsch showed more discernment, 
A distinguished biologist of his time, 
he callected birds in Australia in 188 
(he visired Sydoey in May of that 
yeur), and wes afterwards an im- 
portant figure an the exploration of 
New Gitinca, 4s well as a pubtic 
represenlalive of Oermany in the 
Pacific. It was, na doubt, his interest 
to Australian hirds, plus his astonish. 
meof al the ature of the supposed 
bybrids, (hat caused him to reprint 
Milligan's lette!—and go save it fer 
postarity, 

Well, whar now ? 
Various inquiries made of late have 
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not been profitable. These have in- 
cluded material | wrote in the Mel- 
bourne Age (June 19) and the Sydney 
Morning Herald {July 4) in an at- 
lempt to find some bushman who 
might have koowledge of one or 
another of jhe various cases. They 
have also included inquiry at the 
National Muselm (Melbourne), but, 
although both Milligano’s birds and 
Maclean’s specimen should have 
finished up there, none of them ap- 
pears to have done so; at any rate, no 

record of therm can he found. 
As to the validity of the claims in 

the light of published material, it is 
interesting to find that although vaci- 
ous writers overseas have been Jargely 
sceptical concerning such a remark- 
able cross. Herizog declares that its 
“extreme improbability is perhaps not 
as greak as some omithologists might 
think”. To ridicule the claim on a 
perfunctory basis, he suggests, “is 
neither scientific nor fair, ‘ 

Here, perhars, it is not Inappropriate 
to mention that in his Birds of Jamaica 
(1847) the ornithologist P. H. Gosse 
records that, in spite of initial scepti- 
cism, he could net doubt the authen- 
ticity of many reports of Aura Yul- 
tures mating with domesti¢ hens. It 
was, he says, a “curious and un- 
accountable fact” that male Vultures 
had often made salacious and furious 
attacks on domestic black hens— 
always black hens—and thereby had 
injured the fowls so severely that most 
of them died soon alterwards. 

That matter aside, I personally re- 
main puzzled by certain loose ends in 
the Lyrebird-Fowl case, as well as by 
the astonishing nature of the alleged 
cross. Nevertheless, it seems to me 
that it would be presumptuous to 
suppose that several men, each Hurnc- 
tioning independently, must all have 
been wrong in reporting the existence 
of hybrids between Lyrebirds and 
fowls, 
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ADDENDUM 

Another puzzle concerning supposed 
hybridism among birds is discussed by 
the writer in People (Sydney) for Nov, 4, 
1964, The central figure in this case is a 
Queensland howerbird which was numed 
(1867) Prilenorhynehits rawinsteyi, but 
which has generally been regarded as a 
cross betwecn the Satin and Regent 
Bowerbirds. Tt is mentioned in the arti¢le 
that European records have shown that 
in such cases the mole is not necessarily 
the Jarger bird, and, as am odd fact, it is 
also stated thyl, according to European 
records males are usually in a marked 
majority among various hybrids—twentyv 
to tWo in one Instunce.~—A.H.C_ 
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Ficld Naturalists Clab of Victoria 

General Meeting—November 9, 1964 

‘There was a goad attendance of mem: 
hers and friends when the President 
opened the meeting with a weleore tn all. 
After the approval af the minutes, Mr 
Caghill made a number of annolince- 
ments. Ihe LY6S Natures Show Would be 
held in the Lower Tawn Hall an Seplem- 
ber 6-8 next Me R. Condran had con- 
senied to become the Assistant Secretary. 
Conminunity Aid Abroad Was arranging 4 
Nature Study Exhibition on November 
24-25 at the Methadisc Church Hadi, 
Mitchain Road, Mitcham, to raisé finds 
For the work of the organization. The 
post office had returned copies of the 
View, Nar, addressed to Mes. C. Langley. 
101 Cotbarn Street, FE. Melhourne, and 
Mr Nocl Dawson, 64 Park Sirect, W, 
Brunswick, anyone kiowing the present 
address of thesc members wes inviral in 
notify him. 

Mr Houghton then asked Mr J. H, 
Willis tr present (he 1963 Natural Mistury 
Medallion 12 Mrs Thistle Y. Stead, Mr 
Willis said that i pave Jim very great 
pleasure ti Undertake thiy task, For three 
yeasons (his Was an important occasion. 
Vt was the Airse occasion on which anyone 
had come io Melbourne from another 
State ta receive the medallion, it was 
anly the second tine that the aicdallion 
han heen awarded ta « woman, and Mrs 
Thisde Stead was a member of the 
FNCV Mr Willis ssid that it was un- 
necessary to refer in derail 1 Mrs. Thistle 
Stead’s achievements, as they would be 
Tound on p. 102 of the November issue of 
the Wier, Nat! Endowed with great literary 
and organizmy ability, she had, for muny 
yerrs, labonred hard in the cause of 
preservation. Mr Willis then presented 

‘the medalilon to Mrs Thistle Stead ts the 
acuinpamment of spplause from tbe 
nudience : 

Mrs ‘Thistle Stead. in thanking Mr 
Willis, sard that she hind once hundled the 
medallion presented to her ofd friend, 
Mr J, M. Black of Sauth Australia, and 
had never imagined rhen that she would 
tne day be the recipsent of one herself 
She stressed thie Urgency of preservation 
now before it was toa Lule, and con 
cluded by once again ttranking the Cant 
mittee toc Ranouring her and Mr Willis 
for making the presentation, 

December, 1964 

fA. number of members spoke to ex- 
hibits on the tatic, Me Ros Garnet re- 
ferred to a small bunch of Mowers from 
the Crjoked River wrcs of easter Vic- 
boria, The Freestone Creek Highway was 
a Mapnificent seentec road. Moss Elder 
mentimed 2 Nurrow-billed Bronze 
Cockoo picked jp dead. Mr Haiminett 
had brought specimens of Grevillea si- 
paruta, G, asiperegoides, Diplotaena 
grandifiera, Darwine inefssaéri and 
others, Other cXhibits Were Iwo aboriginal 
spearheads from near Broome, cats’ eyes 
tram Noumea, and a picture made from 
pieces ond chippings of opal shown by 
Miss Fulith Reff, shells from Wilson's 
Promontory trought by Mrs M. North, 
trilobites and gemptunes fron New South 
Wales exhibited by Mr E. Francis, and 4 
nTHAMED series Of plagts from the Brisbane 
Ranges, F.N.C.¥, microscopes gave cn- 
Isrved views al a jumping spider aid uf 
diatoms an Weed from Albert Park Jake. 

Mi, W, Woollant Wescribed a fovely 
sirsich of wildllawer cauntry that existed 
in the Anglesea area beyond the coal- 
tine and towards ald Wenslevdate, There 
were gerey of Smokebush and a good 

ecuon of orchids, Up te 19 kangarens 
could be seen on the polé links and same 
Were temarkably tame, Mr Willis te 
ported a teleeraln trom Mr Clif Beauele- 
hele announcing the first discovery of 
Urrivuluria wWolaceea, Violet Aprons, in 
Victoria. Miss I Woollard advised that 
Lite Watulebirds had new spread inte 
Croydon gardens. from which they were 
driving many sroall species of birds. Mr 
Jim Batnes expressed thinks of .mem- 
bers to the President for leading the Cup 
Day exoursion tn the Brishane Ranges, 
and w Mr Bruee Fuhrer far ihe Botany 
Group excursion to Mt, Blackwood, Bath 
were most enjoyable olitines. Mr Morley 
showed two forms of Crataegus, intro- 
duced to Australia, and described tye 
wildflowers composing 3 spring scene in 
the English county of Norfolk. 

The subject for the evening was 
“Habitat Conservation", Mys Thhatle 
Stead listed and described tle main car- 
Mmunitics of plants found in Australia, 
Tan-forest, Ingh maipuntain associations, 
scletophyl forest, savannah eresstand, 
desert and jmallee, etc. A series of ex- 
vellent slides was shown to iMustrate these 
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different types of Veeetation. She men- 
tioned various features of the different 
Species that fitted them for theit environ- 
ment ancl said thar lack of knowledge 
made it difficult to work oul a programme 
of canservation 

Mrs Thistle Stead described smalf suc- 
cessful eftorts ta develop reserves In 
New South Wales, and gave a brief ac- 
count of the work being undertaken and 
the difficulties being encountered in the 
David Stead Wildlife Foundation Re- 
serve, “Wirrimbirra’', between Picton and 
Mittagong. 

The President thanked Mrs Thistle 
Stead for her instructive and infoimative 
talk, He announced that Mr Bruce 
Fuhrer would fill the vacancy on Council 
caused by Mr Bob Condyron becoming 
Assist. Secvetary, and that conyratulatumns 
had been sent ta Mr Vic Miller who had 
recently celebrated his 90th birthday. 

The new members listed on page 211 
of the Pict, Wal were elected. 

Ratany Group—October 3, 1964 

Mr Bruce Fuhrer occupied the chair 
and welcomed Mrs Monahan, who spoke 
on the flora of New Zealand and cuni- 

. 

pared the vegetation of that country and 
that of Australia; 250 species were com- 
mon to the two countries. Two notable 
exceptions were that New Zealand had 
no cucalypts and no acacias. 

Mrs Gillies reporled on lhe recent 
excursion to King's Falls, Rosebuu. and 
stated thal the party had seen, im addi- 
tion to many flowers in bloom, two 
Black-tailed Wallabies. 
Mr Dawes orentioned a recent tap to 

Labertouche where he had seen Boronia 
barelayara ia flower. 

Excursions were arranged ta Monbulk 
and Blackwood, 

Micrascopica) Qroup—August 19, 1964 

About thirty members attended this 
meeting, which was chaired by Mr F. 
LeMuaistre. 

Mr DB, MelInnes discussed with the 
group arrangements for the Nature 
Show; these included advertising, distri- 
bution of leaflets and organization of 
work rosters with particular emphasis to 
the “Microscope Eahibit* which would 
consist of LO-12 microscopes, 

Mr P. Genery gave the group an 
iDustrated talk on the “Life and Work 

CALLING ALL 

Nature 

Photographers! 
Select your equipment from 

WAGNER'S comprehensive stacks of Exakra, Leica, Pentax, 
Praktica, ecc. also telephoto lenses, close up actach ments, electronic 
flash and accessories. 

R. H, WAGNER & Sons Pty. Ltd. 

43 Elizabeth Street {corner Ftinders Lane) 

Telephone 42 3114- 

Also Chadstone Shopping Center 

aaron J 
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of Rebert Hooke", a man who-did an 
tnermous amount of mast original sclen- 
tific wark with a great deal of emphasis 
on experiments, Rober Hooke recor- 
nized some three centuries ago that the 
unswer io any prablem can only be 
found by trying i} out in practice puther 
than the practice of his time of ativeng 
al the answer by a process of debate, Af 
the present day he is aly remembered 
hy the law which bears his mame, yet 
many other Whines which be discavered 
and are of & more profound naiure are 
hardly ever auributed lo him. He in- 
vented a clock-driven telescope, the 
spring<iriven movement of a pocket 
waich, and even designed and helped te 
build many churches and public build- 
ings, hut it is hig work in the field of 
mitrastopy, Which earned hiin the name 
of “the Father of English Microscopy", 
which interests Us group. 

The speaker then, with the ald of the 
Club’s epidiascope, projected on ta the 
screen many line drawings of specimens 
as seen and sketched by Jdooke during 
the reign of James IT, many of Which are 
a acturate m detail as anything shat can 
be seen today 

_ His work cerlamly showed al} the 
signs of genius and is rarely, if ever, 
given due recognitian. 

Microscopical Group—Sept. If, 1964 

Nineteen members afid Visitors altended 
this meeting, which was chaired hy Mr 
E. LeMuustre. 

Mr 1). McInnes reported that the 
Michoscopical Gro\ips <xmbie at the 
Club Nature Show had heen mast suc 
cessfiil; peaple had quened up three deep 
te vicw the specimens which consisted of 
ac&-Urcliin spines, rack sections and pond 
life, He also reported that he had at- 
tended the Wild Microscope Rxhibrtion 
ut which there had heen & most extensive 
array of micrascopies, some equipped 
with o revolving condensing sysiem 
whielt imelusled phase contritsc, dark 
ground and bright fields all built into the 
oie TLouriting. 

The rest of the evening was set aside 
far the disciission of the use of the 
M4) aid M19 telescope rifle-siphis 
winch could be converted easily into 
sterca Linocular nmiicrascuges. Mr 7 
Woollard explaned that the M40 variety 
produced an instrumem of very fow 
power (12,5X with a 10X eyepiece) and 
cold be bough cheaply im quantity 31 
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present, bul he suggested a method of 
increasing jis power. All thal was te- 
quired was a pair of good eyepieees, 
some kind of staid to support the con- 
verted sights, the removal of one Jens of 
the srehts, and the arranyement of the 
uptical axes ta give the stetco effect. 
Several members hud their own home- 
taade binoculars tm ase showing various 
specimens. 

Mir, W. Evans displaved to The group 
Tue fome-macde micto sight-metcer which 
he made for a few pounds to a circuit 
destaned by Mr W Woullard- 

Nine ticroscopes were in use dis- 
playing a variety of specemens, jivelid- 
ing sponge-spicules, sand-graims and some 
aquali¢ insect larvae (Siraviomys and 
Muchklanyx). 

Geology Group—Nrveniher 4, 1964 

Twentylive meothers wid visitors 
Were present, wih Mr, b- Ameior i Ne 
chair, 

Mr R. Davidson reporter ow the excur- 
Sion to the Australian Cement Quarry 
al Fyanstord, Geelong, of Sunday, 
Qctober tl. Fifteen persons attended 
and betore priceecling into rhe quarry, 
Mr Davidson explained the gealagy of the 
area, The Batestocdian ampure limestone 
makes an excellent base for cement and 
is highly fossiliterous. During the day 
Sharks’ tevth, #lephont-tusk shells, seu- 
utchins! splies und foramimfera were 
collected. The manager and staff of the 
quarry were alsa most helpful. The 
secretary made brief mention of matters 
of geological witerest seen on @ Visit Lp 
Enfield ancl Berrmga, nese Ballarat, 
Members of the Group who amended the 
tluh's excursion ta Wilson's Promontory 
were able to muke observations of the 
structure of the area, soeluding the 
frame, the subsiding coast-lines, and the 
sand-dilft section connecting the prom- 
@ntory proper ta the maiqland. 

Syllabus jiems and other aspects of 
the Group's activities were arranged for 
1965, 

The subject for the evening wus 
"Building Stones’ by Mr KR. Hommy. 
Owing jo the illness o€ the speaker and 
his Inability 1 attend, srrangentents 
were made to show his pictures am] ex- 
plain them by the tise af lecdure notes. 
The picgtures showed many bwildings stil! 
standing, and many since demioltsiied, 
which had been consincted of a wide 
vatiety of slones, some quarricd Locally 
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antl others imported from overseas. It 
was decided to ask Mc Hemmy to give 
his talk again #arly in 1965, when a 
more detailed report could be made. 

Exhibits; Fossil coral trom Lilydale 
Limestone Quarry, gypsum and satin- 
spar from South Australia, quartz pebble 
wilh seam of opal fron Andamooka, 
South Australia (Mr Don Dangerfield); 
garnets in granite from Wilson's Prom- 
outory, tourmaline from Mt. Oberon 
penser Promontory), various pebbles 
tom beach at Walkerville, Waratah Bay; 

exhibit comprising specimens, map an: 
comprehensive report on the Black Rock 
and Beaumarts area which won a fifty 
pounds bursary in the Talenc Search at 
the recont Science Exhibition (Master R, 
Whatmough); agatized wood containing 
opal of Cretaccous age from White 
Cliffs, N.S.W. (Mr &, Davidson); pyrites 
crystals in slate from Old Birthday Mine, 
Berringa (Mr T. Sault}: marble slab 
from Turkey, chert from Colbinnabin 
Range near Heathcote (Mr L. Anginr); 
slides under the microscope showing 
Lepidoclina Foraminifera from. Fyans- 
ford Limestone Quarry, calibration slide 
enabling measurements of 1/800 of an 
inch to be made with the club's micro- 
scope (Mr D. McInnes). 

ARE YOU 
RETIRING? 

GROW ORCHIDS AND 
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Magnificent stand of White Mountain Ash, Eucalyptus regnans, in the Marysville State Forest 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox's brush wax the traditional trophy of the chase. The Fieid 

Naturalist usually returas from «in excursion into the bush with @ 

different sort of “tale. If you llave one worth wroundtidy and pre- 

serving send i} to the Assistant Editor, "Vietorian Naturalist’, 262 

Nepean Street, Greensbarough. 

Burtowing, Wasps 

The following account of wasp 
activity has been sent in by Mrs E. 
G. Bedggood of Ballarat, 

During fate January 1964 at Angtesca, 
{ observed approximately twelve solitary 
wasps carrying out the whale of their 
burrowing activity. 

During digetng operations, the wasps 
would bring dart up to the surface and 
then scatter H over quile a Jarge area. 
If the wasys Jeft thelr burcows for aay 
lime, great care was taken to camoutlage 
the entrances, Rabbi droppings, sticks, 
dry pieces of clay and tea-tree frints were 
used 26 “lds”. The wasps appeared 10 be 
very careful und exact in this operation, 
laking wp by ten minutes to place the 
catnouflage miatevial tn an apparently cor- 
fect position, Some wasps laser returned 
to their holes, removed the covermes, and 
began excavating once more, 

Several wasps had completed their 
digging and would fly away, returning 
aficr five to twelve minules carrying 
smal), fight-sreen grasshoppers which 
were dragged into the holes. In one case, 
five grasshoppers were taken down, 

On returning to the spot next day, 1 
noticed three wasps busily refilling thee 
holes, and T longed for a movie camera 
to capture the procedure. There seemed 
te be a sequence of Alling first with fine. 
dist and then with Jarger pieces, The 
wasps first used the ditt around the en- 
tronce, then a3 the excavated material 
became more scattered, it was seraperl 
info a line {ssmear to lines of felled trees, 
teady for burning after clearing opera- 
lions}. The wasps worked along this line 
unuil all material had been used. One 
Wasp bored out a tound piece of clay 
nearby and affer much manoenyering used 
itas a tinal plug in the entrance, Another 
of the Wasps used a rabbil dropping in 
the same way, When complcted, it was 
extremely hard to sc# where the holes 
had been, 
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Mrs Bedggood adds that she is 
sory that she is unable ta help with 
“_, other than such ordinary obser- 
yanons", 

The .above account demunsieales 
very well the rewards of paticnt ob- 
servation. Fucther, it clearly illus. 
trates that even the most “ordinary 
observations” make highly interesting 
reading for other naturalists. 

R.H.J.McQ. 

Gippsiand Nature Notes 
This group of observations was 

recenily sent in by Me L. A, Fell, 
a member of the Bairnsdale F\N,C, 

The first Silver Eyes arnved hero a 
few days ago for the summer, and this 
morning f watched a flock of them going 
ave the brushes of a Melaleuca tacana 
like honey-eaters Fo the same bush were 
two Eastern Spincbills and several Sing- 
ing Haneyeaters (Melipliaga viresvens), 
showing what nectar was available. They 
all few om ta a Callisremon viminalis 
and repeated the performance. ‘There 
were no aphids on either of the bushes, 

A few weeks ago, I caniped overnight 
with a mate en the Pinch River which 
Hows into the Snowy 2 few milcs across 
the W,S.W_ border, The object of the 
visit Was do sec the Ipcal Acacias in full 
bloom. These are the Snowy River Watile 
(Acacia boormanii), Kybean Watlle (4- 
Kybeanensis), and RBaomerang Wartle 
(4, umeena) In this area along the river 
there are also specimens of .A- floribuada 
and, on a bhaft just across the river, a 
few A. dwratoxylon. Mr K. C. Rogers af 
Wulgulmentng had mentioned to me that 
the lattes could be found in this area. 

The dest time ty see these Watiles 
would be during the first bvo weeks of 
September, This is the only place in 
Victoria where 4, hoormunii, A. Kybean- 
ensis and possibly A. amaene can be 
Seen. 
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A. beearmanii is a graceful tall bush 
which grows on the alluvial Verges of 
the river, whilst 4. kybeanensiz and 4, 
amoacke grow an ihe very dty shalcy 
ridges and could easily be overlooked 
unless m fuwer. In blaom, they are quile 
dranratic, particularly where they srow 
in full suplight. A. kybeaneesiv Brows 
predominantly a9 the shrih-layer in 
eucalypt forest, While A, amorna is at 
fits best in the woodland dominated by 
Callitriy hugelii on the ridges above the 
Snowy River Valley 

The whole of Gippsland shows 4 
very tich Acacia Nora and, partictl- 
Jarty in the Snowy River area, several 
unique species may be found. In an 
article in the Naferalist of October 
1960, Mr Rogers emphasized the 
beauty of these watiics in early spring, 
which, 10 many people, are well worth 
a special Irip to see and photograph. 

Oasis iu the City 

The following excision observa- 
lions have come [rom Miss Janet Fitz- 
gerald, writing on behalf of the Haw- 
thorn Juntor Club, 

On Saturday, October 3, the Jmer 
Field Naturalists went on excursion, led 
by Miss J. Forster, w the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Melbourne. 

Starting al the malin gate and walking 
along by ihe fake we saw two Silver Gulls 
and a Coot building a nest at the odze 
of some reeds, Near the centre of the 
Jake & Litthe Grebe Was diving, staying 
onderwater for same minutes, and close 
by a Cnoor was asleep on its nest. 

Thete were many Blick Docks. some 
with Young ones, a pair of Hurdhead 
(White-eyed) Ducks with seven duck- 
Ines, and a Dosky Moorhen with seven 
young swimming through the lilies, in- 
elead of iryme to push a Jeaf out of the 
way. the chicks would tun over it! 

After watching these birds, we moved 
om past 4a par of Black Swans and 
several young. If a Farge dewd irec, 
there was a Little Wartlebird, seven Pied 
Cormprants, a large Black Cormorant, a 
palt of Nank¢en Night Herons and a 
hrown Bittern, 

We also observed a Watilebird, Bronze 
Cuckoo, Weltane Swallows, Maantain 
Puck, Raven and a White-pluomed Honey- 
ealer, together Wilh sundry Blackbirds, 
Indian Mynahs und Sparrows. One Black 

Jonuary, 1965 

Dock with fifieen chicks rousded off wur 
successtu) excursion 

We Were surprised (6 see so muny 
birds near the heart of Melbourne, Later 
in the month, one of oir members re, 
ported countine staty Cormeranys m the 
“Gardens”, 

This letter demonstrates very effect- 
ively the value of having large ceo- 

tralized reserves near city areds. These, 
when properly planned, greatly add to 
the beauty of any city, and Melbourne 
can he justly proud of the foresight 
which resulled im aur Gardets”, 

As a branch of the P.N.CY., the 
Hawthorn Juagiors are an catremely 
active and well organized group, 
which is extremely interested in all 
branches of natural history. Any club 
member willing ta assist these young- 
sles in developing their mlerests 
should contact the Club's lonmediate 
Past President, Me D. E. Metones. 
Any help whatever will be rewarding 
and eagerly accepted,—-R,HJI.McQ, 

Cumberand Valley Lyrebirds 
This note has becn forwarded by 

Mr §, A, Crichton of Alexanilca, 
One day recently, a party of us visited 

the Cumberland Falls area above Marys- 
ville. A short distance after crossing the 
bridge on We way to the “Big Timber", 
# Lyrebird ran along beside the wack. 
Invariably in this district, one’s only 

elimpse Of & Lyrebind js a disappeanng 
flash, However, this bird was in no 
hurry, ard I had time to whistle the 
party ahead who, on turning, were able 
to sez it eross the wack between us- 
Even then, it did mot dash off, but fiew 
lo 4 leaning spar and Commenced preen- 
ing itself, 

The other folk walked qusetly back 
until we were all apposite the bird and 
no more (han twelve fect sway, Although 
it slapped and eyed us several times, wt 
then continucd wrth its toilet, and we 
were able to ect some fhirly goad photo- 
graphs before it finally Mew down and 
wandered away amonast rhe ferns, 

Ts the ever-increasing siream of Visitors 
ny this area having the same effect upon 
these birds as it did wpon those in the 
Sherbrooke area; are people being 3¢- 
center as part of the natural hubiial anid 
not treated as intniders? 
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The Naturalist and the Microscope 

Microscopic Measurements 

Every cow and again # person 
looking at some object under the 
microscope wonders just what is the 
actual size of the whole, or part, under 
observation. {rt would be interesting to 
know how log that is, of how wide 
this is, or just how big are some of 
\he minute creatures that are seen 
with the microscope. 

Well, how does one make these 
measurements? What is needed is 4 
built-in scale that can be seen when 
the object is in focus and the object 
measured by counting how many divi- 
sions of the scale it covers. We also 
need to know what the divisions of 
the scale represent in units of length 
when using different objectives and 
evepreces, 

To understand the built-in scale, let 
us {ry a simple experiment. Raise the 
eyepiece of your microscope half au 
tnth wp (he tube and wrap a rubber 
band around a couple of times so that 
the eyepiece will slay in the raised 
pusition. Now focus the microscope 
on a simple flat object (some small 
print is ideal}. The image seen is the 
object in. a sharply defined circle. Now 
hold the cyepiece firmly and unscrew 
the top lens of the eyepice (the eye- 
leos). This 1s where the rubber bani 
comes in and holds the eyepiece from 
slippiug down the tube. 

Iook down the eyepiece and you 
will see a washer with a hole in the 
centre (this is the diaphragm). With 
a low-power hand-lens focus on ta the 
diaphragm and you will sec the image 
of the abject level with the diaphragm. 
Lf you could drop a little transparent 
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By 1, E. Mcinnes 

ruler on to the diaphragm you would 
be able to see it and (he image ol the 
object together, and so have a seale 
seen with the object, 

This 15 just what is done. A small 
transparent scale 1s cemented belween 
two cover glasses which just fit on to 
the diaphragm, and this graticule, as 
it is called, is fitted ta the eyepiece at 
the level of the diaphragm and you 
have what is known as a “Micrometer 
Eyepiece”, or a separate micrometer 
graticule can be purchased and placed 
in position in any eyepiece. The eye- 
lens of the eyepiece is like the hand 
lens and when screwed back is focused 
on graticule, diaphragm and image. 

The next step is to know what 
length the divisions on the graticule 

will represent when different combioa- 
tions of eyepieces and objectives are 
used. This is done simply by setting a 
length seale—parts af an inch or 
millimetres—on the stage (this scafe 
is called 2 micromeler slide) and 
focusing the microscope; sow the scale 
on the stage can be seen and also the 

divisions of the graticule, which are 
then cilibrated for that particular 
combination of eyemece and objec- 
tive. Wf YO divisions equal 4 then 
1 division equals 1/40%. If 10 divi- 
sions equal 1/32 then 1 division 
equals 1/320. or if 10 divisions equal 
1 millimetre then 1 division equals 
0-1 mm, With high powers a finer 
micrometer slide is required, and ssnail 
rulings of 100 parts to 1 mm. are 
used for the micrometer slide. 

When a microscope has 2 tube- 
length that can be changed it is im« 
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portant that the tubelength be kept 
to a standamd when caliorating the 
praticule, because the change of tube- 
Jengiht alters the magoificalion. 

Thus all we need fs a micrometer 
cyepitce Or & micrometer eraticule 
and a micromeder slide. You can buy 
these. A catalogue gives the following 
prices; Micrometer eyepiece, £4/3/-; 
praticuie, £1/10/-. micrometer 4lide, 
£3/2/-, all plus tax. Ac ihis point, 
interest in microscopic measurements 
may start to fade, but if members 
vould objain a suifable Lransparent 
scale perhaps they could make: their 
own graticiies and micrometer Slides. 
In fact, a fellow member has made 
ayailable a scale, printed on film, with 
80 divisions 10 the inch, This. material 
is quite suitable to permit the average 
Microscapist to make that occastonal 
measurenient, One inch of Alm, 
cnourh for a graticule, and a shde will 
be posted to any member who sends 
2 stamped and addressed envelope ta 
the address at the end of this article. 

To make « micrometer slide, place 
a small amount of Canada balsam in 
xytol on a slide (well cleaned before- 
hand), carefully pul 4° of scale on 
the drop, then place a drop of balsam 
on a tlean 2” cover elass (round or 
square) and carefully lower on to the 
scale. Press |he cover down firmly, 
The excess balsam will ooze out, Sut 
leave it alone and put the slide away 
for a few weeks Tor the balsam ta 
harden, then trim with a razor blade, 

A simple method ts to stick phe 
scale on to a slide with a aniall feneth 
of Durex tape The divisions will nat 
appear as sharp and clear as on the 
balsam slide and will mot be as trans- 
parent. This method is only suitable 
jor low power objectives, 

To make the graticule. cemeat the 
film between two 2/ No, 2 or No, 3 
caver glasses with Canada balsam in 
xviol as with the slide. Be sure to trim 
the scale ta about &” wide and line 

= 
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one edge af the divisions right on the 
centre of the cover glass so that one 
half of the graticule is quite clear, 
Agaio, put it away until the balsam 
hardens {a fow weeks}, then trim the 
éxcess and clean, Balsam must be 
used for & graticule as ir renders the 
film) More (ransparent, ; 

Correct position of the araticule; 
Remove the eyelens and place the 
gralicule on the diaphragm, replace 
the eyelens, screw tight. and check to 
see that, when you look into the eye- 
piece, ihe graticule appears clear and 
sharply focused, If it is not, whilst 
still looking through thé eyepiece 
slowly unscrew the evelens. if the 
graticuje then becomes sharp it means 
that the diaphragm has ta be raised, 
so temove the jens at the other end 
(the eld lets) and with a wooden 
dowel gently force the diaghragm Into 
the correct position so that the grati- 
cule is in Facus when the eyelens is 
screwed right up, then replace the 
fiel! lens. 

Fé the graticule will not focus sharp 
when unscrewing the eyelens, the 
diaphragm is too high. Remove the 
cyelens and field lens and gently press 
the diaphragm down Into the correct 
posiue?, A warning must be given 
here; the diaphragin is im the forn of 
a dished washer and will move easily 
one way (usually upwards) and tend 
so jam in the revetse ditection. Rather 
than damage the diaphragm by forcing 
iL the wrong way, at is better fo remove 
both lenses and push the diaphragny 
right through the easy wav and then 
push Up fran) thé other end (de not 
damage iotermal threads) watil it ds in 
the correct position with the graticule 
in sharp focus with the eyepiece 
Screwed home. Do not forget to ensure 
that the graticule is out and in a safe 
place when altering the diaphragm 
position, ‘ 

Calibrations made with the 1/80 
inth scale as a graticule and a micro- 
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meter slide gave these results with the 
F.N.C,V, microscope; 

3X. Objective and $X Eyepiece—1 
Division = 1/120 inch, 

IOX Objective and 5X Eyepiece—! 
Division = 1/400 inch. 

3X Objective and (OX Eyepiece—| 
Diviston—1/144 inch. 

10X Objective and 10X Eyepiece— 
i Division = 1/500 inch. 

Note that the use of the 10X eve- 
piece does not give twice as fine a 
stale but only 20 per cent finer. The 
explanation is that the eyelens of the 
1O0X eyepiece also magnifies the grati- 
cule more than does the eyelens of the 
SX cyeprece, 

Address: 129 Waverley Road, East 
Malevro; S.E.5, 

ERRATUM 
On page 232 of December issue, sec- 

ond column, line 12: for Boronia read 
Grevillea barclayane, 

PHOTOFLORA 1965 
Entry forms for this photographic 

competition and exhibition are now 
available from the Native Plants Preser- 
vation Society of Victoria, 2 Denham 
Place, Toorak, S.E.2. Entries will be 
received 1-22 February, 1965. 

There are four sections: 

Section A—Wildflowers, excluding or- 
chids—photographed singly, in groups 
or as part of the natural seene. 

Section B—Landscapes featuring wild- 
flowers—showing the  contribvtion 
which massed wildflowers can make to 
our natural Jandscape. 

Section C—Orchids—-photograpbed as in 
Section A, 

Section D—“In the Bush with a Camera” 
—presenting other aspects of natural 
vegetation, inciuding tree  stuilies, 
frarts, foliage, bark, ferns, grasses, 
mosses, fungi or illustrating a specific 
association of flowers and plants with 
insécis, birds, elc, 
One of the two awards in the last 

section is “The Victorjan Naturalist” 
Trophy fer a slide having a strong 
natural history interest (presented by 
the F.N.C.V.). 

EXAKTA, PENTAX, PRAKTICA 

CONTAREX, BESSAMATIC 

All the famous brands 

4 . 

Telephoto, Wide Angle Lenses 
Close-up Equipment 

HERBERT SMALL’S 

CAMERAS ano 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER 

259 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 
(Opposite Hotel Austrafia! 

HERBERT SMALL’S — AT YOUR SERVICE FOR OVER 100 YEARS 
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Snakes of the Melbourne Area 

There is litle accurate data on the 
reptiles of Melbourne ard Sotithern 
Victona. This article on snakes has 
been prepared by the author after 
examination of material from these 
areas in an attempt to start filling an 
the gap. The approach adopted by 
Dr M- J. Littlejonn (1963) in Frees 
of the Melbourne Area has been fal- 
lowed here so that these articles cover 
the same ground, 

Recent collections of reptiles from 
the Mclbourne metropofitan area (de- 
fined as. the area enclosed by an arc 
of 25 miles radius from the Metbourne 
G,P.O,) have revealed the occurrence 
of seven species of snakes which are 
listed below, Collections $00 miles to 
the east and west of Melbourne have 
not yielded any additional species, but 
50 miles to the north, across the 
Great Dividing Range, blind snakes, 
Typhlops sp., and sone desert adapted 
elapid snakes e.g. Denisonia gondii 
slart 10 make their appearance. Thus 
the Jist 1s apperenitly complete for 
Melbourne and adjacent areas south 
ef the Great Dividing Range. 

All seven species occurring in the 
area uoder consideration belong to the 
Family Eleapidae, The members of this 
family are venomous, however, three 

of the Melbourne species, the White 
Lip Snake (Denisonia corenoides), 
Litile Whip Snake (Denisonia flagel- 
Jant), and the Small-eyed Snake 
(Dertioriia nigrescens) are of such a 
small size that they are not considered 
dangerous. Of the ather four species, 
the two most common, the Copperhead 
(Denizonia superba) and Tiger Soake 

Jonuory, 1965 

By Peten Raweinson* 

(Notechis scutatus} possess very 
poient venoms and have accounted for 
most snakebite deaths around Mel- 
bourne. The Brown Snake (Demansia 
textilig) and Black Snake (Pseudeckis 
porphyriacus) are rather restricted in 
the metropolitan area. This fact, com- 
bined with the Brown Snake's small 
fangs and venom glands, and the Black 
Snake's weak veriom, gives these twa 
Species a better record. 

Snakes are adapted for preying on 
Irving animals. As they haye no linibs, 
the physiology and morphology of 
snakes have become modified for cap- 
turing animals and swallowmg them 
whole. In elapid snakes, digestive 
glands in the mouth have been modi- 
fied to form venom elands which are 
connected to fangs in the Upper jaw. 
The prey is killed by the injection of 
venom during capturc, Use of the 
venom apparatus for defence against 
larger animals is only secondary, In 
feeding, elapid snakes svize the prey 
and hang on until the injected venom 
takes effect, then the prey is swallowed 
head first. 

As snakes are dependent on living 
food, their distribution depends prim- 
arily on the abundance of their prey, 
The three small species, Denixenia 
coronwvides, Y. flagellum and D, nigres- 
cens, feed on small lizards and insects, 

and aré most common in rocky or 

log sirewn country where their prey is 
abundant. Three of the larger spectes, 
Densania superba, Notechis scutatus 
and Pseudechis perpityriacus feed 

*Devartment af Zootory, University of Mel- 
ene 
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mainly on frogs, and are most com- 
molt in creek and river valleys and 
swamps. The fourth large species. 
Demansia textilis, prefers mice and 
lizards and is nioré common in hilly, 
timbered areas. 
A comparative study carried out by 

the author during the spring of 1962 
on all seven species of snakes in Mel- 
baurne, revealed that twa species, 
Denisonia flagellunt and D, nigres- 
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eens, were nocturnal, They moved 
about actively in the open only after 
dark on warm evenings. The other 
five species. were mainly diurnal, but 
all, particularly Denisenia superba 
and Nofechis scutaws, also moved 
around after dark, 

Late spring and eady summert— 
from October to Novernber—appears 
to be the mating season for ull species. 
The young are born in the late sum- 

SUBC4UDALS TERMINAL 

* Ficure 1 

A. Ventral aspect of an elapid snake, showing ventral scales, anal seate, 
terminal stale. 

subcaudal scales and 

B. Skin removed from mid-body of a anake and spread out to show the methods of making 
mid-body scale counts. 

€, Ventral aspect. of an ¢lapid snake tail to show the éntira anal scale and subcaudal scales 
sharacteristic of Denisonia cotondides, D. fapélum, D. nigrencens, D. superba and Notechts 
sentatun. 

ED. Ventral aspect of an alapid snake tail to show the pattern characteristic for Peeudechia 
Porphyrigeis with divided anal scale, anterior subcaudal s¢ales entire, and posterior sub- 
caudal seaies divided, 

‘HE. Ventral aswect of an clapid snake tail to show the pattern characteristic for Demansia 
textilis with divided anal and subcaudal scales, 
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mer and autummn—February to April. 
All species except the Brown Snake 
(Dermassia textilis) are viviparous, 
that is, they bear living young, The 
Brown Snake is oviparous and lays 
eges. Of the seven species, only two, 
Denisonia coronoides and Demansia 
textills, have a differently coloured 
juvenile (see descriptions). 

“The following keys have been de- 
signed to help in the rapid identifica- 
lion of snakes from Melbourne. There 

are two other families of reptiles oc- 
curring in southern Victoria whose, 
general motphology often leads to 
their being mistaken for venomous 
snakes, These are the blind snakes, 
Family Zyplhlopidue, and legless 
lizards, Family Pygopadidae. Only the 
Jatter family as kaown front Mel- 
boarhe, but the first key has been 
constructed to cover all three families. 
The second key is fo the actual species 
of snakes which occur around Mel. 

IDENTIFICATION OF THE FAMILY ELAPIDAE 

1. Seales sume size all round body; head blunt with small dark eyespots; vail very 
shart, rounded, with a downward directed! spine at the tip; mouth small, tongue 
torked: 

Blind snake 

Family: Typhlopidae 

Ventral scales enlarged; eye distinet; tail tapered; mouth larec - - 2 
2, Ventral scales divided down cenue! jail two to Three times body length it complete; 

rudimertary lez fiaps on either side of the cloaca: longue large and fal; 

Leagless fizard 

Family: Pygapodidae 

Ventral scales not divided (Fig, 1A); Wil short, about one-fifth body tenyth; no 
rudimentary lez flaps (Fie, }A); tongue forked: 

Elapid snuke 

Family: Elapidiae 

KEY TO THE SNAKES OF MELBOURNE 

FAMILY; ELAPIDAE 
1. Anal scale and mosi or all subcaudal scales divided (Fiz, LD & ©) 

¥ 

Anal scale and subcaudal scales entire (Fig, 1C) . 3 
2. Dorsal scales light brown, ventral scules light brown; gubcaudal ‘scales light browns 

head black ahave in smaller specimens (2 feet and under); 
Browe Snake Deniansite textilis 

Dorsal scales black; ventral scales red or grey white; subcaudal scales black or 
dark prey; 

Black Snake. Pseudechis porphyriacus 
3. Upper tip with a white stripe edged above with black passing from the snout, 

unwer the eye to the neck and sometimes beyond: 
White Lip Snake Denisania corenoldes 

Upper lip with no white stripe 
4. Head black above; dorsal scales light to mid brown; scales: glossy! 

Litle Whip Snake Denientia favellam 
Not as above .. 

An) ' 

ar pink: 

Not 2s ahove ., 

Head dark grey to black above: dorsal scales dark grey. ‘yentral scales eley-white 
5 

Smaltl-cyed Snake Denisonia nigrescens 
6 

6. 15 scales round mid- body: dorsal scales mid to dark brown: 
Copperhead Snake Denison superba 

17-19 scales round mid-body; dorsal scales usually green or brown with darker 
srossbands, rarely light brown with ro ¢crossbands; 

Tiger Snake Norechis sentatus 
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bourne. It has been prepared after 
eXammmation of living juvenile and 
adult snakes, and its use should be 
Testricted to the snakes of this area, as 
no allowance for overlaps: with other 
species has becn made. Figure 1 has 
been provided to explain some of the 
features referred to in the keys. 
The following species descriptions 

and head drawings are based on Mel- 
hourne or Victorian specimens. Length 
at birth for juveniles has been taken 
from recently born juveniles except in 
the case of Denisonia nigrescens where 
an estimate has been made, Maxintum 
lengths of adults are estimates for the 
species concerned tn Melbourne only, 
The figures of head shields were drawn 
to give yisual aid im identifying speci- 
mens. Camera lucida drawings were 
made of Denisonia coronoides, D, 
flagellum and D. nigrescens and these 

are all to the same. scale, The drawings 
of the four larger species were pre- 
pared using the usual drawing tech- 
niques, and are to 2 scale exactly half 
that of the tormer three. 

Denisonia coronoides (Giinther) 

While Lip Snake 

(Fig, 2: A} 

Number examined; 29, 

Scealatizn: 

Scales rovnd midbody: 15. 
Ventrals. $34-152, 

Anal: Entire. 
Subcaudals; 44-58 abl entire , 

Description: 

Juvenile: 

Length at birth: 12 ems. (44 inches). 

Colours; Dorsal seales black, ventral 
scales and subcaudal scales salmon 
pink to orange, Head same colour as 
body with a white stripe passing along 
the upper lip: from the snout under 
the eye to the neck and sometimes 
beyond, Seales with a matt surface. 
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Adult: 

Maximum leagth: 60 ems. (2 feet)- 
Colour: Brown olive or Wht green 

dorsal Scales, ventral scales and sub- 
caudal scales salmon pink to orange. 
Head same colour as body with a 
white sttipe edged above with black 
passing from the snour, below the eve 
to the neck and sometimes beyond. 
Scales with a mate surface. 

Reproduction: Viviparous. 

Habits; Diurnal. 

Food: Small lizards and imsects. 

Distribution: Throughout the metro- 
politan avea in suitable rocky of 
timbered areas, 

Comments: Most commonty found 
under rotting, logs. On sugny days it 
is found in the open anct it makes 
for cover rapidly on being disturbed, 

Denisonia flagellum (McCoy) 

Listhe Whip Snake 

(Fig. 2; B) 

Number examined; 68, 

Seatation: 

Scales round midbody; 
monty, 15 rarely. 

Ventrals: 131-147, 
Anal: Entire. 
Subcaudals: 20-40, all entire, 

In one specimen 3 of the posterior 
subcaudal scales were divided. Only 
two specimens had 15 scales round 
midbody, 

i?) come 

Description 

Juvenile: 

J.ength at birth; 13 ems, (5 inches), 
Colour: As if adult. see below. 

Adult: 

Maximum Jength. 42 cms. 
inches). 

Colour: Light to mid brown dorsal 
scales, light to orange-brown ventral 
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scales. Head black ahove, often with 
a brown band across the snout, sides 
and ventral surface of head same 
colour as body. Scales very glossy. 

Reproduction: Viviparous. 

Habits: Nocturnal. 

Food: Small lizards and insects. 

Distribution: This species is abund- 
ant in rocky localities to the west and 
north-west of Melbourne, pariicularly 
on the basalt plains. 

Comments; Never seen in the open 

during the day. Not 4 very fast moving 
species; when discovered tt aclapts a 
defensive pose, then moves off seeking 
cover, Emits a distincuve sharp ant- 
hike Odour. This is the only species of 
soake originally described from Mel- 
bourne, It is also remarkable for the 
fact that there js a sexual dimorphism 
which is easily observed. Females have 
an evenly tapering tail with 20 10 29 
subcaudal scales, while males have a 
bulging (ail with 29 to 40 subcaudal 
scales. 

Denisonia nigrescens (Ginther) 

Smalleyed Sreke 
(Fig. 2: C) 

Number examined: 10. 

Scalation: 

Scales round midbody: 15, 
Ventrals: 166-177, 

Anal: Entire, 
Subcaudals; 33-41, all entire, 

Description: 

Juvenile: 

Length at birth: 14 cms. (54 inches), 
Colour: As tn adult. see below. 

Adult: 

Maximum length: 60 cms- (2 feet). 
Colour: Dark gray dorsal scales, 

ventral scales light prey or pink 1o- 
wards the edges. Subcaudal scales 
darker than ventrals, Head dark grey 
or black above, Scales very glossy. 

January, 1965 

Reproduction: Viviparous. 

Habits: Nocturnal. 

Food; Small lizards and insects. 

Disteibution: Not abundsot at any 
Jocalities. Found tp rocky areas, 
usually under granite exfoliation 
sheets, Appears to be restricted to the 
northern and -castern metropolitan 
area. 

Comments: As with the previous 
species (D. flagellum), never seen in 
the open during the day, It is aot a 
very fast moving species; when ex- 
posed tt makes for fresh cover. Like 
D, flagellum if emits a distinctive, 
sharp, ant-like odour. This Melbourne 
species is similar to the Sydney form 
described by Gunther as Denisonia 
nigrescens (see appendix). 

Denisonia superba (Giinther) 

Copperhead Snake 

(Fig. 2: D) 

Number examined: 42, 

Seelation: 

Scales round midbody: LS. 
Ventrals; 146-164. 

Anal: Entire. 

Subcaudals: 42-52, all entire. 

Bescriptivn: 

Juvenile: 

Length at birth; 17:cms. (67 inches). 
Colour: As in adults, see below. 

Adult: 

Maximum length: 160 cms. (5 feet). 
Colour: Mid brown to dark brown 

dorsal scales, lateral scales sometimes 
Orange or red. Ventral scales Irght 
browa, orange-brown or preen, sub- 
cuudals the same. Head the same 
colour as the body. Usualty there is a 
dark band around the neck delimited 
posteriorly by a lighter baod, but this 
disappears. in large specimeos. Scales 
with a matt surface, 
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Reproduction: Viviparous. 

Habits; Diurnal. 

Food: Mainly frogs. 

Disirihutton: Connon throughout 
the metropofitan area except in the 
dciet tegions, 

Comments: A rather bulky snake, 
which is not very fast moving, When 
provoked this species flattens the whole 
body, and hisses, then suddenly moyes 
for cover, There are two fornis. of the 
copperhead in Victoria. Ouly one of 
these, identical with the Tasmanian 
form, occurs around Melbourne. 

Demansia textilis (Dumeéril & 
Bibron) 

Brown Snake 

(Fig. 2: 2) 

Number exarniined: 12. 

Scalation: 

Scales round midbocly: 17. 
Ventrals: 200-213, 

Anal: Divided. 

Subcaudals: 51-69, 
divided. 

tn some specimens, the first 5-10 
subcaudal scales are entire, and the 
Test divided. 

usually — all 

Description: 

Juvenile: 

Length at birth: 20 ems. (8 inches), 
Colour: Light brown dorsal scales. 

Ventrals. lightbrown to off-whiic, sub- 
caudal scales the same, Dorsal surface 
of head black, with a black patch on 
the neck. Sides and ventral surface of 
head same as body scales with a semi- 
glossy surface. 

Adult: 

Maximum fength: 240 ems. (7 feet 
§ inches). 

Colours Light brown dorsal scales. 
Light brown to off-white ventral 
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scales, subcaudal scales similar. Dor- 
sal surface of head same as body; the 
juvenile head patch is absent. Scales 
with a semi-glossy surface. 

Reproduction; Oyiparous. 

Habits: Diurnal. 

Food: Mainly mice and lizards. 

Distetbution: Occurs throughout the 
metropolitan area, but is nat abund- 
ant at any locality. More commonly 
met with in hilly, dry areas. 

Comments: A slander, fast-moving 
species. When provoked, brown snakes 
will sometimes attack’ any moving 
objects within tange. Due to their 
small fangs aud venom. glands, brown 
snakes throw body coils around cap- 
tured animals to restrict struggling 
before the venom takes effect, 

Notechis sentatus (Peters) 

Tiger Snake 

(Fig. 2: F) 

Number examined: 40. 

Secalation;: 

Scales round midbody: 
monly, 17 rarely, 

Ventrals: 158-183. 
Anal; Entire. 
Subcaudals: 42-59, all entire, 

Tr) one specimen 5 of the posterior 
subcaudals were divided, and in an- 
other, the anal scale was divided. 
Three apecimens had 17 scales round 
midbody.. 

19 com- 

Deveription: 

Juvenile: 

Length at birth: 18 cms, (7 inches). 
Colour: As ip adali, see below, 

Adutt: 

Maximum length; 170 cms. (5 feet 
6 imches). 

Colour; Variable, green or brown 
dorsal scales traversed every inch or 
so by darker crossbands. Ventral 
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scales lighter green or brown, some- 
limes yellow; subcaudals the same as 
ventrals, Head the same colour as the 
body. Scales with a semi-glossy 10 
matt surface.* 

Reproduction: Viviparous. 

Habits: Diurnal, 

Food: Mainly frogs. 
Distribution: Occurs throughout 

the metropolitan area, and is abund- 
ant in many focaltttes, particularly 
low-lying swamps, 

Comments; Although diurnal, tiger 
shakes have been observed by the 
author actively hunting and catching 
frogs between the hours of 9 and 
11 pm. on a warm evening. 

This specres is Capable of fast 
movements, but is not so agile as the 
brown snake, When provoked, liger 
snakes spread the neck jn cobra 
fashion and hiss viclently, bul make 
for cover rather than attack. 

Pseudechis porphyriacus (Shaw) 

Black Snake 

(Fig. 2: G) 

Number examined; 29. 

Sealavan; 

Seales round midbody; 17- 
Ventrals: 176-191, 
Anal: Divided, 
Subcaudals: 48-62, mainly divided. 
The fiest 6-19 subcaudals are entire, 

and the rest divided, 

Description: 

Juvenile: 
Length at birth: 36 cms, (12 inches}. 
Colour: As in adult, see below. 

Adult: 

Maximum length: 
feet). 

"There is q coloae morph with no darker 
crossbands, which has « light brown body and 
green or brown head. The litter of & D>anded 
female <ontained half banded and half un- 
banded juveniles, so this morph is apparently 
inherited as & simple dominant or recessive, 

Januory, 1965 

220 cms, (7 

Colour: Dorsal scales black, scales 
adjacent to ventrals usually half black, 
half crimson, Ventral scales usually 
red of pink, sometimes grey white. 
Subcaudal scales black or dark grey. 
Head black above. Scales with a semi- 
glossy to glossy surface. 

Reproduction; Viviparous. 

Habits: Diurnal, 

Food: Mainly frogs. 

Distribution; Apparently restricted 
in the metropolitan aréa to the larger 
river and creek valleys and adjacent 
areas. Not very common. 

Comments: Adult specimens are 
rather slow moving but capable af 
more rapid moyements than copper- 
head snakes. Specimens flatten the 
neck and anterior body io a small 
extent on provocation and hiss 
violently, making for cover at the first 
chance. 

APPENDIX 

It should be holed that certain 
generic names used in (his article da 
nol. correspond with those given by 
Worrell, (1963). The reason ts that 
Worrell revised the taxonomy of the 
elapid snakes in his book, but his 

revisions have not received any tecog- 
nition 10 date. Ta avo further con- 
fusion, the older, accepted names 
have been used here- 

The alternatives are as follows: 
Accepted name: 

1.—Denixonia coronoides 
2.—Denisonia flagellum 
3,.— Denisonia nigrescens 
4—Dermansia ftextilis 

Worrell's allernative: 

1.—Drvysdalia coronoides 
2.—Cryptophis flagellum 
3.—Cryplophis nigrescens 
4.—Pseudonaja textilis 

A second point is thal the game 
Denisonia nigrescens has been used for 
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the Small-eyed Snake. Recent books 
(Kinghorn, 1956) have been using 
the name Dentsonia paliidiceps, as the 
former species was synonymized with 
the latter. Warcell reerected D. migres- 
teas (Worrell, 1963) and the author 
has used this oame for the following 
reasons, 

Firstly, both were described by 
Giinther, who must have scen a differ- 
ence between the two, Secondly, the 
type locality for D. palficiceps. is 
Port Essington N.T. and North-east 
Australia, whilst the type locality for 
D, nivrestens in Sydney. The author 
has definitely collected the Melhourne 
Species in Sydiey, and wishes to 
compare the Melbourne species with 
the Sydney species calher than with 
an unseen Northern Australian snake, 

A third, bur less itnportant, point is 
that the colour of Melbourne speci- 
mens Coinpares with D, nigresceny but 
net with D, pallidiceps. 
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Notes on a New Guinea Quoll 

The New Guinea Quoll (Sutanellus 
albopunctatus) is a little-known, ntam- 

mal, not well represented mm museum 
collections and rarely met with in the 
ficld, It is uncommon bur. widespread 
throughott New Guinea at altitudes 
up to 7,500 #1., but has not been 
tecorded from the Jowlands. of west- 
eto Papua, 

The quell of New Guinea has its 
nearest relation in the Northern (Quoll 

(Satanellus hatlucaius) of the north- 
ern parts @£ Australia. These two 
species are the smallest and least pro- 
gressive of the quoils. sharing. as well 
as the smaller size, striated sole pads, 
a hallex on the hind foot and differ- 
entiated incisor teeth. 

David Fleay compared some north- 
ern quolls with the Sourhern Qnoll 
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By Graeme G. Géorer 

(Dasvurus Viverrinus") of south- 
eastern Australia (PFleay, 1962). 
Among -olher things he noted the 
more profusé spotting of thé northern 
species, the climbing ability, savage 
disposition and phascogale-like re- 
actions when alatmed. New Guitea 
quolls appear to have the same daring 
as Australian quolls as one was trap- 
ped jn a camp area by a collecting 
expedition on Mt Dayman in eastern 
Papua (Brass, 1956). 

The chance te observe and compare 
a New Guinea quoll came in July of 
this year (1964) when IT obtained a 
female in the Southern Highlands of 
Papua. It was caught by a native youth 

“The mame DP, yuoil has been replaned by 
the game 2. vivervinus. owlng to a ruling of 
the Intermational Commission on Zovlogieal 
Nomenclature, 
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in grass gear the Mendi River, about 
two miles oor of Bela, at an altitude 
of about 6,400 M1. It wat kept in cap- 
tivity for just under three weeks, 
before tt escaped from its cage during 
the night of 28th July, 

it was quite a handsome animal, 
amall anu lithe, with shart, close fur, 
Its head showed a likeness ta the 
Tuan (Phaseogale tapogtafa)., being 
wide and flat with large promigent 
cyes. The tail, clothed in short dark 
brown fur, was long and thia, not 
bushy. The Dody was long and thin 
and the lees appeared to be Jong with 
prominent toes. The general shortness 
of the fur ¥l] over no- doubt! stimulajed 
the impression of slimness, It was 
dark brown above, orange-rufous on 
the head and flanks. buff about the 
throat and white on the abdomen, The 
white spotting on the back was fincr, 
sparser and less extensive than in 
Australian quells, 

On receiving the animal T offered it 
strips of cold toast lamb, having nath- 
ing cle available. 1 ptistied a piece 
around the bottom of the cage with 
its wel nose, theo held i) dawn with 
a forefoot and licked it for some time. 
ft later ale another pieee while hold- 
ing it ma forefoot just as a possum 
does. It ignored a katydid grasshopper, 
but invnediately ate mole-crickets and 
eockchafer grubs. Lizards and small 
rats {Rattus extdans—the ubiquitous 
Malay on Pacific Islands Rat) were 
easily obtaiped Jocally. and the quoll 
ale these readily. When they were in- 
troduced into its cage alive, the quoll 
killed the rats and lizards with a 
crushing bile across the skull, and pro- 

ceeded to eat them ¢otire, bead first. 
It had a good appetite and once 
devoured the carcass of a four-month 
old fowl overnight. As it got accus- 
tomed fo ils confined cage, rt quickly 
seized any animal or piece of meat 
placed inside. It was not fond of very 
fatty scraps from the kitchen, and 
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left these lying aboud even When it had 
nothiog else ta eat. F iried tt on tinned 
mackerel-pike when other fare was 
short, arid It ate this after Ileking the 
jutces off first. It may have licked the 
fish first through thirst, as jis fin of 
water Was never in the cage for a 
whole night without being knocked 
over, Each time a tin of fresh water 
was put In the cage it drank readily: 

I ence alltempted to grab it to 
Iaspecr it, bul it ran along my arm 
towards the door of the cuge and 
sank its teeth into my arm when I 
stopped it. Forluoately most of the 
teeth were burict in a woollen pull. 
over, but it took sone time before 
the quoll could be induced to telaw 
its grip. and then. when ft did, it 
fastened on to the tip of my glove, 
This entailed further shaking and 
Manoeuvering, after which it was ‘eft 
in peace in 1s cage 
When disturbed it fnade low, soft, 

Chitring noises, On several occasions 
at night, while it was alone and un- 
disturbed, TW surprised with strange 
loud noises, Aowiething hike a deep 
prolonged gomtng, ovade while alter 
narely iskaling aod exhaling several 
times, building up in intensity and 
then tapering off. 
When set loose in a large wire en- 

closure it showed considerable in- 
clination to climb. It tised a galloping 
kind of motion, alternately gripping 
with fore and hind feet, to climb up 
posts. Descenis were made head-first 
with the bind Jegs spread sidewuys 
gripping the pest. Iu this attitude the 
qunll looked like an overgrown phas- 
cogale. On the wire nelting it was 
rather clumsy, While it was climbing 
about, the short hairs an the terminal 
half of the tail were semi-erect. When 
pacing the side of the wire enclosure 
ik movect on me toes of ts hind feel 

and held the tall stiffly behind it, 
(no its chmbing ability, posture andl 

dislike of handling, the New Guipea 
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Quoll shaws characteristics similar to 
its close relation, the Northern Quoll. 

The partial erection of hairs on the 
tail, its general appearance (apart 
from the spotted coat) and the tenac- 
ious grip with, tts teeth, make tnterest- 
ing comparisons with the ‘Tuan (see 
Wakefield, 1961). 

The quoll is known to Mendi natives 
as “‘Hubial”, and it ts reputed to Jive 
close 10 Streams in thickels of cane- 
grass (Saccharum spp.), which jis 
koown in New Guinea as “pitepit'. In 
such a hahitar ic could be expected to 
live marly on insects, but small 
mammals, birds and Szards prohahly 

form a large pari of its dict, as the 
animal that I had demonstrated its 
ability to cope with such fare. It is 
apparently a fairly adaptable animal 
a$ iL has a wide distribution and occurs 
in both forested and grasgland areas, 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Geocral Mecting—December 14, 1964 

Opening the meeting the President, 
Mr M. K. Houghton welcomed members 
and guests including Lieutenant Biown 
from Queensland. The Mecting stood in 
Silence jn memory of Miss Isobel Annear 
whose death had occurred an December 
4 

Affler confirmation of the Minutes, the 
Secretary, Mr Coghill. announced that 
Christmas Cards had been received from 
our Patron, Sir Rahan Dclucombo, and 
from the National Museum. ‘Vhe profit 
of the 1964 Nature Show bad been 
£206 of which one third had been fory 
warded ta the Society for Growing Aus+ 
tralian Plants. A Teller had been received 
from the excentor of the estate of the 
lace Mrs. Ruby Lewis advising that Mrs 
Lewis had bequeathed a sum of £200 and 
all ter natucal history books to the 
Club. Mr Coghill tabled a Jetter from 
Me Mills af the Stale School, Nurnurkah, 
asking for information on the Barmah 
Lakes area in Northern Victorsa. He was 
writing a thesis and would like 10 know 
af any old reports covering the clymaie, 
soils, vegelation, economic products, etc. 
Me Ros Garnet and Mr A, Fairhali 
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moved and secomled a resolution thal 
Miss Marie Allender be made an Honor- 
ary Member of the Club, The speakers 
paid tribute to Miss Alfender’s clteerful- 
ness and ¢fficiency im organizing the 
excursions over the past ten years, she 
had devoted 4 good part of her life to the 
Club, “The motion was carried with 
ucclamation, 
Mr David Morgan was the speaker 

for (he evening and hws subject “The 
Grass-wren Story”. He pave a most 
graphic actounl of his two expeditions, 
Tn the first he and his wite went up the 
Birdsville Track to the edge of Simpson 
Desert without finding any reace of the 
bird, On the second he and his wife were 
accOmpanied by three other naturalists. 
They took two vehicles and a trailer and 
travelled alung the ob] Oodnadatta road 
Ww a point north of Edwards Creek where 
they turned north-east and crossed the 
stoney tableland to reach Chrisimas 
Waterhole on the Macumba River. Here 
in tussovcks of Cane-grass. Zygeehlou 
parulere they rediscovered A myternis 
goyderi. This: grass-wren is so small that 
it passed through the meshes of the mist 
nel and it could nol be caught ta be 
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Photoeraphed. However a picture way 
obtained. of two young bits in the nest, 
The bird is very easily gvetfooked be- 
cause im is difficult to perswade Ht tn 
leave she protective eaver of clumps 
of cune-grass. 

The President thanked Mr Morgan 
for his Interesting talk and Mrs Mar- 
gan for operating ihe prajecion, ‘The 
slides iMustrated very wetl the difficulties 
of the journey and, where thete wos 
any, the Vegetation along the route. 

The new members listed on page 235 
ef the Decemher Nurareli were elec- 
ted. The President pointed out that there 
would be no Grovwp Meetings betore the 
Jamiary General Meeting. 

Mrs Wellard asked ung Members who 
frat purchascd tusnelin Honeyeaters 
und whe had not obtamed. a copy of the 
errata slip issued bY the Bird Observers’ 
Club (a contact her sa that she could 
obtain copies for them. 

Mr Jim Willis reported thal Mr ClilF 
Heauglebole had discovered a new Trig- 
ger plant an the Jocably where He had 
found Violet Amrons, 

Nhe exhibit lable carried specimens of 
Melaleuca pentagono originating in W, 
Australia from the Maratoa Caritens, 
Cranesbills seallering weeds and Saun- 
ders Case-moths, Mezara clangatic, all 
brought by Mr Swaby. There was also 
an abnormal fruiting Banksie inflores- 
fence With a question, was It duc 10 gall 
sects, fungus infeciion or what’ 

The meeting closed afrer the President 
had wished all Members the Compli- 
ments of the season, 

Botany Graup—November 12, 1964 

Mr Bruce Fuhrer oceypied the chale 
ang! 19 members were present. 

Miss M. Lester spoke on “Veaves anid 
Photosynthesis". Jhe speaker explained, 
hy means of diaerams anu specimens, the 
process whereby leaves manufacture 
carbohydrates, how green plamis build or 
panes matter from (norgalic alter and 
ow-alt life of Barth, in the sea tnd of 

the fund, depends on the procesy of 
photosynthesis by: green leaves, 

Ni owas decided that the theme of the 
Growp exhibiy at the 1965 Nature Show 
be "The Veecluble Kingdom", Recent 
excursions fa Montulk and Blackwood 
wert most snocessful, Twenty-seven 
mentbers atllended the Blackwood outing 
and were tewarded by wonderful dis- 
plays of Bayckea ane Tertathecu. Also 
seen were a rember @f rarer plants in- 
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cluding Prosranthert poradif~eha and 
Pultenare weitderteri. 

Geologs Group—Decensber 2, 1964 

Thily-fune memtbers anf visitors Were 
present, with Mr L. Amgror in the chair, 

Mr R. Dodds gave w report on the 
Group's weekend excursion (o Caniptell- 
town on the Fth and Bih November. 
leven persons attended, imeluciog Mr 
Harry Hatclay, Secretary af the Cres- 
wick @lub A stop was made at the 
failway tunnel near Elphinstone Sta- 
ion, to examine the metamorphojed 
wvtcole al the granite comact and to 
search fol any specimens of hornfels. 
The party then proceeded via Castle- 
maine ani Newstead (ao Campbelliown, 
where camp was set up. Mr and Mrs 
Neven of Werona imet The excursonisis 
and wert Very efficient guides, conducting 
the eroup fe the various poinis of ja- 
terest, The Campbelliown Faulk was 
raved, glacial sree examined, prapto- 
lues were collected and other features 
Wire visited, so completing o Thorough 
geological exploration of the distrigs, 

Mr. N, Wiemore stated that a series 
of plercoscupic photographs af glacial 
pavements af the Bonaloch Werr, taken 
by Mr Robbing of Bendigo, had been 
patie’ to the Geology School of Mel- 
ourne University For examination and 

comment. 
Mr R, Dodds was appoinied secretary 

of the Group for 1965. 
~ The speaker for (he evening wus MI 
Brice Jones, wha deall with Geomar- 
phology. The teria was defincd ws ihe 
science of Innd-forms or surface features 
which inVulved mich desttiption an 
injerpretalion, A basic concept “vas bal 
of uniformnetarianism, wach stared that 
physical processes, (hrouwhaut the whale 
history Of the earth, had always opera- 
ted in dhe same manner but not at ihe 
came intensity, Weathering OCESSES 
had alsa been the same, bit they had 
yeted differendy on the different rlistses 
of rocks. The ileragiion of ol] these 
forees had formed the surface features 
with which we were all fumibur, Uplift 
and thon erosion sculptured the lund 
maklig the difference between old a 
new ureas, Climule was also a big fac- 
tur in xeumurpholgey, as it arded chemi- 
cal action. Rainfall, whether heavy or 
lieht, and sts extent, governed, land- 
forms. Temperuiire ranges through 
perma-frost ta greal Teal had certain 
important cfeels, Geomurpholosy had 
been & “Cindetella” science in Geology 
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and prior to 1890 was of little conse- 
quence. Since the last war, developments 
had. been rapid and the science had 
been split ‘oto parts, dealing wilh 
Streams, deserts, colder regions, coasts 
etc. The speaker then dealt folly with 
coastal formations and the action of 
wave mechanics. The talk closed with 
the showing of a series of prints ilus- 
trating various fand-forms and slides 
of scenes along the Wictorian Coast. 

Exhibits: Opalized wood (she-oak), 
setpentine with asbestos, stichtite, cro- 
coite, all from Tasmania (Mr D. Danger- 
field); mica-schist und graphic granite 
from Albury (Mrs Salau}: conimdum, 
amazonite, amethyst crystal, moonstoac, 
White Sapphire crystal, red corundum 
var, tuby; blue sapphire, green beryl 
crystat all from Anakie, Qld. (Mr R.- 
Davidson}; limestone with fossils front 
{vers River Gorge (Mr D. McInnes), 
gneiss from Petmian pglacral Weronn, 
limestone with corals, crinoids, brachy- 
pods from Devonian uf Tyers River 
Gorge (Mr F. Sault); new Tectonic Map 
of Australia with notes {Mr R. Dodds), 

The meeting closed with the Chair- 
man, supported by the Secretary, wishitig 
members all the best for Christmas snd 
the New Year. 
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Boobook Owl (Ninox novae-seelandiae) 

Photo, W. H. King. 
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Antarctic Wiidlife—I0 

**Absolute Stinkers, those Nellies!” 

Neard Istand, Seturday, September 12, 
£953 

To lie observing but iodbserved, 
close to a congregation of sea-birds, is 
a rewarding expenence, After an early 
breakfast, Ron escorted Arthur anc 
me down to the wind-shaken hide we 
had erected late yesterday afternven, 
The easily alarmed Giant Petrels rose 
in spiral wheelings of increasing dia- 
meter, until they seemed to be sur- 
veying the entize cove; the Dominicans 
withdrew a huodred yards or so to the 
snow-mantled tussocks of poa-grass 
and mounds of azorella; oniy for the 
Sheathbills, constant in their attention 
to all man-given opportunities, our 
arrival meant peace, and, free from 
the ungentle competition of the largec 
birds, they moved in like a flock of 
domestic fowls pecking at newly 
ihrowo wheat. The only other birds 
present, warily riding the rough wind, 
were three or four Southern Skuas, 
drawn back from distant, kinder 
wintering by the imminence of the 
elephant-seal beeeding season, Rut 
these scavengers and predators are 
quite as eager for the by-products of 
death, as of birth. First, watchful for 
placentae and any still-born pups they 
may Hind, they patronize the 3eal 
harems; later they will gather in the 
penguin rookeries, alert for eges and 
unguarded chicks; today’s banquet was 
unscheduled. Well away from the 
scene, riding the waves as buayantly as 
kapok, fay a flotilla of about a hun- 
dred Cape Pigeons; for them there 
would surely be many inadvertent con- 
tribulions, mersels dropped from the 
skics by the greedy or over eager. 

We sat smoking for a while, watch- 
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By Jonn Becneevaise 

ing the vocal Paddics’ fowlvard; then 
Ron teft us, and the unarithmeticat 
Giant Petrels considered the coast to 
be clear of htirnan intruders; the 
bulky, brown-green tent was just a 
rock or an elephaol seal, unworthy of 
fear. In came the Nellies, from sisperb, 
scemingly effortless Aight, to their in- 
gainly landings. Por lift and balance 
in the stevaniing wiod, they seemed to 
use their wings constantly; their queer 
compound bills jerked forward; pale- 
ringed eyes still peered just a trifle 
uneasily. Remaining airborne on the 
sidelines, almost motionless for several 
seconds before stretching down their 
legs to he sudow, the Dominicans ar- 
rived in all stages of development: 
black-billed and dappled; bills yellow 
and red-flocked, bodies clear white 
and black habited lke their namesake 
monks} and many at stages intermedi. 
ate between the two extremes of year- 
liog and adult plumage. Into the mag- 
netic, bloody carcase were drawn the 
hoot-billed, offal-loving skuas, seem- 
ing, by contrast with the now marginal 
Vaddies. as black as death. 

Our spy-holes in the tent, where we 
lay on down bags and foamed plastic 
squares for insulation from: the cold, 

were just seventeen feet from welter- 
ing commotion. Had the birds seized 
our presence, they would have scat- 
tered to the winds which tore the cove 
into spray, and bellied our stubbori 
little shelter. We could clearly see the 
red-stained bills; sense the eternally 
unstable relationship of creatures to 
whom relentless, competitive food- 
seeking rs the condition of survival, 

The Giant Petrels, always. less at 
ease on the ground than in the sky, 
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Giant Petrels, Macronectes giganteus. Head Island, with some Sheathbills, Chionis minor nasicornis, 
“Here, amidst the cntrails they seemed like pterodactyls, primitive terrible birds of the Unshapen 

Land, with beaded reptilian eyes, and serviceable, but awkward bills .... 

wobbled on their legs like cripples. 
recovering balance by curtous, uncer- 
tain side-stepping, but always depend- 
ent on their upraised yet drooping 
wings. Here. amidst the entrails. they 
seemed like pterodactyls. primitive 
terrible birds of the Unshapen Land, 
with beaded reptilean eyes and service- 
able but awkward limbs. Most of the 
birds were very dark, with tremendous 
grey-yellow bills, culmen of charac- 

teristic breathing-tube and curved 
unguis, buttressed by other parts to 
form a sexpartite organ of formidable 
power. The older and more aggressive 

birds, probably denoted by lighter, 
greying throat and head. ruled this 

bloody roost, being quick to attack the 
younger and darker interlopers of 
their own species. Arthur is very inter- 
ested in the occasional light, even 
white Giant Petrels; but. on Heard 
Island, these are relatively rare, and 
none attended today’s orgy. 

The gulls, both Dominicans and 
Skuas, seldom came within reach of 
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ANARE Photo: John Béchevaise 

their displeasure. yet contrived to 
obtain their share. The perky little 

Paddies were ignored by the masters 
as mere land-birds whose pickings, 
in any case, were inconsiderable. 

Working with my telephoto lens, I 
exposed a large quantity of film, some 
for colour, but I frequently put my 
camera aside and just watched. I find 
that it is difficult to observe anything 
well and at the same time to concen- 

trate on speeds and apertures. Some 
of the more aggressive attitudes of the 

birds—wings extended and tail form- 
ing a widespread fan, were worth 
watching; the birds seemed sullen and 

ill-tempered, quite humourless by 
compurison even with the Skuas, I do 
not, of course, attribute human emo- 
tions to the Giant Petrels, except by 
way of describing their appearance 
and their apparent behaviour, 

Every now and then a panic came 
over the birds—all except the cheerful 
Paddies. By some instantaneous and 
common consent, the sea-birds rose 
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in vociferous alarm. Some movement 
far off at the station might have been 
responsible, or the crawling tractor 
skirting the Nullarbor on its weekly 
task of dumping the station waste. 
After a time the birds would drift 
back, landing warily at some little 
distance from the carcase and mincing 
forward the last few yards. 

A few of all species, except the 

Dominicans, possessed plastic or 

aluminium rings showing the atten- 
tions of A.N.A.R.E. biologists; mostly 
they were Paddies. One two- or three- 
year old Nelly wore a band which had 
opened, which would soon be lost. 
Arthur recorded all details of ringed 
birds. 

Bird-watching must always be a 
fascinating pastime, but for there to 
be two or three hundred birds of four 
species squabbling and eager, all at 
arm’s length, is quite memorable. We 
were so close that, at times, the big 

fulmars and swift little Sheathbills 
passed within two or three feet of us. 
For two hours we lay in the tent, as 
though in invisible suits. Then we dis- 
turbed the feasting and were blown 
back to the station, realizing, for the 
first time, how bitterly cold the wind 
was. 

In the afternoon I escorted Jim 
down to the tent and left him there. 
Later again, Arthur and Dick went 
down to see if they could catch some 
birds with a pole and wire loop; they 
were unsuccessful. It is very difficult 
to ring mature birds, except at critical 
times of their brooding periods. 

Tuesday, September 15 

Although I had no quarrel with 
sleep, something of the continuous 
violence of the storm must have pene- 
trated my mind. I had fallen asleep 
to the sound of the straining of the 
station, the complaint of wood and 
iron, and of the sonorous aerials; I 
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awoke eight hours later and there was 
no change. The anemometer had be- 
come snowed up and was recording 
sluggishly, but, even so, had traced 

blasts reaching the century every now 
and then throughout the night. There 
is no possible withdrawal from the 
hurricane, even though the ear be- 
comes accustomed to its fury. Some- 
where within one there is a taut strain 
of consciousness, something parallel 

with, but different from, anxiety; 
perhaps the tension of some atavism 
that exults and cowers together. 

The air between Atlas Cove and 
Corinthian Bay was charged with fine 
sea-sptay, giving an illusion of thaw 
in salt-wet walls, and even on the ice- 
surface. The big iron buoy in the cove 
had broken loose, its steel cables 
snapped. It lay rolling in the surf. Our 
home-made bird-watching tent on 
Wharf Point was, amazingly, still 
steadfast.1 Surely no small two-man 
tent could have undergone a more 
stringent testing! It seems years since 
the dry summer days at Tottenham, 

when Leon and I cut and sewed the 
fabric, and debated the stresses of just 
such occasions as this. Magnificent 
breakers, spray streaming hundreds of 
feet behind, crashed to a height of 
forty or fifty feet against the terminal 
seracs of the Baudissen Glacier. 

Releasing meteorological balloons 
in such weather is a game for several 
players. Four of us, looking like an 
Atlas quartet, knelt round the nylon 

sheet that encompased the white 
‘sonde balloon. We managed to steer 
the balloon clear of the shed, but, 
immediately it was released, it dived to 
earth. Fortunately the radiosonde 
itself was undamaged, and a later 

1 This kind of tent, an adaptation, by 
the author, of the famous Meade moun- 
taineering tent, has since become an 
item of standard equipment for our field 
Parties on the Antarctic continent, 
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Giant Petrel Macronectes giganteus, and Heard Island Sheathbills. Chionis minor nasicornis, 
feeding together on the carcase of an Elephant Seai. The tyjical raised wings of the petrel, 

its “white-ringed eye” and the compound bill with breathing tube, are clearly visible. 

attempt was successful. Shortly after 
the first release, I found Fred up the 
Dines anemometer mast, attempting to 
clear the tube. He was wearing a 
safety belt but, even so, appeared 
most insecure. 

I had a pleasant, busy morning in 
the Biology Lab., cleaning newly de- 
veloped films with alcohol, answering 

signals from Melbourne, and writing 
some reports. The afternoon divided 
itself between a contact-printer I am 
making, and the task of striking the 
tent. The former job progresses slowly; 
it is so easy to visualize the completed 
apparatus, but to convert bolt-heads 
into turning screws, copper-tubes into 
rubber-covered rollers, and to grind 
down the hard edges of plate-glass, all 
take time. A couple of hours in Jack's 
workshop pass like a riffle on water: 
it is tea-time, and I have the help of 
Arthur in taking down the tent. 

Smothered tn salt spray, snow and 
ice, with all the metal tubes frozen in 
their “socks”, and with a mean wind 
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ANARE Photo: John Béchervaise, 

of perhaps forty-five knots, the tent 
was not co-operative. However, we 
merely collapsed it. and trundled it 
back to the camp slung on a bamboo 
pole, our shoulders taking the strain 
awkwardly. our feet slipping about on 
the miniature glaciers that run down 
from the tussocks to the sea. The 
carcase was still not quite cleaned out, 
so still the Nellies, Paddies, Skuas and 
Dominicans gather off Wharf Point. 

Wednesday, September 16 

This morning held only a faint, 
exhausted wind. Over an ice-glazed 
beach I walked to West Bay, passing 
three very tired leopards which had 
dragged themselves ashore after the 
storm, They scarcely flickered an eye- 
lid at me, even when I moved quite 
close. The thaw, followed by the slight 
freeze, had formed continuous milky 
ice-sheets rippling down from the plain 
level to the sea. The whole of the 
Nullarbor and the Windy City flats 
would be inundated by a eustatic rise 
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of a few feet; there is no doubt that 
they were submerged in the geolog- 
ically recent past. I watched the 

Dominicans courting, following each 
other like shadows and _ collected 
three spherical shinglestones to take 
home some day to my sister Mary, 
whose birthday it was. 

Several Wellies diverted me _ to 
Wharf Point, but they became alarmed 

at my approach and ran wildly away. 
wings outstretched, trying to become 
airborne. But so gorged were they 
with seal-offal, that they gave up the 
effort; all except one who desperately 
trod the sea before jettisoning some of 
his surplus undigested fuel to the ever- 
accommodating Cape Pigeons. So he 
obtained sufficient lift. 1 think it was 
Jim who, witnessing the same un- 
graceful capitulation to the laws of 
aerodynamics. remarked. “Absolute 
Stinkers, those Nellies!” 

After lunch, Jim, Jack, Berni and 
I travelled with the tractor to West 
Bay, to shovel up four drums of 
shingle for concrete. We rumbled over 
the thick ice, the sledge occasionally 
sliding forward faster than the tractor, 
and becoming entangled in its own 
sling. Having dropped off batteries at 
the West Bay Magnetic Station, we 
moved on to the beach where, not far 
from the melancholy evidence of an- 
other elephant-seal slaughter, the seas 
have piled up banks of shingle several 
feet high. We shovelled some tons of 
stones that will ultimately be used at 
the projected Base on the Antarctic 
Continent.“ watched without interest 
by two vast breeding bulls and three 
or four cows, heavy with young. Then 
we all pressed along to the far end of 

+ At the time of writing Log for Lorn, 
Mawson. now Australia’s most importani 
Antarctic base. was in the early plan- 
ning stages. It is plunned to carry tne 
Antarctic Wildlife Series forward to 
include journal entries made on the Con- 
tinent during 1955-1960. 
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the little cliff, and snigged up drift- 
wood to make good measure for the 
homeward load. 

There was a desolate yet lovable 
atmosphere under Andrée’s snow- 
filled gullies; an even light, and a grey 
sea breaking on ice fragments and 
countless millions of rounded boulders; 

the azorella was warm and brown in 
hue where the snow had been blown 
away. There is an extraordinary fas- 
cination about collecting great sea- 
borne spars redolent of forested lands 
far to the north, and of ships sailing 
in frequented waters. 

Thursday, September 17 

Here calm is as common as hurri- 
cane in Melbourne, and as remarkable. 
It is just an interval in the normal 
wildness of weather, and is always 
remembered as the aftermath or pre- 
lude of storm. Generally it is a time 
of relashing, reclaiming, and making 
fast. So, this morning. The gale had 
worn itself out, the sky was grey and 
bleary-eyed; yet the utter silence, a 
foil for all sorts of slight, pleasant 
sounds—voices of dogs and men, the 
striking of a hammer, the cry of a 
bird—only lasted an hour or two, 
Then again the air was dense with 
blizzard snow from the west, veering 
northward to slight thaw, in the even- 
ing backing a quadrant to dryness and 
several degrees of frost 

Friday, September 18 

It was a harsh walk to West Bay 
this morning, facing a dry, cold. bliz- 
zard from the south-west, bearing ten 
degrees of frost. The  black-sand 
beach, glazed with ice and scalloped 
by frozen tide-wash, only accentuated 
the forlorn white landscape. I shrank 
within my anorak, and leant forward 
on the wind. Frequently it whipped 
up the ground snow in opaque clouds 
through which I struggled uncertainly 
until they cleared sufficiently to show 
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the bitter rustling sea, or the icy out- 
lines of the Jittle mountains—iDry- 
galski, Andrée, Aubert de La Riie# 

The fing magnetic robots at West 
Bay functioned well as usual in the 
sub-ircezing darkness, If the way out 
was coritestied, the homeward trek was 
more treacherous. If you make the 
mistake of trying to move wrth the 
wind, all conrrol is soon lost, and soun 
your legs cannor keep up with your 
body 

Presday,: Sepieinber 22 

The mountuin remained clear to at 
least four thousand feel, everywhere, 
and rifts revealed the ice-cliffs io a 
much greater height in several plaves. 
The sky was hazed with a fine film of 
ciro-stratus; the wind lay in the 
south-west, and there was w fullisg 
barometer, Through my binovulscs, I 
searched vainly for a sign of our 
Camp 1V en the Abbotsmith Glaviers+ 
possibly it is entirely snowed over. 

Quite a lot of Ife was our enjoying 
the morning, An elephant-seal cow, 
aivenced in pregnancy, wai making 
her way determinedly over the snow 
from Atlas Cove to West Bay, Her 
soure was quite straight. yer it lay 
slightly uphiJl at the start. By taking 

3 Drvealski, Andréc, Aubert de La 
Rie: all named for polar explorers. 
Dryzalski was leader of the Guais An- 
tarctic Expedivion, 1902-3, which called 
at Heard Tslond Andrée was 2 pioneer 
of balloon flights in polar regions. he 
disappeared in the Aretic, m 18Y7, FP. 
Aubert de Lia Riie, a well-known French 
explorer, visiied Heard Islund, 15-22 Jan- 
diary, 1979. 

t Abbotsmith Glaewer Cump: In Aug- 
ust. there had been a major teconnsis- 
sance of the central mountain ot Heard 
Island, Big Hen (9,000 f1), in prepara 
lion for a full-scale attempr mt the sum- 
mer, No eapedition has, in fact, yet 
reached the summil crater, A well-planned 
private expedition is ar present (Octo- 
ber 1964) berg mounled for anothes 
avempt, 
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the “overland”. the cow was saving 
herself at Ieast twenty miles of swim- 
ming. She found it haré work, though, 
puffing along with four ar five flipper- 
hauls of about six inches cach, then 
resting, much Out of breath. As I 
huve previously noted, the directness 
of these apparendy intentional short- 
cuts as aslunishing. Having spent 
months ac sea, this expectant mother 
hauls out on a fine sunny morniog 
and, carrying an unborn pup weigh- 
ing perhaps eighty pounds, immedi- 
alely sels out over featureless snow 

for her appointments with the spring 
and summer, 

The shags were parading in full 
force; two pairs of Gentoo penguins 
were strolling along the foreshore and 
very solemnly inspecting three grey 
Ieoparrs, ane very emaciated, perhaps 

sick. In the water, the leopards are 
the penguins” most terrihle enemy; on 
the souwy land. perhaps neither recog- 
nizes the other. 

Thunday, September 24 

J worked on the snow-nielber after 
lunch uonl iva-time, when James re- 
lieved me, and continued unil tusk. 
The three men rostered for the after- 
noon, burning nrany barrows of blub- 
ber, and endlessly shovelling snow, 
almost filled the big tank, At about 
the limes James took over, snow com- 
menced falling: it continued for five 
honrs, hy the mid-evening there was 

& slight thaw. 
Dick and Ron met the sledge party 

reluming at dusk. The Jatter's great 
excitement Was the discovery, at South 
West Bay, of a Ross Seal (Omunaro- 
phoca rossi), the rarest seal in the 
world. Arthur cansiders the find con- 

Stilutes a riew secord for all sub- 
Antarctic fattudes, the creature being 
a denizen of the pack-ive, leading a 
solitary existence, and very selden 
seen. Jim, Arthur and J decided to go 
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over lo South West Bay at first light, 
ia the hope of finding him still there.® 

General Note —This extract from Lae 
for Lorad, aw ilostiated diary addressed 
lo the author's wife, follows on from that 
Published in the April iasie (Val. $0 
(127), The scientific and papilar names 
for the wild-fife montioned are; Giant 

— An ilfustrated diary extract, describ- 
ing the Ross Scaf, will appear later. 

“Spotty’—In Memoriam 

Spotty, the best known Sherbrooke 
male Lyrcbird, has not been seen since 
&h al March, 1964. A nearly complete 
set of tail and wing feathers was Fouad 
later im his territory, but the body, 
Which could have made the ideatifica- 
tion possible by the albino marks on 
the chest, head and back, was not 
there. However, putting two and two 
together, il scems unfortunately cer- 
lain that Spotty’s .brilliant career has 
come to an end, Fle was af feast 22 
years old at the date of his disappear- 
ance. 

It did not come as a complete sur- 
prise, Four years ago I noticed first 
signs of his ailing. On a summer day 
I found him taking a nap on a log, 
with the evelids clased. A few days 
laler | saw him sleeping in the eacly 
alternoon—in a hollow formed by his 
digetng fur food im the shade of a 
fern—and that despite the presence of 
a fox filty yards away whom my wife 
noticed and chased away. However, 
late io aliiumn | saw him again ag 
agile as always, moving quickly with 
finn, energetic steps, but 1 did not 
forget those first warning signs, They 
Meant that Spotty was approaching 
the end of his life span. 

Such reckenings are naturally not 
much of a consolation to those who 
knew and ioved him. He was the best 
singer and performer in Sherbrooke, 
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Peirel, Giant. Fulmar, Nelly, or Stinker 
(Mfacronectes gigonteus), Deriinican 
Gull (Laruy dominicanus); Sheathbill or 
Paddy  (Chionis: aminar  nasivernis\; 
Southern Skua (Catharacte fonntergi); 
Cape Pigson, a pelrel (Daption capen> 
ss}; Gentoo Pensuin (Pygoscetis 
paprit, Stag, Heard Island’ Cormorant 
(Phalacracorae «triceps nivalts}; Ele- 
phant Seal (Mirounga tednina}; Leopurd 
Seal (Hydrurga feptonyxi, Ross Seal 
{Orimatophaca rossi). 

By K © Havaeore 

and he was as tame and good- 
bumetred as a Lyrehird can be, He 
was easy to find and to identify by 
those while spats on his plumage, but 
he could be unmistakably recognized 
from afar hy his powerful voice of 
extreme clarity aod beauty of toocy 
colour, We was quite fond of perform- 
iog, before a large human atidicoce, 
and it was no Tare occurrence to find 
him daneing on a mound in [rant of 
a semi-circle of spectators numbering 
up 10 4 dozen sod a hall. His territory 
included nearly the whole length of 
the “firebreak", and it was mostly 
there that visitors, foreien and domes- 
lic, saw him dancing and singing on 
one or other of his numerous mounds, 
sometimes for as lony as three-quar- 
ters of an hour. 

I met Spotty about ten years ago 

when he was married to Smoky, a 
greyrh-hrown Jemale. This happy 
union lasted as tong as Smoky lived. 
They had then a chick whom we called 
Petty—a nice, but lazy youngster who, 
when already a year old, used tu beg 
food from Smoky and, if she paid no 
attention, he forced her to feed him 
by Jirerally riding on her tail. Both 
Spotty and Smoky appeared to give 
him dancing and singing lessons, but 
ballet “pas” were a problem, for Petty 
used to lase his balance wheo irying 
to lower his tall over his head, and 
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This photograph of Spotty by the author accompanied an article, ‘Musical Analysis of the 
Lyrebird’s Song” in the March 1959 Victorian Naturalist (75, 174) 

Smoky tried to show him how to do 
it properly. 

However, one day I found the whole 

family deep in the Odel Gully and it 
looked to me that there was some- 
thing wrong. Smoky was standing 
under an uprooted giant stump in the 
shade, her feathers ruffled; Spotty was 
singing at the top of his voice, some- 
times walking over the stump, some- 
times stopping in front of Petty; but 
Smoky remained immobile and looked 
definitely sick. Soon afterwards she 
died. 

Spotty did not remain a widower 
for long; next year he married a big, 
nearly black female who was ex- 
tremely untrustful as far as humans 

were concerned, so much so that she 
has built her nest about sixty feet 
above ground in a fork of a large 
Mountain Ash. She successfully reared 
a healthy chick, whom she later used 
to hide from visitors very efficiently, 
but Spotty apparently found her fear 
of humans incompatible with his idea 
of social life. So he divorced her, and 

his last spouse was a small, compara- 
tively young female who was quite 
tame and was no hindrance to Spotty’s 
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public appearances. Unfortunately 
Spotty’s latest known chick has been 
killed and eaten by two juvenile 
escapees from a local home, and thus 

the only certain trace of his brood has 
been lost for good. 

Spotty has never been very particu- 
lar about his territory, and very often 
some recently fully-matured young 
birds were seen feeding within its 
boundaries, obviously tolerated by 
Spotty who never chased them away. 
(He also used to visit his neigh- 

bours’ territories frequently.) But it 

was not so with the “pool” in Odel 
Gully, a couple of tiny man-made 
ponds in the bed of an underground 
creek, which he regarded as his pri- 
vate bathroom. He invariably chased 
away any male who ventured to enter 
his bath, appearing suddenly as if from 
nowhere and forcing the intruder out, 
the latter leaving in rather a hurry. 
Then Spotty would have his bath, with 
much diving, splashing, and wagging 
and shaking of the tail. He would hop 
on a log afterwards and go painstak- 
ingly over his toilet, shaking the water 
drops off, tidying his beautiful plum- 
age, and squeezing the lyrate tail- 
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feathers through his beak as through 
a wringer. Often he would afterwards 
jump down and have another bath— 
and another drying and combing. 

His relations with neighbours were 
very friendly—especially with the 
male who lived near Sherbrooke 
Lodge and who was easily recogniz- 
able by his extremely long and nearly 
Straight tail and slender body. The 
two birds were often to be seen at the 
edge of Clematis Avenue, the bound- 
ary of their territories, chattering, and 
then a mock chase with much running 
and even flying through the forest 
would follow, accompanied by a 
peculiar guttural sound. After a few 
minutes the birds would separate and 
start feeding. 

Most of Spotty’s activities were 
centered on the “Firebreak”. In the 
morning he could frequently be seen 
walking slowly along the track, and 
then entering the thicket of bracken 
ferns where some of his mounds were 
hidden. Soon a clear sonorous voice 
would be heard from the thicket. and 
another music-lover’s hour would 
begin. From about a quarter past eight 
until eleven o'clock he would visit 
several mounds in succession, giving a 
performance on each of them, and 
then descend deeper into the forest 
below to feed. The afternoon time- 
table was uncertain and sporadic: 
sometimes quite long bursts of song 
would occur at any time between two 
and six o'clock, but a siesta from 
eleven till two in the afternoon was 
usually observed, except during the 
mating season. 

In the moulting period in spring, 
Spotty used to rehearse now and then 
some new items: jt was really a thrill- 
ing thing to hear. Several times during 
that period I heard from him the 
equivalent of a counterpoint when he 
successfully and with a refined musical 
taste combined simultaneous utter- 
ances of two different birds in a 
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sort of two-parts invention. Strangely 
enough, I never heard from him these 
rehearsed novelties Jater in the year, 
though they were unquestionably 
beautiful, 

By mid-December Spotty's tail was 
again fully grown; he used to carry it 
very carefully as if it were a crinoline. 
Regaining his beautiful adornment 
prompted him always to sing, and 
during the next three or four weeks he 
would give a series of lovely concerts. 
It was during this summer singing 
period that he had the largest aud- 
iences listening to him, especially dur- 

ing the Christmas holiday. Contrary ta 
the idea of getting up in the dark on 
a cold winter morning and shivering 
later in the wet wintry forest, it was 
a real pleasure to enjoy the same Lyre- 
bird programme with dance and song 
in the hospitable warmth of a frag- 
rant summer day at Sherbrooke. 

There was something regal in 
Spotty'’s bearing, in the way he used, 
having finished the performance and 
folded his tail, to walk away past 
the spectators who were still standing 
in a transfixed state; it was felt how 
sure he was that nobody would do 
anything to him to injure his sense 
of dignity. 

1 was often called upon to serve as 
a guide to a distinguished tourist or 
to a group of tourists, domestic and 
foreign, and Spotty has never let me 
down. My friendship with him had 
developed to such an extent that he 

would come to me from wherever he 
was in the forest on hearing me shout- 
ing his name—a trick I have demon- 
strated to some of my friends more 
than once. If. however, I did not try 
to find him. he often found me on his 
own accord, and then remained for 
quite a while in my vicinity, feeding 
and singing. He was apparently un- 
aware of the fact that there was a limit 
to the volume of sound which a human 
ear can stand without strain, and a 
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friendly serenade at three feet dis- 
lance offen made my eardrums behave 
like an overloaded microphone. 

OF all visitors whom i have taken 
to Sherbrooke, Spotty never had a 
keener "fan" than the laie famaus con- 
ductor, Dr Nicolai Matko. It was on 
a misty Sunday morning when we, 
accompanied by Mrs Malka, entered 

the “Firebreak” and heard that won- 
derful, uomisiakable Spotty's yoice 
singing one of his bese compositions 
somewhere nearby in the loreal. We 
stood and listened at about tventy- 
five feet distance from the yet invisible 
bird, Jn another twenty minutes, to 
Dr Malko’s immense pleasure, Sporty 
finished his concert and came oul 
our track with a friendly inoquinng 

Jook, and stayed near us for some 
iime while Dr Malko was lost in 
admiration of his beauly and grace. 
On the way back Dr Malko com- 
menied warmly about the clarily of 
Spotty's voice and the intricacy of the 
song from a musical point of view, 

and I suggested that we might hear 
Spotty once more from my records 
of his song at home, So, after dinner, 
we sat and listened for another hour 
to Spatty’s voice until Dr Malko nearly 
missed his evening rehearsal. 

Spotty also figured on the screen; 
ahoul 31x Years ago 1 completed two 
5B mm coloor films on Lyrebirds' lore 
in which Spotty appeared asa main 
personality, His screen debut occurred 
when these films were shown at the 
National Museurn Theaterette, His 
fame may probably survive him for 
quite a while, as al Cambndge his 
film ts at present being "blown up" to 
16 mm, for the University's hbrary- 
Several other films of Spotty were 
made and shown by movie amateurs, 

both in black and white and in colour. 
From a purely musical point of 

view, most of the Spotty's songs were 
masterpieces, His use of “anti-mon- 
otony” principle was remarkable, and 
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the end of a half-hour performance 
always lest one wishing for more, He 
continued to improve on his song 
unti] the end of his life. In December 
1963 dunng my ennual holidays 
recorded 750 feet of his song on a 
jape, and so his Jatest achievements 
are preserved for postemty: a new 
version of Butcher Bird and of 
Rosellas and especially an extended 
“stanza” witb a rate beauly of melodic 

tone, finishing with five ascending 
tremolando trills instead of the usual 
three 

lt is hard to imagine Sherbrooke 
without Spotiy, to realize that the 
forest will no most resound with that 
powerful sonorous clear voice, and 
that his lively black eyes will never 
again look into mine. But he did not 
live in vain; his was a glorious life, 
and fe fas becoyne a histori¢ per~ 
sonality. OF all Sherbrooke Lyrebirds 
he was the only one known to visitors 
by name; people flocked to the “Fire- 
break” to see and to hear him. Within 
his home forest! he was certamly the 

greatest tourist atiraction. More flash 
shots were taken of him than of 
fanious politicians, ane his name ap- 
peared in numerous articles on Lyre- 
birds, A chorus of exclamalions of 
sdmiratlou or of ecsiatic whispers ac- 
companied his public performances. 
It was hrs morning song on the braoch 
thar was recorded on Columbia 7 in. 
disc, “The Superb Lyrebird’—a fit- 
ting name medeed. To add to this suc- 
cessful career, not long before his 
finsl disappearance he was filmed on 
television and as “Dancing Orpheus” 
has become known to world-wide aud- 
iences. All this 15 not a Small achieve- 

ment for a bird, even for a clever one 
as Spotty certainiy was, and his fame 
exceeded by far thal of his predeces- 
sors—James and Timothy; and now 
together with them he has porned ihe 
rank of immortals, 10 Jive for ever in 
the memory of all Nature's lovers 
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A Northern Eucalypt 

I have already (Vict. Nat., July 
1957) drawn attention to the fused 
bracts which enclose the umbels of 
Eucalyptus kitsoniana until they are 
fairly well developed. From time to 
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time I have been interested to see 
the same character in other species, 
including E. delegatensis, E. botryoides 
and E. preissiana. 
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Euealyptus miniata A. Cunn. 

leg. N. Walker, between Alice Springs and Darwin, May 1964 

Shape of buds showing through covering. 
Covering torn by expanding buds. 
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on 
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Leaves, and umbel of buds enclosed in fused bracts. 

Buds free from covering. Torn remnant of covering at base. Not :laucous, (Note flattened 

Buds spreading, but still partly compressed. Becoming glaucous. 
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eo ae 

Eucalyptus miniata 

6. Mature umbel of rounded buds. 
7. Opercula ready to fall; flowers and flattened peduncle. 
8 & 9. Urceolate fruits. 

this character to be fairly widespread, 
but it is certainly not universal. E. 
radiata, for example, has naked 
umbels from when they are so small 
that they can just be recognized as 
flower-buds, and E. nitens is a typical 
example of another group which has 
the very young bud-clusters enclosed 
in two deciduous, lanceolate bracts 
which fall while the buds are very 

small. 
Recently a series of specimens of 

1965 February, 

Painting—C. Jacobson 

the flaming orange E. miniata of 
northern Australia was sent to me from 
Darwin, and in this species the en- 
closing fused bracts were very con- 
spicuous,. 

Amongst several eucalypts sent were 
two pieces which I put aside as separ- 
ate species because one appeared to 
have very large. narrow. rostrate, 
solitary buds and the other small ovoid 
blunt buds in umbels of 7, although 

the leaves, the broad flat peduncles 
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and the white “bloom” which rubbed 
off like chalk, were alike on both 
specimens. 

If the collector (Mrs Walker of 

Port Augusta) had sent less com- 
plete material, nothing but dissection 
of the large buds could have shown 
that both “species” were the same, the 
buds consisting each of one umbel 
completely enclosed in a thin wrap- 
ping, which does not break regularly 
but is torn into ragged fragments by 
the developing buds. 

Because of the completeness of the 
material sent I was able to enjoy 

tracing the development from im- 
mature and enclosed buds to orange 
flowers and light brown fruits shaped 
like Ali Baba’s oil jars (urceolate). 

In the accompanying drawings Mrs 
Jacobson of the Latrobe Valley 
F.N.C. has illustrated the phases of 
development as I could not do. 

N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD. 
457 Bourke Street, Melbourne 
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The Bendigo-Rushworth Excursion— 

3-4 October 1964 

The kind of weather prevailing in 
Victoria scarcely entitled anyone to 
expect the sunshine and warmth which 
made this excursion, under the joint 
leadership of Messrs R. R. Dodds and 
J. R. Garnet, such a rewarding and happy 
event. 

The big tourist coach carried a capac- 
ity load, and by the time that the excur- 
sionists reached Bendigo on the Saturday 
evening, private cars and their passengers 
had swelled the party to something like 
70, and the number increased even more 
when we reached Rushworth on _ the 
Sunday morning. There we were joined 
by several car Joads of naturalists from 
Benalla and, of course, interested folk 
from Rushworth itself. 

It seems that Rushworth is now ac- 
customed to invasions of this sort. Since 
the F.N.C.V. excursion to that locality 
in the spring of 1948 (Vict. Nat. 1949, 

65 (10): 224-237) the inhabitants have 
become very conscious of the attractive- 
ness of the natural resources and _his- 
torical associations of the district, and 
the residents go to no end of trouble to 
encourage visits by organized parties so 
that these attractions can give pleasure to 
others besides themselves and it helps to 
keep the town alive. 

However, before we say any more 
about Rushworth, we should refer to the 
Saturday journeys. 

The route was via Kilmore and Heath- 
cote. An interlude at Derrinal provided 
one of us (R.R.D.) with an opportunity, 
while the party was assembled on a steep 
grassy hillside overlooking an arm of 
water at the northernmost extremity of 
the Eppalock Lake. for discoursing on 
the geological history of a district re- 
nowned for the abundance of exposed 
Cambrian rock. Here we surveyed the 

The “Stranger Rock” at Derrinal near Heathcote. 
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Photo: J. Ros Garnet 
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famous “Stranger Rock”* and any num- 
ber of lesser stones dropped in Permian 
times by a pissing glacier. The few 
anglers, whe hopefully dangled their fines 
in the waters of the lake below, must have 
been intrigued at the spectacle of 40 or 
50 people gazing earnestly at a 30-ton 
granite boulder or plodding about exam- 
ining litte loose stones for striae and 
other evidences of glacial grinding and 
polishing. 

The best collecting grounds for such 
objects of interest now lie under the 
witers of Eppalock Lake, which have 
drowned large areas of the valleys of 
Wild Duck and Mount Ida Creeks. A 
remarkable variety of minerals could be 
picked up in the beds of these streams, 
every successive flood producing a fresh 
layer for such as cared or chose to fossick 
among them. 

One thing to be noted is that the 
“Rock” is much more easily approached 
than of yore, because the creation of ihe 
lake made it necessary to re-route the 
Bendigo road. The new road lies within 
a few hundred yards of the “Rock”. The 
old road, now under water, was half a 
mile or so to the south, 

From Derrinal and its glacial stones 
the party moved on to the Eppalock Weir 
where the F.N.C.V. contingent was met 
by our hosts for the rest of the day, 
members of the Bendigo F.N.C., Messrs 
Babb (President of the Club), Graham 
Marshall (Hon. Secretary), Frank Rob- 
bins and Miss Elsie Flanagan among 
them. After a picnic lunch in the shelter 
of a quarried rock face, which revealed 
a good example of a syncline, an inspec- 
tion was made of the unattended hydro- 
electric turbine generators and pumping 
station and the “motorcade” (as it had 
become), then moved off towards Axe- 
dale and Fosterville to examine: (a) a 
section of the geologically renowned Axe- 
dale Fault, known as Hunt's line, and 
(b) the profusion of wildflowers in the 
forests of the nearby Ordovician forma- 
tion. 

Without the aid of a carefully drawn 
*'The Stranger Rock has been pictured only 

unee before in The Viet. Nat. (1925, 42 (4). 
102) where the photograph of it accompanied 
a short note on a visit by F. G. A. Barnard 
and three other members of the Club, One of 
them—Mr. V. H. Millar—is, happily, still with 
us. The old half-tune block seems to have 
disappeared, but the new one, made from a 
photograph taken on this 1964 excursion from 
much the same position on the hillside, reveals 
that the intervening years have made little 
impression on the “Stranger Rock", although 
the environs have changed considerably. 
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map it would be difficult to pinpoint the 
several stopping places along the forest 
roads from Fosterville to Bendigo. Forest 
toads are not designed particularly for 
sight-seers or naturalists, and hence they 
do not appear on ordinary road-maps. 
Under the guidance of the Bendigo 
leaders the party was enabled to examine 
many especially attractive places along 
these roadsides. Birds were not remark- 
ably evident, doubtless because of the 
wind and occasional showers of rain, but 
the bird observers were satisfied that a 
quiet ramble in these places, under more 
favourable conditions, would soon have 
produced a sizeable bird list. Botanists 
and wildflower admirers noted with pleas- 
ure the abundance of orchids—the purple 
Waxlip being an especially eye-catching 
feature of the shrub-packed landscape. 
The shrubs included Common Fringe- 
myrtle, Silky Tea-tree, a Geebung (Per- 
soonia rigida), several species of Acacia, 
Grevillea and Olearia (Daisy-bush). 

Towards the end of the day the party 
separated into groups and made _ their 
several ways to Bendigo by devious 
routes. One small group had the pleasure 
of seeing in situ one of the rarities of 
the district—a double-flowered (8-petal- 
led) form of the Fairy Waxflower and, 
as well, plants of the pink-flowered aro- 
matic Hairy Boronia. Another group 
negotiated some miles of flooded road 
without mishap to be shown roadside 
forests made bright with such plants as 
the Bitter Cryptandra, an unusual form 
of the Rosemary Grevillea and an abund- 
ance of Pink-eye, Guinea-flower, Daisy- 
bush and, of course, countless Waxlips 
and various Caladenias. 

The Bendigo F.N.C. has diligently con- 
tinued the work begun by D. J. Paton 
forty years ago (see Vict. Nat. 1924, 
40 (10); 189-204) and extended by J. 
W. Audas (ibid. 1936, 52 (10): 181- 
184) and that club’s records of plant 
distribution in the Bendigo district are not 
likely to be matched for completeness by 
such records as are kept in other districts. 
Consequently there is no need to append 
long lists of plants seen during this ex- 
cursion. They are already recorded. How- 
ever, it. is worthwhile recording that the 
spring of 1964 has been one in which 
native plants have flourished in excep- 
tional profusion due, possibly, to a long 
resting period in the preceding summer 
and the stimulating effect of an uncom- 
monly wet winter. 

After dinner at the Golden Hills motel 
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Aboriginal Water-well at Whroo. 

the bus and its passengers proceeded to 
the School of Mines to hear an illustrated 
address by one of us (J.R.G.) on Vic- 
torian National Parks and their contri- 
bution to the preservation of scenery. 
The evening, which had been arranged as 
a special public meeting of the Bendigo 
Club, was attended by a large and atten- 
tive audience. Both the speaker and (it is 
hoped and believed) his listeners enjoyed 
the meeting. It is a tribute to the endur- 
ance of field naturalists to note, that 
despite whatever weariness they hay have 
felt after a long and busy day in the field, 
they showed every evidence of remaining 
awake until they returned to the motel 
after a concluding conversazione and 
supper provided by the host club. 

Early enough on the following morn- 
ing the party, with a strong contingent of 
Bendigonians, headed towards Rushworth 
via the Colbinabbin Ranges. There were 
two programmed stops en route—the first 
to examine a stand of ancient Acacias 
in a grassy roadside paddock. Mr. Rob- 
bins felt sure that these trees repre- 
sented an undescribed species having 
affinities with the Wirilda (A. rhetinodes). 
It appears to be a summer-flowering 
species which, perhaps, accounts for the 
fact that its seeds or fruits have not yet 
been collected for the purpose of botani- 
cal identification. 

Further along, a little beyond Goor- 
nong, a colony of multitudes of Golden 
Moth orchids were noticed flowering on 
the railway reserve. The bright spectacle 
suggested to Mr Marshall that the Rail- 
ways Department should be asked to 
allow that particular stretch of the 
reserve to remain undisturbed us a wild- 
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Photo: J. Ros Garnet 

flower sanctuary. A normal practice is to 
lease sections of railway reserves for 
small crops. Several such leaseholds are 
Operative in the vicinity of the orchid 
patch, and, if the Bendigo Club success- 
fully follows up the suggestion, it will 
deserve the gratitude of hosts of admirers 
of our native plants. 

The second stop was to examine a 
roadside quarry in the Colbinabbin 
Ranges. This quarry. once a source of 
road-making stone, is of interest as ex- 
posing Cambrian rock so decomposed as 
to be quite friable. It crumbles readily 
under hand pressure, coming away in 
layers. With some patience and industry 
large boulders can be reduced to tennis 
ball size in next to no time (which is not 
surprising in view of the fact that it was 
formed anything from 400 to 600 million 
yeas ago). Across the road from the 
quarry is another interesting feature of 
the landscape. The Soil Conservation 
Authority has established an experimental 
hillside plantation of native trees and 
shrubs to demonstrate a method of pre- 
vention and treatment of sheet erosion 
and gullying in a district where both 
commonly occur. Very pleasing and 
effective the method seems to be. The 
plantation is surrounded by a rabbit- 
proof fence and can be entered only by 
climbing over a stile. The absence of 
grazing and browsing has resulted in the 
growth and persistence of a dense ground- 
cover of grass within the enclosure, which 
is in striking contrast to the well-grazed, 
treeless and shrubless paddock on the 
other side of the fence where the grass 
would average about an inch in height, 
Sheep and rabbits make all the difference. 
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We reached Rushworth on schedule, 
and there met our companions from 
Benalla and our well-remembered friend 
and guide on the occasion of our 1948 
visit—-Mr Ken. King, now Secretary of 
the Rushworth Waterworks Trust. He 
introduced the District Forest Officer, 
Mr Charles Fleming. who warmly wel- 
comed the party to the district and, with 
other residents, we Were soon on our way 
tao Growler'’s Hill, Rushworth’s  wild- 
flower garden just at the back of the town. 

The crowd became rather dispersed in 
the mallee. Some followed Mr King; 
others followed Mr Fleming; others fol- 
lowed nobody in particular, but those 
who happened to be about were delighted 
to see several colonies of the Flying Duck 
orchid (not yet in flower) and, later on, 
the pride of Rushworth’s wildflower ad- 
mirers—several specimens of the rare 
“Beardless’ Bearded Orchid (Calochilus 
imtberhis) in bloom. Other much admired 
plants included Fringed Heath-myrtle, 
Daphne Heath, Crimson Mintbush and 
White Marianth. 

As mentioned in the second para- 
graph, Rushwerth is proud of its his- 
torical associations with the gold mining 
era, The brief scramble about Growler’s 
Hill brought in its train an appetite for 
lunch and, as the day was delightfully 
warm and sunny, it was so arranged that 
lunch would be available at Whroo, about 
five miles away. So in that direction the 
party moved, passing on the way a 
freshly-painted finger post which carried 
a direction to traction engines to whistle 
at that point along the road. Perhaps 
half a century had passed since a traction 
engine emerged from the bush at that 
spot! 

Close to the now-vanished gold-mining 
township is another relic of the past 
Testored to serviceability by local histor- 
ians, a bullock- or horse-operated puddle 
machine. The cyanide plant building seen 
in 1948 has gone. So has the poppet head 
of the Balaclava Mine and the Mech- 
anics Institute-School, However, Bala- 
clava Hill and its big hole is still there 
and the network of tunnels at the higher 
levels ure still being “worked”, for quartz 
crystal now instead of gold, by all sorts 
of people interested in good quality quartz 
crystals. Several small specimens were 
picked up in the gravels and old heaps 
of over-burden by members of our party. 

The luncheon at Whroo was a most 
pleasant interlude, made the more so 
through the kindness of the Rushworth 
Band Ladies’ Auxiliary. They, with the 
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help of Mr and Mrs King, set up tables 
in the field where part of the township 
once existed, and dispensed, alt a nominal 
charge, tea, sandwiches and cakes to all 
who wanted refreshment. Their kind at- 
tentions merited the vote of thanks which 
was moved at the end of the break. 
Before leaving our friends at Whroo the 
party, now grown to something like 70, 
was given an account of the early days 
of the Rushworth-Whroo gold mines by 
Mr Parris, who has given much attention 
to this fascinating subject over a period 
of many years acquaintance with the 
district. 

Luncheon was followed by a visit to 
the Balaclava hole and, guided by Mr 
Fleming, the party then moved off to a 
section of the State Forest known as 
“The Buffalo Block” in memory of the 
Buffalo gold-diggings. It is a Red Jron- 
bark forest and notable for an abund- 
ance of Fairy Waxflower as well as the 
almost inevitable ‘Calvtrix (Fringed 
Heath-myrtle), If Mr Fleming has his 
way, there will be no careless harvesting 
of timber in this part of the forest, for 
there are plenty of other very delightful 
and showy wildflowers growing with the 
Waxflower. Forest roads have made it 
fairly accessible to the public, and it could 
well happen that, even though timbermen 
mav not be permitted to destroy this 
natural garden, the density of tourist 
traffic may do so. One of us was obliged 
to warn a visitor (who, of course, was not 
a member of our party) that there is a 
Wildflower Protection Act and the Fairy 
Waxflower, of which he had an armful, 
was specifically scheduled as a plant 
protected under that Act. What happens 
when a Forest Officer is not in the vic- 
inity is not hard to imagine, 

This offence paled into insignificance 
beside another which occurred later in 
the afternoon when we had returned to 
Whroo to visit its famed aborigines’ 
water well in a rock stratum on a hilltop 
near the Old Cemetery. Another group 
of visitors to the well. local people as it 
happens, had set alight to a flourishing 
Grass-tree, just for the fun of seeing it 
burn. There was another specimen nearby, 
but some other vandal had already burned 
it. This was such a blatant act of van- 
dalism to perpetrate in part of a State 
Forest established as a reserve of some 
scenic merit and considerable ethnological 
interest, that one of us who, for many 
years. has been an Honorary Forest 
Ranger, considered that more than an 
admonition was warranted. The Forest 
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Officer was asked (o take the pame and 
address of the culprit and take further 
action. 

Ic is not Often that acts of this kind 
afe detected. They leave behind & sad 
impression and pose the questian; “blow 
comes iL that ordinary respectable citi- 
zens need to be persuncged to have some 
regard for the aesthetic values of the 
scenery they despoil and sccm to haye so 
little regard for the property which they 
share with every Other citizen of the 
Stute?” 

By about 5 pm we were on om way 
Again, stll guided by Mr Fleming, to 
Reedy Lage on the road 16 Nagambie, a 
road, like those in the Fosterville forest, 
awash with waler in many places. Haw- 
ever, the pools were negotiated without 
incident, Near Reedy Lake we looked for 
the aboriginal canoe trees which had heen 
See sixteen ycars ago, We missed them, 
doubtless because We were on a different 
Toad frony that traversed that time, hut 
Mr Parris piloted is to the vicinity of 
one good speciien, an ancient River Red 
Gum standing in the water of the lake 
close to the road, It was duly dboto- 

Field Naturalists 

General Mevting—January 11, 1965 
Before the Ordinary Meeting, an 

Extraordmary Meeting was held at which 
the resolitton was pal and carried nem. 

_ vou. that the Seaford Foreshore Freser- 
yalion League he affiliated with the 
Field Naturalists Club of Victoria, 

About 100 Members and friends were 
present when the Presidem, Mr. M. K. 
Houghton opened the Ordinary Meeting, 
The Minutes of the Decemher General 
Meeting were taken’ as read and con- 
firmed, In the absence of Mr. Coghill, 
Mrs. A. Fairhall acted a5 secrelary and, 
fier reporting that a Seminar on Wild- 
Life Conservation was to be keld at the 
University of New England on January 
22-25, he invited any Members attending 
the 38h. Annual Congress of ANZAAS 
in Hobart on August 16-20, 1965, Lo con- 
tact the Secretary so thal two aceredited 
delegaics Tom the Club could be no- 
minared. Mr. Fairhall mentioned the 
Photoflora Competition (deails of which 
were given om page 244 of the January 
Nataralist) and tsen announced that, as 
there had been no Cotincil Meeting in 
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graphed in the waning light of what had 
been & frilliant afternoon and, after a 
refresher of tga and sandwiches (pro- 
vided by the ladies of Rushworth) and a 
Word of farcwell to the Rushiworth Dhs- 
irict Forest Officer, we set our sights on 
the road vhead to Metbuurne and ata 
distracting hurly-burly. 

And so ended a Weebelid of strequous 
tield work, 

The Vice-President of the FNAC.YV. 
(Mr A, J. Fairhall) rather embarrassed 
the two leaders by conveying to hem an 
capression of the appreciation of the party 
for a weekend, the, organizauon of which 
fiad happened to work out very nicely 
indeed, Although we may not have said 
so explicitly when replying to this uwn- 
expected tribule, both of us recognize 
and now take this opportunity of record- 
ing in print our belief, shared by every 
F.N.C.¥. member whe bas taken part in 
a Club excursion during the past 10 years, 
thai the persen most respanssble for their 
good organization is the Club's Excur- 
sians Seerctary—Miss Marie Allender, 

J, Ros Garver 

Club of Victoria 

Décember, there Would be no election of 
new Members. 

The subject for the evening was “Merm- 
bers’ Nigh!—Reminiscences” and a mast 
iftetcsling progiamnic, necessitating a 
brief interruption of the epidiascope’s 
lone Ihemation, had been arranged 
by Mr. E. S. Hanks. The first speaker, 
Mrs. Hanhs, described a camp-out at 
Cape Woolamai 36 years ago, the first 
“mixed camp-out in the Club's lustory, 
and showed photographs of groups of 
members who attended. Mrs, EB. E. 
Benneit followed with her personal 
Teminiscences <M matiral history ¢x- 
cursions and F. N. Clubs in Ballarat and 
Geelong. Her interest in natura) history 
had been greatly stimulated try Mr. Hart. 
After being a member for 18 years she 
utlended her first meeting of the F.N.C.V_ 
on a foggy might in 1936. Mr. Ros 
Garnet, Custodian of Club Property, 
produced some interesting old documents 
inchnding a contemporary Melbourne 
neWspaper’s two-page account of a Club 
éxcursion to King sland in 1897, the 
Clit’s Minute Book for 1892 and a 
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number of photographs of Wilson's Pro- 
mintory taken between 1905 and 1923. 

Mist Lynette Young showed a number 
of transparencies of wildflawér decora- 
tions arranged in a Melbourne bank by 
the late Mr. Tarleton Rayment suring 
1956. She also displayed & portrait by 
Robert Hofmann of the late Mr, H. 
Dickins, a picture that had been pre- 
sénled to the Club. Mr. Garnsey Hooke 
spoke to colout-transparencics of Mr- 
Aubrey Chalk, the Chib’s President in 
1939-40. Mr. Hugh Stewart mentioned 
one of bls very early memories, the 
Sale State School's flag fiying at half- 
mast in 1896 for Baron vor Mueller. 
Mr. Stewart hast been elected & member 
in January, 33 vears ago, when amonest 
the assembly was the frack-coated Edi- 
ward Tohn Dunn, then nearly 90 years 
old and best remembered now by the 
marble stairc:ise in the National Library. 
Mr. Stewart read 3 nature nole con- 
tributed by Dunn to the Septemher 1923 
issue Of the Naturalisr in which hé mene 
tinned seals in the Aoodedd Murrumbidece 

"in (856 ancl cugpested that these animals 
were the basis of the Bunyip stories. 

Mr. Jim Willis, who alsa was elected 
w member 33 years aco, spoke about 

Charles French whe joined tte Club tn 
1382 and who, for 13 years, had worked 
with Baron von Mueller, Although he 
wrote title himself, French had been 
a noted leader of excursions and a great 
teller of tales, Mr, Willis mentioned that 
the first colour-photographs were shown 
to the Club in 1938 by Mr. Fred Lewis, 
Mr. Hanks concluded the programme. by 
showing some technically excellent Jan- 
tert slides of egrets made by Arthur 
Mattingley 60 years ago. ‘The photographs 
iNustraigd the sad story of the slaugtiter 
of egrets for their then-fashionable pln- 
mes And Were utilized in the campaign by 
FNC.V. and many other organisations 
in the successful fight against the plume 
irade nol only in Victoria, bul in Holland 
and many other overseas countnes 

The President thanked Mr, Hanks, Mr, 
Curtis ond all the spaakers for a most 
enjoyable evening, 

With the consent of the President, 
Miss M. Moon addressed the Meeting on 
behalf of the Save the MPandenongs 
League. The League asked for support 
for its opposilion to the proposal of the 
Tourist Development Authority to build 
a gasometer-like café, 80 feet in dia 
meter on the summit of Mt Dandenong 

EXAKTA, PENTAX, PRAKTICA 

CONTAREX, BESSAMATIC , 

All the famous brands 

Telephoto, Wide Angle Lenses 
Close-up Equipment 

HERBERT SMALL’S 

. 

CAMERAS anp 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHER 

. 

259 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 
{Opposite Mote] Adstrelia! 

WERRERT SMALL’S — AT YOUR SERVIC# FOR OVER 100 YEARS 
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and to toenstruct roads wide enough t 
enable tourists in parked cars ta enjoy 
the view. 

Mr. Ros Garnet and Mr. Woollard spoke 
tm support of Miss Moon. The President 
said that Council would discuss what 
action should be token by the Club at 
ily next aneeliny. 

Mr. Jim Baines spoke on an histoncal 
exhibit that he had placed on the table. 
Among the ilems displayed way a hound 
volume of the Naturalist for 1930-'31, 
that had belonged to Mr, E. Pescoie 
snd in which was aftixed a copy of tha 
menu for the Jubilee Dinner of the 
Club held on Suly‘16, 1930. The card 
had been -aulographed by many old 
stalwarts of the club, In 1940 Mr, Pescott 

had written a history of the Club adding 
to the earlier accounts by Mr. ©, Rarvett 
published in 1905, 1920 and 1930. 
Among non-historical exhibits on the 

lable were a Howering spray of Tristania 
conferta and a specimen of the Harned 
Orchid from Deep Lead near Stawell 
There was also a fine specimen of 
Laureitia perraca growing in a pot. 

WILDFLOWER SLIDES 

The Native Plants Preservation Society 
reminds you that efitries fer the photo- 
graphic campetition, “PhotoRora 1968" 
close on 23nd February. Entry forms 
are sill avarluble from (he Competition 
Secretary, Miss BR. ‘Verrell, 24 Seymour 
Ave, Armadale. 

F.N.C.Y. DIARY OF COMING EVENTS 

GENERAL MEETINGS 

Monday, February 8, 1965—At the National Herbarium, The Domain, South Yareo, 
commencing at 8 pan, sharp.. 
1. Minutes, Reports, Announcements, Correspondence, 
2, Subject for the Fvenings Mr, K. $. Hanks, “Trees and Birds", 
3. Election of Members, 

{ab Ordinazy Membrra; 
Miss J. Clemens, 38 Adelaide Street, Armadale 

(Introduced by Mts, . Frankenburg.} 
Mr. W EE. Drory, § Karo Court, Dovetoh (Interest: Geclory. Tuteoduced 

by FE. #. Allan ond Mary Morgan.) 
Me. B Fowler, 50 Powell Strert, Varruville, W.Ik (Interest: Microscopy, 

Intemiaced by D, E- Metnacs-) 
Mr. D, L. Tones, 7 Yonyga Road, Halwyn (Interests: Noraiy, Ovahids;} 
Mizs B, Mentipluy, 5 Foam Street, Hampton (Interests; Motany, Orahbida.) 
Mr. K. W . G. Richurdeun. 21 Kineufntier Drive, Croxdoun. 
Mise €. Slevwiight, Box 8, Parkville, N2, (!nlerests- Gewlogy, Botany.) 

14) Country Members: 
Mr, GB. Clifford, 64 MeCatlam Steeor, Swan Hil ; 
hivs, M. Houghton, 26 Fairfax Road, Rellevue Hill, New South Walon 
Miss G. M, Kedferw, 

4, Geners| Business. 
§. Nature Notes and Exhibits, 

Kitthen Street, Mansfield. 

Monday, March 8—Mr. A, Mitchell, “Conservation and Vegetation”, 

GROUP MEETINGS 
(8 p.m. at National Herbarium, onless otherwise stated) 

Thursday, February 11—Botany Group—Miss H. Ashton will speak on “Aquatics 
Plants of Victoria”. 

Wednesday, February 17—Microscopical Groap. _ 
Friday, February 26—Hawthorn Junior Clup—At Hawthora Town Hall, 8 p.m. 

Mrs, Van Rompaey on “Marine Worms”. 
Monday, March 1—Marine Biology and Entoravloey Group—At Mr, Strong's tooms, 

Parliament House, Enter through private entrance at S, end of House, 3 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 3—Geology Group. 
Thursday, March 4—Fuuna Survey Group—At Fisheries snd Wildlife Depart- 

ment, it 7.45 pum. 
Thursday, March 11—Bolany Group. 

EF.NAV. EXCURSIONS 

Supday, February 28—Moorgaduc and Mornmgton Peninsula. The coach will leave 
Batman Avenue al F a.m. Fare 18/-. Bring iwo meals. 
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The photograph of a family of seals on Lady Julia Percy Island is by Trevor 
Pescott and is one of the series illustrating his article om the fauna of this island 
(pages 290-301 of this number). 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox’s brush was the tradlionat trophy of the chase, The Field 
Naturalist usually returns fram an excursion into the bush with a 

different sort of “lale’’. If you have one warth mounting and pre- 

serving send it to the Avsistant Editer, Victorian Naturalist", 262 

Nepean Street, Greensborougl. 

Maypic Nesting Activity 

The following notes have been sent 
in by Mrs Vera Greaves of Lang 
Lang, 

Two seasons ago, a pair of Magpies 
built their nest in a eucalypt very close 
190 our diningroom window. We had a 
wonderful opportunity of watching the 
building process and the rearing of the 
young. both of which were subsequently 
killed by cars, 

During the nesting period, the male 
bird became vicious anc would not allow 
me to go into the yard withoul swooping 
down upon me, although he never at- 
lerppted to molest my husband and son. 
T eventwally outwitted him by wearing 
my husband's hat. 

Last season, the pair cleaned out the 
nest, throwing our a number of sticks 
and Icaves and relincd it. Again they 
reared their brood and again both of the 
young were killed before learning to fiv 
properly, The male became very friendly 
throughout that nesting period and would 
came right to the door to be fed—a 
complete reversal of his former behaviour. 

Early in July this year, the same 
magpies Cleaned out the nést, but up till 
now, they huve not proceeded to breed. 
They sre both on the lawns all day 
searching for grubs and worms, so T am 
sure they have not built elsewhere. 

Ty it thal magpies do not breed every 
scason, of is if because of losing their 
young they And m futile to try bo raise 
offspring? 

This is an interesting hehavionral 
note in that a complete reversal in 
mule behaviour has been observed. It 
is possible that it might not be the 
same male bird concerned, but again 
mich has to be learnt regarding animal 
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behaviour and the varrous stimuli 
concerned, 

With regard to the query in the 
Jast paragraph, the only suggestion I 
can offer is that the recognized breed- 
ing season for these birds ts from 
July to February, aud that this season. 
breeding ny be slightly delayed. 

Sometimes, with oldee bitds, oon- 
fertile eggs may be produced, Repro- 
ductive cycles in animals are rhythmic 
and under the tnfivence of temperature 
and day-length or photo-period, aad 
ws such il is not possible for the birds 
to cease breeding simply due to the 
loss of offspring. It is most likely that 
the necessary epViruumental stimula- 
tion of the breeding period has been 
delayed beyond the previous two 
seasons.—R.H.J.McQ. 

The Citae Orchid 

Following the revision of this 
species in the Fier. Nal. 81 (5), twe 
letters have heen received. The first ts 
from Mr. A, H, Chisholm. 

Arising from the recent critical revision 
of the orchid species Diuriy punctata, it 
may be appropriate to record! Uhat this 
plant is stil flourishing in some few 
spols about 3D miles west of Sydney in 
shale country near Windsor. 

T saw there on September 19 iwi 
colonies about a mule apart, each con- 
taining a Jarge nomber of plants m full 
flower. They were the Jargest assemblies 
of the kind I had seen since the occasions 
when, Talber Jale in cach year we used 
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to admire simifay Mooms beside the rall- 
way newt Heaconsfteld, cast of Melbourne, 

li is curious that the plant evows Ju 
such isolated colonies. In cach of these 
latest instances the area occupied was 
only about 50 yards long and a dozen 
yards wide Queside whose two spurts, 
although conditions nesrly appeared to 
be precisely lhe same, nala single orchid 
could be fowsed_ 

Cotours of the flowers rangcd from 
light purple cthraugl various shades of 
lilac to (in one example) pure white, - 
The greatest heicht of 2 stem was about 
1g in. 
On the Whole, it Would seein that 

Rupp’s vernacnlar name, Lilac Orchid (or 
Tilac Detble-tuil) ig mare ftiting than 
Pescott'’s Purple Diuris. Pescotl, it may 
be noted, was justified in referring 10 
the species as “One of ofr most heautiful 
of orchids", bud he had Iess warrant for 
regretting the lass of the synenyrm elon- 
gaa in favour of punétata on the gronnd 
that “the Mower is mot spotted". In fact, 
although spots dre not iminediately 
noticeable in the flower, When it is held 
wp to the Tight an abyndance of them 
may be seen. % 

Mr. Chisholm’s reference to the 
colony of B. parca at Heaconsheld 
recalls jo mind an allempt to preserve 
some of these orchids. lust prior ta 
the duplication of the South Gippsland 
railway line, a group of orchids was 
removed togetber with a large amuunt 
of undisturbed soil and transplanted 
to Bnghton. Although the plants con- 
tinued tO produce a few blooms for 
several years, the change in environ- 
ment finally proved too much and they 
died. 

The second letter as from Miss 
MN. Elser of Killista und indicated 
a gteter success in transplanting (his 
rather spectacular gpecics, 

After the interesting revisiun af Diuris 
species in abe Vier, Nav, it is nor neces- 
sary fo coinitent on my Frusttation with 
the complex variations, ~ 

In 1982 7 snatched two planis of the 
fine Purple Diuris frum the pai of we 
bulldozers near Beaconsfield. Kept in a 
pot with the ofiginad soil, these have 
flowered every year. Once they were 
everwalered and one plant failed to 
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flowery, but It came up as usual the text 
year, 

Early Jast year P moved front Malvern 
to Kallista and planted them in the 
garden here, ‘They are nol domg a5 well 
and are a Jitte tater sending up the 
flower stems. I¢ Mt too Cold 31 An altitude 
of 1400 1,7 

There are si many things to be Jearned 
about tiese, and indged abont alt our 
Victorian orchids. How long does each 
plant vet How are they fertilized? if 
by an insect, what kind? Have they heen 
erawn From seed? 

The two Diuris arc now twelve yours 
old. plus how many years before 1 got 
them! They bave produced seed, bur J 
have not managed to grow any from the 
seed. 

Several umes over the years the old 
“orchid spot’ at Beaconsfield has been 
visiled. Once L counted about one 
hundred flawer stems, so they survived 
the rail duplication, but on the Jast visit, 
harsity any could be found. 

It seems that almost ihe last few 
Diuris albaeviolacea ara in the M.P PLS. 
sanctuaces near Sydedham, Where a few 
active inembers struggle to keep them jo 
aS Near us possible to their natural habitat 
Ali this Jand has been so long prazed, 
fopiressed, replanted and burnt, it is a4 
wonder any survive. Let us hope we can 
win the sirogele here and the plants will 
be preserved for fitue generations. 

Many of the questions posed by 
Miss Elder are unanswerable because 
few ecological studies, il amy. have 
been carried out with these plants. 
However the question of later Rower- 
iny demomsirites an interesiiue point. 
Possibly temperatures at this altitude 
(1400 Ai.) may prove toa low for the 
plants to ancceed, hut aside from this, 
some research has been conducted into 
the variation of flowering periods, 

From this, it has hecome apparent 
that for any species which ts widely 
distributed along a vectical transect, 
aliijude yvreatly aflecis the ume vf 
fiawering. A& the aldtude ifereases, 
this time is progressively detayed. As 
4h Approximalion, ao increase of 1000 
ft, in altitude delays flaweriag from 
7-10 days. RH eB 

_H, - McQ. 
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A Visit to Lady Julia Percy Island 

INTRODUCTION 

Lady Julia Percy Island ts a flat- - 
topped basaltic island about twelve 
miles west of Port Fairy in south 
western Victoria, Here, there are 

several major attractions to nuturalists 
—nesting seabirds, seals and unusual 
plant associations; and it was with 

the intention of a brief study of these 
that members of the Cieelong Wild 
life Research Group combined wilh 
other naturalists to undertake ai visit 
uring December 1963, 

Fhe planned date of departure was 
the 27th December, but inclement 
weather delayed us for a day, We 
le{L Port Fairy in the “Charles Whu- 
ton” a fishing boat of some forty-five 
feet length skippered by Mr. S, Tyson, 
on the 28th with a departure time 
close to $.00 a.m, and a two-hour 
journey ahead of us, A heavy swell 
of previous days had largely substded, 
but there was still sufficient “water” 
ia cause sea sickness to half the 

party. We offloaded all our equipment 
from the “Charles Whitton" by dinghy, 
a task that revealed the skill of the 
boatman wha beached us safely a 
dozen times amongst heam-shattering 
rocks on a sandless beach, 

About §.00 a.m, on New Year's 
Eve, after a long night of mist-netting 
and photographing, we were aroused 

from lethargic contemplation of un- 
interesting breakfast by the cali— “the 
boat's here”. Actually she was half-an- 
hour off shore but thoughts of food 
were dispelled as we hastily broke 
camp. 
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By Thevorw Pescorr 

Two hours. of Joading and an hour- 
and-a-halt journey followed, with the 
boat riding huge (to us) seas like a 
surf-board, aixl out sheltering from 
driving tain. A steak “brunch™ at mid- 
day was most welcome! Friends at Port 
Fairy had already warned our homes. 
that we might be late—as long as a 
week—because of high seas and a low 
“glass”. We beat the weather by only 
a few hours! 

Tt is & report of this expedition, 
combined with the relatively hittte 
published information, that follows. 

THE IsLann 

Lady Julia Percy Island hes some 
twelve miles to the west of Port Fairy 
in Western Victoria; it is about five 
miles offsharc. 

The island is roughly arrow-head 
shape, pointing in a north-easterly 
direction; if 1s basically flattopped, 
the top varying from 110 ta 152 feet 
above sea-level It is surrounded by 
near vertical cliffs which to the 
average person are scaleable in only 
two or three places. Elsewhere the 
cliffs rise abruptly from the sea or 
from platforms and reefs at sea-level. 

As we approached the island, we 
could see waves breaking against the ' 
cliffs, and these appeared to rise up 
at least filty feet ugainst the cliff; this 
was no doubt an optical illusion, but 
near ‘Thunder Point is a ledge, in 
which is a pool, some sixty feet 
above sea-level; this pool is kept filled 
with fresh sea-water' 
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From ours approach, the island 

looked like a huge box lying in the 
ocean, $0 fiat is the tep and so siyaight 
the walls. From this position, it is hard 
lo imagine the island te be so abso- 
lutely alive: for here are thausands of 
seals, thousands of rabbits, and 
thousands of sea birds, living around, 
on atid in the island's surface, j 

Formation Or Te Ispanp 

The island jiself has been formed 
by some six Javers of voleanic lava 
which vary in thickness from thirty 
feet down to twelve feet: these six 
layers are discernible to the geologist 
and aze separated by layers of tuff of 
varying thickness. Possibly further 
basalt layers ure below sea-level, but 
the possibility of these has nol, to my 
knowledge, beea investigated. 

The volcano which threw up theso 
successive Jayers of luva originated 
somewhere south of the island, and it 
is only through the hardness of the 
layers and their consequent ability 
tq Withstand erosion that the island 
has remained. 

The lowest lava-flaw has withstood 
erosion to ihe preatest extent. for 
this has formed the reefs and pla 
forms at and just above sea-level. The 
{uff Jayers in some places have become 
deeply eroded, allowing the basalt 
above to crumble and fall an huge 
boulders to the lower floors. These 
slopes of eroded rock, called “Talus 
fasco”, make possible scaling of the 
cliffs, and the two major points of this 
collapse are at Seal Bay and Dinghy 
Cove, 

HisToricar 

The island was first nanied by 
Lieutenant James Grant of H.M. 

armed surveying vessel |Lady Nelson, 
on 6th December 1800. Grant sighted 
the island, and named it in honour of 

Lady Julia Percy. 

hAarch, | 965 

When Suryever S, ©, Allin wrote 
af the island in the 1360's, he said it 
was covered with low, thick scrub, 
rushes and creepers, 

Sealers visited the island, and nearly 
exterminated the seals io the early 
part of the nineteenth century, and 
alihough there was no permanent 
settlement, two sealers were buried 

there in 1822 and 1828 respectively. 
Guano was removed in the 1870's, 

hut it was difficult to Obtain and too 
expensive to ship out. Grazing was 
attempted between 1879 and 1908, but 
it was too expensive and the pos- 
sibility of landing to ship Stock was 
foo uncertain. In 1884 pig breeding 
was tried, but again costs were im- 
practicable, and the pigs were let run 

wild for several years until eventually 
Port Fairy fishermen rounded them 
up and shipped them to Melbourne. 

Since these attempts, little has been 
done to attenipt commercial usage of 
the island, Sealing, gvano removal, 
Brazing—=al] were eventually unsuc- 
cessful. Recently, because of weather 
uncertainty, attempts to make it a 
tourist day-trip have failed, Rab. 
biters are the only ones to succeed 
financially. Rabbits were introduced 
in 1868 and fiourished; so well, in 
fact. did they thrive that in Tune 1949, 
One thousand pair were taken. This 
is NOL an isolated onslaught, far more 
likely an annual event, Myxomatosis 
caused a great redisction iq the late 
1950's, but even durihg our trip we 
had no trouble in catching, bare- 
handed, tea or twelve in one after- 
noon, Most of these appeared 
diseased. 

Botany 

The MeCoy Society investigations 
showed that the island could be di- 
vided into six main plant associations, 
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(1) Fernland (Bracken)—this covers in a position to the south and east 

about ninety per cent of the of true centre. 
northern half of the island. 

(2) Grassland—the eastern and cen- + 
tral portions of the island are 
grassland. 

(3) Senecio association—a broad strip 

at the southern end: from east to 

(5) Mesembryanthermum—pigface is - 
dense over the two projections 

of Pinnacle and Thunder Points 
and inland to about ten chains 

from Horseshoe Bay. 

west cliffs, (6) Celery society—a small area at 

(4) Swamp—a small swamp exists the east end of Seal Bay. 
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There are now no plants which 
could be called even “bushes”. This is 
in contrast to the original vegetation, 
for in a report in 1862, Surveyor A. 

C. Allan writes of “low thick scrub”. 
This has disappeared. Apparently at 
no time were there any trees on the 
island, 

Mr. A. C. Beauglehole in January 
1962 prepared a list of the flora of 
the Island which included eighty-four 
species—fifty-six natives and twenty- 
eight alien; the McCoy Society re- 
ported only thirty-two, of which 
twenty-eight were natives and four 
alien. At the time of the McCoy Ex- 
pedition, rabbits were at plague pro- 
portion, compared with the 1960 ex- 
pedition when myxomatosis had been 
prevalent. 

Beauglehole recorded such inter- 
esting plants as Onion-orchids (Mi- 
crotis unifolia), Buttercups, Bluebells 
and many others, some unexpected, 
others obvious. 

During our expedition, we made no 
botanical survey, but it was obvious 

to us that the three years following 

the 1960 trip had seen a decline: rab- 
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bits were prevalent. and much of the 
vegetation had been damaged. 

However, even with our limited bo- 
tanical knowledge. we could not miss 
something which, to us, seemed a 

complete anomaly— a fern growing on 
a rocky cliff-face eternally bathed in 
ocean spray. The plant concerned is 

the Shore Spleenwort (Asplenium ob- 
tusatum), and is one of the maritime 
ferns; its distribution in Victoria is 

confined to towards Mallacoota in the 
east, Cape Woolamai (in both these 
localities it is growing in granite) and 
comparatively few other localities of 
lesser importance, At Lady Julia Percy 
Island it grows in basalt. It also occurs 
in Tasmania and the Bass Strait 
Islands. 

The plants forming the major as- 
sociations (listed above) are Agrostis 

avenacea (Blown Grass), Aira cary- 

ophyllea (Silvery Hair-grass), Prteri- 

dium esculentum (Bracken), Senecio 
lautus (Variable Groundsel), Carpo- 

brotus (Mesembryanthemum), aequi- 

laterale (Angular Noonflower), Che- 
nopodium — glaucum (Goosefoot), 

Apium australe (Sea Celery). 

Shore 
Spleenwort. 
{Asplenium 
obtusatum ) 

Photo: 
Trevor 
Pescott 
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Fur SEALS 

The Island has the Jargest resident 
colony of seals in Victoria, larger even 
than that on the famed Seal Rocks 
at Phillip Island. As we approached 
the island. golden brown and 
blackish forms “melted” from 
the rocks and, with hardly 
a ripple, were swallowed by the 
ocean. Tr- around Dinghy 
Cove «ere covered with vne somnolent 

torms which were aroused with the 
arrival; as they entered the water they 
became sleek black shapes cutting 
across our dinghy’s bows, or lazing 
“flotsam” apparently at the mercy of 
the tide, 

As we ferried ashore, the pups 
scattered from the exposed areas to 
group in squirming masses in the 
shelter of the rocks. When we went 

close to them, they gazed back with 
huge watery brown eyes, or wrestled 
with a neighbour in an attempt to 
retreat as far as possible from the 
intruder. 

One afternoon I spent several hours 

photographing the adults from a nook 
amongst the rocks above the main 
colony. All around me were pups, and 
a few yards ahead were scores of 
adults basking in the sun, relaxed, 

lying over the rough rocks as com- 
pletely at ease as a man on an air- 
filled mattress. Suddenly a female 
appeared just offshore, and barked 
once. Immediately behind me a pup 
came to life, and yapped in answer. As 
the mother called, the youngster 
clambered over the rocks towards the 
shore. Eventually I lost sight of both 
mother, which by this time had 

landed, and the pup: but I am quite 
sure that she called her offspring to 
her to be fed. 

I was impressed, also, by the 
relatively large size of some young 
being suckled; while it is claimed that 
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reeks 

the seals suckle their young for only 
about three months, it looked very 
much as though these offspring were 
yearlings. It is hard to imagine that 
pups. very small and so obviously de- 
pendent on parental care, could be of 
the same season as youngsters nearly 
as large as their mothers. All the 
season’s young are born within a few 
weeks, shortly after the females arrive 
at the island; this was perhaps four 
to six weeks before our visit, and it 

seems unlikely that the two groups 
of pups, the obvious “month-olds” and 
the larger ones, could have been born 
at the same time. 

The life history of the Fur Seal in 
general is understood, the arrival of 

the bulls, the fights and ‘“‘beachmaster” 

claims; the arrival of the pregnant fe- 
males follows some weeks later, and 

after they have been collected by the 
beachmasters into “harems”, the 

young are born. Soon after, the fe- 
males are mated again, and the em- 
bryo remains little more than the 
united cells for some weeks, or 
months, before it begins to develop 
as a foetus. Autumn sees all the seals 
away from the island for a half-year’s 
roaming of the ocean. 

The fur of the seal looks sleek and 
shiny when the animal lands, but after 
a few minutes, the fur begins to dry, 
and assumes a light brown colour; al- 
most invariably, when a seal lands, it 

scratches. itself thoroughly with its 
claws which are not at the extremity 
of the flipper but project half-way up. 
The pups are dark brown even when 
dry, and this could help them to hide 
amongst the rocks, for frequently we 
nearly missed seeing a pup lying still 
amongst the rocks. 

REPTILES 

Only one species of reptile is found 
on the Island, that being White’s 
skink, Egerna whitei; however there 
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are at least three colour variations 
present. The commonest form is the 
“typical” whitei which is distributed 
widely throughout the island; the 
second form is found in a few places 
and varies from the first only by the 
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distribution of the white stripes on 
the body. We found the third variation 
most spectacular, for it had a beautiful 

copper-coloured tail, far richer in 
colour than any other of the Southern 

Victorian skinks that we had seen. It, 
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too, is very localised on the island and 
we found it at the head of the cliff 
above Dinghy Cove. 

BIRDS 

Since most of us on our expedition 
were ornithologists, birds received our 
main attention. A list of forty-three 
species has been compiled for Lady 
Julia Percy Island of which we saw 
about half. This was due to the fact 
that many birds are casual visitors 

and in December would be quite 
stable at their breeding or summering 
haunts. 

For this report I have generalised 
on some birds and grouped them as 
Residents, Seabirds, Irregular Visitors 
and Introduced Species. Other birds 
require more specific attention and 
these species are considered in greater 
detail. 

Little Grassbird 

We found a few of these birds 
present during our visit; the 1948 
visit of Mr. Tarr showed that the bird 
was absent from the island. It seems 
that this is a late colonising of the 
island and that the bird has been 
accidentally introduced probably by 
virtue of odd individuals being carried 
there by strong winds; apparently con- 
ditions are quite suitable for the bird 
obviously breeds there. 

Residents 

Excluding seabirds, hawks and in- 
troduced species, there are only about 
six other resident species. 

The Sooty Oystercatcher is one 
which apparently breeds; we saw se- 
veral pairs and, during previous trips, 
young birds have been found. 

Others are the White-fronted Chat 
and the Pipit (Ground Lark), which 

nests on the top of the island, and 

the Welcome Swallow which nests in 
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the caves; the fifth is the Little Grass- 
bird. 

The other is the Stubble Quail of 
which we saw several adults as well 
as smaller, probably juvenile, birds. 

Perhaps we should include two 

others as residents. One is the Bronze 
Cuckoo which we saw but were not 
able to identify specifically; no doubt 
it breeds there. The other is the East- 
ern Rosella. This last species presented 
a major problem; Mr. Eric Bound 

found a dead bird, a juvenile, amongst 
rocks in a hollow. He is of the opinion 
that it was a non-flying juvenile which 
had died in a nest. If the adults did 

in fact nest there, we have a most 

unusual and completely unexpected 
find, 

Reef Heron 

Reported by the McCoy Society in 
1935 as an occasional visitor to the 
rock pools; it has not been recorded 
since. 

Red-capped Dotterel 

An unexpected bird which bred 
there in late 1934; the McCoy Society 
recorded a pair with a youngster and 
specimens were collected. Since there 
is no beach and no open swamps, it 
is unlikely that this Dotterel is a re- 
sident species. 

Fairy Penguin 

It has been reported that the Julia 
Percy colony numbers up to ten 
thousand pairs and consequently is 
the largest rookery in Victoria. Cer- 
tainly the island rookeries are ex- 
tensive and reach across the talus 
slopes of Dinghy Cove, over the 
slopes of Seal Bay and to the top of 
the island as far from the landing 
place as a quarter of a mile. There are 
only three landing places suitable for 
penguins, Dinghy Cove, Seal Bay and 
McCoy Platform. At the latter place 
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the birds have to jump out of the 

rising swell onto the rocky ledge, for 
there is no sloping beach. The height 
of their jump depends on the height 
of the tide at landing time. We found 
the birds with eggs and young in the 
nests. 

Short-tailed Shearwater 

A very extensive nesting colony 
exists on the island and thousands of 
birds are present. Tarr in November 
1949 recorded birds circling the island 
as early as 7.50 and constantly by 8.10 
p.m.; our earliest arrival was about 
8.10 and constant arrival time nearer 
8.30 p.m. Perhaps when Tarr was 
camped there, the birds arrived 

earlier because egg-laying had just 
commenced; at the time of our visit 
eggs were at least half-incubated. 

The historical records do not men- 
tion Muttonbirds as a nesting species 
—could it be that the birds have only 
recently (comparatively) colonised the 
Island? The McCoy Society listed 
them as nesting in large numbers in 
1934-35. 
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Diving Petrel 
Pelecanoides 
urinatriz. 
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Fairy Prion (Pachyptila turtur) 

One of our main objects in visiting 
Lady Julia Percy was to trap and 
band as many of these delightful 
little seabirds as possible; our sum 
result was about two hundred birds. 
We worked over the talus slopes of 
Dinghy Cove, where the birds breed, 
using five mist-nets each about thirty 
feet long and operating at night be- 
tween 9.30 p.m. and midnight for two 
nights. The reason for stopping about 
midnight was that we began retrapping 
the same birds at the same spots time 
and again; obviously the birds had 
very set routes and after several re- 

connaissance circuits, they would fly 
direct to their nests, If a net blocked 
the way, the bird would be caught on 

each occasion; we considered that to 

keep the bird from its nest later than 
midnight involved unnecessary inter- 
ference. 

The Fairy Prion nests in very few 

places off the Victorian coastline, and 

the Lawrence Rocks and Julia Percy 

rookeries are the most westerly; it has 
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been suggested that these birds wander 
westward and many appear in Western 
Australia. This theory we hoped to 
prove, or disprove, by banding. 

It is interesting to note that on 
Lawrence Rocks the birds nest in bur- 
rows in the ground, just as Mutton- 
birds do, but on Julia Percy the birds 
nest amongst fallen boulders at the 

base of Dinghy Cove and Seal Bay. 
It has been suggested that the in- 
troduction of rabbits to Julia Percy 
has caused too great competition for 
the birds to burrow, so they have 
taken the second best. 

Prions nest after the Diving Petrels 
have reared their young, and lay in 
late November. Only one egg is laid, 
this being relatively large, and white. 
The McCoy Society reported that the 
birds forsook the island early in Fe- 
bruary, with the young reaching ma- 
turity very shortly beforehand; it 
would seem, therefore, that the total 

breeding time involved is about twelve 
weeks. By comparison the Muttonbird 
takes about twenty-two weeks from 
the time that the first birds lay until 

Adult 
Fairy Prion, 
Pachyptila 

turtur 

Photo: 
Trevor 
Peacott 
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the rookeries are forsaken for the win- 

ter (late November until late in April). 
This is not to say that individual in- 

cubation and fledgling time lasts so 
long. rather the time from earliest 
laying to last fledging is this long. 

Diving Petrel 

One of the most interesting species 
which breeds on the island is the 
starling-sized Diving Petrel, one of the 
smallest of the ocean dwellers. Dumpy 
in body-shape, blackish above and 
white below, with a dark beak, it 
would at first be hard to consider the 
bird very attractive. Closer examina- 
tion, however, reveals the quaintly 
shaped beak, with the nostrils opening 
on top, the pale blue legs and, when 

seen at sea, flying into a wave and 
re-emerging still flying, it immediately 
arouses our interest. 

Some ornithologists hold the view 
that its smaller wings and dumpy body 
indicate that it is evolving towards a 
flightless, penguin-like bird. Perhaps 
this is true, but nevertheless it is still 
a powerful and successful flier. 
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We found it nesting in the crumbling 
cliffs at Dinghy Cove. using as its 
nesting site the stacks of boulders at 

the cliff base. Apparently. it had nearly 
finished nesting in December, for we 
caught only eight compared with two 

hundred prions in the same area. The 
McCoy Society found this to be the 
case during their summer expedition 
and Tarr in November also found the 

breeding season nearly complete. 
Some petrels are said to nest in holes 

like rat-holes above the cliffs, although 
we missed these, contrasting with the 
prions which have moved extensively 
to below the cliffs. 

Young petrels have sooty down 
prior to gaining feathers, and Tarr 
records their call as a “cricket-like 
trill. 

Other Sea Birds 

There are a number of seabirds 

which are recorded as casual visitors 

to the island; they are wanderers of 

the oceans and would land on Julia 
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only in a dire emergency. None of 
the following are residents on the 
island and, of course, would not nest 

there:-— Wandering, White-capped, 
Yellow-nosed and Black-browed Alba- 
tross, and Giant and White-headed 

Petrels. 

The Australian Gannet would also 

fall into this category; it nests at 
Lawrence Rocks which are relatively 

close, just offshore from Portland, but 
it is only a casual “passer-by” at Julia. 

The Silver Gull and Crested Tern 
are sporadic visitors to Julia and roost 
on the island at night when there has 
been good feeding offshore; they do 
not nest there. 

The Pacific Gull has been recorded 
on the island, but is rarely found out- 
side the more sheltered bays. 

We recorded the Arctic Skua during 
our trip in 1963; it was seen fiying 
offshore as we approached the island. 

The Erect-crested penguin has also 
been included in the island list on the 
basis of a beach-washed specimen. 
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Irregular Visitors 

Lady Julia Percy Island may be a 
regular stopping place for migratory, 
and nomadic birds, particularly the 

Passerines. The Restless Flycatcher is 
a bird that we associate with timbered 
areas, so it was with surprise that Tarr 
recorded the bird there. 

The Barn Owi is another unex- 
pected visitor and McKean recorded 

one bird during the 1960 expedition. 
Tarr recorded the Blue-winged Parrot 
and during the 1960 visit, birds of a 
Neaphema species were seen; these 
birds would be visitors which had 
possibly strayed there in search of 
suitable feeding grounds. 

The Spur-winged Plover and the 
White-faced Heron are also irregular 
visitors; it is most unlikely that either 
would have more than a passing in- 

terest in Julia. 
Three species of cormorant have 

been recorded on the island, these 
being the Black-faced, the Pied and 
the Little Pied. Although the Black- 
faced has been found nesting on an 
island further east, it is most unlikely 
that any species would nest on Julia. 

Introduced Species 

Four introduced species have been 
recorded for the Island and three of 
them nest there. They are the Sky- 
lark which is quite plentiful, the 
Starling, also plentiful, and the House 
Sparrow which is quite rare. The 
Sparrow nests in some of the cliffs 
including those at Dinghy Cove, but 
its distribution is very localised on the 
Island. 

The Goldfinch is the fourth species, 

but this must be considered a sporadic 
Visitor. 

In the 1860's, the Guinea-fowl was 
introduced, but after surviving for at 
least ten years, it apparently died out. 
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Peregrine Falcon 

This bird is probably a regular 
nesting species although we saw only 
one bird. Tarr recorded up to five 

birds, and McKean listed the bird as 
having fledglings on the island. This 
falcon no doubt takes toll of the 
smaller seabirds, such as prions and 

Diving Petrels, and it has been 

suggested that their late arrival 
time (about 9.30 p.m. each eve- 

ning) is due to the birds holding 
back until after dark because 
of the falcons. Personally, I do 
not agree, for another small sea- 

bird, the Storm-petrel that nests on 
Mud Island, also arrives at its colony 

about 9.30 p.m. and falcons are not 
resident at Mud Island. 

Nankeen Kestrel 

This bird also nests in the cliffs, 

and probably feeds largely on the 
skinks which are quite plentiful. Small 
birds, Jarks for example, may also be 
taken. 

We found a very obliging male 
Kestrel, possibly a juvenile bird, which 
was quite tame; we could approach 
to within a few feet quite easily before 
it would fly. Its favourite perch was 
rocks on the cliff-tops above Square 
Reef, 

Swamp Hawk 

This is a common, resident spe- 
cies, which feeds mainly on rabbits 
but also. on Muttonbirds. We found 
one nest with well-grown young, and 

estimated that there were at least 
eight pairs in attendance. Always, we 

could see birds drifting over the island 

and by our experience with rabbits, 
living must be easy for them. 

Whistling Kite (Eagle) 

This is a nomadic species which 
visits the island only occasionally. 
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CONCLUSION 

Lady Julia Percy Island is a fasci- 

nating place, a place where the un- 

expected can be expected. Too little 

has been confirmed in print. and it is 

hoped that this paper will remedy this 
to a certain extent. Previous expedi- 

tions on record are—Early Explora- 

tions of various years, the McCoy 

Society summer camp 1935-1936, Mr. 
H. E. Tarr’s visit in November 1948, 

various trips by naturalists including 

camps in November 1960 and De- 

cember 1961, and lastly the Geelong 

The Naturalist and the Microscope 

Wildlife Survey Group expedition in 
December 1963. 
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Stratiomys 

Any person who has had the op- 

portunity to see under the low-power 
microscope the larva of Stratiomys or 

the Soldier Fly, as it is sometimes 
called. may have been amazed at the 

extremely beautiful and perfectly de- 

signed, symmetrical ‘“coronet” of 
branched filaments, situated in the 
tail. This is part of the respiratory 
system of the larva. 

Strationys larva can be found in 

many quiet and shady pools and dams 

in Victoria, but they are not very well 
known because few naturalists here 
study aquatic Diptera, and because 
of the ability of these organisms to 
adapt themselves to the colour of their 
surroundings. They are found in many 

shades of green, brown and yellow, 
with varying streaks and spots; the 
length is about 14 inches, and they are 
capable of extending themselves con- 

siderably whilst in motion. 
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—By WILLIAM GENERY 

The body is elliptical in  cross- 
section, and narrows toward the head 
whilst the tail is very long and slender. 
The head is small and horny and 
behind it are eleven segments, which 
increase in length after the fourth. 
Each of the segments overlaps the 
succeeding one, an arrangement which 
enables the larva to vary its direction 

Respiratory corona on tail of Stratiomys larva, 
Photo: HW. Genery. 
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of propulsion. It swims through the 
water with a looping movement not 
unlike that of Chironomus, When out 
of the water it can move like a leech 
using its mouth and the bristles on 
the tail segments for the extension and 
Tetraction of the body; it can also 

use its mouth and the bristles on 
the fourth segment for dragging itself 
along the earth. 

The respiratory system consists of 

a pair of large air-tubes, which extend 
along the full length of the body and 
terminate at the large oval spiracle 
in the centre of the tail coronet. This 
latter appendage consists of about 
thirty branched filaments of perfect 
design and absolute precision; it opens 
out upon the surface-film of the water 
forming a little basin open to the air 
but, on account of the extreme fine- 
ness of the filaments, impervious to 
the water. When alarmed the larva 
closes up the plumed filaments, so that 
a bubble of air is imprisoned, and 
goes down, swimming with its looping 
movements and carrying a supply of 
air to last it for a considerable time 
before it must return to the surface 
for a fresh supply. The head of the 
larva is very small, and the mouth 
consists of two parts, the middle part 
is black, and pointed, it is separated 
by several deep grooves from the outer 
part. In these grooves are the palps 
which are furnished with thick hairs 
and convey the food, consisting of 
microscopic organisms, to the gullet. 

The Stratiomys larva pupates about 
mid-summer and, if unable to bury 

itself in the soft, damp earth, pupation 

is completed within the larval skin 
upon the surface of the water. The 
pupa shrinks considerably until it oc- 
cupies about half of the envelope of 

larval skin. Whilst in this state 
it derives some protection from its 
enemies for it appears to be a shrunk- 
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en lifeless mass. It remains in this 
state for about two weeks before the 
larval skin splits across the third and 
fifth segment, and the fly pushes its 
way out. When the fly first emerges 
its wings are crumpled up, but they 
soon unfold and the fly, which is dark 
and hairy with yellow markings and 
not unlike a bee, is ready for flight. 
It has two spines projecting from 
the thorax and pointing towards the 
abdomen, hence the name “Soldier 
Fly” or “Armed Fly”. The adult fly 
frequents flowering plants which 

grow near water and the eggs are 
deposited upon the undersides of the 
leaves of aquatic plants. 
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Hooke’s change of address to 65 William 
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N. H. SEWARD PTY. LTD. 
457 Bourke Street, Melbourne 

Phone: 67 6129 
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A Family 

of 

Silver-Eyes 

By MARGARET LESTER 

Grey-backed Silver-Eye 

When in my small suburban garden 
one Saturday afternoon (Oct. 24) my 

attention was drawn to the lemon tree 
by much squeaking. There I found 
three baby silver-eyes. 

They were 13” to 2” long with 
beaks like bits of yellow rubber. Each 
was a little ball of whitish fluff, except 
that the wing feathers had developed 
and made a lovely, olive green con- 
trast to the white fluff. Each also had 
the merest suggestion of a tail, but 
not enough to make balancing easy 
when landing from a short flight. 
Flight across any open space involved 
much inspection of the route before 
starting. The trip from the lemon tree 
to the pittosporum was done in three 
stages—about 6ft to the wattle, another 
6 ft and down a bit to the fence, then 
about 8 ft and up a bit to the pitto- 
sporum. It was in the pittosporum, 

when their flying efforts for the day 
were ended, that they spent the last 
few hours of the afternoon. Nearby, 
with a chair, I also spent most of the 
afternoon, after first searching in vain 
for a nest. 

The parents were working hard the 
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Photo: Dick Hudson 

whole afternoon feeding them, the 
adult placing its beak right inside the 
mouth of the youngster. Each time a 
parent arrived much squeaking en- 
sued. Most of the time two of the 
little ones perched close together so 
that from the front the pair looked 
like just one ball of fluff. The third 

baby was perched a couple of feet 
away. So far as I could tell, feeding 
was in rotation. Presumably, “No. 3” 
was quite sure of being fed but, when 
one of the adults started preening the 
other two, he went up and joined them. 

I fixed an apple core in the tree and, 
after about an hour, one of the parents 
found it. Presumably it was used to 
feed the youngsters for several direct 
trips were made to and fro but, after 

four or five such trips, the bird flew 

off further afield and only returned 
for more apple after about an hour. 
It seemed that change of diet was 
prescribed, 

Since I could not find a nest I de- 
termined to stay around until bed- 

time, thinking that I would then get 
a clue as to where the nest was. But, 

to my amazement, the family roosted 
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in the pittosporum. At first the five 
of them were closely packed on a 

little branch, the two adults and then 
the three babies all in a row. Squeak- 
ing stopped and I thought they were 
settled for the night. But it was chilly 
and, seemingly, the outside youngster 

teckoned it was not good enough and 
flew in between the parents. It was 
getting dark and I could not see the 
final outcome of that sortie. Soon 
there was silence. I decided that they 
were settled for the night and left 
with my chair; but, just as I was 

about to enter the house, much squeak- 

ing started up again. 
I returned hastily. A baby was 

fluttering and again it looked as if 
he were trying to get between the 
adults, but he lost his balance and 
fell quite a distance, not recovering 
until he found a convenient branch a 
couple of feet from the ground. After 
a minute of two he set up a great 

cry until one of the adults came 
down to him. It was now fairly dark 
and [ lost sight of the two for quite 
a while. Meantime the other three, two 
babies and one parent, remained quiet 
and packed closely together on their 
roosting spot. At last, by the noise 
going on, I found the two at a spot 
some feet away from where the baby 
one had landed, but not very much 
higher. Obviously, parent was scolding 

child and telling him to come up and 
join the others. But despite the parent's 
efforts the child would not budge— 
after all it was still darker now. Parent 
gave it up as a bad job and there the 
two cuddled up together. 

I stayed for a further five minutes. 
There was not a sound from either of 
the groups and it seemed that they 
had really settled at last. So I left 
them—two babies and one parent 
about 8 ft up, and one baby and parent 
out on a limb about 4 ft lower. 

_ oe 
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Some Highlights of Wildflower Growing 

Melbourne weather may be much 
hetter than pepular opinion would 
have us believe, but in winter it can 
he bleak and not an ideal time for 
native plants, Because of this, it was 
‘very encouraging in mid-winter to 
see seven sturdy flowering spikes ap- 
pearing [rom a clump of Red-stem- 
med Green Kangaroo Paw (Anigozan- 
thor snarglesii}, with more to follow. 

This could only have happened in 
sandy country where “Ink Disease 
is not $a Vigorous. In the case of this 
particular plant, which is now aboul 
seven Years old and growing in ao 
Open position, any diseased leaves arc 
hroaken off and burned, During the 
last two summers, the plant did nat 
grow very strongly, but when autumn 

came it began to grow much more 
vigorously thao ever before, As the 
first flowering spike came into. bloam 
-before the middle of August, aod was 
forty inches high, it seems reasonable 
tw say that a Melbourne winter can 
sometimes produce flowers equal to 
the best quality to be found ia warmer 
regions to which the planis are native, 
This example, which was grawn fron 
seed, is now about ten inches across 
at the base and continues ta develop 
ino a larger clump. 

Another plant of the same species 
grew in a drier and fess open position 
for about five years, but itis advisable 
eo plant seeds from time to time if it 
is desired to grow this plant over a 
period at a number of years, 

While on the subject of Melbourne 
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By A. E. Brcoors 

“winters, 1L Was interestidg to mote that 
vigorous plants of the Sturt Desert 
Pea. which were grown last year at 
Beaumans High Schocl, continued to 
flawer profusely well into the winter. 
It is almost superfluous fo mention 
that the Sturt Peas had.a northerly 
aspect, and buildings provided ample 
proteciion from cold south-westerlies. 

The double-flowered form, of the 
Fairy Waxllower (Erioxtemen verru- 
cosa) is another garden gem. A plant 
procured originally from Mr W. Cane 
of Maffra, and planted with an easterly 
aspect, has been producing its delight- 
ful blooms during Jong flowering 
seasons for a number of years, 

The Zebra Gum (Eucalypius crenu- 
fata) is a much larger plant and. full 
of interest, One disadvantage i$ that 
the leaves. like those of other silvery> 
leaved species of eucalypt: are ealen 
ravenously by caterpillars. The speci- 
men referred to, now an upright tree 
about thirty feet high anid grawing teo 
tall for most gardens, was the only 
plant which grew from a very small 
quantity of seed collected by a friend 
who is an enthustastic ficld naturalist. 

The name “crertulata™’ anses from 
the rounded teeth along the leaf-edges, 
while that of “Zebra Gum is due to 
imarkings often seen on the trunks of 
these trees. The common name of 
“Silver Cum” is also used lor ibis 
species. The most interesting thing 
about the tree, apart from its oma- 
mental appearaace, i$ that it grows 
only ia a restricted arva neac Buxton, 
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in Victoria, while its (wo closest rela- 
lions, the Heaet-leaved Silver Gum 
(&_ eardara) aod Kruse’s Mallee (2, 
kruseana) grow a great distance awiy, 
one if Tasmania aad the other io 
Westeco Australia. 

Not far from (he Zebra Gum is a 
"Red"-flowering Gum (&. ficifolia), 
which is remurkable lor the fact that 
is Howers are vimust mauve io Colour, 

Grass Leaf Hakeas (Hakea smutsi- 
lineata) in Melbourne are a long way 
east of their natural habitat, but this 
species has often been grown success- 
fully in Melbourne subtitbs as well as 
in other parts af Victoria. There is 
one variety of this beautiful Hakea 
which has shorter flowering spikes 
than usual, but these are produced sa 
freely that a Sength of a foot or more 
of a branch may be almost completely 
covered with blossom, giving the ap- 
pearance of one long, continuous, 
flowering spike, a glorious spectacle 
without any dowbt. 

One of these Hakeas, which reach 
the stature of a small tree, was grown 
{rom seed. It has flowered profisely 
each year, but appears to be hecoming 
more tired as the years go by because 
it shows an increasing tendebcy to 
recline closer te the ground. Perhaps. 

unless nearby plants give it sullicient 
support, it will eventually lic almost 
along the ground, ws I have sometimes 
noticed with specimens of the Syware- 
fruited Mallee (Eucalyptus fetraptera). 

Another small plant of considerable 
beauty, with jts blue-purple tinsel-like 
petals and contrasting vellow stamens, 
is the Blue Tinsel Lily (Calectasia 
cyane@), which is also known as the 

Star of Bethlehem, Mainly because 
this plant ts growing in sandy soil 
similar to that of its native Gram- 
pians and the parts of Western Aus- 
tralia where it also grows, it has con- 
tinued to thrive over a period of a 
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oumber of years, aod has regularly 
mereased in size by sending up suckers 
close ta the parent plant. This species 
has always proved difficult lo propa- 
gate, but recently I dug out several 
suckers Which weré novot too ¢lose to 
be separated [rom the parent plant. 
Those which were of mature growth 
were not successful. but the new shoots 
which were then ahout two inches high 
are continuing to grow well. 
The Thryptomenc, formerly knowao 

as Pink Scholeia (TArypromene 
oligandra). the spectacular red-flow- 
ered Lurge Regelin CR. prandifiera) 
and some specics of Baeckea are other 
beautiful plants which are so rare in 
gardens that a big thrill of achieve- 
ment awaits the person who grows 
them. 

Other growers could add many 
more plants to this list, and it must 
be remenibered that there 1s a very 
targe number of spectacular plants 
which are just as beautiful as those 
discussed ia this article, or nearly so, 
and are much easier to grow. 

Wildflower Slides—Photoflora "65 

Book a date now to sce the exhibition 
slides selected by the judges of “'Phatu- 
flora '65", the annual competition con- 
ducted by the Native Plants Preservation 
Society, 

Over 150 slides will he shown, 
with commentary, at & p.m, as Ilsted 
below-— 

Melbourne — 17th, 18th, and 19th 
March. V.A.¥.C. Hall, Gisborne St. 
East Melbourne. 

Bendigo — 20th Marsch, McGillivray 
Hall, School of Mines, 

Ritgwood — 23rd March, Lower Town 
tall, 

Geelong — 24th March, Y.W.C.A. Hail, 
Aberdeew St. 

Wangaratta — Znd April, Town Hall 
(small ball). 

Shepparton — 3rd April, Civi¢ Centre 
Fheatrette. 
All welcome. 
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Victorian Orchids—No. 4 

Diuris longifolia, Donkey Diuris 

Diuris longifolia, the Donkey or 

Wallflower Diuris, is one of the most 
common of our double-tail orchids 
and is found throughout Victoria ex- 
cepting the Mallee. 

These orchids are terrestial, grow- 

ing from an underground tuber and 
flowering during late spring. The 

Pe Ne AER 
ea ea oy “y 

Duris longifolia 

The lower sepals or “tails” are cros- 

sed and rather short, whilst the large 
upper petals are rounded and erect. 

Recently we have found this orchid 
flowering in the Warrandyte area, the 

Grampians, South Belgrave, the Bris- 
bane Ranges and also on the Morning- 
ton Peninsula. 
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By J. M. and W. H. KING 

plants are robust and variable in 
height, some growing up to eighteen 
inches. The leaves are long and sheath 
the base of the flowering spike. There 
are generally from two to five flowers, 
usually yellow in colour with reddish- 
brown markings, but occasionally they 
may be wholly yellow. 

Photo: J. M. King 

The group of D. longifolia in the 
photograph was taken in the spring 
immediately following the disastrous 
fires which ravaged the Warrandyte 
area in January, 1962. Althougn 

plentiful in other years, we have not 
seen this orchid growing in such pro- 
fusion at any other time. 
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F.N.C.V. Excursion to Western Australia, 

August 31— September 22, 1963 

With special reference to botanical impressions 

and gleanings 

Two days to Port Augusta 

A few Victorian field naturalists 
have been privileged to visit Western 
Australia in connection with camp- 
outs organized by the R.A.O.U. Others 
have been there from time to time, on 
business or for private holidays; but, 
to most members of the Club. the 

West has seemed remote and rather 
inaccessible—a vast unknown third of 
the continent. 

Following successful F.N.C.V. par- 
ticipation in a bus trip to Central 
Australia during August 1960, the 
thought arose: “why not attempt 
something even more ambitious our- 
selves, and reach the Indian Ocean?” 
Great credit is due to Miss Marie 
Allender (Excursion Secretary) for 
making all preliminary arrangements, 
planning the whole trip in detail, and 
carrying it through to a highly suc- 
cessful conclusion. 

Thus, on 31st August 1963, twenty- 
six enthusiastic excursionists boarded 
Mackenzie's bus at Flinders Street to 
begin an exciting journey of 3600 
miles by road and 1750 by rail. Most 
of them (or us) came from the 
metropolitan area, but Benalla. the 
Goulburn Valley and Gippsland Lakes 
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By J. H. WIciis 

each had a representative. A wise rule 
was that seat companions should 
change every day, and occupancy of 
the front “observation” seat also 
rotated daily so that each had a turn 
to watch ahead through the ample 
windscreen. Ken Mackenzie and Bill 
Morris were the two kindly drivers of 

the outfit; to their competency, hard 
work and cheerfulness is due, in no 
small degree, the success of the entire 
venture. 

Travelling across the fertile volcanic 
plains of the Western District, so 
vividly green in early spring was 
pleasant but uneventful. From Beau- 
fort, westward to beyond the Gram- 
pians, the patches of intermittent 
bushland were bright with the gold of 
various wattles, none in heavier or 

more attractive bloom than Acacia 
pycnantha (Golden Wattle) on auri- 

ferous hills around Ararat and Stawell. 

Lunchtime found us outside Wail 

Forest nursery for a brief stop. Here 

and there among the rows of planted 

Sugar Gum appeared troops of Dwarf 

Greenhood orchids (Pterostylis nana). 

Another 73 miles, and we were across 

the border into South Australia where 

an afternoon tea-break was made in 
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mallee scrub beside the railway line, 
somewhere between Keith and Tin- 
linasa. This is normally good orchid 
country, especially for Thelpmuitra 
Species; but it was rather too early in 
the season, and only a few winter 
greenhoods were apparent. The chief 
Interest there, however, was a low- 
growing Phebalium (P. brachyphyl- 
Jam) with wiry stems bearing a pro- 
fusion of dainty, while, star-like 
flowers; it occurs in similar country 
along Grass Plat Road, south of the 
Little Desert, and is one of Victoria’s 
rarest native plants. 

Dusk had fallen as we crossed the 
Murray, to look for betel lodgings in 
Murray Bridge. Most excursionjsts 
passed their first night-out in feason- 

_able comfort, and, before breakfast 
next day, a few enthusiasts enjoyed 
walking back across the long road 
bridge to scan the river Scenery under 
idyllic morning fight. On the east 
bank tbey found some vigorous tangled 
bushes of the curicus dodder-like 
woodruff, Arperula pemetia, while 
above wid-streum, om the bridge’s 
decking, were occasional trailers of the 

“Dun Pea” (Pisuz sativum), doubtless 
originating from seed shed by passing 
irucks. Along the highway west of the 
town, many paddacks appeared yellow 
fram infestations of Seursob (Oxulis 
pes-caprae)—much brighter than the 
familiar sheets of Cape-weed back 
home. 

Soon we were winding up und 
through the sceam Mount Lofty 
Raoges; past Nairne, Hahndorf and 

other quaint villages where late 
almond blossart still showed among 
the tender lesfage of spring. ‘Then 
began the descent ta Adelaide, apravl- 
ing north and south along ifs narrow 

_ coastal plain; but, except for obligatory 
stops at traffic lights, no other halt 
was made in the neat and queenly 
metropolis. We pushed on, passitig 
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acres of glass-houses for early 
tomatoes on the borthero outskirts and 
crossing a number of slugersh waler- 
courses {ihe Litile Para, Gawler and 
Light) that rejoice under the title of 
“River” but joak more like weedy 
drains, Bverywhere |Jourished tht 
Jarge prickly pest, the silvery Cardoan 
or Wild Artichoke (Cynara curdun- 

culus) Which was 10 accompany us 
almost the whale way to Port Augusta, 

Oo the Wild Horse Plain, nor far 
beyond Two Wells township, ad- 
vantage was taken of an old sand-pit 
10 pull off (he road for Junch. The day 
was balmy aod everyorje sat in the sua 
against a clump of old cypress-pines 
(Callitris preissii), Here was a chante 
for the botanically minded to observe 
such churscrenstic shrubs of mallee 
county as Geljere linecrifolia (Sheep- 
bush) and = Myeperum — deserti 

~ (Turkey-bush), also the ubiquitous 
juicy, but attractive, weed Cryophviser 
orystallinum {ice Plant), The piok 
brine Jake al Snowtown is extensively 
worked for salt, but aot casy to phota- 
gtaph in convincing colours—some of 
our party made the attempt. Crystal 
Brook 1s 4 familia’ natre (0 Australian 
systematic botanists, for a number of 
Baron von Mueller’s eyrliest type 
collections were made here in Oct. 
1851. Excepe Jor the oli gnarled Red 
Crims lining this dried watercourse, 
there is hardly a native plant there 
now; crop-plunts and weeds reign 
supreme. ' 

Near Port Pirie one draws near the 
southernmost poroon of the mighty 
Flinders Range, but both Highway and 
main railsrack muintain 4 respectable 
distance to he west of i. all the, way 
to Port Augusta! how tantalizing tr 
was to behold thase purplish rocky 
declivities and wooded gorge-like 
opemmgs, willjout a chance to exp)ore 
any of them or even to slop for a 
proper photo! In due course we dis- 
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embarked at the large and historic 
Flinders Hotel, Port Augusta, to pass 
the second aight. Someone brought in 
a fine bunch of Sturt Pea (Clianthers 
farmosus), and our energetic photo- 
grapher-in-chiel, Mr. Alan Morrison, 
Tigged up a studio in the lounge room 
for some good Ilashlight pictures iu 
colour. 

Some of the party, who were astir 
before breakfast ocxf njorning, 
sauntered down to view the narrow 
head of Spencer Gulf, where sea- 
water makes ifs nearest approach to 
Australia’s arid heart, The receding 
tide had tett many litte white fishing 
bowls high and dry; against a back- 
drop of sn mangroves reflected in 
tranquil shi , they made a charm- 
ing pictlire, and across the Gulf 
stretched invitingly the teng hilly 
backbone of Eyre Peninsula. 

Eyre Peninsula 

Then We were on the move once 

more, heading south-westerly in the 
direction of Iran Knob, Much of the 
landscape was dominated by ihut 
doughty and very attractive inland 
iree, the Western Mayall) (Acacia 

sowdertit}—a vertable umbrella of 

soft silvery-green that constantly 
evoked admiration, and what a sight 
ic must be at flowering prime. The 
well-spaced rovalls, with their Hattened 
crowns, characterize a landscape 
somewhat reminiscent of the “lion 
country” in South Africa. where 
acacias also predominate, Here, how- 
ever the ground flora consists noc of 
grasses but of Saltbushes ( Atriplex} 
and bluebushes (Keciia) which im: 
part a whitish cast to the scene. Other 
small and frequent trees by the road. 
side were: Quandone (Santalumn 
acuninarnt), Cattle-bosh (Aetera- 

dendron oleifolivm), Lepfless Baltart 
(Exocarpos aphyllus) and Bramble 
Wattle (Acacia viclorigc), the Jast 
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favourtog = dry watercourses 
blossoming prolusely in October. 

More glimpses of the sea at Whyalla 
where the ferrugioous grayel-beds 
beside the road were gay with white 
evertastings, yolderi fiower-discs of 
Side peirophila aol «azure blue ef 
Haigania cyanea. In this thm modern 
town some gardens <lisplayed native 
quamiong bushes hung with glowing 
fruits. Then came exciting stretches of 
undulating wallee country toward 
Cowell—ablaze with wildflowers, from 
the tall crimson bushes of Hakea 

multilineata to whe cich purples of 
lovely Dantpiera specics (D. rasmari- 
tifolia and D. lanceolata). It was Frus-- 
traing to be tearing pasi such beally 
at 40-50 miles ao hour, and the off- 
heard plaint of passengers would be 
“Oh, we must stop here!” We did 
eventually slap for lunch, in a delight 

ful spot illuminated by the gold of 
niany mallee wattles; and among the 
smilller ground bushes were: pink wiry 
Borenia inornate (its hare a complete 
libel). blue Hatgania Javandulacea 
with varnished leaves, blue-green 
Prostanthera nucrophytia and scarict 
P. aspalathoides. Conspicuous too 
were the glistening rose-winged fruit- 
ing clusters of Kechia eriorlada, 

At last the magnificent harbour of 
Port Lincoln came into view, guarded 
by its verdant Boston Island, and we 
found comlortably accommodation in 
hutments of « sea-side camping reserve 
at the eastern extremily of (be town. 
There was siill sufficient daylight for 
a ramble along the limestone shore, 
where: dense shrubberies afiorded a 
Dumber of wildflowers not seen in 
other pluces—Templeionia retusa 
(“Cocky-tongues"}, Zygophyllam dil 
lardieri, Lasiopetaltiin discolor and 
Wesiringia dampers, to name a few, | 

and 

(Ty be conpinted) 
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Field Naturalists Club of Victoria 

Genevol Mevting—February §, 1965 

Aboot 125 Members and itiends at- 
tended the February General Meeting, 
‘the President, bir, M, K, Houghton, was 
in the Chair. 

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. H. Cog- 
hiff, made a number of announcements, 
repeating the invitation for two Members 
attending the ANZAAS 38th Annual 
Congress in Hobart to be accredired as 
representatives af the Club and drawme 
alientipn lo the screening of Photottora. 
Competinon slides (sec notice on pace 
306 of this issucy, The President then 
formally presented to Miss Marte Allen- 
der the Certificate af Honorary Member- 
ship awarded ta her at the December 
General Mecting. In reply Miss Allen- 
der sand she was Uirilled by, and prate- 
fui for, the honour. 

The Subject for the Evening was 
“Trees and Birds” and the speaker, Mr. 
E. §, Hanks, gave an inferesting account 
af many aspects of Australian tatural 
history which he dhistrated with some 
excellent colour slides and enlivened 
with a number of humerous anecttotes 
and quotations from velevant poems. 
Early exploration along the- Victorian 
coust was described and George Bass was 
mentioned not only as an explorer, but 
also as a biglovist. He was ane of the 
first to dissect an Echidna ond to idenufy 
a Wombat a5 a matsupist He siidied 
pelicans and the venoms of snakes and 
counted the cervical vertebrae of the 
Black Swan, Mr. Hanks showed slides of: 
vavious eucalypts, Pardanes, Burdekin 
Plum and Boule Tree and of many 
species of birds. Some of the Latter were 
Photographed at the nest and others 
whilst feeding on honey, cheese or ollser 
suitable bait, a technique that Mr, Hanks 
had used with great success, 

Jhe President thanked Mr. Hanks for 
his excellent talk and the audience 
showed ils appreciation by applause. 

The new Members listed on page 283 
of the February Naturalist were elected- 

Mr. W. Woollard, referring 19 Mr 
Hanks’ mention of the Noisy Miner as a 
ereat fighter, described how w cal thal 
had been a very active and apile bird- 
catcher |i Glen Waverley had been 
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romed by the Nowy Miners when i 
owner jiad mnaved to Mt. Eliza. 

Mr, P. Kelly showed a colour slide of 
the heads of tWo decapitated, juvenile 
Cape Harren Geese washed up on the 
beach of Oberon Ray, Witsan's Pramon- 
tory, The President asked if a duphcate 
of the slide could be obtained to Eorward 
ws evidence to the appropriate authority. 
Several Members mentioned that Mr. 
Graham Pizzey had drawn the attenuon 
af the Bird Observers Club tecently 16 
the jllees! slaughter ef these birds on the 
Giennies by fishermen. 

Mr. Cophill questioned Mrs. Hanks’ 
quotation at the January meeting that the 
Gape Woolamai excursion, which she 
had described, was the first “mixed” 
earnp-ant by the Club.* 

Mr. J. Baines, who bad been on the 
recent! Club excursion to - Tasmania, 
mentioned thar Gustav Weindorfer, who 
had been responsible fur Cradle Muun- 
tan National Park, Nad been a Member 
of the Cluh He thought it a pity that 
the Trail-Side Museum. which contained 
éxamples of nathval history subjects in 
the Park, cantained no botanical material 
since botany was Weindorfer's main 
imerast. 

Fxhibits on the table were a box of 
butterflies, moths, Wasps and other insects 
collected on ML. Beauty sad the Bogong 
High Plains and brenght by Mr, R, Con- 
dan and three minerals, Rotk Cry 
from Kingsgate, NSW, aietlyyst trom 
Glen Tunes, N SAV, and epidote from 
Booloomatta, SA, 
Murine Biolagy and Entomology Grouy 
—November 2, 1964 

The meeting was chaired by Mr, R, 
Condron. There were 13 smembers 
present, Apologies were received frou 
Mr. R, Tee, and Mr. and Mes, M, 
Houghton. 

The speaker for the evertag was Mr. 
R, FE. Schurr, Assistant Entomologist of 
the Burnley Horticultural Gardens, his 
subject Seing “Marine Plankton". Mr. 
Seharr spoke of the Work that had been 
done in this field of Marine Biology at 

* The sulistante of My. Coehill’s Femarks and 
Mis, Hank's reply will be fonml under 
“Letters te the Edlene" on page 314.—Sditer, 
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some léneth to the preat interest of all 
members of the Group. At the con- 
clusion members asked many questions 
and Mr. Schure was thanked by the 
Chairman of the Group. Mr. Condron, 
for a very enlightening Jecture. 
~ Exhibits: Mr. E. Coghill showed two 
specics Of case moths; Mrs. Z. Lec a 
species of mason wasp, Miss L. White 
displaycd some acacia galls containing 
larvae of & specles OF a moth. 

Marine Biology aod Entomology Group 
' — December 7, 1964 ~ 

Mr. R, Condron chaired the meeting 
which was attended by 2% members, An 
apalory Was received from Me. P. 
Genery, 

General Rusincss: Tt was announced 
that there would be oo noveting in 
Tanuary 1985. Some discussion also took 
place re the February meeting as it falls 
ona holiday, It was deeided to hold it. 

As there was no spenker tar the 
evening. Mr, J, Strong showed some 
slides of his ofp abroad, including 
severat taken st Peter Scott's bird 
sanctuary al Slimbridge, Gloucestershire, 
England. 

Microscopical Group Meetine—October 
2h, 1964: 

Fichteen members ond visitors at- 
tended this ineeting Which in lhe absence 
of Mr, EB. Le Maistre, was chaired by 
Mr. D. Metres. 

Apologies were received from Messrs_ 
Barratt, Woollard, and Le Maistre. 

The group Was informed that Mr. 
Woolard could obtain 3 5 divpter lenses 
for the M 40 warrety of gunsight. These, 
which cost about LO/-, would increase the 
power of the previously discussed 
binocular dissecting microscope (with 
1X ocular would give 15X). 

Mr, Mcinnes announced to the group 
that the microseope books and sides were 
now in one place in the library. 

Mr. D. MeInnes eave the group a talk 
on the theory of microscopical magnifi- 
cation, micrometers and their calibration. 
He explained and demonstrated to te 
group how wilh a pirece of ruled celli- 
loid cemented to a slide, a most useful 
micrometer slide could be inpprovized, 
whilst @ disc cut aut of the same matcrial 
placed at diaphragm level mi the eye-piece 
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produced ao most practical micrometer 
ocitar. 

With the aid of & number vf “Chub” 
microscope tibes and seme ingenious 
Pieces af equipment, many of which had 
been improvized by “Dan” himsell and 
some by other members, he was able to 
demonstraic exactly whut happens Bt 

each point along the optical palh—from 
the objective to the Rantsdet disc. Also 
by the projection of the image of one of 
these rulings on to a screen 250 mm 
from the Reimsden dive, the iroc magni- 
jiealion of any Jens conibination could 
be obtained, 

On display Werte Various Crisiaceae: 
Lepidurus and Coneostracac, Also cx- 
hibirec) wus a light-meler made by Mr 
Dacy- 

Microscopical Grony Mecting—Naven- 
ber 18, 1964 

Eighleen members attended this meet- 
ing which was chaired by Mr. F. Le 
Maistre., 

The secretary commented that on 
reading through the minutes he noted 
that it was just over 10 years since this 
sroup Kad been farmed fram the Micro- 
scopical Club of Victoria. The chairman 
then spoke about the printed Proc 
Mizruscop. See, Viet. and asked members 
if they would look through their papers 
and books and sce what copies of the 
Proceedings they hat. As they contained 
many invaluable articles, it would be 
advantageous to bong together all of the 
separate parts that members had and 
produce a comiplele set. 

Mr. D. Metnnes informed the proup 
that Mr, Hope bad had an accidemt and 
was seriously Ul in hospital AdL present 
expressed their sympalliv. 

The guest speaker for the evening was 
Mr. Hugh Wilson of the Department of 
Works, who gave members a most tucitl 
talk on the “Checnistry and Ecology of 
the Reservoir of Darwin." 

For two years he had investizaied 
various troubles and problems arising as 
a result of a mimbdec of factors causing 
colouring of the water supply for some 
18,000 people in Darwin The chemistry 
and bactersolney of this water supply was 
typical for a tropical climate. OF xpecial 
mterest wis the Stratification with 
formation of the curicus “thermpchne.” 
below 25 feet 
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He concluded by listing the various 
Gistoms, Uesmtds and bacteria which he 
had found there. 

The chairman moved, on behalf of 
those present, a vote of thanks for a most 
iftecesting and informative talk, 

Marine Blology aod Entomology Group 
—February 1, 1965 

The méeling was charred hy Mr. R, 
Condron; 14 members being present, 
Apalogtes were received from Mr. and 
Mrs. Lee. Minutes of the previous meci- 
ing were read and confirmed. 
The Secretary announced that Mr. J. 

Wf. Barnes of the Forestry Commission 
would be the guest speaker al Ihe March 
meeting, his subject being "Quarantine", 
aé affecting the importation of plants, ste, 
The guest spesker for the April meeting 
would be Mr, HR. Schur of the Burn- 
fey Horticultural Gardens. His subject 
would be “Hering fisheries of the North 
Sea," in connection wih which he would 
speak on North Sea plankton. _ 

A letter received by the Secretary from 
Mr, M. Harrison, a member of the Chib, 
whe was on a cruise, was read oul to the 
Group, and aroused much interest. 

This being a meinber’s night, the 

following exhibits were shawn, and 
spoken To:— 

Mr. D, McInnes displayed microscapic- 
ally several different species of rotifers, 
and oilier microscopic life, which he had 
obrained from Albert Park Lake. 

Mrs. D. Mecltnnes showed a larva of 
Chelepterys callesi, the White-stemmed 
Gum-Moth_ 

Mr, R. Condron showed a case of in- 
sects oblained from the Bogong Hish 
Plains. These included Alpine Brown 
butterflies; three different specics of 
cicadas; and several different species of 
wasps, including ichneumons. Mr. Con- 
dron remarked on the Jatge number of 
wusps seen, and said that this might 
account for the relative scarcity of 
bulterfiles and moths in this area. 

ERRATA 
Ta the account of the Sonuary General 

Meeting on page 283 of the February 
Nojeraiia, Mr. 3. Baines was wrongly 
reported, It was Mr, F, G, A, Barnard 
and not Mr. C. Barrett who contributed 
the histories ol the Club published in 
1905, F920 and 1930, 

BANDED SEA-BIRDS 

The following press statement issucudl by 
the Fisheries and Wildlife Department, 
Victoria, is printed for the information 
of Members; 

Summer time is beach time, While 
Victorians are om the beaches they can 
help scientific research by looking at any 
birds found along the beaches. 
Many sea birds are being captured, 

banded and rtleased on mid-Pacific 
Islands in a widespread study of migra- 
ton. The Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C, has notified jhe 
Fisheries and Wildlife Department tat 
300,000 birds of 28 different kinds have 
been banded m the Central Pacific with 
numbered aluminium jee bands. Of these, 
over 60,000 have been marked with 4- 
inch coloured plastic leg streamers 

Vso a bird is found dead, remove the 
band and send it together with a nole 
giving Ihe date and place of tecovery 
as instructed an the band. For live birds, 
only the band number (ogether with 
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dale and place of capture need be sent 
fo the directed address, after which the 
bird shovld be liberated so that its 
further travel may be traced. . 

Anyone sighting a bird with a coloured 
lee streamer anywhere in the Pacific 
Qwean atex us asked 10 co-operate by 
recording jhe name and description of 
the Kind of bird wearing the streamer, 
the colour of the xireamer, the dite seen, 
and the latitude amd longitude or ap- 
proximale location of sighting. 

Many birds are being banded in 
Australia through the C.S.L.R,0. Bird- 
banding Scheme, These, too, should be 
reported. 

EACH CO-OPERATOR WILL BE 
ADVISFD WHERE THE BANDED 
OR COLOUR-MARKED 31RD WAS 
TAGGED, 

Reports can be sent to the Fisheries 
and Wildlife Depariment, 605 Flinders 
Sweet Eateasion, Melbourne, woo are 
cooperating in this work, 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Dear Sir, 

Mixed Canip-outs 

T must challenye the statement of Mrs. 
Hanks recorded in the February 
Naturalist on p 280, that the Woolamai 
Camp-out thirty-six years ago was “the 
first mixed camp-out in the Club's his- 
tory". 

Both tay mother aid my aunt (Dr 
Halley) attended the great Buffalo camp- 
out in 1903. 

Mistakes like this tend to be per- 
petualed and I think this correction should 
be given some publicity. 

Yours sincerely, 
E, H. Coghill, 

Hon. Secretary. 
February 10, 1965 

Dear Sit, 

A Correction 

At the January 1965 “Members’ Night 
—Reminiscences’, I dealt with a Club 
“Camp-out” at Cape Woolamat, and read 
the following portion of the report by the 
two leaders, Messrs, L, L. Hodgson, and 
V. H. Miller, Victorian Natiraliss, 44 

flash and accessories, 

Telephone 62 3114 
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R. H. WAGNER & Sons Pty. Ltd, 
4} Elizabeth Screet (corner Flinders Lane) 

Also Chadstone Shopping Centre 

(ii}— 
“This excursion was in the nature of 
an cxperiment, as to the desirability 
of mixed camps, and Was an un- 
qualified success, thus amply 
demonstrating the pratticability of 
‘camp-outs’ organized on similar 
lines.” 

1 assumed from this that the Cape 
Woolamai camp-out was the first on these 
lines held by the Club, but in this T was 
mistaken. 

Miss Innet Raff remembers being one 
of several women. members of a party 
which made 4 naturalist survey of the 
Vereker Range some years ¢arlicr. Mr. 
EF. Coghill also recalled that a similarly 
constituted ‘Club camp was held on Mt. 
Buffalo, + 

Possibly thete were others in the carly 
davs of the Club. 

(Mes.) I. P. Hanks, 

{ Second St, 
Black Rock. $9 
February 11, 1965 

CALLING ALL 

Nature 

Select your equiprnent from 

WAGNER’S comprehensive stocks of Exakta, Leica, Pentax, 
Praktica, etc. also telephoto lenses, close up attachments, electronic 

n = oot 
3 
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his excellent picture of a female Mulgara with her 12-weeks-old family was one of a number illustrating an article “Breeding 
the Mulgara” by David Fleay in the October 1961 Victorian Naturalist 78: 167, 
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Twenty-four Hours at Wyperfeld 

In the carly spring of last year my 
wife, two small children and myself, 
decided to include the Mallee region 
of Victoria in our proposed seven-day 
trip through the central and western 
areas Ot the State. This, of course, also 
meant thal we would icy and spend 
some time at Wyperfeld National 
Park. 

Never having been to the Mallee 
before, we had only the comments of 
a few pndividuals to guide us, | might 
mention here that if we had paid 
attention to most of these comments, 

& Most intriguing and memorable 
part of our inp would sot have 
eveultiated. We were told of dust, des- 
olation, and a lack of almost eyery- 
thing. In fact 1 was with some 
apprehension that we at last decided 
in favour of the trp, and also, af 

Spending a night al Wyperfeld, tor- 
saking the comfort of conventional 
beds and attempting to sleep in our 
Staion sedan. 

To the hard-bitten camper this may 
sound nonsense, bul to the upiniialed 
young [amily with two small unknowo 
quantities (with regard to camping). . 
it could prove to he a problem, How- 
ever, selling off frarn Swan Hill with 
the weather at least on our side, we 
travelled towards our destination hope- 
fully. 

As we drove on, our first im- 
pressions of Mallee country-side were 
most encautaging—bu expected dust, 
no desolation, nor a lack vf almost 
everything; but a pleasantly warm, 
Windless day with gently undulating 
spring—ereen pastures. stretching acre 

upen acre into the far distance to be 
here and there subdivided by narrow 
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By G. M. Waro 

belts of the attractive Mallee type of 
eucalypt. 

fe was whilst driving through this 
type of country with the added peace- 
fil sight of a small pool, dappled with 
the reliections of a clump of Mallee- 
trees, that T wondered what id is that 

makes present-day individuals so dis- 
contented and ungrateful. While in the 
misist of this contemplation I had not 
noticed that a stumpytailed lizard, 
apparently sharing my feeling of frec- 
dom and peacefulness, hack waggled 
“itself amiably on ww the red earth 
read into the path of the oncoming 
car- L saw him in time and swung 

arouod fim in an urc, Stopping a 
little ahead and walking back to see if 
he was safe. I need not have bothered, 

for he strll waggled amiably an, not 
even lifting his bead. aod oblivious 
to any road law that he may or muy 
not have infringed. 

After this little diversion, our next 
slop was to be Wyperfeld, which lay 
about 10 miles away to tbe north-west. 
This distance was soon covered and 
we pussed under an archway coo- 
structed of logs, the cross beam of 
which hore am inscription that signi 
fied we were now entering The largest 
National Park in Victoria. This was 
Wyperfeld! As we drove along the 
five miles or so to the Camping Area 
and Wonga Hut, I felf as a small boy 
might feel when, after having beep 
blindfolded, the handkerchief is quick- 
ly removed while be sits alone at a 
birthday-parly table. Where should I 
start? 

Black-faced Mallee Kangaroos 
hounded to a safe distance from which 
te stand erect and view our "“tres- 
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passing” car disdainfully. Emus ceased 
feeding. and with heads raised 
haughtily, watched as we moved 

slowly past. Galahs flapped from 
their feeding in the grass to a safer 
vantage point, showing their pink 
breast feathers to the late afternoon 
sun as they wheeled upwards to alight 

on the stark limbs of a lifeless giant 
Red-gum. As they settled they voiced 
their resentment at being disturbed 
from their evening meal. 

These were some of the sights and 
sounds with which we, as newcomers 

to the area, were greeted. No doubt, 
people familiar with the area would 
have seen much more, but we felt that 
even if we saw nothing more, our trip 

so far to this part of Victoria had 
been very worthwhile and we had 
found the comments of our “advisors” 
to be completely false. 

With this pleasant five mile prelude 
to Wyperfeld at an end, we entered 
the extensive area which has been well 
chosen and prepared for campers. The 
shelter offered by the giant River 
Red-gums and the belts of densely 
growing Black Box trees is sufficient 
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iirawinre 

G. M. Ward 

to enable campers to spread out com- 
fortably. We chose our spot under 
the canopy of one of the giant Red- 
gums close to the banks of the dry 
bed of Lake Brimin. 

Mr. Campbell, who has an onerous 
task as Ranger of the area, was quick 

to identify us as newcomers and gave 
us some very sound advice as to the 
suitability of tracks for vehicuiar 
travel. He indicated firmly, though 
humorously, that notices bearing the 
words ‘Sandy Track” were not put up 
for “birds to perch on”. After a short, 
friendly chat he bade us goodbye and 
left, he, to carry out his last tasks 
for the closing day, and we, to carry 
out our first tasks for the coming 
night. These were not very many, 
merely the preparation of cooking 
apparatus for our evening meal. So, 
while my wife set about preparing our 
meal, and the children set about one 
another, I took the opportunity of 
watching an act that was being carried 
on above us in the branches of the 
Red-gum. Two Mallee Ringneck 
parrots were chattering away inces- 
santly while following each other 
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Ringneck 
Parrots, 

Pencil 
drawing : 

G. M. Ward 

around the tree-top. I watched as they 
pottered about examining the many 
holes which commonly occur in Red- 
gum limbs, but was unable through 
inexperience to ascertain whether they 

were male and female. If this was so, 

they provided a beautiful example, as 

they inspected hole after hole, of a 
young married couple in their state 
of indecision when looking over 
prospective homes. One, presumably 
the male, gave a cursory glance at a 

particular hole and stood aside as 
his spouse peered in the hole first 
from one side, then from the other, 

turned herself upside down, and 
finally, still in this position 
all but disappeared within the hole, 
only to emerge dissatisfied with the 
interior decor. The two of them 
moved to another hole and the per- 
formance was repeated, the “spouse” 
always having the final decision. With 
dusk finally limiting my vision, and 
my spouse giving her final decision, I 
sat down to my evening meal. 

With appetites satisfied, we now 
prepared ourselves for night, and it 
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wasn’t long before all four of us were 
oblivious to the owners of pairs of 
eyes which, before I settled down, 

shone red when caught in the sweeping 
beam of my spotlight. These eyes of 
course belonged to the many Black- 
faced Mallee Kangaroos which roam 
from the seclusion of the Black Box 
timbers to feed at night on the 
herbage of the dry lake-beds. 

The night was soon past, and early 
morning found us stirring to the 
mixed chorus of voices from magpies, 
Ringneck parrots, and Magpie-larks 
—certainly an improvement on the 
tormenting bell of an alarm-clock to 

which most of us are subjected each 
morning. 

After a quick but satisfying break- 
fast, we set aside the next eight 

hours for the seeing of as much of 
Wyperfeld as we could. This, we knew 
would not be a great deal, but I felt 
that we might drive for as far as it 
was safe, and then I would walk as 
far as I could alone in the time left. 
My wife unselfishly suggested this, 
which meant of course that she had 
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to entertain the children. With this 
decided, the track which led past Flag- 
staff Aull towards Eastern) Lookour 
was chosen, and whilst on this track 
we sav our first Major Mitchell 
Cockatous in thei natural habitat. A 
pair of them was perched high on 4 
limb of a Redgum, and stayed there 
as I drove slowly underneath. From 

here I was. able with the aid of bi- 
noculars, to admire the beautiful soft 

pink, shaded so delicately into the 
breast feathers, before they both de- 

cided that they had been scrutinised 
with field glasses for Jong enough, aad 
that it was now time to leave. So with 
their typical cry they launched them- 
selves off the limb and flapped away 
to some less conspicuous perch. With 
the disappearance of these birds. we 
drove slowly on until our approach 
disturbed a moh of twenty kangaroos 
in an area of Black Box trees. Without. 

hesitation, they bounded with wn- 
slackened speed unerringly, between 
Ihe several tree-trunks, raced across 

the clearing on either side of the track, 

and entered the shelter of another atea 
of Black Box. 

The grace, rhythm, and harmony 
of mavement of kangaroos when trav- 
elling at top speed as something that 
2s mussed when we are able to view 
these animals only bchind wire neting 
or bars. 

We travelled only a few hundred 
yards more before I, recollecting the 
Ranye!’s Warning, stopped the car in 
obedience to a sign which read “Sandy 

Track”. Some weeks previously, the 
failure of a family to observe this 
warning Icd to their overnight strand- 
ing until rescue: arrived next day, We 
did nor aim to repeat this episode. 

Leaving my wife and children in 
charge of the car, I set ovt from near 
the foot of Eastern Lookout along a 
track which would certainly have | 
fested the cficiency of any four-wheel 
drive vehicle, As I walked on up the 
sandy incline, | began to feel both 
insignificant and inadequate, Insignifi- 
cant because of the vastness of the 
fandscape which lay before me, and 

a 
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inadequate because of my imability 
ever lo appreciate anit know fully the 
flora and fauna of the area. All Twas 
abieé to dO was to wander through 
aod marvel at ory immediate surroun- 
ings. Passing frony some mallee thicket 
ints w grassed, Sandy clearing, I he- 
came interested in a particular clump 
of grass. A small bird was flitting into 
aod around about tt obviously e¢n- 
joying its meal of insects, which it 
kept disturbing from within (he grass. 

As | approached, the bird of course 
retfeated a litle tether away, and 
after having convinced mysel£ that 
this tittle sprite was the Grass Wren, 
T felt that T might identify the plant 
as well. I say “felt advisedly, for 
this is exactly how I did identify it. 
Tt waso't just a small vrass tussock, 
it was a cushion some twelve inches 
in herght, and five feet io diameter, 
composcd of the most viciously 
pointed spines § have ever contacted, 
Vhey seem to have the ability of an- 
Mietisg pain before contact ts made 
with them. After closer examination 
of a single spine | was able to under- 
Stand why, for, the last quarter of au 
inch or so js extrpordinarily fine, so 
fine in fact as ta be almost invisible, 
OF course this planc was vadoultedly 
porcupine grass, aad how the hile 
Grass Wren is able to flit in and out 
with complete immunity, F shall never 
Know, but tere ys just anether facet to 
Wyperfcld's fascination. 

1 wandered from bere, up the gentle 
slopes of Eastern Lookout, through 
more Mallee thickets, hearing as L 
went, the voices of many different 
birds but very rarely being able to 
see the owsers, or at best, catching 
only a fleeting glimpse of one or two 
as they disappeared quickly anong 
the interlacing branches and (ofiage, 
Some of these bifds, stich as the 
Willy Wagtail, Watde Bird and Raven 
(or Crow) © could jdeatify through 
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familiarity of call owme bo thear great 
range of distinhution. Others, of whieh 
I caught a glimpse and felt fairly 
cerlain of their identity were the 
sigiged Grass Wren, Scrub Robin, 
White-browed Bubblers and Quail 
Thrush, But those which J koew, were 
in the minernty; by far the greater 
number were to me, uoknowe and 
usually unseen, and IT realised as 1 
reached the summit of Eastern Look- 
Out, just wijat a vast number of species 
of birds alone, live in this area. 

While I sat. reflecting and gazing 
over the undulating landscape, the 
thought crassed my mind of the geo- 
logical Changes which had taken place 
in this comec of Victoria. I wondered 
whether its fascination for me would 
have been greater or less, had EF been 
sitting there in Mincene times when 

a great sea cxtended fat inta and over 
this particular area. 1 decided without 
much fesitation that the greater at- 
traction for me was the present; with 
vulcanicity, Faulting, sagging and 
warping ot the earth's surface still not 
uile over in early Miocene times, 
enjoyment of such a trip might not 
have been quile so great. 
My reflections un this tupic were 

quickly lost after a glance at my watch. 
Already four of the precious eight 
hours had gone. 

Afler two hours, my wife would 
very likely have exhausted all forms of 
eltettainment for the childrens so re- 
luctantly T made iny way back in the 
direction of the cac, With a few 
hundred yards. to go, two small fipures 
Appeared fvom around a ber in the 
track, Haod to hand like Hansel and 
Gretel, my two children had papparent- 
ly decided, and quite validly too, that 
if their falber could wander off anil 
enjoy this “Wonderland”, then so 
could they. We met and mede our 
way back afang the track, and as we 
did so, Peter pointed to some [oot- 
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prints in the sand just ahead of us, 
1 anticipated his question which fol- 
lowed almost immediately—'What 
made thase marks?” [ was thankful 
that it was a question which [ felt 
capable of answering. There were two 
sets of tracks cach different. One, 
looking like large arrow heads placed 
one alicr the other, was made by the 
three lorward-pointing toes of the feet 
of an env and the other consisted of 
two narrow impressions’ side by side 
and parallel with each other, with a 
scattering of sand at one end of each 
impression. This second set, we 
decided, was made by a kangaroo 
bounding across the track. Feeling 
very pleased with themselves for 
havine found these iracks, the two 
tan quickly back fo ‘the car to tell 
of their discovery. 

Once more back in the car, we 
drove slawly along the track by 
which we had come. At intervals in 
the Black Box forest small flocks of 
Regent Parrots flashed between the 
tree trunks, while Eastern Rosellas, 
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using their itregular wing-beat to give 
them that peculiar progressive 
catenary-like flight, made their way 
trom one Ked Gum to another. Out 
of the timbered area now and tra- 
yelling along thé margins of the dry 
lake-beds, we found ourselves watch- 
ing half a dozen emu chicks being 
taken for their midday walk by their 
parents. It was difficult to understand 

how, with such tiny legs, they managed 
to keep up when the adults broke 
into their long loping stride, but they 
did so with little trouble, and soon the 
grass hid from view their dark prey 
and white striped bodies. 

We returned to Wonga Hut, had 
lunch and packed the car ready for 
our mid-afternoon departure. But be- 
fore this “dreadful” time arrived, we 
still had a few hours left to us. So 
with my wife and children content to 
stay at the camping area and enjoy 
the warm spring-afternoon sunshine, t 
decided (o walk, this time along the 
track leading past Flagstaf¥ Hill and 
Mount Mattingley which eventually 
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teaches Lake Beambruk_- Unfortunate- 

ly, | was uaable to travel this far, but 
even so, the couple of hours at my 
disposal were full of jnterest. 

I had only gone o short distance 
into a section of Black Box forest, 
when I passed a particular tree with 
a section ol dead branch which lagked 
& little oddly placed with respect to 
the adjoining limb. A closer inspection 
showed that the pattern in the mark- 
ings of the bark on the dead section 
was different from other parts; 
and an even closer look indicated 
that [1 was lonking, hy sheer good 
fortune, at a Tawny Frogmouth which 
at this stage, had not apparently been 
sufficiently aroused as to open its eyes. 
These renvained as narrow slits to 
complete the almost perfect simulation 
of a dead, broken limb, 

I retreated ws quietly as 1 could 
and continted Gn through the forest, 
to leave it eventually for the sand- 
dune country of Flagstaff Hill area. 
Byt whilst sill among the trees I 
had become familiar with the. sharp 
piercing call of a bird which skimmed 
from one tree to another, alighting at 
a lower position on the selected trunk 
than that, which ji had inwmediatcly 
left, and then proceeding spirally up- 
wards, These points indicated that 
this bird was a tre#-creeper, ond from 
its general colour 1 assumed it to be 
the Brown Tree-creeper, 

As I mentioned, 1 was now out of 
the Black Box forest and walking 
amidst the vegetation of the sand- 
dupe country near Flagstaff Hill, The 
variety of this vezetation was sur- 
prising. Dumosa Mallee appeared here 
and there on the dunes, whilst other 
parts were covered hy Green Tea-tree, 
In small clear patches there grew rhe 
Fringed Heath-myrtle, the Twiggy 
Guinewflower and whal T took fo be 
the Ice-plan!, a species of Meserr- 

bryaathemiunt, The folinge of this 
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plant glistened im the sun us though 
crystals of icé from the freezing tray 
of a refrigerator had been scattered 
over It, 

On the dune ridges to the noch- 
east, and overlooking all this, grew 
tall specrmens of Cypress Pine. 

[ moved on towards clurnps of 
Green Tea-tree which, unknown to 
me, concealed a host of feeding Mallec 
Ringneck Parrots, | was made well 
aware of this fact by the [renzied 
Fiapping of dozens of pars of wings 
and the leaping into life of the foliage 
which surrounded me. I might say that 
my Surprise was as great, 1f not ereater 
than that of the parrots, On recovering 
from the sutidenness of this mass 
exodus of birds, T made my way out 
of the tea-iree into a more open 
region and was in time to see a bird 
hurrying over the sand bordering the 
teatree. The sides and crown of ils 
head-had, at first, the appearance of a 
North American Indian princess; her 
dark hair tied in place with a white 
forehead band. T followed as quickly 
as I could without undue noise, and 
was able to observe the bird through 
binoculars well enough to establish 
that it was a Banded Plover—a most 
attractive looking bird with its white 
throat and “headache band", and 4 
blood-red area at the base of its 
upper-bill, 1 proved less adept at 
covering the ground than ihe bird 
which was soon out of sight, leaving 
me to Wander on across the dunes 
to the wesl, with here and there 
patches of vegetation such as Storks- 

bill, Golden Pennants and other 
herbaceous plants, all helping in some 
small way to slave off wind erosion 
of the dunes. It was strange that in 3 
patch of vegetation, J cume across one 
of the two msects to which | eould 
devote any time. Why jt should be 
one of the most wonderfully ca- 
mouflaged species thar attracted my 
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attention 
was, moOtidniess, on a smal! dead twig 
at my feer. 1 made a quick sketch of 
its shape and size with a note of the 
general colour. but the finger-like an- 
tennae held together straight out io 
front. indjcated that it was a species 
of lung-nosed Jocust, On consulting 
my copy of McKeown's Alssrralian 
Mmsects it seems fairly certain that 
it was the “Blue-winged Locust”, 

Time again was miy enemy, so l 
plodded across the sandy floor between 
dunes, with derision being heaped 
upon me by a couple of crows which. 
‘carked" from a limb high up hi a 
dead Iree. Their mockery was apt. for 
here L was, almost at the cnd of a trip 
on which I had boped lo do soa meh, 
yet had accomplished so little. Such 
is the nature of Wyperfeld—the more 
ans lnoks, the mare one sees. 

I scrambled down (he steep slope 
of a sapd-dune and walked trough 
moore Black Box foresr to the track 
avross Black Plat. 1) was here that tho 
second insect crossed my path, this 
lime one of our native cockroaches 
of which there ave some three hun- 
dred species. This is 2@ surprising 
figure to most people, owing I suppose 
to Ihe fact that the native species have 
remained in the bush, whereas the 
introduced types have drawn arrention 
ta themselves by running foul af man 
in his home. The particular species I 
met Was about 40 min long and 25 mm 
across the body—about the size of a 
large kitchen teaspoon The body wus 
of a dark, slossy [reacle-colour and 
considerably Aattened, ne doubt per- 
mitting its mode of life beneath loase 
sheets of bark, Finally I left it to is 
own devices and walked the last few 
hundred yards to my waldag fainily. 

Now. twenty-four bours after our 
arrival at Wyperfeld, we were ready 
ju leave, Vhis in itself was a dis- 
appoimmedt; bul un the other haud, 
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| cannot tell, bud there tL 

' 

like the laden birthday party table, 
There Was much leff Unluuched, add 
this gave the prome of a reluro 
wsit, which imeant anything but dis- 
appeintment, One of the unrmiched 
things and possibly the grealest was 
the remarkable Lowan of Mallee Fowl, 
Par weeks 1 had conjured up visions 
of studying this bird myself, photo- 
graphing it, and perhaps watching a 
pair at their mount: but it was not to 
be. for through lack of huth time aiid 
experience | failed. Ftowever, 1 sin- 
cercly hope that it remains in its 
numbers, of even increases, so thal 
my hope for this visi becomes a 
reality for our next 

Sa it was, with these last thonghrs, 
That we began the journvy from Won- 
ga Hut along the live miles of track 
which this time, would Jead to our 
exit from Wyperfcld. Indeed, an exit 
fron a place where time can cease 10 
be a rigid controlling factor in one's 
life; where landscape, animals, and 
visitor can mingle with none playing 
a greater part thin the other, yet the 
first two bemg wholly dependent on 
the third for their perpetuation. We 
hope, therefore, that future generations 
and governments realize this depend- 
ence and acl in a positive tanner, Dot 
onty ait Wyperfeld, but throughout our 
National Parks generally. 
We passed under the cross-bcam of 

the entrance gale and on to the road 
heyond, heing Farewelled as we went, 
by a pair of Crested Pigeons perched 
at attention side by side on the over- 
hanging limb of a tree, which qnickly 
disappeared fram view amidst the 
swirlittg dust that Jay behind us. 

Nove: Botaaical names and. scientific 
nameés de owt appear in the tex Thera 
are, 1 feet, nwo good reasons for this, 
ihe firsc being my incompetence at iden- 
ficolivin, and the second that T feel it 
is. urimecessar? fo use these names when 
pure pleasure and relaantion are the main 
aims af such a trp 
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Bush Brushes 

The fox’s brush war the traditional traphy of the chase, The Field, 

Naturalist usually rétuens from an excursion into the bash with a 

different sort of “tale. If you have one worth mounting and pre- 

serving send it fo the Assivtant Editor, "Victorian Naturalist", 262 
Nepean Streei, Greensborough. 

Editor's Note 

Many members contributing to ihese 
columns curing the past six months 
will be wondering whether their Jetters 
have gone astray or if they have been 
discarded. 

Neither is the case. Lmmediately 
following our request in the September 
1964 issue, a flood of mail was Te- 
ceived and consequently we are still 
catching up with material that arrived 
ducing the latler months of last year. 
But, material is again becoming short. 
—RHIMcQ. 

Banded Stilts 

The following observations are 
drawn from a regular contributor to 
these columns, Mr. H, R. Hobson of 
Rosebery. 

On October 2 last year, when return- 
ing home from a trip along the southern 
coastline we called in tw inspoct the Lakes 
al Douglas. Here there was a flock of 
approximately S00 Banded Stilts and an 
almost equal number of Red-necked 
Avocets. 

On October 26-27, J again visited the 
lakes in the hope of making a more 
derailed study of the stitts, At this time 
I estimated their numbers in excess of 
2000 birds. The stilts were rather wary at 
first, but later would permit a cautious 
approach to about 50 yards distance be- 
fore taking flight. The aerial display was 
one that will long be remembered, 

Several birds were seen to have leg 
injuries, one in particular appearing ta 
be minus both, with only the left stub 
visibte: This bird would continue to fly 
for perhaps ten minutes after the flock 
had settled and would then land on the 
water. 
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The evening and night of October 26 
was spent beside the Glenele River near 
Harrow, where four Winking or Barking 
Owls were seen and hear! at intervals 
throughout the night. 

Wattle Lomandra in Miniature 

The following notes and a specimen 
of tee most unusual plant concernel 
were forwarded by Miss W. Waddell, 
secrelaty of the Native Plants Preser- 
vation Society of Victoria_ In a cover: 
ing letter, Miss Waddell says“... , 
it was a complete surprise to find 
something [locally) which I had never 
seen before.” From the specimen one 
would never connect it with the 
familiar form, without highly detailed 
eaamination. 

Have you ever seen Lomeandea fili- 
formiis with leaves that ate really filiform? 

The Victorian Railways have per- 
muted the formation of Mower sunttuaries 
within railway enclosures and these are 
not burnt if they present no fire risk. 

Much of the value of the Hexthmont 
sanctuary depends on small woody 
plants such as Karralla which would be 
ruined by fire, so active members of the 
N.P.P.S. spent an afternoon getting the 
sanctuary and ils neighbourhood inte a 
satisfactory condition. 

Tt was anly when we were leaving the 
sie of the tast fire thal the Tittle plants 
were noticed. In spite of the dark-green, 
Uhread-like leaves and a flower spike 
about two inches long, they looked just 
like miniature £. fillfermis, and that is 
What they turned out to be. 

Familiarity with the tufts of flat leaves, 
up lo a foot fong, of the common sur- 
vivor led me to a useless study of the 
other related species A specimen was 
finally sent to the Herbarium where it 
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was finally identified. Apparently the 
original type-specimen bad narrow leaves. 

Jt Would be interesting to Know where 
else the miniature form occurs. The 
plants described are outside the Heath- 
mont end of the sanctuary and are 
srawing beside good clunips of ihe larger 
familiar Wattle Lomandras 

Genctic Variation of Manna Gums 

This highly interesting observation 
was contributed by Mr A. Stirling of 
Cheltenhany. 

This story starts in the bush, but has 
a suburban ending. with a resull that 2 
geneticist could have most likely forecast, 

On March 24, 1962, in the Coranderck 
bushland which #droins the Sir Colin 
Mackenzie sanctuary, a seedling Manna 
Gun, Evecniverus viniiialis, was collected 
trom the enormous numbers of. these 
plants that had germinated after the bush 
fires which burned this particular part of 
the country earlier thar summer. After 
being established in a pot for some time 
it Was planted in our garden at Chetten- 
harm in the spring of 1982. 

The interesting Uning here is that this 
creek-side twee of the hill country was 
planted im sof] which excavations have 
shown to be for at Jeasr 13 fl, down, 
pure yellow or white 3and, with only 
ine lop nine inches or sq containing any 
humus, Further, the seedling was planted 
within twenly feet of the local coastal 
vanery af E. timinaliy Which in this dis- 
trict erows iy) 4 spreading, rather gnarled 
form. often With a double trunk. The 
object of this planting was to see whether 
the seedling from a straight, two hundred 
foot high parent would adopt the spread- 
ing Jocal style of the species. because of 
the deep sandy soil. 

“When in Rome do as the Romans do" 
is na maxim of the Manna Gum. From 
the beginning it grew wilh a4ingle straight 
slem and now (November 3, 1964) if is 
a sturdy tree, of three inches diameter 
al the. base and seventeen foot high, 

How much longer the edperiment con- ° 
lintes depends on when our nerve cracks, 
The thought of a two to threes bundred 
{got high tree in a saburban backyard ts 
somewhal daunting! 

This arncle points up one of the 
most-remarkable features of all-living 
things. 
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This ts their ability ta adapt them- 
elves to suit particular conditions, 
Such adaptation is made possible by 
the wide variation o£ characteristics 
which results from sexual reproduce 
thon, 

The variation leads ta (he adapta- 
Hon of individuals of each species so 
that some may be better suited for 
living in a slightly different habitat. 
When these habjiats are sufficiently 
divergent, new species can result. 

Tf che Corranderrk trees are to sur- 
vive in forest conditions, they must 
erow tall in order to Teach sufficient 
light for photosyorhesis. On the other 
hand, amongst the scrubby coastal 
vegetation, such lallness 1s mot of any 
advantage—rather, it may be disad- 
vantageous in conditions of strong 
squally wiods: Thus, there is a “nat- 
ural selection” of tall rrees in forested 
areas because they are better able to 
compete for their requirement of lisht 
—aoy trees not bearing genes confer- 
ring tallness fail in such competition 
and will gradually be eliminated, Thus 
a tall Straight variety or race may be 
produced and eventually will breed 
true for tallness, In coastal forms, the 
converse applies. Here, the short 

stunted-srowih form is probably an 
advantage and eventually agother pure- 
breeding variety becomes established. 

Thus, each race or variery of the 
one species is adapted ‘te its cWo par- 
ticwar environment, and sf interbreed- 

ing between the races is prevented in 
some way, then two distinct species 
may develop from the one parental 
type, 

This is the principle underlying the 
discovery madeby Charles Darwin 
and which forms the basis for cone 
lemporary. thinking about the process 
of evolutiog.—R,H., Meg, 
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F.N.C,V, Excursion to Western Australia, 

August 31 — September 22, 1963 

1% 
With special reference to botancal impressrons 

and gleanings 
By J. H, Wittas 

(Comtintied from puge 310) 

The southern neck of Evre Penin- 
sula (between Port Lincoln and Coffin 
Bay on the west} is pleasantly un- 

dulating and well watered. Here we 
saw the widely planted Sugar Gum 
(Eucalyptus  cladocalyx) growing 
naturally, but almost failed to recog- 
nize it—insteacl of the tsual tall 
straight boles, these ipcdigenous trees 
were as spreading and low-branched 
2s Red Guns on the plains ocur 
Melbourne, Soon the impressive 
Marble Range loomed up in the right- 
hand distance, and a short slop al. a 
coavenient high point on the coas! road 
enabled photographic enthusiasts to 
deal with a good prospect of the 
Range, Next came the tea-anile Jong 
stretch of Lake Hamilton—narrow, 
exposed, saline and not very ai{ractive, 
excepl as a resort for water-birds, We 
halted abreast the southern end of ihe 
Iake and walked across a scrubby 
limestone ridge separatiog it from the 
sea, Our chief objective was a lamous 

osprey’s mest that crowns a detached 
Tock-stack, 

Here one suddenly beholds a superb 
line of yellowish beetling ocean cliffs, 
similar in many ways to the Victorian 
coastline between Port Campbell and 
Warrnambool. The windswept ridge- 
top 18 almost bare of soi] and carrics 
a few species of hardy perennials, indi- 
vidual plants being very widely spaced 
and all adopting a cushion-like habit 
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of growth, Thus, low dense clear-cut 

clumps of Triodia, Spyridiumn, Hres- 

fringia and Scaevela appear indis- 
tinguishable from any distance, One 
enormous and obviously very old 
hummock of Nitte Bush (Nifrers 
schebert) must have been ten [cet high 
and wide—it was much photographed. 
The lower lee slopes near the roadway 
are quite dominated by waist-high 
thickets of Lasiupetalwn discolor; is 
tather large pallid-lilac flowers deflex 
toward the ground, exposing to view 
only the fuzzy reverse side of dull rust- - 
brown. Among these bushes we found 
Ba young active Shingle-back or 
Stumpy-tail Lizard (Trachysaurus 
rugosts). 

The noon-time meal an this fourth 
day oul (Sepl, 3rd} was taken ar a 
delightful patch of roadside mallec in 
the Venus Bay area, about & miles 
NW. of Port Kenny. A small trim 
cypress-pine to IO ft, high (Callitrts 
morvisonif) intermingled with Erca- 

lypms oleosa, E. incrassdte and other 
mallee eucalypts on this laterilic¢ rise. 
Beneath the canopy of dwarf trees 
were flawering uodershrubs of infinite 
vacicty—scarlet of an endemic mint- 
bush (Prostntthert culytora), cornea 
(C. pulchella) and grevillea (ir, 
pauciflora), gold ol Cassia eremephila, 
Acacia spinescens and other wattles; 
blue of Aalvania ¢yanea and Dar- 
piera species; mauve Baeckea crassé- 
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jolia; pink-and-white Phebaliun: pun- 
gens, Calytrix tetragona, Lasioperaluen 
behrii, ec. Robust bushes of Temple- 
fonta retusa glowed with masses of 
large red pea-Howers, while several 
showy orchids were prolific, notably 
Thelymitra gristata (blue aod pink 
forms), Caladenta dilatara, C. filemnen- 

tosa (“daddy Tong-legs") and Biyeiy 
macrlate—all widespread species at 
Victoria. Many exposures of colour 
film were inade at this fruitful spot by 
the wildfower photographers of the 
party. 

En route for Streaky Bay, we noted 
tiles of limestone fences bordernng 
the roadside and dwiding pastoral 
properties, This stonework was atten 
artistic and seemed as much a part of 
the landscape as do the basaltic fences 
on Victoria's western plains. There 
were ruins, too, of little isolated Jime+ 
stone cotlages—=mule evidence, per- 

haps, of aa unequal struggle between 
brave selectors and 9 hard, capricious 
land, But we were viewing this arid 
portion of Eyre Peninsula in one of 
the hest seasons ever; after ample 
autumn rims, Breen acres of waving 
arass were now io be séen in all 
directions. Here, too, occasional big 

flowers of the Lilac Hibiscus {H#. 
Iimegelit) evoked expressions of 
delight. 

That evening, Ceduny camping 
reseryé found us erecting tents for the 
first ume: the general impression on 
jocal inhabitants of a weird assortment 
of multicoloured canvas prisins. wig- 
wams, igloos, beehives, and even in- 
elegant lean-tos, must have been quite 
astonishing. Except for tity Penong 
(49 miles to the west), Ceduna was to 
be our last township before Norseman, 
766 miles away, Consequently, most 

personnel took the opportunity to 
stock up with fresh bread, meat, fruit 
aod other comestibles, A popular 
butcher retailed prime famb chops at 
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44d. each—can they be as cheap any- 
where else an Australia? Some en- 
Thusiasis Were astir early next morning 
aod found time for half-an-hour's 
beachcombing. Bath pied and sooty 
oyster-catchers Were noted among sea 
birds: the introduced snail (Buparyphe 
pisana) was exmremely abundant, their 

bleached shells decking coastal vegeta- 
dion Sike sO many snowberres. Very 
few sea-shells were evident, bot dnits 

of brown algae (Seaberia, etc.) lined 
the beach, and on send hummrocks 
above the tidal inoffuence there 

flourished many succulent plants of 
the muuye-fowered Sea Rocket 
(Cahile mraritieital. Just us the last 
tents Were colning down, after break- 
fast, a sudden sqnall of rain dreached 
our camp; 3 wild scatter for shelter 
ensued, and ce-lpading of the hus was 
made more difficuk than usual. So we 
took cur I¢ave of Ceduna and were 
hot tO walk on andther beach until 
reaching Esperance in four days’ 
‘tame. 

Fringes of the Nollorbor 

Toward Penong the maip feature of 
interest from bus windows became the 
bird-life, chiefly members of the parrot 
order (Psittacifarnnes} of which Port 
Lincoln parrot, corella, galah and 
Major Mitchell cockatoo were con- 
spicuous. Near Colona we entered the 
Yalata aboriginal reserve, where no 
form of camping is permitted. Irys a 
pleasing countryside. malblee wood- 
lands of tall Lucalyptus olvosa 
alternating with open tracts of salt- 
bush and srass. For mile after mile 
through the mallee formation, the 
prevailing colour is silvery-grey, im- 
parted hy innumerable hoary bushes 
of Cone Daisy (Crurystylis cono- 
¢ephala). This shrmb ferma trim 
cushions 2-4 ft, high and storulites ist 
a remarkable manner the habit of a 
typical bluebush (Kochita species). 
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During lunch-break, just beyond the 
Reserve, one of our party ran back io 
the bus breathless With excitement: 
out im the serub she had found a 
natives’ camping spot. apparently 
vacated woly a Tew hours previously, 
Those who tallowed her guidance were 
rewarded by seeing a row of four neat 
heaps of flattened grass where human 
bodigs had lain, cach separated from 
the other by the remains of a wood 
fire. ‘The intciguing scene was quickly 
perpetrated on colour Hlm., 

Abour 40 miles farther on, we 
passed the maithox of Nullarbor 
Honiestead ani came to that short, 
sompleicly treeless stretch of Eyre 
Highway-—the only part of the roacd- 
way that crosses a (typical section of 
the vast Nullacbor Plain. Here, too, 
mounds of [reshly turned yellow earth 
among the sparse bluehush and salt- 
bush gave evidence of Lhe deseri-loviog 
amd chiefly nocturnal Hairy-nosed 
Wombat (Lastorhinus latifrans), A 
halt was called so’ that excursionists 
could inspect one of these wombat 
colonies at close quarters, and amaze- 
ment was expressed at the quantity of 
earth excavated by the bulky mar- 
supials; thei¢ tunnels sgem to be far 
deeper and more toctuous thaw Loose 
of the familiar Vombetus hirsutus in 
Victoria. Excitement rose high when a 
wombar suddenly dashed fram one 
hole to another, almost under the feet 
of a lady observer! 

Next stop Koonalda Homestead, 
among its pretty mushroom-like 
myalls, and a special detour 34 miles 
northward across the plain to see the 
preat 150-foot-wide sinkhole Iadiny 
down into Koonalda |imestane cave. 
By noW lhe suing was low in the western 
sky. iHuminating the undercut eastern 
scarp of this very impressive “dosga” 
aml affording ideal conditions for 
photography, For many years. the 
Gurney family has pumped water from 
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a subierrancan flake beneath the sub- 
sidence, and how we wished there hac 
been time to ga down and view the 
wonders of the big cavern itself, Dark 
green herbage on the shaded sides and 
floor of Koonalda sink-hole proved to 
be a lush growth of Bluck Nightshade 
(Solanunt nigrwn), flourishing under 
the microclimate thus provided. 

Another 26 miles west, and the 
welcome Ne, 3 ‘Tanks loomed oul of 
growing dusk—our second al fresco 
camp, with lents pliched by torchheht. 
The solid timestone surface of the 
plain hetcabouts offered considerable 
resistance Lo uny bul the stotilest tent- 
peas, and, after Futile attempts at 
penetration, some campers tiéd their 
sitaintng topes 10 boulders Gf rock me 
slead. Others were {oo tired to struggle 
with a tent at all, simply curling up 
under the spacse protection of a 
stunted Umbrella Walle (Acacia 
aswald@it), for this had been a long £uil 
day, Warm as the Nullarhor might be 
during sunlight Wours, i{ can be cold 
enough in the heayy dew betore (lawn, 
as we were to find out carly meal 
morniog. However, breakfast around 
# Cheerfill camp-fire did much to thaw 
out one's torpor and, packiig up com- 
pleted, some folk used the time 
necessary for te-loading the bus to 
make a brief survey of theic surround- 
ings. At avyactive feature to the 
south and west was 4 large community 
of Old-man Sallbustr (4friplex pwir- 
mularia), widely spaced compact 
bushes to S ft, high; while everywhere 
various lichens praduced colourtl 
mosaics on the limestone nodules anu 
shallow grey-brown earth. 

The first stop on September Sth was 
to view a small blowhole by fhe road- 
side, at L2 miles from No. 3 Tanks, 
Hanilkerchiefs' and scarves held-acrass- - 
the orifice ballooned upwards, 70 
demonstralion that air was being 
forced out of the fissure. Af other 
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limes there is reputed to be a down- 
draught whereby light objects are 
quickly sucked underground. ‘Then, au 
last, carne the Westem Australlan 
border—-52 miles beyond Koonalda, 
and 452 miles from Perth by the 
Shortest roule. We were s00n at the 
Gumeys’ roud house above Euela Pass, 
whence unfolds a panorama of the 
Great Australian Bight 4 niles distant 
Here the Eyre Highway descends 
rather steeply to the salty flats sround 
aid Eucla telegraph station, now ta 
ruins and much of it buried beneath 
mobjle .sand-dunes, [ft is hprd ta 
believe that for balf a century {until 
1929) this was a populous and im- 
portant centre of activity midway 
between Adelaide and Perth. 

The dusty J15-mile stretch of 
coastal plain between Eucla and 
Madura is marked “open scrub” on 
the Shell Road Map, and it proved to 
be. the least interesting region so far 
jraversed, Bui a few Western Myalls 
showed their golden blossom, and 
other floral compensation at the hinch- 

ing place (somewhere abreast of 
Mundrabilfa on che contiguous Hamp- 
ton Scurp to our north) were: Afyo- 
poram deserti (Turkey Bush) with 
Small, white, deflexed blounts like uny 

snowdrops, Nicotiana  goodspeedii 
(one of the smaltlestflowered nauve 
tubaccos), Iringed yellow heads of 
Podolepis rugaia and, mos) charmiag 
of all, dense litle bushes Of Ererio- 
phila weldit dotted with azuze Nower- 
bells. 

Madura is an imimposing huddle of 
drab whitish buildings. While rcfuel- 
img was i progress there, some 
resorted ia the welcame bar and a few 
essayed to chmb the stecpish limestone 
cliffs of Hampton Scarp iunmedistely 
hehind the settlement. The latter were 
rewarded with sonte very good photo- 
graphs and @ Spate of botanical 
treasures, vizi the curnous Afeluleuce 
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quadrifuria, tall aromatic and rosy- 
flowered  Eramnophite — alternifolia, 
Olearia mueller, O. — exiguifalia, 
Pojnaderris forrestiena, Rhagodia 
preissh, Spidery Stenopetaiunr robus- 
tu and a crevice fern, Plemrcasorins 
rutifollus. The really exciting “Lind, 
however, was one old sprawling and 
prickly bush of the calciphilous heath 
Acrowiche paiile—a anew record for 
Western Australia! 

At Muidora the Ryre Highway once 
more ascends Hampton Scarp to the 
Nullarbor wplands 200 fi, or more 
ahove, and this cliffy section of the 
road has been sealed. The escarpment 
or “range” (about 130 miles Jong) is 
really an inland conimiuahon of the 
cliffs along the Great Bight, and 
doubtless it marks a former shorelae 
before slight uplifts occurred in recent 
geological time. Throughout the 58 
miles to Cocklebiddy vast crops of 
waving speargrass (Sipe species} and 
wallaby-prass (Danthonia spp.) 
dominated the countryside, which is 

normally bare except for scattered 
saltbush, One stop was made fo inspect 
vivid splashes of magenta and su/phur- 
yellow that appeared every now and 
then amongst! the vbiquitous prasses. 
These colourful plants were found to 
be Swatnsona microphylla {a trailing 
pea} and Velleia paradoxa of pansy- 
hike aspecr, howh of them also native 
in. Victoria. 

Cocklebiddy’s very recent motel was 
able lo accommodate our enlize party; 
it was a rellef to have cyening dinner 
and breakfast provided, after two 
nights of camping oul. At the latter 
meal We Were astonished when a 
couple of horses stroiled through the 
open dourway, evidently interested in 
tidbits from the table. John Eyre: 
Motel, another oew roadhouse SO 
miles farther west, gaye opportunity 
for some wayside exploration, while 
the bus “topped off” with petrol, Here 
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grow many attractive flowers—blue 
Camesperma Volubile, Haleania lavah- 
dulgeea and Eremophila scaparia, 
golden Podelepis and wattles, scarlet 
Temmypiletonia refuse, to name 3 few. 
We had entered that section of the 

highway which runs perfectly straight 
for a distance of 96 miles, at the end 
of which is # fence and thea withio 3 
miles the old telegraph station of 
Balladonia. Droughts being Jong and 
frequent in this region, the calcareous 
road-surface easily erodes. Heavy 
transports May gouge out trenches 
that Alf up with flour-tine “bulldust” 
—a trap to the uswary motorist, 
whose comfort and temper ace soon 
impaired by the inescapable prey 
powder that filters through every 
crack of crevice of his vehicle, satu- 
rating his bair, clothing and baggage. 
How fortunate we were (0 experience 

a green, almost dust-tree land, after 
exceptionally good rains ai few 
months previously, 

Balladonia to Norseman 

the giganhe boulklers. outcroppiig 
from the plain al Ballacdonia are a 
very welcome change after 730 miles 
of Wireliéved limestone aud said since 
one Inst saw 2 rocky hill near Wenus 
Bay on Eyre Peninsula, Granite slabs 
aGecupy some 20-30 acres apainst the 
old Balladonia Homestead, crcating 
an effective catchment for rainwater 
that rons into a jarge and alfyost 
permanent pond near the south-west 
side. The precigus water marked a 
former camping place for aborigines, 
who found game in the vicinity; in- 
deed, long before them, in wetler 
Pleistocene (ines, i was the resort of 
extinct diprotedens, giant wombats 
and katygarows, and even ihe Tas- 
manian thylacine whose bones have 
heen unearthed trom the shallow sand, 
Here 38 a veritable vasia of fascinaling 
plant-life, that we were privileged to 
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sot at. the most favourable season, and 

the bref half-hour allowed for a 
ramble there was far too short. 

Excursionists swarmed over the big 
smoalh cock-massés, photographing 
them from various angles. There were 
excited shouts a5 unusnal flowers were 
discovered, and the first specimen of 
Sturt’s Desert Pea to he seen mn bloom 

cated a minor “rush”, Some grovel- 
led on the ground for close-up pictures 
of a fine colony of the little Adder's- - 
tonvtc fem (Ophioglosswn  curia- 
ceuwmn). Nearby flourished excellent 
examples of the anfual composite 
Chthonacephaluw nulticeps, which the 
writer had discovered at this very spot 
in 1947 and had subsequently 
described as new to science; if is still 
tot Known lram any vther place, but 
Similar outfiers o£ vranite would he 
worth examining at the appropriate 
season, ‘This prostrate herb has 
yellowish-trey hairy foliage and 
numerous, bution-like, creamy Aower- 

heads with & curiously sweet aroma. 
Other herbs of the moist rock 

selvages were yellow Angiunrhius 
tamentayus, pucple Glveine clandes- 
tina, white Anguillaria dioica und 
Helipterum  corymbifloruet, blue 
Wahlerbervia species sod the moss- 
like crevice pliant Spraptautiia s0l- 
fgeacea, while on wetter ground of 
drainage channels were extensive mats 
of Glosseskemea elatineides and Cras- 
Sila Mateas, with aivute amanuve aod 

pate piok {lowers respectively, Smail 
rack-pools abounded in the very active 
“shield-shrimp™ (Apns}, & tawny 
Wattened creature almost 1 inch wide; 
some pools ylelded a delicate Species 
of water-milfoil (Myriopiyilaen) that 
cannot be matched at Melbourne 
Herbarium and may prove to be un- 
VJesctibed, Amung larger, almost 
shrubby plants. the outstanding rep- 
resentatives were: Laqvatera plebeta 
(Austral Hollyhock), Mibiseas farri- 
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Clianthus formosus, 
Sturt’s Desert Pea. 

Photo: late H. T. Reeves 

gei, Solanum orbiculatum and the 

introduced Ricinus communis (Castor- 

oil Plant). On saline ground, away 

from the granite, one was almost 

dazzled by the rosy-magenta carpets of 
Disphyma_ australe (Australian or 

Rounded Noon-flower). 

Then away westward once more 

toward our evening objective, the 

Fraser Range. With a gradual change 

into undulating hills, sandier soils 
and a slightly higher rainfall, the 

mallee eucalypts become taller and the 
ground flora noticeably richer in 
species. At 23 miles short of the Fraser 
Range. progress was temporarily sus- 

pended by a road gang preparing to 
lay new bitumen; Eyre Highway ha: 
now heen sealed right through to 

Norseman. While the bus waited half- 
an-hour for the “all clear” signal, its 
passengers marched ahead—an_in- 
variable procedure for walking parties, 
because time could never have been 
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spared to drive back along the road 

and pick up stragglers in the rear. No 
stopping place could have been more 
propitious for the botanically inclined 
who discovered endless excitements 
in these roadside mallee woodlands. 
Eucalypts included E. congloblata, E. 
flocktoniae, E. eremophila and E. 
salmonophloia. There were Acacia 

graffiana and A. merrallii in heavy 

golden bloom, a spiny leafless bitter- 
pea (Daviesia acanthoclona), a tall 
inland form of sea-box (Alyxia buxi- 

folta), Solanum oldfieldit with copious 

large violet flowers among its woolly 
crenulated leaves. silver-headed Pri- 

lotus holosericens and orange P. carl- 
sonti (low herbs of the amaranthus 
clan), Cryptandra leucopogon, Micra- 

cybe multiflora and a host of other 
beautiful wildflowers. 

Here was the land of emu-bushes, 

and five species were noted in almost 
as many minutes:  cream-belled 
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Eremophila  pachyphylla, rosy E. 
alternifolia, scarlet E. decipiens, pale 

blue £. dempsteri and deep blue E. 
elachantha (dwarf cushiony bushes 
less than | ft. high). A splendid Jively 
specimen of the green and gold-striped 
Euzostera initchellii was a special 
entomological prize—surely the aristo- 
crat of all cockroaches. 

Reluctantly we boarded our trans- 
port, but tumbled out again a few 
miles farther on at sight of a scarlet 
blaze beside the track—Sturt’s Desert 
Pea in all its glory, and on the very 
crest of the Fraser Range, too! Run- 
ners from some robust plants measured 
yards in length and carried up to 9 
nodes of the big lustrous flowers; how 
those cameras clicked, and in the 
general ferment one photographer left 
her spectacles against a clump of 
Clianthus—they were never retrieved. 

The western foot of the range pro- 
vided a good camp-site along a disused 
side road and close to a dam of fresh 
water. Tall eucalypts (£. oleosa var. 

glauca and the Goldfields Blackbutt, 
E, le souefii) gave shelter in a sylvan 
setting, and enough daylight. still 
temained for a hasty survey of the 
ironstone slopes behind camp. Two 
outstanding semishrubs were Scaevola 
oxyclona, a blue fan-flower that forms 
dense prickly mounds reminiscent of 
porcupine grass, and Heliotropium 
asperrimum (a heliotrope with dense 
heads of white flowers that give out 2 
deliciously sweet, spicy perfume). 
Other plants on the nearby range in- 
cluded the following: yellow Pimelea 
thestoides, Dodonaea microzyga 
smothered. in papery red. fruits, blue 
Halgania cyanea, Microseris lanceolata 

(yam daisy), gracefully weeping trees 
of Pittosporum phillyreoides, vener- 
able she-oaks (Casuarina huegeliana) 
and two kinds of cloak-fern in the 
rock crevices (Cheilanthes distans and 
C. lasiophylla). 
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Those who elected to walk about 
the camp in bare feet suffered some 
discomfort from the all-too-abundant, 
sharply pointed burrs of Emex australis 
(“three-cornered jacks” )—a weed that 
had invaded open sandy tracts. The 
hardest-worked camper must have 
been Mr. Alan Morrison. Long after 
others had put lights out, he struggled 
on with close-up photography of the 
multitudinous flowers gathered during 
the day and kept fresh in polythene 
bags. His only studio at Fraser Range 
was a grey-green sheet draped over a 
barbed-wire fence in the open, and his 
only illumination the campfire fed with 
brushwood. 

Norseman, among its auriferous 
hills, is girdled with a maze of dried- 
out salt lakes where halophytic growths 
abound. Now supplied with water 
from the Mundaring Dam, 440 miles 
away, it is a pleasant oasis to which 
the Central Norseman Mine on 
Marroroa Hill has brought a revival of 
population and prosperity. Opportuni- 
ties were taken to send messages home 
from the local Post Office, and we 
were intrigued by the number of abo- 
rigines about town. Some natives were 
not averse to being photographed for 
the sake of a florin or so. 

Few trees near the settlement are 
more attractive than the indigenous 
Goldfields Blackbutt, its lean, straight 
and whitish boles wearing a black 
“stocking” of rough bark, to 3 or 4 
ft. above ground, For miles the road 
to Esperance passes through groves of 
a ten-foot emu bush (Eremophila 
interstans). These graceful little trees 
had umbrella-like crowns thick with 
tiny cream flowers; from a distance, 
cne instinctively likened them to an 
understory of pallid wattle blossom 
lightening the sombre forest. “Sombre” 
is hardly the right word here, since the 
bright green foliage of Gimlet Gums 
(Eucalyptus salubris)  glisten and 
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sparkle in the sunlight, so high is the 
waxy gloss op cach leaf surface, Their 
trunks. vary in colour from bronze to 

pear nigger-brown, ancl they gleam as 
if polished of newly wet by rain. 
Young stems are often attractively 
fluted, with a spiral twist that inspired 

The Naturalist and the Microscope 

the name “gimlet"”. Altogether, this 
eucalypt is one of the most elegant and 
decorative subjects in the whale Com- 
monwealth; it certainty won unstinted 
admiration from every tree-conscious 
member of our party. 

(Te he continued) 

Sections of Sea-Urchin Spines 

Al the réceot Nature Show hun- 
dreds of people saw and wondered at 
the bewuty revealed when a slide of 
sections of sea-urchin spines was 
observed with dark-ground illumina- 
lion under the F.N.C.V, microscope. 

The slide was made by a member, 
Mr. E. Swarbreck, and is onc of the 
most colourful slides of this type J 
have yet seen. 

Many inquiries wete made as to (he 
method of making such a slide, so 
helow ig reprinted an article From 
the Proceedings af the Microscopical 
Society of Vietoria 7 (Feb, 1947) 
by Ms B. Tindale, This may help 
members jo make one of these attrac- 
live slides to add to their collection, 

“The two most necessary things, if 
food successful slides are to be ob- 
tained, aré, firstly, good quality shellac, 
and, secondly, the knowlcuge to know 
when 1o leave well enough alone. 

Most failures are caused by a desire 
to get the sections too thin. 

The necessary equipment consists 
of sea urchin spines, shellac, files, 
Saws, camel brush, slips of fine deal 
about 8 x 1 x 3/16 inches a small 
clamp, water-stone of fine texture, 
glass slips cut from fairly heavy glass. 
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By D. BE. McINNES 

The spines must be washed in 
several changes of fresh water and 
dried, to remove salt and small par- 
ticles of sand, etc. 

The first step is to make a thick 
cement with some of the shellac dis- 
solved in alcohol, and to melt the 
rest of the shellac on a (in hot-plate 
and with a knife work into sticks 
about the size of sealing wax, 

The Sectioning Procedure 

(1) Melt the shellac stick an to 
cone of the boards to cover about 3 
inches at one end with a thickness of - 
wbout F inch and flatten with a hot 
knife. 

(2) When this has cooled a little, 
add a layer of the cement and on this 
set ouc the spines. 

(3) Add another layer of melted 
shellac and flatten with «a hot knile, 
then cement, aod more spines. 

(4) Repeat the procedure until the 
spines and shellac have been built 
into a dome-shaped niass ahout one 
inch high. Let this set thoroughly. 

(5) Bix the clean end of the deal 
shp firmly to the table with the chimp 
and saw sections about 3/16 of an 
inch thick, taking the saw cut through 
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the shellac, right into the wood, and 

an old kaife inserted into the cut will 
break the section off clean. 

(6) Rub one side of the section 

on a worn file to remove saw marks, 
and thea smooth with the stone until 
a good surface is obtained. 

{7} Cement the smooth side to a 

glass slip with Capada balsam in 
turpentine and put away to dry thor- 
aughly. 

(8) The section is now filed dawn, 
using a finer file as the slide gets 
thianer, The water-stane is now used 
to take to the required thinness, exam- 
ining frequently under 3X objective. 
Remember that the secuen will lock 
clearer in balsam than air 

(9) The section, still cemented, is 
now soaked in methylated spirit until 
the shellac softens, when the spine 
sections can be lifted off with a camel- 
hair brush, 

(10) The spines uswally require two 
or three rinsings in spirit, Iollowed by 
xylol and a final tinse in spint before 
they are mounted in balsam,” 

Two extra tips from a member are 
to make sure that the thick cement is 
thick, 1f thin it takes too long to set 
and, when sawing the shellac, to wet 
with Water in order to prevent it from 

_ becoming warnmt and gumming up the 
caw. r 

Members in the country who are 
unable to obtain sea urchin spines can 
send a Sd. postage stamp and their 
address to DD. FE. McInnes, 129 Waver- 
ley Road, East Malvern, S,E.5, when 
sufficient spines to make a few slides 
will be posted to them, 

ixcursion to Point Lonsdale 

On (7th January, 1945. the writer led 
a Club excursion to the Point Lonsdale 
district. There was some confusion as to 
the rendezvous, but finally the party 
assembled at Mr Lakers shell-grit works, 
where semi-fossil shells are due out of the 
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soil Can old sea bed), washed and ground 
either ky provide calcium for glass mamu- 
facture or shell-grit for poultvy. ‘The pro- 
prietor very kindly showed us round his 
workings. and explained his long-range 
plans to raise the level of part of the 
swampy fand between Swan Bay and the 
salt Jokes. and excavate the balance to 
formoa navigable harbour and canals for 
small ceats The age ot these depasits is 
approximately something over 5.000 years. 

Lunch was then taken at Golightly 
Park, and the afternoon was spent éxam- 
ining the recf al Pomt Lonsdale. Sea 
anemones weré common, and several 
Sea urchins wéré also seen, but there 
were no very tinusual discoverics. 

Tea was taken at St, Leonards. 
The party comprised the waval bus 

load of passengers, and several oars. mn- 
cluding three fram Point Lonsdale. 

F. H. Cocuin. 
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